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CASES DETERMINED

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE

STATE OF NEW JERSEY-

AT SEPTEMBER TERM, 1830.

JOSEPH W. CAMP, Sheriff, against DANIEL K. ALLEN, JAMES KING",
NESBIT TAYLOR and CORNELIUS I. WESTERVELT.

In an action of debt on bond conditioned to keep within the prison limita, a

plea in bar admitting that the defendant had walked oat of the limits, but alleging
that the plaintiff, the sheriff, had sustained no damage thereby, is bad on demurrer.

If the condition of such a bond substantially conforms to the form prescribed

by the statute, it is sufficient, though there may be a verbal difference.

If the breach assigned in the declaration is according to the sense and sub-

stance of the condition, it is sufficient.

It is not lawful for a defendant to avail himself of the same matters by way
of special plea, and of notice under the general issue.

A notice of a motion to strike out a notice of special matter subjoined to a

plea of the general issue, is in the nature of a demurrer. .

A notice subjoined to the
general issue, stating in substance,

" That after the

making of the bond on which the suit was brought, there was an agreement
between Allen the debtor and Clark the creditor, at whose suit he was in con-

finement, by which Allen was to give Clark certain promissory notes and a small

sum of money, and the latter was to satisfy all judgments in his name against
the former, and to discharge him from imprisonment under the capias ad satit-

faciendum mentioned in the bond, and to release him and his sureties from the

bond
;
that in pursuance of the agreement, Allen did give to Clark the notes and

the money, and that Clark afterwards, in fulfilment of the agreement, discharged >
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Camp v. Allen.

Allen from his imprisonment under the said writ, and released him and his sure-

ties from the said bond ; and that by reason thereof, he walked out of, and

departed the rules and bounds of the prison, which is the same supposed breach
mentioned in the declaration," is sufficient to form a prima facie defence, and
therefore will not be ordered to be stricken out.

The declaration is in the usual form on a bond for the prison

limits, on arrest, by ca. sa. The defendants filed six pleas.

The third plea is in the following words: And the said defend-

ants, for a further plea in this behalf, by leave of the court hero

for that purpose, being first had and obtained as aforesaid, say,

that the said plaintiff his aforesaid action thereof against them,

ought not to have or maintain, because they say that although
true it is that the said Daniel K. Alien did not keep within the

bounds of the prison, limited and prescribed by the judges of

the Inferior Court of Common Pleas, in and for the county of

Essex aforesaid, until he was discharged by due course of law,

'but on the contrary walked out of, and departed the bounds of

'the said prison, so limited and prescribed by the judges of the

Inferior Court of Common Pleas of the county of Essex afore-

said, not having been discharged from the same by due course

of law, as the said plaintiff hath above in his said declara-

tion alleged ;
nevertheless the said defendants, for plea in this

behalf say, that the said plaintiff hath not at any time since the

-said Daniel K. Allen walked out of and departed the bounds of

the said prison as aforesaid, sustained any damage or been

obliged to pay any money in consequence thereof; and this

'the said defendants are ready to verify; wherefore they pray

judgment if the said plaintiff his aforesaid action thereof

; against them ought to have or maintain, &c. To this third

;plea the plaintiff demurred and there was a joinder in de-

imurrer.

The fourth plea is in the following words : And for a further

]plea in this behalf the said defendants, by leave of the court

here for that purpose being first had and obtained as aforesaid,

say that they ought not to be charged with the said debt by
virtue of the said supposed writing obligatory, because they say,

that after the making of a certain act of the legislature of this

state, entitled "An act to regulate the practice of the courts of

law," made and passed at Trenton, to wit, at Newark afore-

said, on the fourteenth day of February, in tne year of our

Lord one thousand seven hundred and ninety-nine, to wit, at
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the said time of the making of the supposed writing obligatory

aforesaid, to wit, at Newark aforesaid, the said Daniel K. Allen

was arrested at the suit of one Daniel Clark, under colour of

the said writ of capias ad satisfaciendum, in said declaration

mentioned, by the said plaintiff, who then and there was sheriff

>of the said county of Essex, and that the said plaintiff then

being sheriff as aforesaid, of and upon that arrest, took the said

supposed writing obligatory with the recital and condition, in

the said plea first above pleaded, set forth as aforesaid, for ease

and favour to the said Daniel K. Allen, of his imprisonment

by the said plaintiff shewn, and to have and obtain his liberty

to walk within the bounds of the prison of the said county
of Essex, which said supposed writing obligatory, the said

plaintiff then being sheriff as aforesaid, as such sheriff required

jand took by colour and under pretence of the act of the

legislature aforesaid
;
and so the said defendants say that the

writing obligatory aforesaid here in court produced in form

aforesaid, and for the cause aforesaid, as before mentioned, taken

and made, by colour and under pretence of the act of the

legislature aforesaid, is void in law; and this they are ready to

verify. Wherefore they pray judgment if they ought to be

^charged with the said debt by virtue of the said supposed

writing obligatory.

A replication to said fourth plea was filed in these words: And
the said plaintiff as to the said plea of the said defendants by them

fourthly above pleaded in bar, saith, that notwithstanding any

thing by the said defendants in that plea alleged, he, the said

plaintiff, ought not to be barred from having and maintaining
his aforesaid action thereof against them the said defendants,
because protesting that the said plea and the matters therein

contained in manner and form as the same are above pleaded
and set forth, are insufficient in law, for replication in this

behalf, the said plaintiff saith that being such sheriff of the

.county of Essex as in the said plea is alleged, he arrested the

said Daniel K. Allen, by virtue of the said capias ad satisfaciendum
in the said plea named, and upon that arrest the said writing

obligatory in said declaration mentioned, was given under the

provisions of an act entitled, "An act to regulate the pructico
of the courts of law," passed the fourteenth day of February,
A- D. 1799, that the said Daniel K. Allen should keep within
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the bounds bf the prison, limited and prescribed by the judges
of the Inferior Court of Common Pleas, in and for the county
of Essex, and not walk off or depart the same until discharged

by due course of law, as in the said declaration is alleged,

and not for ease and favour in manner and form as the said

defendants have above in pleading alleged, for any or either of

them; and this he, the said plaintiff, prays may be enquired of

by the country, &c.

To this replication the defendants demurred, and there was

joinder in demurrer.

To the first plea of non estfactum, the defendants subjoined
the following notices of matters to be given in evidence :

Joseph W. Camp, Sheriff, &c.

Sir,

Take notice, that the defendants will give in evidence upon
the trial of the above cause, whenever the same shall take place,

under the plea first above pleaded in this cause, that one Daniel

Clark heretofore, to wit, in the term of September, in the year
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven, in the Inferior

Court of Common Pleas in and for the county of Essex in this'

state, recovered a judgment against Daniel K. Allen, one of the

above defendants, for eight hundred and forty-three dollars and

sixty-seven cents, damages and costs, and that afterwards, to

wit, on the sixteenth day of October, in the year last aforesaid,

at Newark aforesaid, a writ of capias ad satisfaciendum, was

issued out of said Inferior Court of Common Pleas upon and

by virtue of said judgment, tested the third Tuesday of Septem-
ber in the year last aforesaid, directed to the sheriff of the said

county of Essex, commandingjhim to take the said Daniel, if in

his county he might be found, and him safely keep so that he

had his body before the judges of the Inferior Court of Common
Pleas to be holden at Newark on the first Tuesday of January
then next, to satisfy Daniel Clark of eight hundred and forty-

three dollars and sixty-seven cents, which the said Daniel Clark

lately, in said court recovered against him for his damages,
which he had sustained as well on occasion of the not

performing certain promises and undertakings then lately

made by the said Daniel K. Allen to the said Daniel Clark, au

for his costs and charges by him about his suit in that behalf
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expended, and that he should have then and there that writ
;

which said writ, being first endorsed according to law, was after-

wards, to wit, on the said sixteenth day of October, in the year
last aforesaid, at Newark aforesaid, delivered to the said Joseph
W. Camp, the plaintiff in this action, he then being high sheriff

of the said county of Essex to be executed.

And further take notice that the said defendants will give in

-evidence as aforesaid* that the said plaintiff, afterwards, to

wit, on the twenty-third day of October, in the year last

.aforesaid, at Newark aforesaid, then still being such sheriff

as aforesaid, under and by virtue of the said writ of capias ad

Aatisfaciendum, directed and delivered to him as aforesaid,

arrested and took into his custody the said Daniel K.Allen,
And thereupon committed him to, and confined him within,

the walls of the prison of the said county of Essex; and that

lie the said Daniel K. Allen, with the said Nesbitt Taylor,
James King and Cornelius I. Westervelt, as his sureties, to

be released from bis confinement within the walls of said

prison, and to obtain his liberty to walk within the bounds

And rules of the said prison, afterwards, to wit, on the day
Jast aforesaid, in the year aforesaid, at Newark aforesaid,

ihen and there made and gave to the said plaintiff, and the

eaid plaintiff, for ease and favour to the said Daniel, of his

imprisonmet within the walls of the said prison as aforesaid

shewn, then and there took and accepted the bond in question
in this cause, and upon which the said plaintiff hath declared in

this action.

And further take notice, that the said defendants will give in

evidence, as aforesaid, that afterwards, and after the giving,

making, taking and accepting, of the said bond as aforesaid, to

wit, on the tenth day of November, in the year last aforesaid,

At New York, to wit, at Newark aforesaid, by a certain agree-
ment then and there made by and between the said Daniel Clark

And the said Daniel K.Allen, it was then and there agreed that

be the said Daniel K. Allen, in consideration of the premises,

And for and in consideration of the covenants and agreements
hereinafter mentioned to be done, performed and fulfilled by
the said Daniel Clark, should then and there make and give to

the said Daniel Clark, his two promissory notes, one pay-
Able four months after the date thereof, to the said Daniel
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Clark, for two hundred dollars, and the other of the said

notes payable six months after the date thereof, to the said

Daniel Clark, for two hundred dollars; and that he the

said Daniel K. Allen should also then and there procure
and give to the said Daniel Clark, two other promissory
notes to be made and signed by one William Dickey, one

payable four months after the date thereof, to the said Daniel

Clark, for two hundred dollars, and the other of said notes

payable six months after the date thereof, to the said Daniel

Clark for two hundred dollars
;
and that he the said Daniel K.

Allen, should also then and there pay to the said Daniel Clark

the sum of seventy dollars; and that in consideration thereof,

and that he the said Daniel Clark had then and there settled

and compromised with the said Daniel K. Allen, all claims,

dues and demands whatsoever, which he had against the

said Daniel K. Allen, it was then and there further agreed

by and between the said Daniel Clark and the said Daniel

K. Allen, that he the said Daniel Clark, should and would, then

and there, give up all obligations which he held against the

said Daniel K. Allen, and also satisfy all judgments standing
in his name against the said Daniel K. Allen, and discharge
him from his imprisonment under the said writ of capias ad

satisfaciendum issued by the said Daniel Clark out of the said

Inferior Court of Common Pleas upon the judgment obtained

by him in the said court against the said Daniel K. Allen a

aforesaid, and by virtue of which said writ, he, the said Daniel

K. Allen, had been arrested and imprisoned by the said plain-

tiff as aforesaid, and should also release him and his said

securities from the said bond given by them to the said plain-

tiff as aforesaid, and upon which the said plaintiff hath declared

as aforesaid, and from all liability and responsibility by reason

thereof.

And further take notice, that the said defendants will give in

evidence as aforesaid, that afterwards, to wit, on the day last

aforesaid, in the year last aforesaid, at New York, to wit at

Newark aforesaid, he the said Daniel K. Allen, in pursuance
and fulfilment of the aforesaid agreement on his part and behalf

to be performed and fulfilled, made and signed and procured to

be made and signed, the four several promissory notes, and of

the tenor and effect in the aforesaid agreement specified, and
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did then and there give, tender and offer to give, to the said

Daniel Clark, the four said several promissory notes and did

also then and there give, tender and offer to give to the said

Daniel Clark, the said sum of seventy dollars, according to the

tenor and stipulations of the said agreement, and that he the

said Daniel Clark afterwards, to wit, on the day last aforesaid,

in the year last aforesaid, at Newark aforesaid, in pursuance
and fulfilment of the aforesaid agreement on his part and behalf

to be performed and fulfilled, discharged the said Daniel K.

Allen from his imprisonment, under the said writ of capias ad

satisfaciendum as aforesaid, and released him and his said sureties

from the said bond so made and given to the said plaintiff as

aforesaid, and that by reason of the premises, he the said Daniel

K. Allen, then and there became, and was entitled, to have the

said judgment so obtained against him by the said Daniel Clark

as aforesaid cancelled, and the said writ of capias ad satisfacien-

dum issued thereon against him as aforesaid, returned satisfied,

and to be discharged from his imprisonment by virtue thereof;

and that he the said Daniel K. Allen, by reason of the premises,

afterwards, to wit, on the day last aforesaid, in the year last

aforesaid, at Newark aforesaid, walked out of and departed the

rules and bounds of the said prison, as he lawfully might ;
and

which is the same supposed breach of the said bond in the

plaintiff's said declaration mentioned, and for which he hath

declared against them as aforesaid
;
and further, that he the said

plaintiff hath not at any time before the commencement of this

suit sustained any damage or been obliged to pay any money in

consequence thereof, and that by reason of all the said premises,
the said defendants were and are wholly released, exonerated,

acquitted and discharged, from all liability or responsibility for

or on account of the said bond so given by them to the said plain-

tiff, as aforesaid, and upon which he hath declared against them
as aforesaid.

The questions submitted for the consideration of the court

were, the demurrers to the third plea, and to the replication to

the fourth plea, and the motion to strike out the notices subjoined
to the first plea.

W. Pennington, for the plaintiff.

This action is brought on a limit bond in the name of the
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sheriff, and the defendants by their third plea have pleaded non

damnificatus. This plea admits the breach of the condition

of the bond as assigned in the declaration, that Allen did

not keep within the prison bounds, but alleges that the

plaintiff has not sustained any damage, or been obliged to

pay any money. It affirms the doctrine that the sheriff must

pay off the plaintiff in execution before he can entitle him-

self to an action on a bond for th'e limits. It is not optional
with the sheriff to take this bond or not; the statue, Rev.

JJaws 426, makes it his duty. It would be an oppressive rule

that first obliged a sheriff to take this bond
;
and when openly

and plainly violated, obliged him to put his hand in his pocket
And take his own estate to pay the plaintiff, before prosecuting
the bond. If the sum was large it might be impossible to do it.

In the case of M'Intyre v. Woods, 5 Johns. Hep.' 357 ; proceedings
on a.fi.fa. after judgment obtained against a sheriff for an escape,

were stayed until the sheriff should collect the money on the

limit bond, although the suit on the bond had then been pending
three years.

This plea of non damnificatus, only applies to bonds of indem-

nity; this is a bond to keep the limits, and when they are broken

the bond is forfeited.

Woods v. Rowan, 5 Johns. Rep. 42, is expressly in point. Doug-
lass v. Brentz, 14 Johns. Rep. 1771. Saunders, 117, note 1, latter

part of note.

The. action on this bond comes in place of the sheriff's right

of recaption. A prisoner escaping from prison has no right to

say to the sheriff when about to retake him, you have not been

damnified. The cause of action in this case is complete upon

proving the bond and escape. Kip v. Brigham, 7 John. Rep. 171.

Opinion of CHIEF JUSTICE KENT. It is enough that the sheriff

may be called on and is exposed to a suit for the money. 1 Saun-

ders 116.

I consider this question as entirely settled by our statutes.

Rev. Laws 651. The fifth section of the act to repeal the seve-

ral insolvent laws, &c. provides what shall be deemed a forfeit-

ure of this bond, and that the sheriff or the plaintiff, in case

such bond had been assigned, may maintain the action. And
that notwithstanding the prisoner before such suit brought, may
have returned to the limits. This in express terms authorizes
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2. The 4th plea is for ease and favour, alleging that the bond

was so taken. There is a replication traversing the ease and

favour.

This plea is defective, and if so, the whole of the subsequent

pleadings are unnecessary and judgment must be lor the plaintiff.

The plea admits that Allen was a prisoner as alleged in the

declaration
;
that it was after the statute entitling the defendant

upon giving bond to have the limits; that the bond was given
to obtain his liberty to walk within the prison limits; and then

calls it a bond for ease and favour. The plea does not allege any

unlawful act in the sheriff. It does not say that he by colour of

his office took and extorted from the defendant contrary to the

form of the statute, the said writing obligatory. So far from

shewing that this bond was unlawful, or taken contrary to law,

or for an unlawful purpose, it shews that the bond was taken for

Si lawful purpose, namely, to permit the defendant to walk within

the prison limits.

The pleas for ease and favour are founded on 23 Hen. 6 chap.

D
;
and our statute corresponding to that statute, is in Rev.

Laws 239, sec. 13, which applies to bail bonds for defendant's

appearance and I doubt its application in New Jersey to any
other case.

This plea can never be good when the bond is stated in the

plea to have been taken according to law. It must be shewn by

plea to have been taken contrary to law, and it must be distinctly

stated wherein tho bond was taken contrary to the statute.

See precedents 5 Wentworth's Plead. 479-481, and the notes.

ase there cited, 2 Wilson 352. The plea last cited from

Wentworth closes thus,
" which said writing, the said H. B. by

colour of his office, took and extorted from the said defendant

contrary to the form of that statute therefore," &c. and in the

note, even this plea is said to bo bad, because by the plea itself

the bond is shewn to have been good at tho time of giving it. 2

Chitty's Pleading, 478. This precedent is confirmatory of the

principle I contend for; it states the bail bond to have been

executed and taken by the sheriff after the return day of the

writ, but to have been antedated, and therefore was contrary to

the statute and for ease and favour. Love v. Palmer, 7 John. 159,

is cited to shew what is a bond for ease and favour within th

statute of 23 Hen. 6.
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If we had no statute authorizing the sheriff to take this bond

and he should of his own mere motion have taken this bond, it

would have been contrary to law and for ease and favour. But
how can the defendant'shew by his plea the statute, under which

the bond is taken, state it to have been taken according to such

statute and then aver it to have been for ease and favour?

It may be insisted that the statute, Rev. Laws 426, only
authorizes a sheriff to take a bond, that the defendant " will

keep within the bounds of the prison limits," &c. whereas

the other words are added " and not walk off or depart the

same."

There are cases in the New York Reports, which say, that you
cannot take a bond with other and further conditions, than the

act waiTants; but if the words added do not vary the sense; if

they mean the same thing ; any addition of words will not vitiate

the bond. In one case a bond was held void because the sheriff

put in the condition not only that the defendant should keep tho

limits, but should consent to being locked up at his request. I

state the case from memory. This was unauthorized and taking
a latitude no officer should be justified in.

In the present case it is insisted that the operation of the words

in the condition are the same and within the act, to wit, the keep-

ing of the limits.

Should the plea however, be deemed good, the replication is-

good. The only point in the plea is, that the bond was taken

for ease and favour. The reply is, that the bond was taken by
virtue of a certain statute and not for ease and favour. The
issue is tendered upon the ease and favour, the only matter in

issue between us.

3. The notice subjoined to the pleas should be struck out.

The notice insists that the bond was accepted and given for

ease and favour, and that the sheriff has not been damnified,

embracing the same matters in the two pleas just considered.

You cannot give notice of the same matters specially pleaded.
The whole notice insists upon an alleged agreement be-

tween the plaintiff in the original action and the defendant to

settle, never executed by the parties, but a tender on the part
of the defendant to fulfil on his part, all subsequent to the giv-

ing of the bond and the sheriff no party to the negotiation. Sup-

pose a suit against the sheriff for an escape how is he to defend
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himself on this state of facts. The judgment unsatisfied, the

execution and the escape are sufficient evidence; is he to depend

upon the uncertainty of proving this sort of agreement between

the parties?
4. The defendant should have moved the court to cancel the

judgment and thus prevented any action for an escape against

the sheriff.

5. At best it is all in fieri between the parties, a disputed set-

tlement, resting in parol and cannot invalidate so solemn an

instrument as a bond with a special condition.

6. There could be no safety for the sheriff if this notice is

good ;
a public officer is entitled to every just and legal protec-

tion of the court.

E. Vanarsdale, .jun. for defendants.

The defendants among other things pleaded thirdly non dam"

nificatus.

To this plea the plaintiff demurs and the defendants join, &c.

Fourthly, That the bond was taken for ease and favour, &c.

To this plea the plaintiff replies and the defendants demur ta

the replication, and plaintiff joins in demurrer.

To the 1st plea (non estfactum) the defendants have subjoined
a notice of matters to be given in evidence which the plaintiff

moves to strike out.

The demurrer to the 3d plea and to the replication to the 4th

plea and the motion to strike out "the notice, are the questions
for the consideration of the court

The first question,

Is the plea of non damnificatus, a good plea.

The bond in this case is for the indemnity of the sheriff only.
2 John. cos. 208.

In bonds for the performance of covenants and for indemity,
the penalty is not recovered : courts of law are invested with

an equitable jurisdiction on the subject, and the true question is

now a question of damages. Quantum damnificatus is the true

point in issue in all such cases, and non damnificatus must be a

good plea to all indemnifying bonds. Therefore an actual dam-

nification, not a prospective one, must be the ground of his

action and the measure of his damages. 10 John. R. 573. There
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was no suit pending against the sheriff at the time this action

was commenced, nor has he yet been sued for the escape.

Suppose the plaintiff should never take advantage of this

escape, the sheriff ought not to do it. 4 John. E. 49. The
sheriff's being liable for the escape is not sufficient. 7 John.

R. 358. Take the case of a surety in a money bond even

if he take up the first bond and give another, he cannot

recover of the original debtor until he has actually paid the

money. If it be said that although the sheriff might be insol-

vent and could not pay the money after he recovered it upon
the bond, yet his sureties are liable, my answer is, you must

first recover against the sheriff. The bond is for the sheriff's

indemnity only. 6 John. R. 159. If it be said it would be a

hardship upon the sheriff to compel him to wait until the

plaintiff in the execution had recovered against him, that iu

the meantime his sureties might become insolvent, &c. 10

.John. 574. It is one which the law imposes, and the legislature

of New York viewing it in that light, have provided for

: staying the suit against the sheriff for a reasonable tihie, to

enable him to recover, &c. But in New Jersey we have no

such act, and the recovery in New York is by force of their

statute and the amount recoverable is also declared by it to

be the amount due in the original action for which execution

issued.

2d Question. Is the plea of ease and favour a good plea? Rev.

Laws, 426, s. 100, declares that every prisoner in any civil action

giving bond to the sheriff, with sufficient sureties, being free-

holders and residents in the county, in double the sum for which

he is committed,
" That he will keep within the said bounds," shall

have liberty to walk therein. All the sheriff had a right to re-

quire under the act, was a bond, "That the defendant would

keep within the bounds of the prison," and nothing more. But

he has added another condition, to wit, "and not walk out or

depart the same until he be discharged by due course of law."

This last condition is not required by the act." It is an excess

.of authority to require it in the sheriff, a hardship upon the

prisoner and vitiates the bond.

This bond has been in the present case drawn after the limit

bond in New York, where both clauses of the condition are re-

quired by their act. 1 Rev. .Laws of New York 429, s. 6 Now,
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if there be any other condition expressed in the bond than what

the statute requires, or the bond be single or with an impossi-

ble condition, the bond is void. 2d Term R. 569. 2 Saun. R.

60-3. A bond to the sheriff for ease and favour under colour

of his office, and in other form than that prescribed by the

statute, is void. 7 John. R. 139, 319. If a bond, taken under

colour of an act, contains a condition which is not authorized

by the act, it is void. 1 Penn. R. 118. Ib. 500. A bond taken

by the sheriff for the jail liberties with condition larger than

required by the act, held void. 19 John. R. 233. Suppose tbe -

plaintiff had settled with the prisoner and discharged him, and-

in consequence thereof he walked off the limits. Is not that

walking out of the bounds, without being discharged by due

course of law? And can he leave the limits in any case with-

out breaking his bond, without the order of the court, and if he

does, if the plea of non damnificatus is not a good plea, although
the prisoner may have settled with the plaintiff in execution,

yet the sheriff will be allowed to recorer at law the whole

amount of the original judgment.
Should the replication be a sufficient answer to the plea, the

declaration sets out the condition of the bond, and the question"

would arise as to the validity of the bond upon the declaration.

It being a rule that on a demurrer in pleading, judgment must-

be against him who commits the first error, &c. Dunl. Prac.

514. 11 John. R. 452. Ib. 193.

Is not the declaration defective for want of an averment that

the prisoner departed the limits without the consent, &c. of the

sheriff, or of the plaintiff in execution ? 4 Conn. Rep. 293.

Thirdly. The motion to strike out defendant's notice.

If the matter contained in the notice is such as if pleaded
would be a bar to the suit, then the notice must stand. Rev-

Laws 403, sec. 2.

The notice need not be so precise and particular as a special

plea. It is sufficient if it contain such a statement of the spe-
cial matter as to prevent the plaintiff being taken by surprise.
20 John. R. 746.

It is settled that a previous consent of the creditor, that the

debtor may go off the liberties, will excuse the escape and dis-

charge the judgment. 16 John. R. 183. Ib. 52.

See the form of a plea that prisoner was discharged with
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plaintiff's consent. 3 Chit. PL 485. You may either plead the

matter specially, or give it in evidence under the general issue.

Dunl. Prac. 447. Salk. 344, p. 2.

EWING, C. J. The demurrer to the third plea is in my opin-

ion well taken. The defendants admit in express terms a breach

of the condition of the bond. They say that Allen did not keep
within the bounds of the prison until discharged by due course

of law, and on the contrary, walked out of the same, but for plea

and as a bar to the action, they allege that the plaintiff, the

sheriff, has not since sustained any damage, nor been obliged to

pay any money in consequence thereof. Now the stipulations

of the bond are that Allen shall well and truly keep within the

bounds of the prison, and not walk off or depart the same until

discharged by due course of law. And when the obligor does

what he has promised not to do, or omits what he has engaged
to perform, the bond is forfeited and a right of action accrues to

the obligee. The^llegation that the plaintiff has not since sus-

tained any damage, or been obliged to pay any money, can form

no bar to the right of action which resulted from the forfeiture

of the bond. The defendants improperly seek to make the right

of action depend on conditions not contained in the statute or

the bond.

The objection to this plea is farther sustained by the language
of the act of the legislature under which the bond was taken

;

" and if he walk out of the said bounds, the said bond shall be

forfeited.." Rev. Laws 426, sec. 100; and by the provisions of a

subsequent act, Rev. Laws 651, sec. 5, which declares the vol-

untary and intentional walking or going out of or beyond the

prison limits, to be an absolute forfeiture of the bond, and au-

thorizes the sheriff to whom the bond was given or the plaintiff

at whose suit the prisoner may be in custody, on assignment of

the bond, to maintain an action, notwithstanding the prisoner

may have returned within the limits before the commencement

of such action. The right of action of the sheriff, as well as of

the plaintiff, is here directly recognized ;
and the necessity of

damages as insisted on by the plea, in order to maintain the ac-

tion, is clearly repelled.

The argument drawn by the defendants' counsel, from the

use of the plea of non damnificatus, in cases of general bonds to
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indemnify or save harmless, appears to me inapplicable. The

present is not technically a bond to indemnify. Where the con-

dition of the bond is to save harmless the obligee, the obligor

may well plead that he is safe and has sustained no damage ;

for if PO, there is no breach of the condition, and the bond is

not forfeited. But here, if Allen has walked out of the bounds

of the prison, there is a forfeiture, and an action may be main-

tained by either the sheriff, or the plaintiff at whose suit he was

in custody. The amount, in either case recoverable, is not now

properly the subject of consideration. In the case of Howard
v. Blackford, Penn. 777, JUSTICE PENNINQTON said,

" It appears
to me that we cannot consider our act as merely providing an

indemnity to the sheriff but as furnishing a remedy to the

plaintiff." And speaking of an escape, and the remedy for

it, at common law, C. J. KIRKPATRICK said, "It was not neces-

sary that there should have been an actual recovery against
the sheriff, to entitle him to his action against the defendant.

His action was grounded upon his liability and therefore hq

might pursue it as well before as after a recovery against hirri-

.self."

We are referred by the counsel on both sides to the decisions

iti the courts of New York, on bonds of this nature. They are

however to be regarded with caution, on account of the numer-

ous and peculiar regulations to which these bonds are subjected

by the statutes of that state. Among other things it was there

enacted that such bonds are to be for the indemnity of the sheriffs

only. Yet in Woods v. Rowan & Coon, 5 John. 42, on demur-

rer to a plea of non damnificatus in an action on a bond for the

limits, it was held that the plea could not be supported. And in

M'lntyre v. Woods, 5 John. 357, the court stayed an execution

against the sheriff on a judgment for an escape, to give him an

opportunity to collect the money on the bond taken for the jail

liberties, which by statute the court was authorized to do, and

which they intimated they had power to do prior to the statute.

Neither the court nor the legislature then, appear to have deemed

a payment of the money by the sheriff, a preliminary, either in

law or polic}*, to his recovery on the bond.

The counsel of the defendants urges that the sheriff ought not

to be allowed to take advantage of the escape, as the plaintiff

may not think proper to do so; and that if the plaintiff should
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proceed against the person or property of the defendant instead

of against the sheriff, a recovery on the bond would be to the

latter a source of profit. In such way I think no evil need be

feared, as the suit and execution of the sheriff will be at all

times under the control of the court, who will see that neither

is perverted to an unjust purpose. More serious hardship
would be imposed on the sheriff by withholding him from

an action on the bond until the plaintiff thought fit to sue

him for an escape, in which time, the security though origi-

nally good, might oftentimes become entirely worthless. The
mode proposed in argument for the protection of the sheriff,

in case of delay on the part of the plaintiff, by the ten-

der to the latter of an assignment of the bond cannot be sup-

ported.
The fourth plea is, that the bond was required and taken by

the sheriff, by colour and under pretence of the act of the legis-

lature, for ease and favour to 'the said Daniel K. Allen, of his im-

prisonment by the sheriff shewn, and to have and obtain his-

liberty to walk within the bounds of the prison.

The principal question here to be examined is whether the

condition of the bond is conformable to the act; such condition

as the sheriff was thereby authorized and required to take; for

if so, that it was done by colour and under pretence of the act,

may help, but not vitiate it. The ease and favour shewn to the

defendant and the liberty given to walk within the bounds of the

prison, if done in the manner prescribed by law, were not repre-

hensible.

The bond is conformable to the statute, if substantially though
not verbally the same. The rule has been so settled since Seau-

fage's case, 10 Co. 99. If there is a verbal difference from the

form prescribed by the statute, but none in substance and effect,

the bond is good. The form to be strictly pursued is not what

Lord Coke calls "forma verbalis" which stands on the letter*

and syllables of the act, but the "forma legalis" which accord-

ing to him "
is the forma essentialis, and stands upon the sub-

stance of the thing to be done and upon the sense of the statute."

This test of conformity is recognized in Nottingham v. Giles,.

Penn. 120; in Middleton v. M'Cormick, Penn. 500; and in Sulli-

van v. Alexander, 19 John. 233.

The condition directed by the statute is, "that he will keep
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within the said bounds." In the present bond, it is said, "that

he will keep within the bounds of the prison and not walk off

or depart the same, unless he be discharged by due course of

law." Now if these latter words be a substantial variance, or

contain any new or additional stipulation not in substance com-

prised in the words of the statute, the bond is wrong. But the

statute says
' and if he walk out of the said bounds, the said

bond shall be forfeited." Hence it appears that to say in the
" bond he shall not walk off the same," is to add nothing to what
the act itself shews, is meant by and comprehended within the

words of the condition for which it provides. If he "keep
within the bounds" he will not "depart the same." If he departr

he will not keep within. If he do not keep within, he will

depart. The statute prescribes no time that he shall keep within-

the bounds. " Until discharged by due course of law," must,
without doubt, be taken to be the time intended by the legisla-

ture. Hence I can discern no difference "in substance and

effect," between what is prescribed and what has actually, been

done.

The defendants' counsel, correctly stating the rule that upoi>
demurrer to pleadings, judgment is to be given against the party
who commits the first error, questions the declaration for want
of an averment that the prisoner departed the limits without the

consent of the sheriff, or of the plaintiff in the execution. The
breach is assigned according to the sense and substance of the

condition, and is therefore sufficient. 1 Chit. PI. 326. Smith v.

Jansen, 8 John. 114. In Rositer v. Dowries, 4 Conn. Rep. 293,

cited by the counsel of the defendants, there is an averment that

the prisoner unlawfully departed without the knowledge or con-

sent of the plaintiff or the creditor
;
but the case did not directly

or indirectly turn on the averment
;
nor is there any thing in the

opinion delivered to shew that the court deemed such averment

requisite or indispensable.

Upon each of the demurrers in this cause, judgment should, in

my opinion, be rendered for the plaintiff.

The motion to strike out certain notices subjoined to the plea
of the general issue remains to be considered.

By one of the notices, the defendants propose to give in evi-

dence that the plaintiff hath not sustained any damage or been-

obliged to pay any money, as is mentioned in the Uvrd plea; and,

VOL. VII. B
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by another notice that the bond was given for ease and favour as

in the fourth plea. It is not lawful for a defendant to avail

himself of the same matters by way of special plea and of notice

under the general issue. If he attempts to do so, he will be

required to make his election by which he will abide. These

points have been repeatedly ruled. State Bank v. Chetwood, 3

Hoist. 24. Brocaw v. Marlat, ibid 89. But as we hold the pleas
lo be insufficient, the election would be of no avail and the notices

should be struck out.

The other notice which the plaintiff has moved to strike out

is, in substance, that after the bond was made on which this suit

was brought, an agreement was made between Allen and Clark,

the creditor, at whose suit he was in confinement, by which Allen

was to give Clark certain promissory notes, and a small sum of

rmoney, and the latter was to satisfy all judgments in his name

;against the former, and to discharge him from imprisonment
'under the capias ad satisfaciendum mentioned in the bond, and to

release him and his sureties from the bond; that in pursuance
of the agreement Allen did give to Clark the notes and the

money ;
and that Clark afterwards in fulfilment of the agree-

ment, discharged Allen from his imprisonment under the said

writ and released him and his sureties from the said bond
;
and

; that by reason thereof he walked out of and departed the rules

. and bounds of the prison ;
and which is the same supposed breach

. mentioned in the declaration. The notice is much in detail and

, has mingled with the matters thus stated, sundry others falling

far below them in legal operation and effect. As to these, it may
be said, utile per inutile non vitiatur. What is just mentioned, all

of which is expressly stated in the notice, seems to me to form

;a prima facie defence against this action. Whether true and

.susceptible of proof, or how effectively it may be encountered

.and repelled by other proof, we are not now to consider. The

aiotice to strike out is in the nature of a demurrer. In Sweet v.

Palmer, 16 John. 181, the defendants gave in evidence under a

notice, a certificate from the creditor that he had agreed to let

the defendant go at large from the limits of the jail. The court

said " a previous consent of the creditor that the debtor may go
off the liberties, will excuse the escape and discharge the judg-

ment." Powers v. Wilson, 7 Cowen 276. Poucher v. Holley, 3

Wendell 184.
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The plaintiff's counsel insists that this notice only sets up an

agreement between the parties to settle, never executed, and but

a tender of the defendant to fulfil on his part; all in fieri; a

disputed settlement. If such be the extent, of the evidence, we

may anticipate a failure of the defence. But such is not the

representation of the defendants in this notice. They say
indeed that Allen did tender and offer, but they say further that

he did give the notes and money to Clark
; they say indeed that

Clark agreed to discharge Allen from imprisonment, but they

say further that he did discharge him and released him and his

sureties from the* bond.

The plaintiff's counsel ask how is the sheriff to defend

himself on this state of facts if sued for an escape. If the

proof of these facts is not within his reach, and he thinks his

safety requires it, he may stay the present action until sued for

an escape, and then give notice to Allen and his sureties and

call on them to defend. If judgment is rendered in his favour,

be is safe. If against him, the record of the judgment will

furnish very material evidence on the trial of this action. Kip
V. Srigham, 6 John. 158. Ibid, 1 John. 168. The motion to

strike out the last mentioned notice ought not in my opinion
to prevail.

DRAKE, J.< This action is brought by the sheriff of Essex,

Aga'inst Allen and his sureties, upon a bond for the prison limits.

The sheriff has not paid the money, nor even been prosecuted
for it; and the defendants plead non damnificatus. To which

plea there is a demurrer.

The defendjants insist that this is a mere indemnifying bond,
and that the sheriff must have paid the money, or have been

otherwise subjected to damage, before he can recover. In sup-

port of- ttris position, several authorities are cited from the New
York Reports, beginning with that contained in 2 John. ca. 208;
which was a case of a prisoner walking off the limits, and return-

ing immediately, and before snit brought. The court say that

the sheriff " has not been, and cannot be damnified, by the alleged

escape," and of course he ought not to recover. Most of the

other cases cited are of the same description, in which the sheriff

not merely had not yet sustained actual loss, but where the cir-

cumstances would effectually shield him from any recovery on
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the part of the plaintiff in execution. The doctrine of those

cases is recognized by the majority of our own Supreme Court
in the case of Howard & Fitch v. Blackford and others, 2 Penn.

788. Yet that case fully sustains the pretensions of the plaintiff

in this, that is to say, that actual damage is not necessary to be

suffered in order to sustain this action
;

that liability to it is-

sufficient. In 10 John. 573, it is said that "the condition is

undoubtedly broken when a prisoner voluntarily and advisedly

goes beyond the limits." To the same effect are & John. 42 and
14 John. 177. And the legislature of New Jersey have pro-

vided, by statute, that if the prisoner voluntarily walk over the

limits, although he may return before suit brought, his bond
shall be forfeited, and the sheriff, or his assignee, may recover.

I am therefore of opinion that the demurrer is well taken to-

tals plea.

The next question arises under the fourth plea; which alleges-

that the bond was- taken by the sheriff under colour of the

act, and for ease and favour of the prisoner, and that it is void

in law.

It is no doubt a general rule, that if an officer, taking advan-

tage of the situation of a prisoner, under colour of official author-

ity, extort a bond, either wholly unprovided for by law, or with

conditions not authorized, and especially if those conditions are

more disadvantageous to the prisoner than the legal ones would

be, it is void. 1 Penn. 118, 500. 2 Term Rep. 569. IJohn. 159,

But, "a mere verbal difference, or departure from the provisions

of the statute, will not render a bond to the sheriff void."

When there is a substantial difference it is otherwise. Jfow, the

condition prescribed by the statute is, that the defendant "shall

keep within the bounds of the prison," &c. Whereas, in the

bond it is added, "and not walk off or depart from the same

until he be discharged by due course of law." The first part of

this addition merely reiterates the idea expressed in the act.

To keep within the limits and not walk off or depart from them,

are expressions presenting the same idea. And the latter part

of the addition,
" until discharged by due course of law" adds

nothing 1o the obligation. It merely qualifies it; and, in a par-

ticular too, in which the law would interpose, and give the same

construction to the condition if it were not expressed in words,

Shall keep within the limits could never be construed by any
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court to mean perpetual imprisonment. I think this plea cannot

be maintained.

And lastly it is alleged by the notice attached to the plea,

that a compromise took place between the plaintiff in execution

and the debtor, and that the plaintiff agreed to accept from the

debtor a certain sum of money, and certain promissory notes,

in full satisfaction of the judgment and execution
;
that the said

notes and money were offered and tendered to him accordingly;
und that the plaintiff, in fulfilment of said agreement on his purl,

"discharged the said Daniel K. Allen from his imprisonment
under the said writ of capias ad satisfaciendum as aforesaid, and

released him and his said sureties from the said bond so made

.and given to the said plaintiff as aforesaid."

If the matter contained in this notice would be sufficient to

protect the shei'iff from the plaintiff's claim against him for

an escape, it is sufficient to defend the debtor and his sure-

ties in this action
;

for there can be no propriety in suffering
the sheriff to recover unless be must account over; and the law

would not oblige him to account over to a creditor with whom
the debtor had already made accord and satisfaction for his

deitt
;

or who had, for any reason, regularly discharged him

from execution. The notice sets up a release of the bond by
the creditor; but as it was not made, or assigned to him, I

do not see how this could be done, so as in itself, that is, by
the mere force of the release, to operate a discharge of the

bond. And the circumstances set out are very inconclusive.

They do not disclose a case of satisfaction, but merely sug-

gest a parol agreement, and an offer to perform, without

acceptance on the other part. But the notice adds, that the

creditor actually discharged Allen from his imprisonment. It

does not say that the judgment was cancelled or the execu-

tion discharged. But it certainly amounts to this, that Allen

had the permission of the plaintiff to leave the limits, and went
off accordingly. Now, although I could have wished that this

matter had been stated more distinctly, especially as the sheriff

maj- want to use it for his defence
; yet I do not feel at liberty

to treat it as so totally insufficient as to justify an order to

strike it out.

JUSTICE FORD concurred.
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Judgment for plaintiff on the demurrers, and first notice-

ordered to be stricken out. Motion to strike out the second1

notice overruled.

CITED IN Morris Canal v. Van Vorst, 1 Zdb. 116. McEachron v. New Provi-

dence, 6 Vr. 532.

CATY GRIGGS against WILLIAM L. SMITH.

A deed from a person having the previous possession, purporting to convey the

premises in fee simple to the husband, and a possession of the husband for three-

years under such deed, are prima facie evidence of the seizin to entitle the de-

mandant in dower, to recover, unless repelled by the proofs of the tenant.

A seizin by the husband for any period of time during the coverture, however
short, will be a sufficient foundation for the title to dower, unless it be a transitory
seizin, as it is called, or a seizin for an instant, as where the same act which gives
him the estate conveys it also out of him, or where he takes a conveyance in fee,

and at the same time mortgages the land to secure, the purchase money.
A recital in a deed cannot operate on a person who is neither party nor

privy to it.

EWING, C. J. In this action, dower is demanded of certain

real estate in the township of Newton, in the county of Sussex.

A verdict was taken upon the trial at the circuit for the dema.nd-

ant, subject to the opinion of this court upon a state of the case.

The question between the parties is whether it appeal's from

the facts in evidence that Samuel Griggs was, in his lifetime, so-

seized as to entitle the demandant, his widow, to dower.

The claim of dower is favoured in the law. The widow is

not entitled to the custody of the muniments of title. They be-

long to and therefore presumed to be held by the husband in his-

lifetime and after his decease, by his heir, or in case of alienation,

by the alienee. Hence a strict deduction of title is not required
of her. It is enough for her to produce such evidence as will

raise a fair presumption of the seizin of the husband
;
and such

presumption, unless overcome by the proof produced by the de-

fendant, will support her claim.

The demandant produced a deed of bargain and sale, in fee

simple, with a clause of general warranty, dated 4th August,

1804, duly proved and placed on the public records of the county,
from Peier Wintermute to her husband, in consideration of

thirteen hundred dollars, for the premises out of which she seeks-

dower. She proved that her husband was afterwards in pos-

session, for at least three years, himself using part, and the
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rest occupied by his son as a tenant under him. It was farther

shewn satisfactorily, that Peter Wintermute was in possession

prior to his conveyance to G-riggs. It is true, one witness ex-

amined by the defendant said, Wintermute never was in posses-

sion
;
but he must have spoken of a pedis possessio ; for besides

one witness of the demandant who testified that he was ac-

quainted with Wintermute and with the premises, and although
he never saw him there, yet knew he was in possession from

frequent conversations with him at the time on the subject,

another witness, James Johnson, testified that his father held

the premises under Wintermute for two or three years ;
that he

knew Wintermute had put his father into possession ;
and he

himself worked for his father upon the premises. These facts

then, a deed from a person having the previous possession, pur-

porting to convey the premises in fee simple to the husband,
and a possession of the husband for three years under such

deed, are prima facie evidence of the seizin of the husband, and

establish a sufficient seizin to entitle the demandant to recover

unless repelled by the proofs of the tenant.

It remains then to enquire whether any other facts developed
in the case neutralize or defeat this presumptive evidence of

seizin.

1. The husband of the demandant quit the possession of the

premises many, perhaps eighteen years, prior to his decease,

which took place in 1826, somewhat more than a year before

the commencement of this suit. What is the consequence?
The husband, or some other to his use, must be seized of an

estate of inheritance in the land at some time during the mar-

riage to entitle the wife to dower. At what time is not material,

nor is it so that he should die seized. "At any time during the

coverture," are the words of our statute. If there was in the

present case a seizin, its continuance is sufficient. Any period
of time however short, during which the seizin subsists, will be

a sufficient foundation for the title to dower, unless it be a tran-

sitory seizin, as it is called, or a seizin for an instant, as where

the same act which gives him the estate conveyH it also out of

him, or where he takes a conveyance in fee and at the same time

mortgages the land to secure the purchase money, in whole 01

in part, to the grantor, or some other person, against whoso

rights under the mortgage, dower cannot be claimed. Of this
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rule, the case of Broughton v. Randall is a striking illustration.

A father was tenant for life, remainder to his son in tail, and

remainder to the right heirs of the father. The son had no

issue. Both were attainted of felony and executed at the same

time. The father moved his feet after the death of his son
;

and was adjudged to have been seized of an estate in fee of

which his wife had a right to be endowed. Noy 64. The fact

that the husband, Samuel Griggs, ceased to possess the premises,
after a few years, raises no counter presumption against the

evidence of seizin. Such an event is not only common in prac-

tice, but perfectly consistent with an actual and lawful seizin

and ownership. The manner in which he parted with the pos-

session, if known, might perhaps serve to qualify the estate and

produce an effect upon the question under examination. But

this manner is not shewn. The only witness who makes any
allusion to it testified that he would not say whether his father

6old the property or not; he had heard it was sold from his

father by sheriff's sale, but could not say it was so. His father

moved away.
2. The defendant gave in evidence a deed dated 10th Decem-

ber, 1812, between John Henry Miller and Catharine, his wife,

of the one part, and Isaac Smith, of the other part, whereby in

consideration of one dollar, they "grant, bargain and sell, remise,

release and confirm," to him and his heirs and assigns, the tract

of land and all their estate, right and title therein, without cove-

nants or warranty.
This deed, dated in 1812, or even plenary and conclusive proof

of the seizin at that time of Miller or Isaac Smith, cannot in-

validate or annul the antecedent seizin of Samuel Griggs ;
nor

can such deed or proof, evince that Griggs was not seized at the

time he is alleged to have been so. So frequent is the transmu-

tation of real estate, and so rapid the change of owners, that

the one seizin is entirely consistent with the other. There is no

proof of the possession of Miller at the date of that deed, nor at

any time subsequent to the date of the deed from Wintermute

to Griggs.
The deed from Wintermute to Griggs recites that John Kuth-

erford conveyed to John Henry Miller, and John Henry Miller

conveyed to Peter Wintermute. If this recital, which it is prop-

erly said cannot operate on this defendant, who is not privy to
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the deed, nor shewn to claim or hold under it, is laid out of. the

case, there is no evidence that John Henry Miller ever had title

to the premises in question. His deed then can work no preju-

dice to the demandant. If the defendant thinks proper to refer

10 this recital as evidence against the demandant, as doubt-

less he may do, for she has produced it and must abide by it, he

must take it as it stands. He must then himself submit to its

operation. If he uses the recital for his purposes, she may have

such benefit as it may produce to her. And if available, it refers

to a conveyance from Miller to Wintermute, prior to this instru-

ment of 1812.

The recital in the deed from Miller and wife to Isaac Smith,

can have no more influential operation than the recital in the

deed from Wintermute to Griggs, as neither the demandant nor

.Samuel Griggs is shewn to claim under Miller otherwise than by
the latter recital, nor is the present defendant shewn to hold or

claim under Isaac Smith.

The purpose of the introduction, on the trial, of the deed from

Miller to Smith, was, I presume, to shew either that Wintermute

was only a mortgagee of the premises, or that Miller who appears
to have been in possession prior to both Griggs and Wintermute,
.remained invested with the title until 1812, when he conveyed
to Isaac Smith, and thereby to repel the presumptive evidence

of the seizin of Griggs.
The recital in this deed, it is obvious, was not made by way

of deduction of title, but as a description of the premises. It

contains no courses or distances or boundaries. To identify

merely it is said to be " the same lot" " which was mortgaged

by John H. Miller to Peter Wintermute." Hence it would

be unjust to the parties in the'deed to consider them as exhibit-

ing the course of the title when they manifestly intended only
to describe the property; and an unwarrantable and unantici-

pated influence would be yielded to this recital to use it as evi-

dence of title.

This deed, however, so far from shewing that the title, if ever

vested in Miller, remained in him until its execution, and then

passed thereby to Isaac Smith, proves directly the reverse. It

expressly disavows any ownership of Miller at that time. " The
*ame lot which formerly belonged to John Henry Miller," is the

language used. When did it belong to Miller? It does not in-
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form us, except by inference, that it did so in 1799, when it i&

said to have been mortgaged to Wintermute. When did his

seizin cease, or pass to another? Was it after the conveyance
from Wintermute to Griggs ? We have no light on the enquiry ;

and there is no incongruity between a mortgage to Wintermute
in 1799, and some legal transfer of the whole estate to him prior
to the year 1804.

The truth cannot escape the slightest observation, that this

deed is now invoked to perform an office which, when made, it .

was not expected to subserve. The consideration is one dollar.

It has never been recorded. It avows, as already noticed, that

Miller had himself then no interest in the premises. Although
he is made a party and appears to have executed it, perhaps
to give formality or sanction to the deed of his wife

; yet so

unimportant was he or the operation of the instrument upon

any estate vested in him, that the acknowledgment made on the

same day with the deed, is by his wife alone, and not by him.

The conclusion seems almost irresistible, that the purpose of this

instrument was to extinguish some interest, probably an inchoate

right of dower, of Catharine Miller in the premises, which had

once been, but had ceased, at what time, we know not, to be the

property of her husband.

There is nothing in the deed, or its contents, giving them their

utmost efficacy, to shew a seizin in Miller, inconsistent with, or

destructive of, the seizin shewn in Samuel Griggs.

Upon the whole, the case in my opinion, exhibits a prima facie

seizin, of the husband of the demandant, during the coverture,

establishes no facts to repel or overcome this seizin, and the

demandant is therefore entitled to judgment.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

Scudder, for demandant.

Southard, for defendant.

CITED IK Hyatt v. Ackerson, 2 Or. 566. N. J. R. R. & Tr. Co. v. Suydam, 2
Harr. 42. Coleman v. Barklew, 3 Dutch. 359.
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GEORGE DANIELS and FRANCIS FINEGAN against WILLIAM SCOTT.

CEBTIORABI.

If a party is unlawfully deprived of a trial by jury, by the conduct of the

justice, or of the adverse party, or of the constable, a just ground of reversal ifc

shewn
;
but if by his own misconduct, he has no cause of complaint.

E. B. D. Ogden, tor plaintiff.

Dickerson, for defendant.

EWING, C. J. The reason assigned for the reversal of thejudg-
ment in this case is, that the justice proceeded to hear and'

determine the cause after a trial by jury had been demanded by
the defendant.

If a party is unlawfully deprived of a trial by jury, by the

conduct of the justice, or of the adverse party, or of the con-

stable, there is just ground for reversal; but if by his own
misconduct, he has no cause of complaint. Trial by jury is

not'the ordinary course of the justice's court. It does not take

place unless demanded by one of the parties; and it follows,

therefore, that if he who seeks it, does by his own acts prevent

it, he ought not to draw any advantage from his own wrong, he

ought not to be allowed to convert his privilege into an engine to

delay or prejudice his adversary.
The facts stated in the transcript of the docket of the justice,

abundantly shew, not only that the demand of a trial byjury
was made for delay and not in good faith, but that when granted
the service of the venire was defeated by the conduct and'

contrivance of the defendan't. The process by which the suit

was instituted was returned on the 26th of August, 1829. Two
adjournments were made, one at the instance of the defendant,
the other at the request of the plaintiff, for want of a witness and
on payment of costs

;
and the latter adjournment, to the 28th of

September. Thirty days from the return of the summons hav-

ing elapsed, a continuance to a further day could not be then*

made without the consent of the parties or for the special cause

mentioned in the statute. At ten o'clock, to which time the

cause stood adjourned, the parties appeared. After the lapse of

nearly an hour, one of the defendants moved for a further ad-

journment, but without assigning any reason, so far as appears
from the transcript. The motion being overruled, he demanded
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.a trial by jury. Now he had two previous opportunities, which

he left unused, to make this demand : and although it be admitted

it was not made too late, yet not having been made as soon as he

appeared on that day before the justice, nor until the adjourn-
ment was denied, these circumstances unexplained, afford justly

.an inference that the real object was, not a trial by jury, but to

embarrass the cause by the efflux of time, or to enforce a delay
which could not be obtained on any reasonable or legal grounds.
The justice however, granted the motion and ordered the jury
to be convened at twelve o'clock. Had the defendant no farther

interfered, he might have presented a very different case. But

without any duty calling him to do so, he undertook, while the

justice was preparing the venire, as no constable was present,

4,0 procure one to serve it. He remained absent until nearly the

hour of return mentioned in the venire, and being then asked if

he had seen a constable, he answered "he had seen two, but it

was not his business to look for constables." The defendant first

induces the justice to forego any other mode of charging an officer

with the venire, by a pretext that he would procure one, passes

by not only one, but two opportunities of fulfilling the engage-
ment he had voluntarily assumed, consumes the time which might
otherwise have been employed to insure him the mode of trial

he professed to seek, and then holds himself very scrupulous of

business which does not belong to him. If, as was ingeniously

supposed on the argument, the defendant was during his absence

advised that he ought not " to meddle in
" the service of the

venire, his answer to the justice would have been very different.

The justice properly regarded the conduct of the defendant as

fraudulent, resolved that he had deprived himself of a trial by

jury, and proceeded to hear and determine the cause.

The defendant, after demanding, a trial by jury, by his own
measures defeated the service of the venire, and has no ground
of complaint.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

Let the judgment be affirmed.
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Eeeves v. Johnson.

STEPHEN REEVES against ISAAC JOHNSON, Sheriff of Salem.

A judgment operates as a lien upon the real estate of the defendant from the'

time of the actual entry of such judgment on the minutes or records of the

court; and if an attachment be afterwards sued out against the defendant, by
virtue of which his real estate is attached, the lien created by the judgment, is

not thereby divested, nor is the sheriff prevented from selling the same upon a

fieri facias subsequently issued on said judgment.

An attachment has not the same binding force and effect as an execution.

Richard S. Field, for Stephen Reeves, moved to amerce the

sheriff of the county of Salem, upon the following state of the

case, agreed upon by the counsel of the parties, to wit:

Stephen Reeves, on the 16th day of September, A. D. 1828, in

the Inferior Court of Common Pleas, in and for the county of

Salem, recovered a judgment in debt against one David String,

for- the sum of $208.79 of debt, and $52.92 for his costs, &c.
j
and

which judgment was then removed by a writ of error, by the-

said David String, into the Supreme Court. Defendant filed bail

in error, according to the statute, and stayed execution.

David String having absconded, Israel R. Clawson, esq. took

an attachment in case, against the property of the said defendant,

out of the Inferior Court of Common Pleas of the county of

Salem, on the 3d March, 1830
;
which attachment was duly exe-

cuted, as the law directs, on the same day, and due return mude

thereto, and auditors appointed. At the term of May, 183Q^
of

this court, the judgment of the Court of Common Pleas, ren-

dered September 16th, 1828, aforesaid, was affirmed, and a fieri

facias de bonis et terris, was issued from this court, and placed in

the hands of Isaac Johnson, esq. sheriff aforesaid, on the 30th

day of May, 1830
;
who was ordered to lev}- upon the same lands

and premises, heretofore attached and levied upon by virtue of

the writ of attachment aforesaid
;
the personal property having

been absorbed by judgments and executions, prior to the attach-

ment, but subsequent to the above judgments.
The question then is, are not the said lands so as aforesaid

attached by the said writ of attachment, so bound thereby as to-

prevent the said sheriff from selling the same by virtue of the

aforesaid fi.fa. subsequently placed in his hands, and subsequently
levied upon the said attached lands and premises?

It is admitted that due notice of amercement was given to the
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-sheriff; and also that he was forewarned not to sell, by those

interested therein.

Alphonso L, Eakin, for the sheriff, opposed the application.

The statute relating to attachments, after prescribing the

manner in which a writ of attachment shall be had and obtained,

and the manner in which the same shall be served, by the 6th

sec. Rev. Laws 356, enacts: "That the said writ of attachment

shall bind the property and estate of the defendant, so as afore-

said attached, from the time of executing the same." In this

case, March 3d, 1830, and by the 21st section of the same act, the

ituditors appointed are authorised and directed to sell the said

lands and tenements so attached, in eighteen calendar months

.from the time of executing the writ of attachment.

It has already been decided by this court, that a writ of attach-

..ment issued prior to an execution, and served, had the preference,

.and the only doubt expressed by the court was,
" how it could

.have been made a question." Penn. 734, Lummis v. Boon. And
that after an attachment served, the property was in the custody

.of the law, ib. 736, 997, Austin v. Wade. And therefore not sub-

ject to any subsequent levies or executions; if so, it would ren-

der the attachment nugatory and void
;

if an execution issued

.and levied, nearly three months after an attachment served, should

have the preference, the act would be a mere dead letter
;
and as

there is no provision that the sheriff should pay the surplus, if

.any, to the. auditors, the consequence would be, that the plain-

tiff in attachment, and the applying creditors must lose their

claims.

Richard S. Field, for Stephen Eeeves. Judgments bind lands

from the time of the actual entry of ^uch judgments upon the

minutes or records of the court. Rev. Laws 432, sec. 2.

The judgment then, of the Court of Common Pleas of the

county of Salem, rendered in favour of Stephen Eeeves, against

iDavid String, was a lien upon the lands of the said David String,

,1'rom the actual entry of such judgment ;
that is from the 16th

day of September, 1828.

But it is contended that no execution issued on this judgment
until the 30th May. 1830; and that on the 3d March, preced-

ing the delivery of the said execution to the sheriff, an attach-

ment-was taken out against the property of David String, and
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duly executed; and the case of Lummis v. Boon, 2 Penn. 734, ie

referred to, in which it was decided, that an attachment issued

.and served, prior to an execution, was entitled to the preference;
but this is certainly not a case in point; for there the judgment
was subsequent to the attachment; here it was prior to it. It

is true, the court say, in the case of The Inhabitants of North-

ampton, &c. v. Woodward et al. 2 South. 788, that the first execu-

tions delivered to the sheriff must prevail, although the sub-

sequent execution be founded on a prior judgment, yet this

opinion is founded on the language of the statute. Rev. Laws

432, which cannot be extended to attachments, but is confined

entirely to executions. Besides, the reason assigned in that case

is, that creditors pursuing their rights, are to be preferred

.according to their diligence, and when a plaintiff neglects to

take out execution upon his judgment, it is perhaps right, that

he should lose his priority, as against a creditor, who is guilty
of no such neglect ;

but where a writ of error was interposed,

.and operated as a stay of execution upon the judgment, and as

rsoon as the writ of error was determined, and the supersedeas

removed, an execution issued. The plaintiff, therefore, cannot

be charged with any laches, but on the contrary, made use of all

the diligence in his power.
The execution commands the sheriff to levy the debt and costs

of the lands, tenements, hereditaments and real estate, whereof

the said David String was seized, on the 16th day of September,

1828, in whose hands soever the same may be. The sheriff has

neglected to do so, and is therefore liable^to be amerced. Rev.

Laws 241, s. 22.

Eakin in reply. It is said, Rev. Laws 431, sec. 2, thart, "judg-
'ments bind the lands from the time of actual entry," &c. and by
the 3d and 4th sections, the sheriff is ordered to endorse the day
of the month and year, when he received the/, fa. and if there

.are several executions, the first received shall have the pri-

ority. Penn. 190, Elmer v. Burgin. It is contended, then,

this attachment, by the statute, Rev. Laws 356, has precisely
the same binding force and effect as an execution, and is to be

considered the same, as to its rights of priority and preference,
as it answers the same purpose and effect of a fieri facias.

In the .case of Lummis v. Boon, the judgment was entered and
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execution issued, after the attachment, yet the court fully

recognize the binding force and lien of the attachment, to be as*

strong as a prior fi. fa. would have been
;
and in this case, it

is admitted, that, had the judgment of S. Beeves, been subse-

quent to the attachment, it would be governed by the case in

Penn. 734; but inasmuch as the judgment was rendered in

the Court of Common Pleas, previous to the issuing of the

attachment, the fi. fa. issued subsequently, it is said has the

preference.

It is very apparent, that the act before cited, places an

attachment, to all intents and purposes, upon the same footing
as an execution; in fact the attachment is so binding in its-

nature, us to estop any subsequent levies, or incumbranees-

upon the property, which is said to be in custody of the

law. Penn. 736, 997. It is insisted by the counsel in his argu-
ment, that the judgment binds the lands, Rev. Laws 431 ;

grant it; but in case the attachment issued, had been an execu-

tion, he admits it must have had the preference: so must the

attachment. In the case of Northampton v. Woodward et al.

the late Chief Justice says, (2 South. 790) "The first execution

delivered to the sheriff, must prevail. The first judgment,
indeed, ties up the hands of the debtor so- that he can.neither sell nor

incumber the land." Again, in the same case, speaking of a

judgment, "it shall bind the lands against all sales and incum-

brances by the debtor himself, but not against creditors who
have equal rights, and who gain a preference in due course-

of law, by placing their executions first in the hands of the

sheriff." Language, mo're plain and explicit, cculd not be used

to shew what is meant by a judgment binding lands from the

time of the actual entry of the same; it is merely such a lien

as to prevent the debtor from either selling or incumbering the

land, and not such a lien as to give a writ issued, on such prior

judgment, subsequent to another writ, the preference over the

name.

There is no imputation of laches against the party. It may
be true, they issued their fi. fa. the very moment the law permit-
ted

; yet this will not avail
;
several executions have issued on

judgments, obtained against String, one of them on the very

day the attachment was issued and served
; yet we hear no-

claim of preference there; they contend against a writ of the-
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same nature, because called an attachment, instead of a fi. fa.

Bail in error has been filed, considered ample and sufficient at

the time, and the party can claim a dividend ofthe estate of the

defendant in attachment, along with the other creditors, or may
re.-ort to the bail in error; and they in turn may resort to the

estate of the defendant in attachment.

The sheriff, therefore, having considered the property for-

merly attached by him, to be in custody of the law, and not

amenable to subsequent process and levies, ought not to be

amerced, according to the statute, Rev. Laws 241, sec. 22. The
said property is not any longer the property of the defendant,

D. String; and he would be considered a trespasser, if he took

or meddled with such property. 1 Ch. PL 170. Bac. Ab. Tresp*
E. 2, a 1. 2 Saund. on P. & K 791. Tidd's Pr. 921. 4 T. R.

633, 648. 7 T. R. 177.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

A judgment shall bind lands, tenements, hereditaments or

real estate, from the time of the actual entry of such judgment
on the minutes or records of the court. Rev. Laws 431, sec. 2.

An attachment shall bind the property and estate attached,

from the time of executing the same. Rev. Laws 356, sec. 6.

In each case and by almost the same words, a lien is formed.

According to general principles, a lien, when fixed, remains, until

legally removed. It is not defeated or weakened, nor are tb<*

legal measures to enforce or satisfy or discharge it, precluded
or frustrated by the occurrence of a subsequent lien. In some

cases, however, by legislative provision, the general and com-

mon law rule in respect to the efficacy and priority of liens,

has been changed, or more correctly speaking, an exception has

been made to it, so that legal measures to enforce a subsequent

lien, may give it priority over an antecedent lien unattended by
such legal measures. Thus by the fourth section of the act

making lands liable to be sold for the payment of debts, among
several judgments, that on which execution is first delivered to

the sheriff, becomes entitled to priority and preference, and to

be first satisfied from the lands of the defendant, although there

may be older judgments on which executions had not been

delivered or had been subsequently delivered to the sheriff. But.

VOL, VII. C
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without this special provision, and by the operation of the gen-
eral doctrine of lien, the older judgment would be entitled to be

first satisfied although the execution upon it might be delivered

to the sheriff subsequent to the delivery of an execution upon a

younger judgment. If there are several mortgages on the same
real estate, the proceedings upon a junior mortgage will not

prejudice the older. If a judgment be obtained and execution

levied on real estate, on which a previous mortgage exists, a

sale under such execution does not remove that lien. This well

settled doctrine will resolve the question proposed by the parties,

in the state of the case they have agreed upon and submitted to

us, on the present application for amercement. The judgment
;and attachment are both, as already shewn, liens. The former

is the eldest. But as between them, there is no provision in any
act of the legislature which can give to the latter a prevalent

force over the former, as the fourth section just now cited, gives
to the earliest execution. The proceedings on the attachment

.are subject to the previous subsisting lien
;
and measures sea-

sonably taken to enforce the judgment may be followed out not-

withstanding the attachment. If a mortgage had been placed
on the real estate attached in the present instance, it is pre-

sumed no one would insist that the subsequent attachment

should be preferred. Why then should it be preferred to the

judgment?
The reasoning of the sheriff's counsel is wholly founded on

the position he has assumed, that the attachment "has pre-

cisely the same binding force and effect as an execution and

is to be considered the same as to its rights of priority and

preference." Now if this position were correct, the conclusion

.he has deduced from it would legitimately follow: But this

'position, the premises of the argument, is assumed without

iproof, and is not susceptible of proof. The attachment, as we

ihave seen, has binding force and effect; so has the judgment.
But there is no statute which gives to the attachment, the bind-

ing force and effect of an execution, or like the fourth section

gives it a preference, over a previous judgment, on which an

execution has not been delivered, at the service of the attach-

ment.

The counsel of the sheriff says,
"

it has already been decided

by this court that a writ of attachment, issued prior to an
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execution and served, has the preference;" and he cites Lummis
v. Boon, Penn. 734. But in that case, the judgment, on which

the execution issued, was not obtained until after the service of

the attachment. Consequently the lien of the judgment was

subsequent to the attachment, and therefore had no better, nor

indeed any other pretensions to preference than the attachment

here has.

Some reliance was placed, at the argument, on the expression
in Lummis v. Boon, and in Austin v. Wade, that property attached

is in the custody of the law. But although it be so, it is subject

to all previous liens and to legal measures to enforce such liens,

even though the attachment should in the language of the counsel

thereby become "
nugatory and void." In affording the remedy

by attachment, the legislature did not design to intermeddle with

or destroy existing rights.

The counsel of the sheriff suggested that Reeves might resort

to the bail in error, which are ample and sufficient. But if he is

entitled to the benefit of his execution, we ought not to compel
him to resort to a more difficult and hazardous remedy ;

and

especially as we might thereby do injustice to the bail, if obliged

to pay the money and left to the very doubtful resource pointed
out for them, the estate of the defendant in attachment.

It was farther suggested that "the sheriff, having considered

the property attached, to be in the custody of the law, and not

Amenable to subsequent process, ought not to be amerced." We
are precluded from considering whether the sheriff in this respect,

is an exception to the maxim, "ignorantia legis neminem excusat"

by the agreement of the parties who have thought proper to

make the amercement depend on a different question specifically

proposed in the state of the case.

We are of opinion, that the lands attached, were not so bound

by the writ of attachment as to prevent the sheriff from selling

the same by virtue of the fieri facias. Therefore, according to

ihe agreement of the parties,

Let the sheriff be amerced.

CITED IN Vredand v. Bnten, 1 Zab. 214. Campion v. Kille, 1 McOart. 229.
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THOMAS J. WHITEHEAD against GEORGE W. GRAY and SAMUEL H..

GEDNEY.

A writ of certiorari will not lie to remove into the Supreme Court the pro-

ceedings of arbitrators, (who have made and published their award) for the

purpose of setting aside the award.

Opinion of CHIEF JUSTICE.

Controversies having arisen between Thomas J. Whitehead,
on the one part, and George W. Gray and Samuel H. Gedney,
of the other part, they agreed, by an instrument of writing,
to submit "all matters in difference between them," to the-

arbitrament of three persons mutually selected. The arbitra-

tors made an award. Whitehead being dissatisfied, sued out

a writ of certiorari directed to them, requiring them to certify

to this court, the " submission and award, and all things-

touching and concerning the same." The arbitrators have

made return and send,
" the submission and one of the awards,

the other award, (being both alike) having been delivered

to George W. Gray and Samuel H. Gedney, before receiving
the writ." The exceptions to the award, as stated by the

plaintiff in certiorari, in the reasons filed, are, that the

arbitrators did not act, although requested, on certain mat-

ters contained within the submission
;

and that they did

act on matters, not within the submission, and beyond their

powers.
The case is submitted to us on the return to the certiorari and

depositions since taken, and a written argument of the plaintiff's

counsel, no counsel having appeared on the other part.

The question which first presents itself for examination, is,

whether this court has jurisdiction to issue such a writ, and thus

to enquire into the proceedings of the arbitrators ? Whether a

certiorari directed to arbitrators who have made and published
their award for the purpose of impeaching and setting aside the

award, can, on legal principles, be maintained ? The allocatur

was signed by the judge, of whom it was asked, with hesitation,

from a desire however, not to deprive the complainant of the

remedy, if lawful, and under an expectation, the propriety of it'

would be examined here before the whole court, where it might
be more satisfactorily decided.
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There is no precedent of such a certiorari, in this court;

in the other states of the Union
;

or in the English reports,

so far as I am able to learn, either from my own researches

or from the brief of the plaintiff's counsel. Hence a very

cogent and almost irresistible argument results against the

present employment of this writ. So frequent here and else-

where are arbitrations; so numerous are awards; so invari-

ably is the losing party dissatisfied; so commonly are the

very complaints made which are here urged ;
so usual is it

for the unsuccessful litigant to suppose, and oftentimes most

eincei*ely, that the arbitrators have done too little for him

and too much against him
;
and the common modes of redress

against awards are deemed so arduous and straitened, that

we may presume, if not conclude, the omission to use the

writ of certiorari, is from the conviction of the profession,

that it cannot lawfully be done. In The King v. Whitbread,

Doug. 549, Lord Mansfield said: "Though great industry
has been employed, no case was produced, in which a cer-

liorari has been granted to remove proceedings before the

commissioners of excise. This circumstance alone affords

strong ground to suspect that none is grantable." Industry

equally great and commendable has been used here by the

plaintiff's counsel, and with a like unsuccessful result. I am
not willing, however, on this argument alone to deny the

writ, but choose to seek otherwise to ascertain the bounds

of our jurisdiction.

One ground relied on by the plaintiff in support of the writ

is, that as the submission contains no agreement for making it a

rule of court, and as there is no allegation of corrupt conduct

of the arbitrators, he has no other remedy, in a court of equity
or in a court of law. " The only remedy he can adopt, so as to

embrace all the objections to the award," he says, "is by certio-

rari."

It is true, as the submission may not, for want of an agree-
ment of the parties, be made a rule of court, the complainant
cannot seek redress in the same mode as if there had been such

yn agreement. And if he cannot, let it be remembered he has

voluntarily deprived himself of it. Such a clause is very com-

monly inserted
;
and he was wholly at liberty to accede to or

refuse an arbitration under this or any other form. This mode
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of adjusting differences is never by compulsion or in invitum.

If the award remains unperformed by Whitehead, Gray and

Gedney must resort to an action on the submission or the

award. In such action, Whitehead may avail himself of cer-

tain exceptions against the award, and for others, the Court

of Equity opens its doors to him. By way of defence in

such action or by bill in chancery, he may urge against the

award all such objections as can, on legal principles, be sus-

tained. Whether he can, in either place, enforce the com-

plaints, he here makes, we need not determine. If he may,
he has other remedy and is not permitted to invoke the

extraordinary jurisdiction of this court by eertiorari. If he

may not, the law has not provided him redress upon such

grounds or does not consider them as sufficient to impeach
an award

;
a mode of adjusting controversies to which it

compels no one to resort, and upon which, before any one

enters, he should weigh the maxim, Qui sentit commodum sen-

tire debet et onus.

The jurisdiction of this court by means of the writ of eer-

tiorari, is, in my opinion, correctly and perspicuously laid

down in Ludlow v. Executors of Ludlow, 1 South. 389. "Ifc

has the superintendence of all inferior courts both civil and

criminal
;

of all incorporations in the exercise of their cor-

porate powers ;
and of all public commissioners in the exe-

cution of their special authorities and public trusts. It causes

their proceedings to be certified before it, in order that, upon

inspection, they may be stayed, affirmed or set aside, as the

case may require ;
and that in many cases before, as well as-

after judgment."
The counsel of the plaintiff seeks to give, as it seems to me,

an undue extension, unintended by the court, to a subsequent
clause of the opinion above referred to, page 392, when he

states in his brief that the eertiorari is thereby said to lie to
"
all tribunals which are called extraordinary and special, in-

contradistinction to the ordinary and common courts." The
context fully shews that the court here meant no wider range
than had been previously expressed. They speak of the use of

the writ, "in superintending inferior jurisdictions in the ex'er-

cise of public powers and authorities, in which the people at

large are concerned." They specify them. " Of this kind of.
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jurisdiction are all tribunals established by law, for the execu-

tion of particular public trusts, such as boards of freeholders,"
" commissioners appointed to lay out roads and others," and

then add,
" in short, all tribunals which are called extraordinary

and special, in contradistinction to the ordinary and common
courts established for the trial of criminal offences, and the deter-

mination of private right between citizen and citizen." The next

sentence also clearly evinces their meaning.
" The staying or

superseding the proceedings of these public functionaries in the

execution of their trusts."

Let us now examine the authorities, on the head of jurisdic-

tion to which we are referred by the plaintiff's brief. They
consist of general rules and particular instances of the exercise

of the writ. Thus we are referred to Sac. Abr. Cert. B.

351, where the author says,
" the- writ lies to remove the

proceedings from an inferior court, whether of an ancient

or newly created jurisdiction, unless exempted by statute or

charter." But arbitrators were not here intended nor can

they by any just construction be included. The same may be

said of the doctrine laid down in another place.
" It is a con-

sequence of all inferior jurisdictions erected by parliament to-

have their proceedings returnable into K. B." Arbitrators are

not what is here meant by inferior jurisdictions. In Rex v.

Inhabitants of Glamorgan, 1 Ld. Eaym. 580, the court recog-
nized a distinction between an authority and a jurisdiction ;

for

it being objected that this writ would not lie to remove orders

made by commissioners of bankrupts, the court said they had

only an authority, and not a jurisdiction. The citation made
from 1 Lilly Abr. 253, is one of those general remarks which

can only be understood by its specifications, and can only be

true with its proper qualifications. If broadly, the writ,
"
lies

in all cases where the superior tribunal can administer the same

justice as the court below, and when the inferior jurisdiction do

not proceed therein according to the rules of law," it is manifest

this court may be compelled to assume most of the judicial busi

ness of the state. Can we not administer in all civil actions, in

point of jurisdiction at least, the same justice as the Courts of

Common Pleas?

The plaintiff's counsel has cited Cases Temp. Hardwicke 261,

to shew that when an act of parliament directs something to be
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done, the court will enforce it by mandamus
;

and 3 Smith,

388, E. T. 1806, that arbitrators are subject to an order of

K. B. in England, under a mandamus, for not coming to

an agreement. And he argues that if incorrectly done, the

court will correct the matter by certiorari in all cases where

by mandamus they would order it to be done. This deduc-

tion is not sound. In Rex v. Clapham, 1 Wills. 305, a man-

damus was issued to the old overseers of the poor to deliver

the books of the poor's rates, to the new overseers. In

3 Burr. 1264, to the trustees of a dissenting meeting house

to admit a person duly elected, to the use of the pulpit.

If the books had been improperly delivered in the one case,

or the pulpit improperly opened in the other, no certiorari

would have been granted. In Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch

170, the Supreme Court' of the United States thought a

mandamus to the secretary of state to deliver a commission

or a copy of it from the record, was a proper remedy, although

being an exercise of original jurisdiction not warranted by the

constitution they did not issue it. But if the commission had

been improperly delivered, by the secretary, can it be supposed

they would have deemed a certiorari an apt remedy to correct

such error?

We are also referred to particular cases for the exercise of

the writ of certiorari. Grroenvelt v. Eurwell, 1 Salk. 144. The

writ was to the censors of the College of Physicians, to whom a

power was given by charter, to examine and punish in cases of

malpractice, and who had condemned Groenvelt to fine and im-

prisonment. 3 Mod. 94, 95, Rex v. Plowright ; it was held,

a certiorari would lie to remove an order of two justices to set

aside a distress by the collector of the tax on chimneys, made
under an act of parliament, giving to ohe or more justices author-

ity to hear and determine in case of dispute. Cro. Jac. 484,

Carew's case and Poph. 144, were applications for certiorarieM

to remove indictments from Wales. In 1 Keble 818, Sucknel's

case, a certiorari was applied for to remove informations for

offences and to enforce penalties, exhibited before commission-

ers of excise
;
moreover it was not granted. In 2 Keble 43, a

certiorari was issued to remove the proceedings of the com-

missioners of fens. What they were or what was the objec-

tion to them, is not stated. But in the same book, 82, Sell v.
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Partridge, the court denied a certiorari to the commissioners

under the act for draining the Bedford level, and said it was
like the commissioners of bankrupts, in which case, if they
decree contrary to law, the party has his remedy by action. 2

Keble 129, was a certiorari to the commissioners of sewers, who
have very extensive powers to erect public works and make
assessments for their expenses ;

and the object, in this instance,

was, to remove an order they had made, charging one Day alone

for the repair of a sea wall.

It may have been seen, that all these instances of the allow-

ance of the writ, are strictly within the rule laid down by this

court
;
nor does any one bear even a remote analogy to the case

now before us.

The rule in Ludlow v. Executors of Ludlow, is substantially

the same as that stated by the Supreme Court of New York, in

Lawton v. Commissioners of Cambridge, 2 Caines 179; and sub-

sequently recognized in Lynde v. Noble, 20 John. 82, and Le Roy
-v. Mayor, &c. of New York, 20 John. 438. " The King's Bench

in England, (and this court is clothed with the same common
law authority) has jurisdiction and may award a certiorari

not only to inferior courts, but to persons invested by the legis-

lature with power to decide on the property, or the rights of

the citizen, even in cases where they are authorized by statute,

finally to hear and determine." Arbitrators are not meant by
"
persons invested by the legislature with power to decide."

Nor do the differences pointed out to us between arbitrators

here and in England, growing out of our statute, which requires

them to be sworn or affirmed, and authorizes them to admin-

ister oaths and affirmations to witnesses, render them any
more a tribunal, or jurisdiction, or inferior court, within the

scope of a writ of certiorari, than arbitrators in England. Some

provisions designed to render this mode of adjusting disputes
more safe, efficient and practically useful, are peculiar to our

statute, but the leading principles of arbitration remain

unchanged.
An argument of some weight against awarding this writ to

arbitrators is, that they are not bound to make or keep any
record or minute of their proceedings; their award when made,
is. usually delivered to one or both of the parties; their func-

tions are then executed and at an end. How is a return to the
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writ to be effected? Is the use of the writ to depend on the

chance that the arbitrators may not have parted with the award ?

Is not the propriety of the writ justly questionable, when those

to whom it is to be directed, at all times may be able to say, and
in general must say, they have nothing remaining before them?
The writ of certiorari in this case was, in my opinion, improv-

idently issued, and ought to be quashed.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

CITED IN N. J. R. R. & Tr. Co. v. Suydam, 2 ffarr. 71. City of Camden v,

Mulford, 2 Dutch. 49. State v. Jersey City, 5 Dutch. 170.

JOHN DEN ex dem. DANIEL BARKER against JOHN GUSTIN.

It ought to appear upon the face of the deed, under the oath of the witness

in the certificate of the officer before whom the deed is proved, that the person
called to prove the deed is a subscribing witness. The statement of the officer,

that he is such subscribing witness, when the fact does not appear, either in the
oath or on the deed, is ineffectual.

The record of a deed purporting to have been proved before a master in

chancery, by P. S. when the name of f. S. does not appear as an instrumental

or attesting witness, is not evidence.

A book of registry of mortgages is not evidence to prove the existence and
contents of a mortgage ;

the original must be produced on the trial, or its loss

or destruction shewn or absence accounted for on common law principles.

The destruction of the mortgage cannot be proved by an entry in the margin
of the book of registry which contains the abstract of the mortgage, made by
the clerk, stating that the mortgage was destroyed.

If a person enters into land under a tenant who is in possession
1

,
and with his-

consent, he cannot impeach the title of the landlord. If he enters as an intruder

or against the consent of the tenant in possession, he may set up a title in him-

self; but he cannot set up an outstanding and subsisting title in a third person,
under whom he did not enter.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

In examining the claim of the defendant to the new trial which

he seeks by the present motion, the admissibility of certain docu-

mentary evidence which he offered and which was rejected by
the judge, is first to be considered.

In deducing title to the premises in controversy, he proposed
to prove a deed of conveyance from Margaret Roy to Joseph I,

Hoy ;
and for this purpose offered an entry in the book of record

of deeds of the county of Sussex, purporting to be such deed,

and to have been proved before a master in chancery. The
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proof as entered is as follows :

" New Jersey, Sussex county, to

wit : Peter Smith, the instrumental witness to the within deed

came before me, John Johnson, master in chancery of said state,

who being duly sworn deposeth and saith that he w.as present

and saw Margaret Roy, Jhe within grantrix, execute and deliver

the same voluntarily for the uses and purposes therein expressed.

Sworn at Newton, the 13th May, 1813, John Johnson." In the

entry upon the record, the name of Peter Smith did not appear
as an instrumental or attesting witness. The evidence of the

deed was overruled by the judge.

The record, legally made, of a deed or conveyance, and the

transcript of such record duly certified, are to be received in

evidence in any court of this state, and are declared by statute

to be as effectual and available as if the original deed or convey-
ance were then and there produced and proved. But to entitle

the deed to be placed upon record, and thereby to give the re-

cord or 'a transcript, the efficacy above mentioned, it must be
"
acknowledged by the party or parties who shall have executed

it, or be proved by one or more of the subscribing witnesses."

The clerk is authorized to record such deeds only as are so ac-

knowledged or proved ;
and he is to record them "

by entering
word for word," of the deed and of the acknowledgment or

proof. Hence if the deed be entered in the book, without due

proof or acknowledgment, the entry is of no avail. It is no re-

cord. The proof, as already seen, is to be made by one or more
of the subscribing witnesses. The most regular and usual mode
of proof, is for the witness to swear, not only that he was pre-

sent and saw the deed executed, but also that at the time of the

execution he subscribed his name as a witness thereto. I do not

mean to say, for it is not necessary on the present occasion to

express any opinion on the subject, tbat it is indispensable,

although it is certainly prudent and commendable, to state in the

certificate that the person swore that he subscribed his name as

a witness when the name appears as such upon the face of the

instrument. But without question it ought to appear on the in-

strument, or under the oath of the witness in the certificate, that

the person called to prove the deed is a subscribing witness.

The statement of the officer, as in the present case, that he is

such, when the fact does not appear either in the oath or on the

deed, is ineffectual. And the reason is that this is a matter
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which is not to depend merely on the assertion or certificate

-of the officer. This question would be deemed a very plain

.affair, notwithstanding the certificate of the officer, if the origi-

nal deed had been produced, and the name of Peter Smith was

not found as a subscribing witness. The record being produced,
the question justly considered is equally plain. For the record

is to be only as available as the original. The defendant's

. counsel say it may be presumed the clerk has, in copying
the deed into the book, omitted the name of Smith. But the

legal presumption is the other way. An officer is presumed to

perform his duty ;
and the statute as already quoted, requires

, him to enter the deed,
" word for word." Some doubtful ground

;for such presumption against the clerk might perhaps exist,

if it appeared by the master's certificate that the witness had

: sworn before him that he had subscribed his name to the instru-

ment.

My conclusion is, that the entry on the book of records was

properly overruled.

The defendant also proposed to prove a mortgage of the lands

,in controversy, from Joseph I. Roy to Margaret Roy. He did

not produce the original mortgage but proffered secondary evi-

dence. He shewed the book of registry of mortgages for the

.county of Sussex, in which is contained an entry of such mort-

gage ;
and John Johnson, esq. testified that the abstract there

entered, is in his handwriting; that he was at the time of the

entry the clerk of the county ;
and that he had seen' and in-

spected the original mortgage. In the margin of the book oppo-
site the abstract, was an entry that Susan Roy, executrix of Mar-

garet Roy, had acknowledged by writing under her hand

satisfaction of the mortgage and that the original was destroyed

by fire. In whose handwriting this marginal entry was made
was not testified at the trial.

Between our statutes directing the recording of deeds and the

registry of mortgages, thei-e are two points of essential differ-

ence. The deed, as one great purpose of the record is to pre-

serve and perpetuate muniments of title, is to be entered at full

length,
" word for word," but of a mortgage, as the purpose is

i mainly for notice of the incumbrance, an abstract only is to be

entered. The other more important point of difference is that

while by the statute, the record of the deed and a transcript arc
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made as already mentioned available evidence in the stead of

the original, no such efficacy is given to the registry of the

mortgage. Hence, therefore, the record or the transcript may
be freely produced without accounting for the absence of the

original deed
;

but the registry of a mortgage is not in like

manner admitted. To prove the existence and contents of the

mortgage, the original must be produced on the trial or its loss-

or destruction shewn, or absence- accounted for, on common law

principles. Was then the destruction of this mortgage duly

proved as was attempted ? One of the counsel of the defendant

intimated that as he was not the proprietor of the mortgage, a ;

smaller measure of evidence was sufficient for him. But I find

no such distinction. The rule is indiscriminate; and whoever

will establish a written document, whether the proprietor
or a third person, must produce it, or unless he shew it to be in

the possession of his adversary, must entitle himself, in one

and the same manner, to the substitution of secondary evidence.

The only proof proposed on this occasion, of the destruction

of the rriortgage, was the entry in the margin. But that

entry had no more legal efficacy for this end, than the"

white paper on which it was written. If, because found on the

books, there is a legal presumption that the entry was made by
the clerk, it was not done in the discharge of any official duty;,
and can therefore receive no attention or respect. A clerk

may enter the redemption, payment or discharge of a mortgage,
or satisfaction as it is sometimes called, upon the margin

opposite the abstract, when the original mortgage is produced
to him, either cancelled or with a receipt thereon, signed

by the mortgagee or his executors, administrators or assigns.

But as to the destruction of the mortgage or any such

extraneous fact, the clerk has no authority to enter or record

it
;
and such entry, if he makes it, is a mere waste of ink and

labour. Upon the trial then, no proof having been given of the"

destruction of the original mortgage, nor its absence legally-

accounted for, the registry of the abstract, was properly
overruled by the judge.

These preliminary points being adjusted, we may now examine

the case with less complexity. We are to lay aside the deed'

and mortgage. Speaking from the evidence, no conveyance of

the premises in question was ever made by Margaret Roy to-
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Joseph I. Roy. If she became seized under the will of her

father, she remained so until her decease. The application of

these positions will be seen in the sequel.

The lessor of the plaintiff gave in evidence, a deed of bargain
and sale in fee simple, for the premises in question, from David

Gustin to him, bearing date on the 14th day of February,
1811. At, and sometime before the making of this deed,

David (Justin resided on the farm and worked it, but whether

exclusively, does not distinctly appear. Margaret Boy and

some of her children also lived on the farm, and she continued

there until her decease; but at and for some time before John

Gustin obtained possession, in the manner hereafter to be men-

tioned, David Gustin was the sole possessor. Several deeds to

David Gustin, for parts of the premises, were also produced ;

but they vested in him no title, because the grantors had none,

and will be no farther noticed.

About six or seven years before the trial, John Gustin, the

-defendant, sent two persons to the farm to take possession for

him. They told David Gustin, who was then, as has been

mentioned, in the sole possession, that they had come, by
orders from the defendant, to take possession. David Gustin

delivered the possession to them for the defendant, who, by his

tenants, has ever since held it. The defendant shewed, on

the trial, that Casper Shafer was in possession of the farm

many years before his death
;

that he died there, in the

year 1784
;

that by his will he devised it to his daughter,

Margaret Roy, wife of John Roy ;
that they occupied it until

the decease of John Roy, in 1803; that his widow, Margaret,
lived there, though not exclusively, until her decease, in June

or July, 1815. The defendant farther produced in evidence

a judgment against Joseph I. Roy, one of the children of

Margaret Roy, entered in the Sussex Common Pleas, in August,

1815, an execution issued thereon, and a deed from the sheriff

of the county reciting a sale under the judgment and execution,

and purporting to convey all the estate of Joseph I. Roy
in the premises in question, to the present defendant. But

the farm was never conveyed by Margaret Roy to Joseph
I. Roy. On the contrary, by her will, given in evidence on

the part of the defendant, she devised all her real estate to her

daughter, Susan Roy, nor did it appear that Joseph was even
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living on the premises, or in any wise in possession at the rendi-

tion of the judgment, or between it and the sale. The deed

from the sheriff therefore, vested no estate in the farm in John

Gustin.

The defendant farther attempted to deduce a title in the fol-

lowing manner: He gave evidence of a judgment of this court

in 1808, against David Gustin and Thomas Gustin, at the suit

of John Corlies, of an execution issued thereon shortly after the

entry of the judgment, and a deed from himself, then sheriff of

the county of Sussex, to Benajah Gustin, for the premises in

.question, reciting a sale under that judgment and execution, and

bearing date on the 27th May, 1813. He then read a deed from

Daniel Swayze, sheriff of the said county, to him, the present

defendant, dated 31st May, 1817, reciting a sale made under a

decree and execution of the Court of Chancery, against' Benajah

Gustin, and purporting to convey to the defendant, all the right
of Benajah Gustin to the premises. No exemplification of a

decree or execution was produced. As these essential links of

the chain were wanting, no title was, in this way, shewn in the

present defendant.

The defendant also produced, on the trial, a deed of bargain
.and sale, from David Gustin and wife to himself, for one-twelfth

part of the premises in question, dated the 5th day of Decem-

ber, 1807. But this deed was not recorded until the year 1814,

.after the deed from David Gustin to the lessor of the plaintiff,

had been executed, delivered and recorded, and no notice of

this conveyance, either actual or constructive, to the lessor of

the plaintiff was shewn. The deed was, therefore, "void and

of no effect," against Daniel Harker, "a subsequent bona fide

purchaser, for a valuable consideration, not having notice

thereof."

From this view of the evidence, it appears that John Gustin,

when he obtained possession as heretofore mentioned, had no

title whatever to the premises; and this fact will be assumed in

the farther investigation.

The case then is reduced to the simple question, whether

having thus obtained possession, he can protect himself, having
no title and entering without title, by impeaching the title of

Daniel Harker, or by shewing an outstanding title in another

person.
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David Gustin, having conveyed by deed all his estate and

interest in the premises to Harker, and remaining afterwards

in possession, is, while he continued in possession, deemed the

tenant of the latter, and was liable to be dispossessed by him r

whenever he thought proper to put an end to the tenancy and

to resume the premises. Gustin's possession, as long as it

continued, was the possession of Harker. If David Gustin,

remaining on the farm, had been the defendant in this eject-

ment, the recovery of the plaintiff would have been too plain

for hesitation or controversy. He could not have impugned
the title, he had himself asserted and professed to convey, nor

impeached the validity of his own deed, nor set up a subsisting

title in Susan Eoy, or Benajah Gustin, or any other third per-

son. Does John Gustin, coming into possession as he did, stand

on firmer ground ? He took possession either under David

Gustin, or as an intruder, and, as already shewn, without title,

I am inclined to think it would not be difficult to demonstrate,

that upon the uncontroverted state of facts, he would be held

to have come in under David Gustin. His agents told David r

they had come by his orders to take possession, and David

delivered up the farm to them. Is it not somewhat strange, if,

in good faith and without collusion, he thus delivered up the

possession to a stranger, at sight, upon asking, and without

any communication to his grantee and landlord ? If John had

made, at the time of this transfer, some pecuniary compensation
to David, there would, I presume, have been no room for

dispute, that he came in under him. And if some thing else,.

was the consideration, or there was even none, and but a

simple permission to enter, I am at a loss to discern any just

difference in the effect. But I pursue these topics no farther,

and mean to express no opinion upon them. The position -i

unquestionable, that the defendant entered either under David

Gustin, or as an intruder; either by his consent or against his

will, anfl without' his permission. Either way the law is well

settled. If he entered under David Gu&tin, with his consent,

he cannot impeach the title of Daniel Harker, under whom
David Gustin held. If he entered as an intruder, or against

the consent and without the permission of David Gustin,

he may set up a title in himself
;
but he cannot set up an out-

standing and subsisting title in a third person under whom he
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did not enter. The policy of this rule serves to sustain

and recommend it. It saves the proprietor from hazard

and difficulty by collusive change of possession. The hope
of advantage being removed, temptation is avoided. It give

to possession its legitimate influence against every one who
has not a title. Possession ought to prevail not only against
him who enters without professing to have title, but him.

also who may pretend to have title which, on investiga-

tion, is found worthless. The possession in an action of

ejectment is a matter of so much importance, and when avail-

able, is so efficient a protection until a prima facie valid title

is shewn, that the law wisely does not suffer it to be lightly

changed, and does not permit such an advantage to be gained,.

either by collusion with a tenant, or by intrusion upon him.

He who fraudulently or wrongfully takes the place of my
tenant, or of one who holds at my will and cannot contro-

vert my right, shall not expose me to the anxiety and labour

and expense of shewing a strict title, or triumph in his fraud

or wrong, because some third person has a better title. Against
all the world but the legal proprietor, my possession shall

save me.

A reference to a few cases will support the principles I have--

stated.

In Lessee of Cooper v. Galbraith, 3 Wash. 549, JUDGE WASHING-
TON ruled that a man cannot recover in ejectment or defend him-

self against his own covenant or grant. He is estopped from

saying his title was defective, when his deed professes to pass a-

good title. So a man will not be permitted against his own
act, though not by deed, to controvert the title which he has-

thus acknowledged ;
as if one man come into possession of

land by permission of another, he thereby admits the title of
that other, and in an ejectment to recover back the possession,,
he cannot question it. In illustrating the principle by apposite

cases, the learned judge says, "In an ejectment by the lessor

against his lessee, or any person claiming under the lessee, the

defendant will not be allowed to set up a defect in the title of

the plaintiff, or to shew an outstanding title in a third person."
In Brandler v. Marshall, 1 Caines 401, the court said, "When a

person enters under another, and* transfers the possession, his

grantee is supposed to hold under the same title." In Jackson^

VOL. VII. D
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v. Harder, 4 John. 210, KENT, C. J. for the court said,
" The

plaintiff shewed enough in the first instance, to entitle him to

recover. He shewed a possession of eight or ten years under

a claim and colour of title. It is clear, beyond all doubt that

Baker, who entered and held under the plaintiff, (by a contract

of purchase) would be concluded from sdtting up an adverse

title, and any person who succeeded to the possession under

Baker, would be equally concluded. In what way the defend-

ant succeeded to the possession, does not appear. It is not

stated or alleged, that he entered under any pretence or colour

of title, and the natural and just inference seems to be, that he

entered upon the possession which Baker had left as an intruder,

without title. In that case, the possession of the plaintiff was

.sufficient to entitle him to recover, and the entry of the defend-

ant must be considered as a trespass. The defendant is either

.such, an intruder, or he entered under Baker, and in either

-case, he is precluded from questioning the plaintiff's right of

possession. Baker entered and held for years under Duncan

.and Campbell, and they and their heirs are entitled as against

him and as against all persons who came in under him, or who
entered as intruders upon a possession which he left, to place

themselves in statu quo, by regaining the actual possession

which they had parted with to Baker, upon the faith of a con-

tract." "But" says the judge,
" the defendant set up and offered

to shew an outstanding title in some third person. The first

-question is, whether a mere intruder can be permitted to pro-

ject his intrusion under an outstanding title in a stranger? I

> think not. The rule has never been carried so far, and it would

ibe a violation of just principle to apply it to the case of a tres-

ipasser who enters upon another's possession, without pretence
of title." In Jackson v. Bush, 10 John. 233, the court said, "The

irule excluding a defendant against whom there has been a judg-

ment and execution, from defeating the purchaser's recovery

of his possession by setting up a title in some third person, is

founded in justice and policy, and the reason of the rule equally

applies when such defendant has in the meantime delivered up
the possession to another. He shall not be permitted to do in-

directly and through the agency of another, what the law will

not suffer him to do himself." In Jackson v. Walker, 7 Cowen

637, one Storm, went into possession of the premises under an
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agreement to purchase of Livingston, the lessor of the plaintiff,

and after some time, went to Ohio, leaving his wife in the occu-

pation of the lot. Garnsey claiming adversely to Livingston,
.commenced an ejectment against Storm. He then entei'ed into

a negotiation with Storm's wife, said he had a valid deed, and

desired the possession merely. The wife left the farm, Garnsey
entered and placed the defendant there. A witness testified, he

had heard Garnsey say, he had given Mrs. Storm ten dollars

for giving him the possession, or leaving the possession of the

lot. The court after a review of the law and facts, say,
" The

plaintiff was entitled to the benefit of Storm's possession thus

acquired by the defendant. Jt is alike the dictate of justice as

of law, that the defendant restore it, before he can be permitted
to shew title in himself or an outstanding title in another."

Similar doctrine is laid down by a distinguished member of the

Court of Errors of New York, in Schauber v. Jackson, 2 Wendel

62. In Stahle v. Joan, 8 Serg. & Rawle 326, the court said, the

tenant cannot set up a title against his landlord; so neither can

the real owner, to whom the tenant treacherously has delivered

up the possession. In* Saunders v. Annesly, 2 Sch. & Lefr. 103,

Lord Chancellor Redesdale said: "When possession is gained
under a contract, by a person having a right, he can only have

it such as the person has it from whom he obtains the posses-

sion, and is bound to accept the possession according to that

right; and if that other person has but a chattel interest under

a disseissor, he, the person entering, can have no more than that

chattel interest; and that because, according to the expression
in the books, it was his folly to take possession in such manner,
instead of recovering it by lawful means."

The view I take of this case renders it unnecessary, in my
opinion, to examine the recondite argument of one of the defend-

ant's counsel, to prove that David Gustin was not seized to an

use, and therefore could not convey by deed of 'bargain and

sale. Whether so seized or not, the deed, as against him, is to

be held to convey what it purports to do. One of the defend-

ant's counsel insisted, the judge should have put it to the jury
to decide in what manner John Gustin came into possession,

whether under the tenant or not, whether by collusion with

him or not. I cannot admit the necessity of making, in this

ase, such a question of fact to the jury. There were, in truth,
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no controverted facts. The law upon the facts was the only

necessary direction to the jury. And if I am right in the prin-

ciples and cases I have mentioned, whether the defendant came
in under the tenant, or by collusion with him, or as an intruder

on him without title, the result is the same.

Another ground for new trial stated, though not pressed much
at large, was surprise. The defendant and his counsel were

surprised to find the alleged deed from Margaret Eoy to Joseph
I. Eoy, was not regularly proved, nor lawfully recorded, and

therefore not admissible in evidence. The fact of surprise is

not made out. There is no proof, and without it, I should be

slow and loth to believe, that the highly respected counsel who

prepared for trial and tried this cause on the part of the defend-

ant, had not sought after, or seen, or known the situation of a

document so vitally important to the title and defence of their

client, the very corner-stone of his claim, until they had occa-

sion to offer it on the trial. If, however, such be the truth, it

affords no claim for a new trial.

It was said that this is an extraordinary recovery; that the

plaintiff rested his case without going into any evidence to shew

how the defendant came into possession of the premises; the

defendant shewed it, and the plaintiff claims to rely upon it, in

aid of his recovery. It may indeed be somewhat unusual for a

defendant to cure the defects of the plaintiff instead of availing

himself of them. But it cannot be questioned, that the plaintiff

may serve himself of the proof of the defendant, and that the

court and jury are bound to respect the truth, from whichsoever

quarter it may come.

There is, in my opinion, no cause to disturb the verdict.

In the course of these remarks I have said that John Gustin had

no title
;
that Margaret Eoy remained seized until her decease

;
and

that by her will, the premises were devised to her daughter. To
avoid misconception, I repeat, that these conclusions are drawn

solely from the case as it now appears before us. The omissions

which occurred on the trial, may, perhaps, on some future occa-

sion, be so supplied, as to present a very different result.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

CITED IN Steamboat & Canal Co. v. Baldwin, 2 Or. 442. N. J. R. R. & Tr,

Co. v. Suydam, 2 Harr. 60. Den v. Wade, Spencer 294. Van Wag*
enen v. Hopper 4 Hal. Ch. 708.
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PETER SMITH against JOHN EMERY.

In an action of covenant where the covenant or agreement is the foundation

of the action, and not merely matter of inducement, the declaration should

contain &profert in curia of the agreement set forth, or an excuse for the omis-

sion of it.

The words of reference,
"
as by the said covenant and agreement, reference

being thereunto had, may more fully appear," inserted in the declaration, after

the statement of the contents of the instrument, are no profert, nor sufficient to

supply the want.

The declaration in an action of covenant, should bhew that the agreement
on which it is founded, was originally sealed by the defendant, and remained,
under seal at the time of declaring or accounting for the omission of such aver-

ment. It is not sufficient to say,
" and for the faithful performance of the said

covenant and agreement, the said parties did thereunto set their hands and affix

their seals."

Where an instrument of writing is what is technically called an instrument
inter par tes, that is, expressed to be made between the parties who are named
in it, as executing it, in such case, it is a settled rule, that although a covenant
be expressed in the instrument for the benefit of a third person named in it, an
action can be brought in the name of one of the parties only, and not in the

name of such third person.

Where a special request is not necessary to impose on the defendant the obli-

gation to pay, nor to render him liable on his covenant, it is not necessary to be

Averred.

In this case the plaintiff declared as follows :

NEW JERSEY, ss. Peter Smith complains of John Emery,
being in custody, of a plea of breach of covenant, for that,

whereas the said Peter, before and at the time of entering
into the covenant and agreement hereinafter mentioned, was
seized in his demesne as of fee, of and in the several heredita-

ments and premises in the said covenant and agreement men-

tioned and thereby agreed to be conveyed, and being so seized

thereof, heretofore, to wit, on the twentieth day of September,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-

four, at Flemington, in the county of Hunterdon, and within the

jurisdiction of this court, in and by a covenant bearing date on

ibo day and year aforc.said, it was covenanted and agreed by
and between the said Peter Smith, and the said John Emery,
that the said Peter had bargained and sold unto the said John,
all that certain tract or parcel of land, situate, lying and being,

jn the township of Lebanon, county of Hunterdon and state of

New Jersey, whereon John Eeading then lived, adjoining lands

of Henry Aller, esq., John Emery, John Vanflect and others.
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said to contain one hundred and twenty-three acres, be the same
more or less, for the sum of fifteen hundred and seventy-five

dollars, in four payments, to wit: the first payment to be made,
that is, the sum of three hundred and ninety-six dollars, to be

paid on the first day of May, one thousand eight hundred and

twenty-five, and the remaining sum to be divided into three

equal payments, that is to say, the sum of three hundred and

twenty-three dollars, to be paid the first day of May, A. D.

one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six, the sum of three

hundred and ninety-three dollars, to be paid the first day of

May, A. D. one thousand eight hundred and twenty-seven ;

and the last payment, being the sum of three hundred and

ninety-three dollars, to be paid the first day of May, A. D.

one thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight ;
which said

payments, when they should become due, were to be paid
to David Eockafellar and Henry Aller, esq. executors of the

estate of Jacob Eisler, deceased. When the first payment
should become due and paid, the said Peter covenanted and

agreed to give a good title for the premises aforesaid, and

when a certain mortgage upon the said premises in favour

of the executors aforesaid, should be taken up and dis-

charged by the aforesaid payment, then the said John cove-

nanted and agreed to give his bonds to the said Peter, for

the remainder of the money; and for the true and faithful

performance of the said covenant and agreement, the said

Peter and John, bound themselves, each to the other, in the

penal sum of three thousand dollars. It was further pro-

vided in said covenant and agreement, that after the three

first payments should be made, the fourth and last payment
was to draw interest until paid ;

and for the faithful perform-
ance of the said covenant and agreement, the said parties

did thei-eunto set their hands and affix their seals the day and

year first above written, as by the said covenant and agreement,
reference being thereto had, may more fully appear. And the

said covenant and agreement being so made as aforesaid, after-

wards, to wit : on the twentieth day of September, in the year

aforesaid, at Flemington, in the county and within the jurisdic-

tion aforesaid, in consideration that the said Peter had then and

there undertaken and faithfully promised the said John, to per-

form and fulfil all things therein contained, on the part and bo-
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half of the vendor to be performed and fulfilled, he the said

John undertook, and then and there faithfully promised to

perform and fulfil all things therein contained, on his part
and behalf to be performed and fulfilled, according to the

true intent and meaning of the said covenant and agreement ;

and the said Peter in fact saith, that although afterwards, and

within the time in and by the said covenant and agreement for

that purpose expressed, to wit,, on the first day of May, A.

D. one thousand eight hundred and twenty-five, then next

ensuing the date of the said covenant and agreement, to wit,

at Flemington, in the county and within the jurisdiction afore-

said, the said Peter did cause and procure to be prepared for

execution, a good and sufficient conveyance in the law, well and

sufficiently to grant and convey unto the said John, his heirs

and assigns, the said premises in the said covenant and

agreement mentioned, and thereby covenanted and agreed to

be conveyed ;
and although the said Peter then and there exe-

cuted and sealed and tendered and offered to deliver such good
and sufficient conveyance in law, and requested the said Jobn
to pay to him, the said Peter, or to the said executors of the

said Jacob Eisler aforesaid, the said sum of three hundred and

ninety-six dollars, in the said covenant and agreement men-

tioned, yet the said John absolutely refused to make the-

payment of the said sum of three hundred and ninety-six dol-

lars, so mentioned in the said covenant and agreement to be

paid as aforesaid, or to accept the said good and sufficient con-

veyance so' tendered as aforesaid, or any other conveyance
in the law whatsoever; and although the said Peter has*

well and faithfully performed and been ready and willing to-

perform all other things in the said covenant and agreement,,
contained on his part and behalf to be performed and fulfilled,

yet the said John, not regarding his said covenant and agree-

ment, so by him made in that behalf as aforesaid, but contriv-

ing and fraudulently intending, craftily and subtilly to deceive

and defraud the said Peter in this behalf, did not nor would,
when the said grant and conveyance was tendered to the

said John in manner aforesaid, nor at any other time what-

soever, pay, nor hath he as yet paid to the said David Rockafel-

lar and Henry Aller, esq. executors as aforesaid, or either of

them, nor to the said Peter, the said sum of three hundred and
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ninety-six dollars, being the first payment as aforesaid, or

any part thereof, although so to do the said John was

requested by the said Peter afterwards, to wit, on the first

day of May, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-five,

and often thereafter, to wit, at Flemington, in the county and

within the jurisdiction aforesaid, but he so to do hath hitherto

wholly refused and still doth refuse
;
and so the said Peter

in fact saitb, that the said John, although often requested so to

<io, hath not kept his said covenant and agreement so by him

made as aforesaid, but hath broken the same; and to keep
Ihe same with the said Peter, hath hitherto wholly neglected
:and refused and still doth neglect and refuse, to the damage of

tthe said Peter, three thousand dollars, and thereupon he brings
his suit, &c.

To the above declaration there is a special demurrer by the

defendant, and causes assigned, as follows, viz. :

1. That the said plaintiff in his said declaration hath not made
a profert in court of the said covenant or agreement, whereon the

said action is founded.

2. That the plaintiff hath not made profert of the deed whereon

the action is founded, in due form, but hath merely referred to it

as follows :
" as by the said covenant and agreement reference

being thereunto bad, will more fully appear," without offering the

.same to the court.

3. That the said plaintiff in his declaration hath not stated and

set forth the covenants and agreements on which the action is

founded, directly, positively, and affirmatively ;
but hath only set

forth the same by way of reference as follows, to wit :
" As by the

eaid covenant and agreement, reference being thereunto had will

more fully appear."
4. That the plaintiff hath not stated in his said declaration, that

the covenant or agreement on which the said action is founded,

was sealed with the seal of the said John Emery.
5. That it does not appear in and by the said declaration, that

by the said agreement as therein set forth, the said sums of

money therein mentioned, were agreed to be paid to the said

Peter Smith.

6. That it is set forth and appears in the said declara-

tion, that the said sums of money in the said agreement men-
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itioned were not to be paid to the Haid Peter Smith, but were to

be paid to other persons, namely to David Rockafellar and

Henry Aller, esquires, executors of the estate of Jacob Risler,

deceased.

7. That the plaintiff in his said declaration hath not stated

and set forth in due form a breach of the said covenant or agree-

ment, in this, to wit: That he hath not set forth that the said

.John Emery was ever requested by the said David Rockafellar

and Henry Aller, esquires, or either of them, to pay the said

sum of money in the said agreement mentioned to them, or

either of them, or that when so requested, he ever^ refused to

pay the same to them or either of them.

8. That the said plaintiff in his said declaration hath not

stated or shewn, that the said Peter Smith had any authority
;from them the said David Rockafellar and Henry Aller,

esquires, or either of them, to demand or receive payment
of the said sum of money, or any part thereof, from the said

.John Emery.
To this there is a joinder in demurrer by the plaintiff.

N. Saxton, for defendant. The 1st and 2d grounds of demurrer,

.are that the plaintiff has not made profert to the court, of the

-covenant on which the action is brought. 1 Ghitty PL 349,

(page in margin). A profert is necessary. Note d. ib. 350. The

want of profert is bad on special demurrer. Com. Dig. Plead.

O. 1, P. 1. 3 T. R. 151, 161.

3d. The covenant is not alleged positively and affirmatively,

but only by way of reference. 1 Saund. 275, The King v. Sutton.

1 Plow. Com. 143, Browning v. Beston. 1 Archb. 52.

4th. It is not alleged that the covenant was Healed. 1 Saund.

520, a. 8
; 291, n. 1 Chitty PI. 116. Com. Dig. Plead. 2 V. 2. ib.

Cov. A. 1. The word deed is a technical term, and implies a seal
;

but covenant is not so, and must always be shewn to be by deed

or under seal.

5 and 6. It appears the money was not payable to the plain-

tiff, but to third persons, who may themselves bring an action.

1 Chitty 5, and n. (m.), contract with A., to pay B., &c. ib. 4. A
wtranger may sue on a deed not inter partes, ib. 115

;
so on a deed

.polL Com. Dig. Cov. A. 1. 2 Lev. 74. Lutw. 305.
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7 and 8. The plaintiff has not set forth a sufficient breach,

No request of Rockafellar and Aller, or refusal of defend-

ant to pay them, or averment that they authorized plaintiff

to demand it for them is alleged. The covenant to pay
them, shews a reason existed why it ought not to be paid

plaintiff or be under his control. At all events, he ought
not to be able to demand it and put it in his pocket; nor to

recover damages for non-payment of the money, which, with

all legal damages, (viz.: the interest) is recoverable by others,

1 Chitty 236.

Clark, for plaintiff. No precise form of words is necessary to

constitute a profert of a deed. If it appear that it is brought
into court, is sufficient.

The ordinary words,
"
Brings here into court," are not indis-

pensable, for all the books say is
" That it is usual," &c. Arch.

PL 142. Chitty PL 349.

When it is said in the declaration "As by the said covenant

and agreement reference being thereunto had, may more fully

appear," &c., it contemplates a profert by the plaintiff and a

reference to the court.

In none of the precedents are both modes of expression made
use of.

In this case, the plaintiff had no right to the possession of the

deed, it being deposited by the consent of the parties, with a

third person. This fact could not legally be set forth in the

declaration as an excuse for the profert. The plaintiff therefore

by making profert, might have subjected himself to a nonsuit.

1 Saund. 90, n. 1.

The covenants between the parties are directly and positively

set forth, concluding with a reference to the deed.

It is stated in the declaration that the " said parties did there-

unto set their hands and affix their seals."

Admitting the facts stated by the defendant, it does not follow

that the plaintiff may not take advantage of a failure on the

part of the defendant to pay money to third persons as he cove-

nanted to do.

It was not necessary that the executors named in the decla-

ration should request payment of the defendant. In strictness-

they had no right to do so under the covenant.
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The covenant was made between the plaintiff and defendant

alone, and not with these executors. The plaintiff's right to

demand and receive payment of the defendant, is derived from

the deed of covenant and not from any concession by these

executors.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This action is in covenant by the vendor againt the vendee,

upon articles of agreement for the sale of certain real estate,

the breach of which consists in the non-payment of the first of

several instalments of the purchase money.
Some of the causes assigned for demurrer are, in my opinion,

fully sustained.

The declaration should have contained a profert in curia'

of the agreement set forth, or an excuse for the omission of it.

Com. Dig. tit. Plead. 0. 1. The covenant or agreement is

the foundation of the action
;
and not merely matter of induce-

ment, as in Banfil v. Leigh, and the examples put by Comyns,
when this technical offer of the deed is unnecessary. 8 D. & E.

571. Com. Dig. tit. Plead. 0. 15. The words of reference,

"as by the said covenant and agreement reference being
thereunto had may more fully appear," inserted in the declara-

tion after the statement of the contents of the instrument,
are no profert, nor sufficient to supply the want. They are

frequently used when a profert is made. 2 Chitty 191. Plead.

Assist. 330.

The declaration should have shewn that the agreement on

which it is founded was originally sealed by the defendant,
and remained under his seal at the time of declaring; or have

accounted for the omission of such averment. It is not enough
to say as is done here, "and for the faithful performance of the

said covenant and agreement, the said parties did thereunto set

their hands and affix their seals." This language relates to-

time past, the execution of the instrument. The declaration

should refer to time present, and shew a subsisting covenant.

The usual clause of the precedents is very expressive; "which

writing, sealed with the seal of the defendant, the said plaintiff

now brings here." There are not, in this declaration, words-

of art, as deed or the like, necessarily importing a seal, and-
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so used as to supply the omission. 1 Saund. 291, n. 1. Van
.Santwood v. Sandford, 12 John. 197.

Some of the causes of demurrer are insufficient.

The third cause of demurrer is, that the plaintiff has not

set forth the covenants and agreements on which the action is

founded directly, positively and affirmatively, but only by way
of reference.

This objection does not appear to be supported in point
.of fact. The declaration, after reciting that the plaintiff was

seized in fee of the premises, avers that " in and by a covenant,

bearing date on the day and year aforesaid, it was covenanted

and agreed by and between the said Peter Smith and the said

.John Emery, that
;

" and the matters contained in the instru-

ment of writing are then set forth, and a reference is afterwards

made to the instrument as already mentioned. The covenants

are in the same manner introduced in approved precedents.

:3 Chitty 313. " It was agreed that," &c. Ibid 317. " It was

witnessed that, &c. as by," &c. 1 Saund. 40. "It was mutually
.covenanted that," &C* Plead. Assist. 330. "It was agreed

.upon, &c. as by said articles," &c.

The fifth.and sixth assignments are, that it does not appear
.that the sums of money mentioned in the agreement were to be

.paid to the plaintiff; and that it does appear they were to be

paid to others, namely, David Rockafellar and Henry Aller,

executors of Jacob Risler, deceased.

The agreement is between Smith, the vendor of the one part,

and Emery, the vendee of the other part. The purchase money
was to be paid in four annual instalments. Part was to be paid

to Rockafellar and Aller, executors of Risler, in discharge of a

mortgage in their favour, upon the tract of land, the subject of

the sale; the residue was to be paid to Smith, the vendor, and

for it Emery was to give his bonds. How much the mortgage

money amounted to, whether a part or the whole of the first

.instalment or more, does not appear.

The instrument of writing set forth in this declaration is

what is technically called an instrument inter partes, that is to

.-say, it is expressed to be made between certain parties, between

the persons who are named in it as executing it. In such case,

Jt is a settled rule, that although a covenant be expressed in

the instrument for the benefit of a third person named in it, au
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action can be brought in the name of one of the parties only,

and not in the name of such third person. Scudamore v. Vanden-

stene, 2 Inst. 763. Storer v. Gordon, 3 M. & S. 323. Barford v.

Stuckey, 2 Brod. & Bingh. 333. Montague v. Smith, 13 Mass. 396.

Story's Abbott on Ship. 218. Hence the action on the present

agreement, for the breach of its stipulations, was rightl}' brought
in the name of Smith.

The breach assigned is, that the defendant did not pay the

first payment or instalment "to the said David Rockafellar and

Henry Aller, executors as aforesaid, or either of them, nor to the

said Peter" This oreach is not well assigned, in so far as it

alleges the non-payment to the plaintiff. The payments were,

according to the agreement to be made to Rockafellar and Aller,

the executors, until the mortgage which they held, should be sat-

isfied, and until then, no payment was to be made to the vendor,

Smith. Consequently, not paying the first instalment to him,,

was no breach,, unless the amount of that instalment exceeded-

the mortgage money. And therefore to have shewn a sufficient

breach in the non-payment of any part*of that money to him,
he should have averred, that the amount of the first instalment

exceeded the amount due on the mortgage to the executors,

inasmuch as otherwise no part of that instalment was payable
to him, and the non-payment therefore could not constitute a*

breach of the agreement.
Another cause of demurrer is, that the plaintiff has not set

forth that the defendant was ever requested by the executors to 1

pay to them or either of them.

A special request to pay, was not requisite either by the

express or implied terms of the contract, antecedent to the

commencement of the action. Such request was not necessary
to impose on the defendant the obligation to pay, nor to render

him liable on his covenant
;

and not being necessary to bo-

made, it was therefore not necessary to be averred. If, how-

ever, even for the sake of form, a request is proper, the request
to perform the covenant by him with whom it was made, as the

defendant is here alleged to have been requested by the plaintiff,

is sufficient.

The last cause of demurrer is, that the declaration does not-

state that the plaintiff had any authority from the executors to-

demand or receive payment from the defendant.
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The views already taken of the case, shew that such averment

,is not necessary.
The first, second and fourth causes assigned for demurrer,

-should, in our opinion, be allowed. The fifth and sixth also, so

ri'ar as they respect the manner of assigning the breach. The

third, seventh and eighth, are not tenable.

JOHN NELSON against BERGEN AYRES and SAMUEL AYRES.

The plaintiff
in an action of trespass was nonsuited for a variance between

-the evidence offered, and the charge as alleged in the novel assignment and the

variance appeared to have arisen from an evident misprision in writing one
word for another, this court set aside the nonsuit and gave the plaintiff leave

to amend under the particular circumstances.

When this cause was called for trial at the Salem Circuit in

December, 1827, there was an intimation that the record was

not entirely complete by reason of the plea not being furnished

in proper time nor according to promise as was alleged on the

part of the plaintiff. The defendant did not admit this state-

ment to be altogether correct, but the parties agreed to let the

cause go off till next morning. The record was then brought
into court and the parties went to trial. It was an action of

trespass for cutting wood on the plaintiff's land. The defend-

ants admitted cutting on the land of Eobert Ayres, their father,

.adjoining the land of the plaintiff, and whether they cut over it

or not (as the line was a disputable one) seemed to be the only
matter in contest. After the evidence on both sides had been

.all adduced, and counsel were ready to sum up, the court called

their attention to the pleadings. The plaintiff in making a

new assignment, had laid the cutting on a tract of fifteen acres

called the Lock tract (which was undeniedly the property of the

defendants) instead of the Nelson tract belonging to himself. It

was a most evident misprision, in writing Lock instead of Nelson;

but the court did not hold itself authorized to amend the record,

and the defendants' attorney refused to consent. Whereupon,
the plaintiff desired to be called and was nonsuited.

White, for plaintiff.

Jejfers, for defendants.
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EWING, C. J. The error in the new assignment was merely
.a clerical one, not an error of deliberation or judgment. The
haste with which the pleadings were prepared, at the circuit,

and after the cause had been called for trial (mains usus et abolen-

dus) very readily explains the cause of its occurrence. Under
such circumstances and especially as the pleadings are, not yet,

as we are informed, on file here, I should be strongly inclined,

independent of precedent, to relieve the plaintiff. There are,

however, a number of cases which in principle sustain his appli-

cation, and even go beyond it. Den v. Franklin and Sharp, 2

South. 851. Halhead v. Abrahams, 3 Taunt. 81. Holland v. Hop-
kins, 2 B. & P. 243. Tomlinson v. Blacksmith, 7 D. & E. 132. Wil-

liams v. Pratt, 5 Barn. & Aid. 396. In Trask v. Duval, 4 Wash.

$7, the promise laid in the declaration was absolute and that

proved was conditional. The plaintiff was nonsuited for the

variance. On his motion the nonsuit was set aside and leave

given to amend.

I am of opinion the nonsuit should be set aside, and leave be

given to the plaintiff to amend, or rather to file a new assign-

ment, upon payment of costs.

JUSTICES FORD and DRAKE, concurred.
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Hankinson v. Hummer.

JOSEPH HANKINSON and JOHN DAWES, Executors of WILLIAM HOU-
SEL, deceased, against HERBERT HUMMER and JOHN HUMMER.

This court will not order satisfaction of a judgment to be entered, unless the

proof of payment thereof is full and satisfactory.

Wurts, for plaintiffs.

Hamilton, for defendants.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This case comes before us on a rule to shew cause why satis-

faction should not be entered of a judgment against Herbert

Hummer and John Hummer, in favour of Joseph Hankinson

and John Dawes, executors of William Housel, deceased.

John Hummer, at whose instance the rule to shew cause was

granted, states in the affidavit then read to us, that the real es-

tate of Herbert Hummer, the actual debtor, the other being a.

surety only, was sold under an execution upon the judgment,
and purchased by the plaintiffs, Hankinson and Dawes, subject

to a mortgage for twelve hundred dollars to Jacob S. Demut ;:

that he suspected this mortgage to be fraudulent, communicated

his suspicions to the plaintiffs, and measures were adopted which'

induced an abandonment and release of the mortgage; that the-

real estate was then deemed by the plaintiffs more than sufficient

to satisfy the judgment; and in consideration of the real estate,

relieved from the mortgage, being delivered to them, they agreed
to accept of it in full discharge of the judgment, and instructed

the sheriff to desist from all further proceedings under the

execution.

In support of this rule, several affidavits have been taken. I

have referred to the affidavit of John Hummer, for the purpose
of shewing, as the case was submitted without argument, the

grounds on which the application was placed. In obtaining
the rule to shew cause, it was competent to be read

;
farther it

may not be used
;

it is not evidence to sustain an entry of satis-

faction.

In the other affidavits, upon a careful examination, I can find

none of the alleged grounds established with such clearness and

certainty as will authorize us to make absolute the rule and

afford to the applicant the relief he seeks.

With respect to the instructions said to have been given to the
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sheriff, he testifies that "he had no instructions from the execu-

tors relative to a release of John Hummer, upon sale of Herbert's

lands;" nor does he shew any instructions to desist from pro-

ceedings under the execution
;
on the contrary, directions appear

to have been given to him from time to time, to proceed and
make sale.

Sheriff Welnted says there were two executions in his hands,,

under which he advertised for sale the property of Herbert

Hummer; the one in question and an older one in favour of

John Dawes, for "something like five hundred dollars; and

upon the property was a previous mortgage to one Bishop, for

about six hundred dollars, and Demut's mortgage was standing;
on record as one of the incumbrances." The premises were-

struck off by the sheriff to Joseph Hankinson, one of the

plaintiffs, for a small sum, "near twenty dollars." At some

time, whether before or after this sale does not distinctly

appear, Hankinson told Herbert Hummer that if he would
clear the farm of the Demut mortgage, and give them pos-

session, he would release him from all further claim under
the execution. We are not informed that this proposition
was assented to or accepted on the part of Hummer; nor
that he gave them possession ; although there are some vague
and unsatisfactory allusions to a possession by the executors*

of these plaintiff-executors, in the affidavit of Josiah Cole-

Did Herbert Hummer clear the farm of the Demut mortgage?
He did not, so far as is shewn by the affidavits, take a step-
towards it. Sheriff Welsted says Hankinson transferred his-

bid for a sixteen acre lot of Herbert Hummer to Demut, for

which he made a deed to Demut under the orders of Hankin-
Bon. "My understanding at the time," says the sheriff, "was--

that Demut was to have the deed in full consideration of his*

mortgage on Hummer's estate." But how did the sheriff come
to this understanding? Did Demut tell him? He does not say
so. From Hankinson or the person who acted as his agent?'
He says expressly, he cannot recollect. Can we then act as-

if the fact were fully established, when it is not shewn that any
of the parties interested ever said so, or that they

" so under-

stood it." From some cause not explained, this first sale WUH
not carried into effect, but abandoned. "Although Hankinnon

purchased, yet he never took the deed." Within two years or-

VOL. VII. E
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thereabouts after the sale, the two executors died. And soou

afterwards, the sheriff received directions from their executors

to proceed again and make sale of the property. He did so.

He sold the whole property over again, including the sixteen

acre lot. Demut now became the purchaser of the whole and

a deed was made to him by the sheriff. Under what circum-

stances this sale was made, or how much money towards the

executions was raised by it, is not shewn. If we may rely on

the recollection of William Kuhl, the sale to Demut was for

six or seven dollars, with the incumbrances on it; a very inade-

quate sum to satisfy the two executions
;
and yet the sheriff

testifies that nothing was done to injure the sale and that

Janney Dawes appeared anxious that the property should raise

Ihe money.
The other affidavits are alike unsatisfactory, and inconclusive.

Josiah Cole relates a conversation between himself and Janney
Dawes, an executor of John Dawes, after the death of both the

original plaintiffs, in which Janney Dawes told him they never

intended to make John Hummer pay any part of the debt, and

if Herbert's land did not fetch the amount they would lose it.

Now it is obvious that this declaration, if entitled to any atten-

tioa, 'Oould affect no person but him who made it; and more-

over, o far from admitting any agreement or contract to exon-

erate .John and rely on Herbert only, a simple intention is

declared
; which, however fixed it may have been, or however

positively expressed, might have been revoked and dissipated

by the next breath. And this witness on cross-examination

;said, "I don't know anything concerning Hankinson and Dawes

^releasing John Hummer from this execution; can't say any

thing concerning it. I can't say that it is satisfied; and can't

;say that it is not."

Peter Skillman another witness testified "that he heard Jan-

mey Dawes in his father's lifetime say he was doing his father's

business, and while conversing about the debt on the Hummer
land, that Jacob S. Demut had a fictitious mortgage upon Her
bert's land, and that if Jacob would raise that, ho would take

Herbert's land for the debt, or make it raise it
; (which the wit-

ness could not say) and that John Hummer should be clear of

it." Now this evidence so far from proving any agreement in-

choate or consummate, shews simply an avowal, or perhaps a,
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boast, of what would or could be done by him who made it, in

discourse with the witness, who had no concern in the affair, and

extends no participation or knowledge to either Hankinson or

John Dawes. I pass by, as wholly incompetent, what Skillman

afterwards states, on the authority of Demut,
" as Demut tells

me."

The value of the land is sought to be established by several

of the affidavits, for the purpose, it may be presumed, of shew-

ing that it was sufficient to satisfy the execution in question.

Ho witness rates it higher than twenty dollars by the acre.

Taking the quantity included in the sale as seventy acres,

according to the affidavit of John H. Hummer, (and such may
be a correct estimate laying aside the sixteen acre lot, which, it

is said, went to satisfy Demut's mortgage and the sixty-three

acres which Cole speaks of as the school lands, and which he

says
" had nothing to do with the judgment," and did not go to

satisfy any part of the execution,") we find a result of four-

teen hundred dollars, from which, deducting the mortgage of

Bishop, and the execution of John Dawes, with the ordinary
allowance for costs, and very little of the value of the lands

would remain towards the execution in question, if the lands

had been obtained by the executors
;
but the lands were con-

veyed by the sheriff to Demut and the amount of sales, which

the sheriff does not state, was, according to Kuhl, as already

mentioned, very inconsiderable. How then has satisfaction been

made?

Upon the whole, these affidavits are just sufficient to throw a

dubious light over the transaction
;

to make one solicitous

to penetrate the "palpable obscure," in order to ascertain

whether the proceeding on the part of the sheriff, which has

been stayed by the present enquiry, may do justice to John

Hummer; but they are by no means sufficient to authorize us

now to interfere farther in his behalf. I feel bound to declare

his present application unsustained
;
and still, there is enough

in it to induce me not to regret that if he can make a better

case, he may yet obtain redress in the Court of Chancery, or per-

haps in this court.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

CITED IH Shaddock Ex. v. Marsh, 1 Zab. 435.
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Folwell v. Ford.

NATHAN FOLWELL against JOHN FORD.

A state of demand, claiming a certain sum of money,
" For that the defend-

ant used and occupied a messuage in the township of Woolwich, from the 25th

of March, 1823, to the 25th of March, 1824," is insufficient.

So also, a state of demand, claiming a sum of money from the defendant.
" Because he used and occupied certain land in the same township, on which
was removed a house, the property of the defendant, from the 8th of November,
1825, to the 12th April, 1828, is insufficient.

Howell, for plaintiff in certiorari.

Armstrong, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

The state of demand in this case is essentially defective. The
rule early established, and uniformly maintained, by this court,

is to require the state of demand to set out in substance, without

regard to mere form or technicality, a legal cause of action
;
to

state such facts as, if true, and proved, will entitle the plaintiff

to the recovery he seeks. Argument is not necessary to shew
that the plaintiff in this case cannot claim thirty dollars, or

any other sum, from the defendant, because he used and occu-

pied a messuage in the township of Woolwich, from the 25th

of March, 1823, to the 25th March, 1824
;
nor the sum of twenty-

five dollars, because he used and occupied certain land in

the same township on which was removed a house, the property
of the defendant, from the 8th November, 1825', to the 12th of

April, 1828. Yet such is the only cause of action set out in

this state of demand. If such be a legal ground of action,

it may be difficult to say who of the resident householders and

landholders of Woolwich, are exempt; or from which of them

the plaintiff below may not make a similar demand. In Stretch

v. Forsyth, Penn. 713, several of the sums charged, were for

repairs done to a tan yard ;
the court said, the state of demand

ought to have set out how the defendant below, Stretch, was

answerable for the repairs. In Katts v. Armstrong, Penn. 817,

the state of demand was "To damage, -one hundred dollars, by

taking away a line fence." The court said, "It is not particular

enough. t
It ought at least to shew that the fence was the fence;

of the plaintiff below."

Let the judgment be reversed.

CITED is Erving v. Ingram, 4 Zdb. 5221
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Philhower v. Voorhees.

JACOB PHILHOWER and others, Administrators of JOHN PHILHOWER,
deceased, against ELIZA VOORHEES.

If after an appeal has been taken from a judgment rendered by a justice of
the peace in favour of a single woman, the appellee marries, she cannot move
to dismiss the appeal, without previously causing her husband to be made a

party to the suit.

In such a case, on a certiorari brought to reverse the order of the Common
Pleas dismissing the appeal, this court cannot look into the transcript of the

justice, to ascertain whether his proceedings are correct, nor can they enquire
into the alleged sufficiency of the reasons for dismissing the appeal.

Saxton, for plaintiffs in certiorafi.

Wurts, for defendant.

EWING, C. J. In May Term, 1826, of the Court of Common
Pleas of the county of Hunterdon, the administrators of John

Philhower, deceased, entered an appeal from a judgment against
them in favour of Eliza Voorhees. In January, 1828, she inter-

married with John Crammer. At a special term in March, 1829,

the appellee, without having caused her husband to be made a

party to the appeal, moved to dismiss it, and by order of the court

it was dismissed, because not demanded in season, and for defects

of the appeal bond. The administrators, plaintiffs in certiorari,

seek to reverse the order of dismissal, as under these circum-

stances, improvidently made.

As this proceeding by appeal from the court for the trial of

small causes, is the creature of our own statute, and unknown
to the common law we can expect from the latter no direct pre-

cedents to guide us where statutory provisions are wanting.

Analogies may do so, as far as they are found. In Green v.

Watkins, 6 Wheat. 262, JUSTICE STORY, speaking of the death of

parties in personal actions, said,
" At common law in these cases,

& writ of error does not necessarily abate
;
the personal repre-

sentatives may not only be admitted voluntarily to become pnr-

ties, but u scire facias may issue to require them to become

parties. And such has been the practice hitherto adopted jn

this court in all personal actions."

The appeal in the present case did not abate by the marriage
of the appellee. Her act is not to defeat the redress sought by
her adversary. Thereby, however, another person became in-

terested in the judgment appealed from, and he therefore should
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have been made a party. Both appellant and appellee are, for

certain purposes, actors; the one to prosecute the appeal to an

hearing, the other to dismiss the appeal if irregularly made, or,

if regular, to support by proof, the alleged cause of action and

to sustain the judgment. Upon the suggestion of either to the

court, the husband might have been made a party. Without it,

neither could legally move in the case. The application of the

appellee to dismiss the appeal, without previously causing her

husband to be made a party, was irregular, and the order of the

court founded upon it should be set aside.

We cannot, however, as desired by the plaintiff in certiorari,

look into the transcript of the justice to ascertain whether his

proceedings are correct
;
nor can we enquire into the alleged

insufficiency of the reasons for dismissing the appeal. On these

matters we express no opinion. We are merely to set aside the

order of dismissal and remit the case to the Court of Common
Pleas, in order that the proceedings being reinstated there, as

they stood before the dismissal, the court may proceed thereon

according to law.

JOHN DEN on the demises of JOSEPH COMPTON and others, against SAM-
UEL MITTON.

A nerson who is unable to write his name but makes his mark, is notwith-

standing a competent witness to the execution of a will.

Proof that the testator acknowledged the mark or name to the will, as his, in

the presence of the witnesses, is not sufficient proof of the actual signing of the

will in their presence, required by our statute of wills.

Our statute requires that the will should be published in the presence of the

witnesses, either wholly by the testator, or by the scrivener or other agent ask-

ing questions, and the testator expressing his assent by words, or by signs,
which plainly indicate his understanding of, and acquiescence in such publica-
tion.

If one witness
testify expressly to the fulfilment of every ceremony required

by the statute, it will be sufficient.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This action of ejectment was tried at the Sussex Circuit in
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November, 1827. The lessors of the plaintiff claimed as heirs

at law of Thomas Mitton, deceased. The defendant claimed

as devisee under the will of Thomas Mitton
;
and the principal

question on the trial was whether the instrument produced and

relied on as his will was proved to have been executed in the

manner required by the act respecting wills, Rev. Laws 7, to

devise real estate. The jury rendered a verdict for the defend-

ant, which the plaintiff seeks to set aside upon objections to the

charge of the judge, which was to the following effect. "With

respect to the execution of the will."

1. There must be three subscribing witnesses. One of tnese

witnesses merely made his mark. The direction of the court

is, that making of a mark is a sufficient subscription by the wit-

ness.

2. It must be signed by the testator in their presence. The
testator may sign by making his mark. But it is said this

should be done in the presence of the witnesses. My direction

to you on this point is, that if you believe, from the evidence,
that the testator either made his mark in the presence of the

witnesses, or acknowledged it as his in their presence, it will be

sufficient.

3. It should be published by testator in their presence. To

publish, is to proclaim or make known in the presence of the

witnesses the nature of the instrument then executed, and this

principally, that it may be manifest that the testator knows
what he is executing. This publication may be made either

wholly by the testator, or by the scrivener or other agent ask-

ing the question as stated by some of the witnesses, and the tes-

tator expressing his assent by words, or even by signs which

plainly indicate his understanding of and acquiescence in, such

publication.

4. With respect to the expression,
"
presence of the witnesses,"

used in the statute, it is the opinion of the court that if the

subscribing witnesses were so situated that they could and
would naturally see and hear the signing and publishing, it is

sufficient.

5. To apply these principles to this case. If you believe the

testimony of Simeon McCoy who says, "he put his finger on

the seal, and asked him if he acknowledged it to be his hand

and seal to his last will and testament. He said yes," and that
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this was done in the presence of the witnesses,' it will be a suffi-

cient signing and publishing under the statute."

Upon the second and fourth points, the judge neither recollect-

ing, nor being referred by the counsel to an}' adjudicated case

on thd construction of our statute of wills, and not considering
the oiatter therefore as res judicata, very properly resolved to

communicate to the jury, and so stated at the time, the construc-

tion of the English courts on their statute of wills, 29 Car. 2

ch. 3, and reserved his opinion on our statute till the question
,shcu".d be argued here.

Before I proceed to an examination of the doctrine cpntained

in this charge, I shall quote our statute and the 29th Car. 2. The

former requires all wills and testaments to devise lands, tene-

ments and hereditaments, to " be made in writing, signed and

published by the testator in presence of three subscribing wit-

nesses." The latter ch. 3 sec. 5, enacts " that all devises and be-

quests of any land or tenements devisable by the statute of wills

or by any particular custom, shall be in writing and signed by
the party devising the same or some other person in his pre-

sence and by his express directions, and shall be attested and

subscribed in the presence of the said devisor by three or four

credible witnesses."

Between the provisions of these two enactments, some diver-

sities are to be carefully noted. Under both, wills are to be

in writing; to be signed; and to have at least three witnesses.

Our act requires the will to be published, which is not expressly
-directed by the other. By the English statute, the will is to

fee signed. By our act, the will is to be signed and published
in the presence of the witnesses. By the former, the witnesses

are to attest and subscribe in the presence of the devisor; by
the latter, they are not in terms required so to do, although it

is our usual and commendable custom. The qualification
" cred-

ible," annexed to the witnesses, which has given birth to so

much controversy in the English courts, has not been used by
our legislature. These diversities are to be sedulously noticed

in setting the construction of our statute; and in using for its

illustration, the decisions of the English tribunals or of our

sister states, some of whom and among them New York, prior

to their late revision, have much more closely copied the statute

of Charles.
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Upon the first point contained in the charge, the direction

given to the jury, was in my opinion, correct. He who is

unable to write his name, and makes his mark is, notwith-

standing, a competent and legal witness to the execution of a

will. It may be more difficult for him than for one who

writes, after a lapse of time, to identify the instrument and

to make the necessary proof; and in case of his absence or

decease, it ma}7 be more difficult to obtain the requisite second-

ary proof, but the multiplication of difficulties, however impru-
dent the use of such a witness may be thereby rendered,

or however commendable to select, where feasible, another

person, does not amount to a legal disability or exclusion.

The point has been repeatedly decided in the English courts,

where the witness is required to subscribe
;

and in New
York, a will witnessed by a marksman, has been sustained.

Harrison v. Harrison, 8 Vez. 185. Addy v. Grix, ibid. 504.

Jackson v. Van Dusen, 5 John. 144. The deposit of our secre-

tary's office contains many wills so attested, especially in the early
times of the colony.
From that part of the second direction given to the jury,

which is comprised in these words "or acknowledged it as his

in their presence," concurring with the rest, I am compelled to

dissent.

According to the construction of the English statute, which

.appears to be fully settled, if a testator owns his hand or

signature in the presence of the witnesses, it is sufficient,

though the5" did not see him sign his name. Cook v. Par-

sons, Prec. Ch. 185. Stonehouse v. Evelyn, 3 P. W. 255. Gray-
son v. Atkinson, 2 Vez. 454. Smith v. Codron, cited 2 Vez. 455.

Ellis v. Smith, 1 Vez. jun. 11. Addy v. Grix, 8 Vez. 504.

This construction has not however prevailed without con-

siderable hesitation and dubiety, as will readily be seen by

tracing it through even the few cases to which I have

referred
;
and in Ellis v. Smith, four of the most distinguished

names of English jurisprudence, expressed strongly their

opinions against it, and declared that they had yielded to

.and adopted it from the force of precedents. The reason

of the construction is, that the statute only requires the

<will to be signed by the testator, not to be signed in the

presence of witnesses; and according to the rules of evidence,
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an acknowledgment or admission by the testator that the

name was signed by him, is proof of the act of signing;
in the same manner as in the case of a deed, the avowal

by the maker that he had sealed and signed is evidence of

the fact; and in both cases sufficient for the subscribing
witnesses to attest, and afterwards if examined as witnesses

to testify, in order to establish the fact of signing in the one

instance, and of sealing and signing in the other. But the

language of our statute is different and the construction there-,

fore cannot be the same. The terms are plain and explicit,

"Signed by the testator in the presence of three subscrib-

ing witnesses." Now, although an acknowledgment by the

testator that he signed, may be proof of the signing, yet
such acknowledgment in the presence of the witnesses, is not

an actual signing in their presence. The ceremony of publica-

tion, required in addition to that of signing, serves to contradis-

tinguish the one from the other and to shew that the latter is not

to be fulfilled by .the avowal contained in the former. The-

clause of the English statute "subscribed in the presence of the-

devisor" has been uniformly held to require his actual presence-

at the subscription of the witnesses. Shires v. Glascock, 2 Salk

688. Ecdeston v. Petty, Garth. 79. Broderick v. Broderick, 1 P.

W. 239. Machett v. Temple, 2 Shower 238. I am not aware that

this clause of our statute has received a judicial determination,

"We have no case reported. The ordinary form of the oath of

the witness as used in our surrogates' offices is, that he " saw *,':.(

testator sign." In Den v. Allen, 1 Penn. 36, the oath of one of

the executors endorsed on the will and which formed part of the

proof of its execution is somewhat defectively stated. I have

examined the original oath and find that in addition to what i

mentioned in the report, he declared that he saw the testatoi

gign the will and heard him publish it, and that he verily be

lieved the subscribing witnesses were present at the same time.

JUSTICE PENNINGTON, the only member of the court who speaks-

of the formalities of execution says,
" It is not necessary that alt

the subscribing witnesses should be called to prove the will
;

the practice is to take one of them and by him to prove that the

testator executed the will in the presence of himself and the

other two witnesses, and that they all subscribed their names to

the same in the presence of the testator..'"
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The third instruction given to the jury is in my opinion

entirely correct. Our statute in terms requires a publication of

the will. No such ceremony is expressly required by the statute

of Charles. Hence the English decisions on this topic are to be

used with caution
;
and it may be well doubted, whether what

some of them hold to be sufficient, as for instance, the delivery

as a deed, does not fall below what is required here to constitute

a publication.

The fourth instruction I deem conformable to the meaning
and intention of our statute. It accords with the current of

decisions. Shires v. Glascock, 2 Salk. 688. Longford v. Eyre, 1

P. W. 740. Cason v. Dade, 1 Bro. C. C. 99. Doe v. Manifold, 1

M. & S. 294. Tod v. Winchelsea, 3 Car. & Payne 387.

The fifth instruction is, in my opinion, too limited, and there-

fore erroneous, for the reasons given on the second point ;
inas-

much as it declares that an acknowledgment in the presence of

the witnesses is a sufficient signing within the statute. The in-

struction would have been unexceptionable had it been general,

that if the jury believed the testimony of Simeon McCoy, there

was sufficient evidence of the due execution of the will. For he

testified expressly to the fulfillment of every ceremony made

necessary by the statute. And one witness may prove all these

requisites. Longford v. Eyre, 1 P. W. 740. Davis v. Mason, 1

Peters Rep. S. C. 509. And although the subscribing witnesses

did not recollect some of the matters which he stated and in

others somewhat differed from him, yet the law has wisely
declared that the omissions of subscribing witnesses may be

supplied, or their assertions contradicted or disproved. Pike v.

Badmering, 2 Sir. 1096. Lowe v. Joliffe, 1 W. B. 365.

Notwithstanding the views I have taken of the second and

fifth points of the charge, I feel some hesitation in consenting
to grant a new trial. Upon the evidence contained in the report
of the case, there is sufficient to sustain the will if the testimony
of Simeon McCoy is believed

;
and the jury have by their ver-

dict pronounced him worthy of credit, as his credibility was

expressly put to them by the judge, and without reliance on bis

testimony they would probably have come to a different result.

Nevertheless as an important question of fact, upon the signing

by the testator in the presence of the witnesses, was not sub-

mitted to the jury, I deem it on the whole advisable that the
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verdict should be set aside, in order to leave the plaintiff at

liberty, if he think fit, to carry the case to another trial.

Verdict set aside.

. CITED IN Den v. Matlack, 2 Harr. 90-95. Combs v. Jolly, 2 Gr. Ch. 625.

Matter of Mcllvaine, 3 0. E. Gr. 499.

JONATHAN BELTON against MASON S. GIBBON

Upon a demurrer to the whole declaration, if one count be found good, how-
ever defective the others may be, the demurrer must be overruled and judgment
given for the plaintiff.

In an action of assumpsit, brought by A. against B. for the use of C. a count
for money had and received, in the usual form with these variations "

for so

much money by the said B. before that time had and received to and for the

use of the said A. who sues as aforesaid, and being so indebted, the said B. in

consideration thereof, afterwards, to wit, on &c. undertook, and faithfully prom-
ised the said A. who sues as aforesaid, to pay him, &c. is sufficient.

A bill of exceptions cannot be taken on the argument and decision of a
demurrer to pleadings.

In an action of trespass on the case, upon promises, the court may assess the

damages on an interlocutory judgment without a writ of enquiry is demanded

by one of the parties.

W. N. Jeffers, for plaintiff in error.

R. S. Thompson and Field, for defendant.

EWING, C. J. In the Court of Common Pleas of the county
of Salem, judgment was rendered for the plaintiff on a general
demurrer to a declaration containing four counts. The defendant

below having brought a writ of error, insists, as he did there,

that the matters contained in the declaration are insufficient to

maintain the plaintiff's action, and that therefore judgment
should be here, as it ought to have been there, rendered against
him. If any one of these counts be sufficient, the plaintiff in

error cannot prevail, since it is a rule that if one or more of the

counts be defective, the demurrer should extend to such only
and not to the whole, or in other words, upon a demurrer to the

whole declaration, if one count be found good, however defective

the others, the demurrer must be overruled and judgment given
,for the plaintiff. 1 Chitty PL 643.
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The declaration commences thus: "Jonathan Belton was

summoned to answer Mason S. Gibbon, who sues for the use of

James Brooks, in a plea of trespass on the case upon promises."

The first three counts are on special undertakings. The fourth

count is for money had and received, in the usual form, with

these variations: " For so much money by the said Jonathan

Belton, before that time had and received to and for the use of

the said Mason S. Gibbon, who sues as aforesaid; and being so

indebted, he, the said Jonathan Belton, in consideration thereof

afterwards, to wit, on, &c. at, &c. undertook and faithfully prom-
ised the said Mason S. Gibbon, who sues as aforesaid, to pay him,

the said last mentioned sum of money when he the said Jona-

.than Belton, should be thereunto afterwards requested."

The difference from the ordinary form of the count for money
had and received is the averment that the plaintiff is suing for

the use of James Brooks. The count does not allege that the

money was received by the defendant to the use of Brooks; nor

that the promise was made to Brooks, or to Gibbon for the use-

of Brooks; but simply and at the utmost, that the money was
received to the use of Gibbon, and the promise made to him,

whereby the right of action became complete in him, but that

he is now prosecuting the suit for the benefit of Brooks. Let us

suppose, and we are bound to make every fair intendment, that

a legal cause of action of the nature exhibited in this count bad

accrued to Gibbon, and he had afterwards made an assignment
of the chose in action, as he might lawfully do, to Brooks. A
court of law cannot, it is true, pay such deference to this assign-

ment as to enable Brocks, the assignee, to maintain an action in

his own name. The soirrcon law forbade, and no statute has

yet authorized it in such a case. Yet a court of law will, for

certain purposes, notice .he assignment, consider it valid, perrrit

the assignee to commence and prosecute an action, in the name
indeed of the assignor, but for bis own use, and will effectually

protect his interests from the interference or control of the as-

signor. Winch v. Hedy, I D. & E. 619. Master v. Miller, 4 I).

& E. 340. Heath v. Hall, 4 Tai:nt. 326. Welsh v. Mandeville., 1

Wheat. 233. Raymond v. Johnson. 11 John. 488. The doctrine

was stated by SOUTHARD, J. in Carhart v. Miller, 2 South. 575,

speaking of a sealed bill, not in its nature assignable. "The
suit may always be brought in the name of the person to whom
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the bill is payable, but for the use and benefit of the person holding
the interest in it." If then the suit may be thus bro-jghi, there

can be no incongruity or impropriety in expressing on the face of

the declaration, that it is so brought and for whose use and bene-

fit. There are indeed, many valuable consequences, not necessary
to be here at large considered, which may result front* a fair and

candid avowal of the person really interested in the suit, and for

whose advantage it is prosecuted. The averment in this declara-

tion as already shewn, is nothing more. This fourth count is

legally sufficient
j
and without therefore, the labcur of an enquiry

into the other counts, since whether sufficient, or otherwise, can-

not vary the result, it appears to me there is no error in the

judgment of the Court of Common Pleas upon the demurrer.

The plaintiff in error farther insists that the judgment below

is erroneous, for the matters contained in a paper accompanying
the return and purporting to be a bill of exceptions. I do not

feel myself at liberty to look into this document. A bill of ex-

ceptions taken on the argument and decision of a deir.urrer is a

novelty in our practice, and is unauthorized by our statute. At
common law there was no bill of exceptions. It was introduced

into the English courts by the statute of Westminster, 13 Sd. 1, of

which our act is substantially a copy. Rev. Laws, 293. But it was
never construed to authorize a bill of exceptions in the case of a

demurrer to pleadings, nor is a approved instance of the kind to

be any where found. 3 Bl. Com. 372. 1 Bac. Abr. tit. Bill of Excep-

tions, 325. Butter N. P. 315. 5 John. 467. 2 South. 855.

Another error assigned is, that the judgment was rendered

without any writ of enquiry or assessment. According to the

record, the assessment was made by the court, by whom in a case

like the present, the assessment ought to be made, unless a writ

of enquiry is demanded by one of the parties. Rev. Laws, 423, sect.

70. The record of the judgment is drawn up as on an assess-

ment by the court, in the manner sanctioned by our own prac-

tice, and by the approved precedents of Tidd and Archbold.

Let the judgment be affirmed.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

OITED IN Beavers v. Trimmer, 1 Dutch. 105. David v. Blundell, 11 Vr. 378.
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JACOB R. FRIES against JAMES BRUGLER.

In an action brought by a parent to recover damages for the seduction of his

1 1 lighter, if the daughter is offered as a witness for the plaintiff, she may on her

cross-examination, be asked whether she has not said that another person was
the father of the child, for the purpose of discrediting her, by calling other

witnesses to contradict her, if she answers in the negative, and from her own
mouth, if she answers in the affirmative.

A question may be put to a witness, though the answer to it may criminate

or disgrace him
;
but the witness is not bound to answer. It is the privilege of

the witness to refuse to answer the question, and he may waive the privilege if

he thinks proper.

This was a writ of error to the Court of Common Pleas of

the county of Warren to reverse a judgment rendered in an

action of trespass on the case, brought by Brugler the defendant

in error against Fries the plaintiff in error, for the seduction of

his daughter. One of the errors assigned by the plaintiff in

error, and relied upon for the reversal of this judgment was,
" that the Court of Common Pleas overruled and rejected the fol-

lowing question proposed by the counsel for the said Jacob Fries,

on the cross-examination, to Hannah Brugler, a witness on the

trial of the said cause, on the part of the said James Brugler,
viz.: "Have you not said to S. that he was the father of the child?"

Ryerson, for plaintiff in error.

Scudder, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

James Brugler sued Fries in the Court of Common Pleas of

the county of Warren for the seduction of his daughter per quod
seruitium amisit. On the trial, the daughter was examined as

a witness by her father, the plaintiff; she testified to her seduc-

tion by the defendant, and that he was the father of her child.

She underwent a minute cross-examination respecting the cir-

cumstances of the charge and disclosed a course of conduct in

the visits of the defendant and her intercourse with him, greatly
to her shame. She acknowledged the visits of other young
men, and among them one of the name of Shackelton

;
and was

then asked by the defendant's counsel if she had not said to

Shackelton that he was the father of the child. The plaintiff's

counsel objected to the question, which was overruled by tho

court and a bill of. exceptions sealed. A verdict and judgment
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having been rendered for the plaintiff, the defendant seeks here

upon the matters contained in the bill of exceptions, a reversal

of the judgment.
The purpose of the question was to discredit the witness, by

calling others to contradict her if she answered in the nega-

tive, and from her own mouth if she answered in the affirm-

ative, for then she must have told a falsehood to Shackelton

with respect to the paternity of the child, or she must have

sworn falsely on the trial of the cause. The question was, how-

ever, legal and proper for the plaintiff to propound ;
for the

character of the witness was a legitimate subject of enquiry ;

and he was entitled to disparage and discredit her, even from

her own lips, if she thought proper to disclose her own shame
and infamy. But the witness was not bound to answer the

question. The rule does not seem, even at this late day, to-

be precisely and firmly settled in England, where the protection
of a witness begins; whether against such answers only as

lay open the witness to prosecution for crime, or whether

such also as serve to disparage, disgrace or discredit. Peake

and Starkie in their Treatises on Evidence, consider it as a

vexata questio. 1 Peake 129. 1 Starkie 138. BEST, C. J. in a

late case said he should only prevent the asking of such ques-

tions as might subject witnesses to a prosecution for crime,

but not such as merely tended to degrade them in their char-

acter. 3 Car. & Payne, 238. Perhaps the cause of the

unsettled state of this question may be found in the some-

what singular remark of Starkie that the decision is of less

practical importance than might have been expected, since

whether a witness be or be not bound to answer such

questions as tend to his disgrace, it seems to be allowed that

the question may be put, and it is obviously of little con-

sequence whether the witness admits that which is insinuated

against him or refuses to give an answer. 1 Stark. 144. In

this state, however, I consider the rule as settled, at least

since the decision of Vaughan v. Perrine, 2 Penn. 728; and

that the witness was not bound to answer the question. 9 Cowen

625. According to some recent decisions in England, when

the credit of a witness is to be impeached by proof that he has

said something inconsistent with his testimony, he not only

may, but must be first asked on cross-examination whether he
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ias said what is intended to be proved. Edmonds v. Walker,

6 Starkie 7. Meagoe v. Simons, 3 Car. & Payne 75. The Queen's

case, 2 Brod. & Singh. 313. Ewer & Ambrose, 3 B. & C. 746.

In the latter case, IJAYLEY, J. said "It was competent in

cross-examination to have asked the witness if he had sworn

in his answer in chancery contrary to the fact he was then

deposing, and if he said that he had not, then the plaintiff

in order to discredit him might have given the answer in

evidence, but he could not do so without putting the prelim-

inary question to him." The necessity of propounding the

question to the witness as the foundation of the production of

other proof has, so far as I am informed, never been recognized

here, and is not the law of our courts. In Tucker v. Welsh, IT

Mats. Rep. 160, it was held to be unnecessary, and never to have

been the practice of this country. I refer to the English cases-

HJrnply for the purpose of more abundantly shewing that the

question may be put.

Although the witness may not be compelled to answer the

question, yet as against the party by whom the witnesTs is called,

the question is lawful and proper, and the answer is competent
and admissible if the witness declines protection and -consents to-

make it. The protection is the privilege of the witness, not the

right of the party. The distinction is clearly and correctly

stated by JUSTICE WASHINGTON, in The United States v. Craig, 4

Wash. 732. " A question to a witness which the law will not

permit him to answer, as to state the contents of a record, in

improper, and the court will not permit it to be put. But if it

be such as, if answered one way, would disgrace or criminate

the witness, the question is proper, because it is the privilege of

the witness to refuse to answer it, and not the law which forbids

him, as in the former case. But being a privilege merely, he

may waive it and give the answer." The same doctrine is main-

tained in Treat v. Browning and wife, 4 Conn. Rep. 108
;
on a

motion for a new trial, the defendant's counsel insisted that the

testimony of one Parks, in relation to his having given a certi-

ficate or made a declaration inconsistent with the testimony he

had just before given in court, ought not to have been received;

that the general rule is, that a witness cannot be called upon to

impute to himself a crime or to bring a reproach upon himself;

and that here the witness was called upon to furnish evidence-

VOL. VII. F
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against himself of having sworn falsely. But the court held

that the evidence was rightly received. If there was an incon-

sistency, the witness should have claimed his privilege of exemp-
tion from testifying in disparagement of himself, and not the

defendants have objected to the admission of his evidence. In

Southard v. Rexford, 6 Cowen 259, SUTHERLAND, J. in delivering
the opinion of the court said " The witness was not bound to

answer the question so far as the answer would criminate him-

self; and it was the duty of the court to apprise him of his

right in that respect ;
but if a witness under such circumstances

thinks proper to waive his privilege, I do not understand it to

be either the duty or the right of the court to force it upon him

and to deprive the party of the benefit of such disclosure as he

may voluntarily make. No man shall be compelled to criminate

himself, but if from a sense of justice or any other consideration,

ihe is willing to make disclosures which involve his own character

and may expose him to punishment, I know no reason either of

law or policy which should prevent him."

Inasmuch then as the court below refused to permit the ques-

tion to be put, thereby incorrectly depriving the defendant of

the benefit of the answer, if the witness thought proper to give

.at., I am of opinion, the judgment should be reversed.

FOED, J. dissented.

DRAKE, J. concurred.

. Judgment reversed.

DAVID PARKE against JOHN HUNT.

If the appellant neglects to file with the justice, at the time of demanding the

appeal, the affidavit required by law, and after the appeal is returned, obtains

leave to file a new appeal bond, he will not be permitted to supply the omission

of the affidavit by adding it to the new bond ;
and the Common Pleas may

dismiss th appeal because the affidavit was not tendered to the justice when the

appeal was demanded.

This was an application to the court for a mandamus to bo

.directed to the Court of Common Pleas of the county of Hun-
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terdon, to restore an appeal from a judgment of a justice which

had been dismissed. The following state of the case was agreed
on by the attorneys of the parties, viz. :

John Hunt obtained a judgment against David Parke, upon
the verdict of a jury forthe sum of fifty-seven dollars and seventy-

two and a half cents debt, and five dollars thirty and a half cents

costs. Parke appealed to the next term of the Court of Com-
mon Pleas

;
but did not at the time of demanding the appeal

make and file with the justice the affidavit required by law, that

the appeal was not for delay. The appeal bond also had some

interlineations. Several terms after the appeal papers had been

returned, and before the term that the appeal was called for

trial, the appellant applied for and obtained leave to file a new

appeal bond (under the law authorizing the same) and tendered

the new appeal bond to the justice, together with the affidavit

required by law, that the appeal was not for delay. This new

bond, together with the affidavit, was returned to the Court of

Common Pleas, in February Term, 1830. In May Term, 1830,

the appellee moved to dismiss the appeal, because the appellant
did not at the time of demanding the appeal, tender also the

affidavit required by law
;
and the Court of Common Pleas dis-

missed the appeal.
If the Supreme Court think that the Court of Common Pleas

did wrong in dismissing the appeal, then a mandamus is to be

awarded to the Common Pleas to require them to restore the

same. If they think that the Common Pleas did right, then the

mandamus to be refused.

W. HALSTED, Attorney for appellants.

N. SAXTON, Attorney for appellee.

The court refused the mandamus.

CITED is Tichnor v. Hewson, 2 Or. 29.
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THOMAS CROXALL against JOHN HUTCHINGS.

In order to authorize the issuing of an attachment against an absconding
debtor, it is not sufficient for the plaintiff in attachment to swear "that the

debtor absconds from his creditors and is not at this time within the state of New
Jersey, nor within the reach of process from said state ;" he must swear that the
debtor is not resident in this state at the time of issuing the attachment.

This was a certiorari to remove into this court the judgment
and proceedings in an attachment which had been issued by a

justice of the peace against Thomas Croxall at the suit of John

Hutchings, upon the following affidavit: "John Hutchings

being duly sworn, &c. saith, that he verily believes that Thomas

Croxall, of, &c. is justly indebted to him in the sum of forty-

three dollars; and this deponent further believes the said

Thomas absconds from his creditors, and is not at this time

within the state of New Jersey, nor within the reach of process
from this state."

J. S. Green, for the plaintiff in certiorari, relied upon several

reasons for the reversal of the judgment. The only one neces-

sary to be noticed is, the insufficiency of the affidavit. Rev.

Laws, 355, sec. 1. And this reason he urged under the general
reasons filed, viz. :

" Because judgment was rendered for the

plaintiff improperly and illegally."

Ryerson, contra, contended that as the insufficiency of the

affidavit had not been specifically assigned among the reasons

filed for the reversal of the judgment, the plaintiff could not

take advantage' of it.

PER CUEIAM. The judgment should be reversed for the insuf-

ficiency of the affidavit. The direction of the attachment act

has not been followed. Absence and non-residence are not con-

vertible terms. The latter is required. This objection may be

properly urged under the general reason.

AUGUSTUS CAMMAN and PETER STRYKER against THE BRIDGE-
WATER COPPER MINING COMPANY.

This court, upow reasonable ground, disclosed by affidavit, will allow an

information in the nature of a quo warranto, to be filed in the name of the attorney-

general, at the relation of any person or persons desiring to prosecute the same.
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J. S. Green, applied to the court for leave to file an information

in the nature of a quo warranto, in the name of the attorney-

general, at the relation of Augustus Camman and Peter Stryker,

against the Bridgewater Copper Mining Company, upon the

ground that the persons exercising the authority of directors,

were not legally elected; and read an affidavit shewing that the

provisions of the act of incorporation in regard to the election

-of directors, had not been complied with.

PER CURIAM. Let the information be filed.

PETER SMICK against SAMUEL G. OPDYCKE.

Where a certiorari has been allowed to remove into this court the record and

proceedings in the matter of an insolvent's discharge, the court, upon the return
of the certiorari, may grant a rule upon the- Common Pleas to certify whether
.certain facts did not occur upon the trial of the case before them, which do not

appear upon the record.

This was a certiorari to the Court of Common Pleas of the

-county of Hunterdon, to remove the proceedings in the matter

of discharge of Samuel G. Updycke, as an insolvent debtor.

Upon the return of the writ,

W. Hoisted, for plaintiff in certiorari, moved for a rule upon
the Court of Common Pleas to certify whether certain facts did

not appear, and 'certain proceedings take place, upon the trial of

the cause before them, which were not stated in the copy of the

record returned with the certiorari, and some of which could

not regularly appear on the record.

Wall and Saxton, for the defendant, contra, said, if the plain-

tiff had any redress in this case, it could only bo by applying to

the Court of Common Pleas, at the time of the trial, for a state-

ment of the case, or to have such matters of fact or proceedings
entered upon the minutes of the court, as he wished to bring in

review before the Supreme Court. If he had done all he could
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in the court below to obtain a state of the case, and that court

would not grant it, then he might apply to this court to aid him,
but not until then.

CHIEF JUSTICE. There is a difficulty in getting such proceed-

ings of the Court of Common Pleas before this court, and yet it

seems nece.ssary to the due administration of justice that we
should enable the party aggrieved to bring them here. Other-

wise the writ of certiorari will be a very inefficient remedy.
We have allowed rules in analogous cases, on certiorari to jus-

tices of the peace, and to the Courts of Common Pleas on appeals.
The same course ought to be adopted here.

Let the rule be granted.

CITED IN Brown v. Wright, I Gr. 240. Berry v. Arthur, id. 308. Reford v.

Oranmer, 1 Vr. 250.

MATTHIAS WILLIAMSON against OLIVER JOHNSTON.

If a prior execution is kept on foot by colour and for fraudulent purposes, a

subsequent execution levied upon the same goods will be preferred ; ana if the

personal property has been sold under the first execution, the court will direct

the money raised by the sale to be paid to the second execution creditor.

This court has the power, in a summary way, to adjust priorities among con-

tending executions, and to dispose of moneys arising from sales thereon.

But where real property has been levied upon and sold by virtue of a second

execution, and the first execution creditor applies to have the proceeds of the

sale of the real property applied to the payment of his execution, the court will

not order the proceeds of the real estate to be paid to him, because, if by virtue

of his judgment and execution, he has a lien upon the real estate, the sale under
the subsequent judgment and execution, will not defeat or prejudice it.

J. H. Williamson and Chetwood, for plaintiff.

Hamilton and Scott, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

From a number of documents and affidavits presented to us,

the material facts in this case may be stated as follows : Mat-

thias Williamson obtained judgment against Oliver Johnston in
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this court, in September Term, 1824. On the 25th day of March,

1825, judgment by confession on bond and warrant of attorney
was entered up in this court, against Oliver Johnston, in favour

of David Snowhill; and a. fieri facias de bonis et terris, endorsed

to levy eight hundred and seventy-nine dollars and eighty-

seven cents of debt, and five dollars of costs, with interest,

was delivered on the 27th of the same month, to Andrew

Snowhill, the sheriff of the county of Middlesex. He levied

On sundry goods and chattels and certain real estate, and made
return of the writ to the ensuing term. The goods and chat-

tels levied on were not removed, but were permitted to remain

in the possession of Johnston, the defendant, who continued

to use them, as he had previously done, until the sale here-

after mentioned. The judgment of Matthias Williamson being
revived on scire facias at September Term, 1828, a fieri facias de

bonis et terris issued thereon, was delivered to Sheriff Edgar
of the same county, on the 17th January, 1829, who levied on

the goods and chattels afterwards sold by Sheriff Snowhill,

and also on certain real estate. On the 26th of January,

Edgar advertised the goods and chattels for sale on the 2d of

February, at twelve o'clock, noon. On the 28th of January,
Andrew Snowhill, advertised the goods and chattels for sale

on the same second of February, at ten o'clock in the fore-

noon. Andrew Snowhill made sale accordingly of the goods
and chattels he had levied on, with some exceptions.

" Several

articles levied on by him were not sold
; carriages, horses

and farming utensils were levied upon, and out of them only
one horse was sold." And "something like a ton of fresh

hay,"
"
apparently of the last year's growth

" " was sold in

the barn." The articles sold were not removed from their

places at the time of the sale, but remained as before in

the possession and use of Oliver Johnston and his family ;

and were so on the 19th of March succeeding the last date

at which they are spoken of. Daniel Snowhill and another

person for him, others also bidding, purchased all the articles

which were sold; and be gave to Sheriff Snowhill a receipt or

discharge or. the execution for the amount of sale. Sheriff

Snowhill in his affidavit states that he did not remove any
of the goods upon making his levy, but left them, as they

were, in the house. He left them at his own risk, as he has
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been in the habit of doing, in other cases. He presumes that

Daniel Snowhill directed him to delay the sale of the property,
but has no recollection of the fact.

Upon a rule to shew cause, Matthias Williamson claims an

order that the amount of sales, which by agreement is considered

as in court, be paid to him
;
and the question is, under these facts,

which of the executions is entitled to prevail.

The general doctrine was laid down by this court in Casher

v. Peterson, strictly conformable as I believe, to both the law

and the practice of this state.
' " In this country

"
say the

-court,
"

it has not been the custom, nor is it necessary that

the goods should be actually removed by the officer. They
-are left in the hands of the defendant at his request and for

.his benefit and accommodation, and he must be considered as

the agent and his house as the store house of the officer for

this purpose. If the execution should not be pursued, and a

subsequent one be levied on the same property, then it will

always be a question whether the first was kept up merely by
colour and for fraudulent purposes ;

and if so, the last shall

prevail, but if otherwise, the goods shall be holden by the first

levy." An instant removal of the goods levied on, is as incon-

sistent with the law and practice of our state, as it is in most

cases, with sound policy and the dictates of humanity. Nor
am I satisfied that a delay on the part of the execution credi-

tor, or an order to the officer, after levy, to stay proceedings
until farther orders, or even an order to stay, unless urged

by younger executions, is, or ought to be deemed, per se and

conclusive evidence of fraudulent purpose so as to postpone the

first execution. Either the one or the other may in many cases

be reconciled with good faith and upright intentions. Such

delays and for honest purposes have, as we all know, long
been usual in our community. I believe I may safely appeal
to the experience of almost every practicing attorney. A
reasonable delay oftentimes enables the debtor to gather in

his means and satisfy the execution, without being inevitably

and irretrievably exposed to the ruin and distress which await

him, if no lenity can be shewn but at the peril of the debt.

And who is injured thereby? The argument that by the

possession of the property the debtor may obtain credit from

others is doubtless of weight. But does it not also apply to
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him who holds a judgment without execution, or him who holds

a bond with warrant of attorney, either of whom, when occasion

presses, may suddenly interpose with an execution to the exclu-

sion of him who may have been induced to give credit on the

faith of the property. And is there not even greater hazard to

other creditors from such, because less likely to be known, than

from an execution in the hands of a public officer? In all these

cases however the question of fraud may arise; and whenever

fraud exists, its usual effect is produced, to destroy whatever it

taints. Evils will doubtless sometimes result from collusion
;

but does not experience prove them to be much less than

those caused by the strict rule of no delay and immediate

removal? Indulgences will be given by creditors under any
rule however rigid; and may it not be the better policy that

they should be allowed, when done in good faith and without

proveable detriment to others? Is not such the language of the

customs if not of the laws of our own community ? Upon these

points it is not necessary, nor do I intend, now to express an

opinion.

The question which, according to the rule laid down in

Casher v. Peterson, we are now to resolve from the facts before

us is, whether the first execution in favour of Daniel Snowhill

was kept up by colour and for fraudulent purposes. And by
the term, fraudulent purposes, I understand not only actual

fraud and dishonesty, but what is denominated legal fraud,

forbidden by the law withput involving moral turpitude ;
such

us JUSTICE WASHINGTON speaks of in Berry v. Smith, 3 Wash.

60,
" a design to protect the property, wbich in contemplation

of law amounts to a fraud, however innocent and even praise-

worthy, on the ground of benevolence, the motive be which

induced it."

The circumstances of this case lead irresistibly, I think, to

the conclusion, that this execution was kept up to secure to

Oliver Johnston the undisturbed use of the goods and chattels

and to prevent any creditor from taking them away from him

by legal process to satisfy his debt. If so, the latter execution

must be preferred. The law will not sanction such a purpose
however kind and benevolent on the part of Daniel Snowhill

toward his son-in-law Johnston.

This execution was delivered to the sheriff on the day after
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the judgment was obtained, and was then levied. During

nearly four years, nothing further was done. No payments,
even partial, were made towards the debt. The goods remained

in the possession of Johnston. He used them as before, con-

sumed some, such as the hay, and sold some, such as the

wagon, ,if not one or more of the horses. While the value of

the property was diminishing by time and use, the debt origin-

ally large was increasing by the accumulation of interest to an

amount to which the property as it now appears is entirely

inadequate. The plaintiff takes no step until an advertisement

for sale is made by another sheriff under another execution.

And may we not suppose he would not even then have adver-

tised, but for the exigency of the other creditor ? The prop-

erty was sold; and although others bid, every article was

purchased by Daniel Snowhill, in truth, for what was struck off

to another was designed for him. And without, even then,

the removal of an article, the whole property remains as before

in the possession and use of Johnston. Was the purpose of

Daniel Snowhill, by means of the execution and levy to effect

a payment of his debt? Every thing seems irreconcilable

with it. He sought no sale for a very long period. When a

sale was made no money was raised
;
and he, by out-bidding,

prevents any other from purchasing any of the property.

Was the purpose to secure the ultimate payment of his

debt by means of the property? While the property was on

the wane, his debt was on the inqrease. No payment is at

length actually made, for he chose to have the property. And
the whole remains as before in the enjoyment of Johnston,

and without any arrangement, so far as we learn from the

evidence, for the delivery of it, or any compensation for the

use of it.

Every fact, throughout the affair, seems to quadrate with a

determination that Johnston should enjoy the property, that no

creditor should disturb or deprive him of the use of it, that the

execution should remain dormant as to him, but be a vigilant

Cerberus against others, and that the, great purpose was not to

pay or secure the debt of Snowhill, "but to protect the property
in the hands of Johnston from all creditors.

In the practice and decisions on this subject elsewhere, we
find a rule, in some places more, in others less rigid, to have
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been pursued and enforced
;
but all, it is believed would con-

demn the present transaction. The common law as under-

stood in England, seems rigidly to require that the goods
be removed or an officer be left on the premises with them.

Bradley v. Windham, 1 Wils. 44. In Cowden v. Brady, 8 Serg. &
Rawle 510, JUSTICE GIBSON said, the only exception in Penn-

sylvania to the rule that the levy is held to be fraudulent

where the goods are left in the hands of the defendant, is

confined to household furniture; and even there the plaintiff

must use reasonable diligence. In Kellog v. Griffin, 17 John.

274, the sheriff was instructed to make a levy on the prop-

erty of the defendant, but to do nothing until ordered, unless

crowded by younger executions, but by no means to let the

execution lose its preference. The court held the inference to

be warranted that the plaintiffs had issued their execution,

not with an absolute intention of collecting their debt, but

partly at least, with a view to cover the pioperty of the

debtor for his use. In Storm v. Woods, 11 John. 112, a like

direction having been given to the officer, the first execution

was postponed. In Doty v. Turner, 8 John. 20, the court said,
" If a long time had intervened between the one execution and
the other, it would have been ground for a jury to have inferred

the consent of the plaintiff to delay; and might have estab-

lished the legal presumption of fraud." In Russel v. Gibbs,

5 Cowen 390, CHIEF JUSTICE SAVAGE reviews the cases in New
York for the purpose of shewing that "in most, if not all, there

bad been some instruction given to the sheriff by the plaintiff

to delay the collection of the money." He says,
" There may

be cases undoubtedly, where an unreasonable delay or omis-

sion to urge on the sheriff to do his duty will be construed

into a consent on the part of a creditor to the delay." In

Barnes v. Bellington, I Wash. 37, and in Berry v. Smith, 3 Wash.

60, a very strict rule was held by JUDGE WASHINGTON in the Cir-

cuit Court of the United States.

Without, however, intending to draw either aid or illustra-

tion from these cases in the application of the doctrine of Casher

v. Peterson, and without saying how far either of them is

conformable to our law, I consider the facts before us clearly
within that doctrine and that the second execution is entitled to

prevail.
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A question was raised at the argument, by the counsel of the

.plaintiff in the first execution, upon the authority of this court

to interfere in a summary way ;
and we were urged to leave the

second plaintiff to redress by action. The power of the court

in a summary way to adjust priorities among^ contending execu-

tions, and to dispose of moneys arising from sales, has been exer-

cised in very many instances and is settled by a train of deci-

sions. A very persuasive argument in support of it may be

found in the command of the fieri facias to the sheriff to bring
the money into court. There may be circumstances which

would render a trial by jury under a feigned issue or otherwise,

very eligible to fix and settle disputed matters of fact. But I

do not find such here, as in my opinion should induce us to deny
. a remedy, as to the avails of the goods and chattels, in the man-

ner now sought.
Both executions were also levied on real estate, and Matthias

Williamson claims an order that the amount of sales under the

. execution of Daniel Snowhill, should be paid to him. The sit-

uation of real and personal estate when levied on, is widely dif-

ferent. So is the effect of sales. If by virtue of his judgment
.and execution, Mr. Williamson has a prior lien on the real

estate, the sale under the subsequent judgment and execution,

will not defeat or prejudice it. He has sold or may yet sell,

and thus reap the fruit of his priority. Moreover he can have

no claim on the amount of the sale under Mr. Snowhill's execu-

tion unless he affirms the sale. He cannot be permitted to receive

the amount raised by that sale, and then sell the same lands under

his own execution.

In my opinion, then, an order should be made for the pay-
ment of the sales of the personal estate to Matthias Williamson,

.and inasmuch as he affirms the sale by asking the money raised

thereby, the execution fees of Sheriff Snowhill should be first

deducted. The application as to the real estate should be over-

ruled.

Order made accordingly.

-CiTED is Sterling v. Van Cleve, 7 Hal. 285. Stebbins v. Walker, 2 Gr. 94. Cook
v. Wood, 1 Sarr. 261. Hopkins v. Chandler, 2 Harr. 302. Cumberland
Bank v. Hann, 4 Sarr. 168. Caldwell v. Fifteld, 4 Zab. 158.
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JOB JONES against CALEB PITMAN. '

CEBTIOBAEI.

The action below was a qui tarn action brought by Caleb Pit-

man, as well for the overseers of the poor of the township of

New Hanover, in the county of Burlington, as for himself, to

recover a penalty under the "Act for the preservation of game,
and to prevent trespassing with guns," passed the 21st Decem-

ber, 1771. Judgment was rendered by the justice in favour of

the prosecutor, and the following entry was made on the docket:

"I give judgment in favour of the prosecutor for the sum of six

pounds, equal in value to sixteen dollars of debt and two dollars

and fifty cents costs. The defendant immediately paid the debt

and I paid the prosecutor one-half of the debt, and Daniel Emley,
overseer of the poor, of the township of New Hanover, the other

part."

There was an appeal from this judgment, to the Common Pleaa

of Burlington county, who affirmed the judgment and thereupon
the present certiorari was brought.

Wall, for the plaintiff in certiorari, relied upon the following
reason for reversal, viz.: The judgment should have been that

the prosecutor recover one moiety to his own use, and the other

moiety to the use of the overseers of the poor of the township
of New Hanover.

Sims and W. Hoisted, contra.

BY THE COURT. The Court of Common Pleas merely affirmed

the judgment of the justice, which is improper, being that the

prosecutor recover the whole sum, instead of the one-half for

himself and the other half for the overseers of the poor. There-

fore let the judgment be reversed.

CITED IN Ivins y. Schooley, 3 Harr. 270.
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Anonymous.

ANONYMOUS.

Proof of the service of a notice of taking affidavits to be used on the argu-
ment of a cause may be made viva voce, at the bar of the court where the
affidavits are offered to be read.

Scudder moved to change the venue in this case, and in support
of the motion offered an affidavit.

Wall objected to the reading of the affidavit, that no notice of

laking it had been given to the opposite attorney.

Scudder, then offered to prove viva voce, that due notice had

'been given.

Wall said that viva voce evidence of the service of the notice

could not be received
;
and even if it could, that four days' notice

.of it also should have been given.

I. H. Williamson and Scudder, replied that this case did not

come within the rule of the court requiring "all affidavits taken

in pursuance of any rule of this court, or to be made use of in

.any argument or hearing therein, to be taken on four days'
notice." That the proof now offered was not evidence to be

used on the argument ;
but merely to shew that the affidavits

-which were to be used had been duly taken
;
and this proof was

seasonably made whenever want of notice was objected. Den
>v. Wood, 5 Halst. 62.

BY THE COUKT. The proof of notice may be made either before

the commissioner or at the time the affidavit is offered here. It

is often done before the commissioner, and is in many cases most

.convenient but is not indispensable. No rule forbids it when the

affidavit is offered. It may be made by parol, under the direction

.of the court
;
and when proper the court may direct it to be

reduced to writing. Any other practice would be burthensome

.and inconvenient, and render it necessary to come prepared with

proof of every notice of argument by affidavit taken on four days'

notice.
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Roumage v. Insurance Company.

JOHN F. RODMAGE against THE MECHANICS INSURANCE COM-
PANY.

The court will not impose upon a party applying for a commission to exam-
ine witnesses out of the state, the terms of payment of costs to his adversary.

Motion for security for costs overruled.

Scudder, on behalf of the defendant, applied for a commission

to examine witnesses who resided out of the state, and read an

affidavit, stating that William Henry and William Humphrey, at

present residing in the town of Brookville, county of Franklin

.and state of Indiana, were material witnesses for the Mechanics

Fire Insurance Company, the defendants
;
that the said company

have not been informed as to the residence of either of the above

named persons, until since the last term of this court, and with

respect to the said William Humphrey, not until the 25th of

August, 1830.

J. J. Chetwood, objected to the application, on the ground that

& delay had already taken place, in consequence of a former

commission granted to the company not having been returned

as soon as it should have been
;
and further insisted that if the

application was granted it should be on payment of the costs

already incurred by the plaintiff.

Frdinghuysen replied.

BY THE COURT. We discern no ground to suppose that this

application is designed for delay. The defendants, as is shewn

by the affidavit, have not been able to ascertain the present resi-

dence of two material witnesses, until since the last term of this

court. An opportunity to examine them ought to be given.
With regard to the payment of the costs of the plaintiff, which

we are asked to impose upon the defendants as a condition of

granting the commission. The language of the act,
" That it

shall be lawful for the court on such terms as the court shall direct,

to award a commission, &c. Rev. Laws 437, sec. 1, applies, we

apprehend, to the time in which the commission shall be

returned, and to a variety of other matters
;
but does not author-

ize the imposition of costs. We know no practice in this or any
other court to warrant it.

Scudder, then applied to the court to compel the plaintiff to
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file security for costs, and read an affidavit stating,
" that the

plaintiff has left this state and now resides out of the same."

Chetwood, objected that the application was too late, being
after issue joined. Rev. Laws 423, sec. 73.

BY THE COURT. The affidavit does not shew that the plaintiff

has left the state since the issue was joined nor that the present

application might not have been made at the usual time
;
nor

any excuse for the omission then to make it

Motion denied.

CITED IN Scull v. Car/^t, 3 Or. 430.
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JOHN D. W. TENBROOK against HENRY McCOLM and WIFE.

The Orphans' Court are not authorized to divide the guardianship of a minor
and commit his property to one and his person to another.

An order of the Orphans' Court revoking letters of guardianship so far as re-

lates to the person of the minor, and leaving them in full force as regards hi

estate, is erroneous.

J. S. Green, for plaintiff in certiorari.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

In the year 1819, the Orphans' Court of the county of Som-

erset, committed the guardianship of the person and property
of David Voorhees, then under the age of fourteen years, upon
the relinquishment and by the request of his mother, then a

widow, to John D. W. Tenbrook. In June Term, 1827, the

court on the application of the mother and her present husband,

Henry McColm, made an order revoking the letters of guar-

dianship "so far as relates to the person of the said David

Voorhees," and ordering that the same be granted to the said

Henry McColm and his wife. This order recites that it appeared.
VOL. VII. O (OT)
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to the court that "the custody of the person of the said infant

had until lately been committed by the said guardian to the

mother of the said infant, and that the said .mother was desir-

ous of retaining the possession of the person of the said infant,

and had always treated him with the kindness and affection of

u mother, and was together with her present husband, Henry
McColm, perfectly competent to the proper bringing up of the

uid infant, and that the said John D. W. Tenbrook, had with-

out good or proper cause shewn, taken the said ward from his

mother and refused to restore him."

Tenbrook, the guardian, insists that this order of revocation

and appointment is erroneous and should be set aside.

According to the provisions and policy of our laws, the guar-

dianship of the person and the estate of a minor is to be united
;

or speaking perhaps more correcfcly, he who is appointed guar-

dian is charged with the care o*f both the person and the prop-
' erty of the ward.

The eighteenth section of the act of 1784, Pott. 63, whereby
the Orphans' Courts of this state were organized, by which sec-

lion the subject of guardianship was regulated, manifestly con-

templates such union, and that the trust of the guardian should

extend to the orphans' estate and person. Although the section

does not expressly define the authority of the guardian, and

does provide that the court may appoint one or more persons,

yet it is clear that it contemplates, if more than one should be

. appointed, that the duties should be exercised jointly, and by no

; means that a portion of them should be assigned exclusively to

.cither. The twenty-eighth section of the act of 1820, Rev.

^Laws, 784, now in force, and supplying the place of the section

i above cited does not in this respect in the slightest degree differ

ifram it, although varying somewhat in phraseology and in some

ujf its provisions.

The twenty-seventh section of the act of 1820, directs the

form* in which letters of guardianship shall be issued; and they
shew that the person appointed is to be constituted the "guar-

dian of the person and property
" of the minor.

The idea of parcelling out the guardianship and dividing its

duties among several, I do not find recognized directly or indi-

rectly in any act of the legislature.

Prom a separation of these duties, while very little benefit can
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be anticipated, many inconveniences and considerable increase

of expense must necessarily follow. The policy of our laws

has wisely designed to prevent such consequences.

From a careful review of the acts of the legislature on this

subject and from a reference to the uniform and settled practice

of the state, whicfy is entitled to some respect, I am. satisfied the

Orphans' Courts are not authorized to divide the guardianship
of a minor and commit his property to one and his person to

another.

Hence the order in question of partial revocation and partial

appointment is, in my opinion, erroneous and ought to be set

aide.

I do not deem it necessary to examine the questions raised

And argued by the plaintiff's counsel, whether the Orphans' Court

have power of revocation beyond the cases specified in the act

-of the legislature ;
and if so, whether the power was, in the

present instance, exercised, duly and with sound discretion.

Order quashed.

CITED In re Van Houten, 2 Or. Ch. 230.

JOHN DEN ex dem. BOWDEWINE DECKER against CROWELL ADAMS.

When a tenant whose term has expired by efflux
1

of time, instead of quitting
the premises as he ought to do, remains in possession, holding over, he is a wrong-
doer, and may be treated as such by the owner, his landlord

;
and the landlord

may immediately maintain an ejectment to recover the possession without giving
a notice to quit.

But by the consent of his landlord his tenancy may be continued, and if such

.continuance, by consent, be without any fixed limit, he becomes a tenant from

year to year.

The mere unbroken silence and inaction of the owner, will not improve or

enlarge the character of the tenant's possession.

Ryerson, for plaintiff.

I. H. Williamson, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

In this cause a verdict was rendered for the plaintiff subject
to the opinion of this court.
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The report of the trial shews that Decker, the lessor of the-

plaintiff, on the first day of April, 1825, leased the premises in

question, to Adams, the defendant, by a lease of that date, for

the term of one year, at the rent of eighty dollars; and that

Adams remained in possession from the time of the demise,
until and since the commencement of this suit, which was in the 1

vacation between the terms of November, 1828, and February
1829.

It is not controverted on the part of the defendant, that if an

action of ejectment had been promptly instituted by Decker

after the termination of the lease in April, 1826, he would

have been enabled, under the relation of landlord and tenant,

to have recovered the premises. But Adams contends that

the undisturbed possession, for the period of upwards of two

years, which intervened, between the end of the term men-,

tioned in the lease, and the commencement of this suit, changed
his situation into that of a tenant from year to year, so as to

require a notice to quit to be given to him, and consequently to

render proof of such notice in addition to the evidence given on>

the trial necessary to sustain the verdict now rendered for the

plaintiff.

No positive or overt act by the landlord, Decker, was proved
or is alleged. The question then is whether the delay to com-

mence the suit, which upon the close of the term might have

been successfully maintained, shall defeat the recovery of the

plaintiff? Whether the lapse of time made it incumbent on him

to serve a notice to quit? Whether silently permitting Adams
to remain in possession, and to cultivate the land which, although
not directly proved, the jury might have fairly presumed, so

changed the nature of his holding or possession as to make him

a tenant from year to year, and entitle him to the privileges and

immunities of that character ?

As a general rule, where the term is for a fixed period of time,

and the period has expired, the tenancy is determined, and the

landlord may immediately maintain an ejectment to recover the

possession.
. When the tenant, whose term has expired by efflux of time,

instead of quitting the premises, as he ought to do, remains in

possession, holding over as it is called, he is a wrong-doer, and

may be treated as such by the owner, his landlord. By the con-
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sent of his landlord, his tenancy may be continued, and if such

continuance by consent be without any fixed limit, he becomes a

tenant from year to year as it is called. This consent may be

either express or implied; actual or constructive; by words oij

by some act recognizing or treating him as a tenant. But with-^

out a new contract, or some act on the part of the landlord from

which a renewal of the contract may be implied, the person in

possession continues a wrong-doer, is liable to be treated as such,

und must attribute to his original wrong and subsequent folly,

any inconveniencies which may ensue. The mere unbroken

silence and inaction of the owner will not improve or enlarge
the character of the tenant's possession.

Blackstone says,
" If a man takes a lease for a year, and after

the year is expired, continues to hold the premises without any
fresh leave from the owner of the estate, he is a tenant at suffer-

ance and liable to be dispossessed by ejectment." Christian, in

his note, says,
" If the landlord afterward receives rent or

does any act by which he proves his assent to the continuance

of the tenant, this turns the estate at sufferance into a tenancy
from year to year." In Right v. Darby, 1 D. & E. 162, Lord

Mansfield said, "When a lease is determinable on a certain

event or at a particular period, no notice to quit is necessary,

because both parties are equally apprised of the determination

of the term. If there be a lease for a year and by consent of

both parties, the tenant continue in possession afterwards,

the law implies a tacit renovation of the contract. They
are supposed to have renewed the old agreement which

was to hold for a year." The general doctrine is here

laid down that consent raises the implification, but in what

way or by what act such consent is to be manifested is not

explained.
In Doe v. Watts, 7 D. & E. 83, the question was whether

there was any evidence of a tenancy between one of the lessors

of the plaintiff and the defendant. It was held that the receipt

of rent, as rent, was an acknowledgment of the tenancy. LAW-

RENCE, J. said, "If the defendant were not a tenant, he must

Jbuve been a trespasser, and so he must have continued if he

hud remained on the premises for any number of years." In

Right v. Bowden, 3 East 278, one of the court said, "As to the

question of tenancy from year to year, the payment of rent
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cannot be evidence of a holding from year to year, if, as in the

case of a conventionary rent like this, it be not a payment of

rent as between landlord and tenant." In Cobb v. Stokes, 8

East 358, the term of the lease which was for one year, expired
on the 24th of June, and a notice to quit or pay double rent was

served on the llth of August following. The defendant con-

tended that the landlord having omitted to put an end to the

tenancy at the end of the year, and having suffered the tenant

to continue so long after as the llth of August, must be taken

to have agreed to his continuing in possession upon the original

terms and could not entitle himself by any subsequent notice

in the middle of the year to double rent. But the court held

that the landlord not having, in the meantime done any act

to recognize the defendant as continuing to be his tenant,,

was entitled to double rent from the time of the demand. In

Jackson v. Parkhurst, 5 John. 128, there had been a lease from?

the lessor of the plaintiff by his attorney, to the defendants for

three years ending on the 1st of April, 1806. In June, 1806, one

of the defendants applied to the attorney to know if he had

received any instructions as to leasing or selling the premises,

who said that he had not, nor was he authorized to make any-

new agreement with the defendants, but advised them to con-

tinue in possession until they heard from the lessor. On the

15th December, 1807, the attorney sent a written notice to the

defendants demanding a surrender of the possession and that the

lessor refused to let them occupy the premises. The court held,

that after the expiration of the lease, the tenants did not con-

tinue in possession by any new agreement with the plaintiff,

nor did the plaintiff do any act, whatever from which a renewal

of the contract, or a consent to the tenants to hold for a year,

could be inferred
;

that the tenants were therefore no more

than tenants at sufferance and were not entitled to notice to-

quit. In Jackson v. Anderson, 12 John. 182, the defendant

entered into possession of the premises in question as tenant to-

the lessors of the plaintiff under an agreement made on the 1st

of May, 1810, for the premises for one year at a rent of one

hundred dollars. He continued in possession to the bringing of

the ejectment, the time of which is not mentioned, but the

trial took place in August, 1814. The case in all the material

facts strongly resembles that before us. The defendant insisted
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he was entitled to notice to quit which had not been given. The
court said,

" Here is no evidence of any payment of rent, nor

of any act done by the lessors of the plaintiff after the expira-

tion of the year, recognizing the defendant as their tenant so as

to make him a tenant from year to year. But having held over

after the expiration of his term, he is a tenant at sufferance and

not entitled to notice to quit." The case of Bedford v. M'Elhe-

ran, 2 Serg. & Raw. 49, maintains no different principle. The
tenant had been suffered to remain for seventeen years in posses-

sion after the expiration of the lease, and C. J. TILGHMAN

thought it might therefrom "
fairly be presumed that the defend-

ant retained with the consent of the plaintiff."

The general doctrine is correctly laid down in Kent's Com-

mentaries. " If the tenant holds over by consent, given either

expressly or constructively, after the determination of a lease

for years, it is held to be evidence of a new contract, without

any definite period and is to be construed as a tenancy from-

year to year." 4 Kent 110.

The defendant's counsel on the argument relied mainly on the-

passage next to that just quoted. "The moment the tenant is

suffered by the landlord to enter on the possession of a new year
there is a tacit renovation of the contract for another year, and-

half a year's notice to quit must be given, prior to the end of

the term." But the sufferance of the landlord here mentioned*

means, without doubt, the consent express or constructive spoken
of in the former sentence; or the learned commentator referred, .

not to the termination of a lease for a fixed period, as for a

year, but to a subsisting tenancy from year to year so long
as both parties pleased, when the entrance on a new year, with-

out objection from the landlord is deemed a continuance of the

tenancy for that year. Such is the case of Layton v. Field, 3

Salk. 222, which he cites. "If a lease be made from year to

year, quamdiu ambabus partibus placuerit, in such case after the

year is commenced, neither the lessor nor the lessee can deter-

mine their wills for that year, because they have willed the

estate certain for so long a time." It would be a perversion to

suppose the commentator meant that on a lease for a year, the

landlord must enter or sue, at the instant of its expiration ;
that

one moment's possession in the new year would secure the ten-

ant for that year; or that the landlord might not abstain, for a
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day, a month, or even a longer period. How otherwise could there

be an estate at sufferance ?

In the present case there is no proof of consent, either actual

or constructive by Decker, the landlord
;
and the evidence given

on the trial was therefore, in my opinion, sufficient to entitle

him to recover.

Judgment for plaintiff.

CITED IN Townlcy v. Rutan, Spencer 606. Stanley v. Horner, 4 Zab. 512.
Homer v. Leeds, 1 Dutch. 115. Bteffirw v. Earl, 11 Vr. 133.

WILLIAM SUMMERS and others, against SAMUEL LODER and others.

In an action of debt on bond, npon a plea of payment post diem the propo-
sitions to be established by the defendant, are first, the payment of the money,
second, the application of such payment to the bond in question ;

and the debtor

may first shew the general payment, and then apply it to the specific object.

The defendants may ask a witness whether he had not heard the plaintiffs, or

either of them, admit, that the defendants had made payments upon certain bonds
held by the said plaintiffs against the said defendants, or any thing to that effect.

The defendants may also ask a witness,
" whether the plaintiffs, or either of

them, had not acknowledged to him that they had received of the defendants

several large sums of money, amounting to six thousand dollars or thereabouts."

Scudder and Wood, for plaintiffs in efror.

Freylinghuysen and Southard, for defendants in error.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This case Qomes before us on a writ of error to the Court of

Common Pleas of the county of Warren, and certain bills of excep-
tions taken on the trial in that court.

The declaration is upon two bonds. The pleas are first, that

the bonds are not the deeds of the defendants; and second, that

the defendants paid to the plaintiffs, post diem, the moneys men-

tioned in the conditions of the bonds.

Upon the trial after the plaintiffs had closed their evidence

and the defendants had opened their defence, they called one B.

T. Hunt as a witness; and among other things proposed to ask

him,
" whether he had not heard the plaintiffs or either of them,

admit that the defendants had made payments upon certain

bonds held by the said plaintiffs against the said defendants, or

any thing to this effect?" The question was objected to and
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overruled by the court. The witness was then asked "whether

the plaintiff, or either of them had not acknowledged to

him, that they had received of the defendants several large

sums of money amounting to six thousand dollars or there-

abouts." This question was also objected to and overruled

by the court
;
who were of opinion that the questions must

be restricted and limited to the bonds then in suit. In sup-

port of a plea, like the present, of payment post diem, two

propositions are to be established: 1st, the payment of the

money ;
and 2d, the application of such payment to the bond

in question. These propositions are sometimes established

by one and the aame witness, or voucher, or document; and at

-other times the former proposition is established by one wit-

ness or document, and the latter by another; and at some-

times the latter, or the application of the payment, is an

inference or conclusion of law; as where a general payment
is made to a creditor having different demands or holding
different securities. If the propositions are established by the

.same witness or document, a general payment, or in other

words a payment not in itself or by the very proof of payment
confined to the debt, does not come in question ;

but if they are

established by distinct witnesses or documents, it is a matter of

necessity that proof of the payment be general and not specific;

but afterwards to bo rendered specific and to be applied. Now
if these propositions are not necessarily to be proved by one and

the same witness or document, a position which will not for a

moment be insisted on, and may be proved from different sources

of evidence, it follows as a necessary consequence, that the

debtor may be permitted, first to shew the general payment, and

then to apply it to the specific object. If the payment be gen-

eral, the application must no doubt be shewn, either by the acts

of the parties or the operation of law, or the defence must fail.

And in the ordinary course of enquiry, the proof of th'e payment
will and should precede the application or specification ;

for

it is useless to look for an application until the matter to be

applied is first established. If a general payment may, in no

case, be proved, without combining the proof of application with

the very proof of payment, the multitude of cases we find in

the books, upon the application of moneys paid by a debtor to

.a Creditor, could never have existed
;
as where a general pay-
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ment is made by a debtor, without appropriation, to a credi-

tor holding several claims, and is applied by the latter, accord-

ing to his option : and in other cases where the creditor

holding some securities drawing interest and others not, the

law will apply the payment, not being applied by the debtor,

first toward such of the securities as draw interest
;
and so

in other cases. In all these instances, the debtor must have

been permitted to give evidence of payment in general or

payment without specified appropriation. In Goddard v. Cox,

2 Sir. 1194. Bloss v. Cutting, cited ibidem. Roberts v. G-erine,

3 Caines 14. Neggot v. Miles, 1 Ld. Raym. 286. Cremer v.

Higginson, 1 Mason 338. Barret v. Lewis, 2 Pick. 123, general
evidence of payment was given. In the United States v.

Janeway & Patterson, 7 Cranch 572, and in Sand/ord, 7 Wheat.

13, the propriety of such evidence is recognized. In the

intercourse of business, especially among the commercial men,
such general payments are extremely common. Thus the

merchant in the country indebted to the merchant in the

city remits a sum of money, without any other remark

than " I send you such a sum," or perhaps transmit it by
a messenger who' hands it over without comment. Shall

the country merchant be precluded from shewing that at

such a time, he remitted such a sum, unless at the same

moment he can shew by the same mode of proof that it

was in payment of the merchandise previously bought? Or
if a customer pays a sum to the merchant or the tailor,

is he to be excluded from proof, unless he shews that he

avowed at the time, it was towards the goods he had procured,
or for the work which had been done? Let us suppose the evi-

dence offered on the trial and whose admissibility is now the

subject of examination had been in writing instead of by parol;

that the defendants had produced a receipt, signed by the plain-

tiffs, acknowledging to have received of the defendants, on a

given day,
"
payments on certain bonds held by the plaintiffs

;

against the defendants," or a receipt acknowledging in general
lerms the receipt of six thousand dollars, a style of receipt by
no means uncommon in the transaction of business. Such a-

document, I think, would be and ought to be, admitted without

hesitation on the trial of the present issue, yet although such-

evidence might be higher in degree and more worthy of confi.
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dence that the parol evidence here proposed, it is not more

justly admissible. It may be more credible but not more com-

petent.

In order to test the soundness of the principle, on which the

court below made the decisions contained in these bills of ex-

ceptions, let us suppose the plaintiifs besides the two bonds now
in suit, held two other bonds given by the defendants, and had

actually paid to the plaintiffs six thousand dollars, without any

thing more than the act of payment. The questions to be pro-

pounded to the witness, according to the rule adopted by thfe

court, must be limited to the bonds in question. Now the wit-

ness or witnesses who may have been present at the payment-
can say nothing of the bonds here in question. They are not

therefore to be regarded. Another suit being brought, on the

other bonds, the witness must, in like manner and for the same

reason, be excluded; and thus the plaintiffs though having -

actually received the six thousand dollars are to be allowed to

recover the whole. Such rules of evidence stand on no reason-

able or legal foundation.

It was argued that general evidence ought' not to be received,

because of the hazard of trusting a jury with the question of

application ;
because a willing jury, as it was said, may apply

the payment towards debts to which it does not appertain. I

cannot feel the force of this reasoning. The application, as

already remarked, must be shewn either by the operation of the

law, or by the act of the parties or of such of one of them as

was entitled to make the application. We must rely on the

intelligence of the jury in their deliberations and of the court

in giving them suitable instructions. And when shall we receive

evidence if we wait to find that which may not be mistaken or

perverted ?

It was farther argued against the admission of the evidence

proposed in these bills of exceptions, that being admitted, the

burthen of proof would thereby be thrown on the plaintiffs, the

creditors, to shew that the payment was not on account of these

bonds. Without deciding whether such be the legal conse-

quence, it is enough to say that if it be so, the evidence is not

therefore to be refused. Let the general payment be shewn.

Its application then recurs. If further evidence to specify the

appropriation be requisite, the debtor must furnish it, or the'
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.evidence he has given is of no avail. If the legal inference,

without farther evidence, is that a presumption of the payment
-of the bonds in question is thereby raised, the defendants ought
not to be precluded from the benefit of such presumption, and

the creditor ought to repel the proof or be subject to its effect.

In the present case, then, I think, the evidence proposed in

the bills of exceptions ought to have been heard. If general
.answers had been given by the witness and the defendants

x-ould not have applied, either by the act of the parties or by
the operation of law, such general evidence to the bonds in

.question, they would have failed in their defence, and the jury
under the direction of the court ought to have rendered their

-verdict accordingly.

Judgment reversed.

STEPHEN EDWARDS against ROBERT H. HANCE.

OEETIORARI.

If a justice after hearing a cause, takes time to consider the same, he must
either make a regular adjournment to a particular day and hour, or give notice

to the parties of the day and hour when the judgment will be rendered.

Randolph, moved to reverse the judgment of a justice of the

peace in an action of debt, "because it was rendered against the

defendant below, in his absence, and without the defendant's

knowing the time and place of rendering said judgment."
In answer to a rule upon the justice he stated "that he took

time to consider of his judgment. Shortly afterwards, in the

same afternoon, he said he would render judgment at his house

on Monday afternoon. Did not recollect whether the hour was

stated, or whether Stephen Edwards, the defendant, was present

.at the time and knew of it or not."

Ryall, contra.

BY THE COURT. In this case the justice took time to consider,
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and rendered his judgment in the absence of the defendant,

He should either make a regular adjournment or give notice

when he will render judgment. The justice said he would ren-

der judgment on Monday afternoon
;
but did not state the hour.

This case is within the principle of the former decisions on this

subject.

Let the judgment be reversed.

CITED in Neighbour v. Trimmer, 1 Harr. 59.

JOHN DEN ex dem. JOSEPH SHARP againtt BENJAMIN HAMILTON,

A deed acknowledged before a proper officer who certified that the grantors
acknowledged the same "

to be their act and deed for the uses and purposes
therein mentioned," instead of using the language of the statute,

"
that they

signed, sealed and delivered the same," &c. may be received in evidence.

Where a judgment of a court of law,' or a decree of a Court of Chancery,
forms a link in a chain of title, the fact of the existence of such judgment or

decree, may be shewn by the record, in controversies with third persons, as well
as with parties.

In an action of ejectment brought by the purchaser under a decree of the-

Court of Chancery, and a fi. fa. and a sale thereon, to recover possession of the

premises, the defendant in execution whose property was sold, may be a wit-

ness for the plaintiff in ejectment.

The simple fact that a person took actual possession of the premises, may be

proved by parol, though he went into possession under an agreement in writing.

In this action the pl'aintitf 's attorney may prove the time of issuing the origi-
nal declaration in ejectment, without the production of the paper, the question
in dispute being merely as to time, and not involving the contents of the paper.

JUSTICE DRAKE delivered the opinion of the court.

This cause was tried at the Sussex Circuit, in November,
1828. The defendant confessed lease, entry, and ouster. And
the plaintiff in support of his title, gave in evidence,

1st. A deed of conveyance from Joseph Sharp and wife, ta

Henry Simpson and James Edsall, jun. for the disputed prem-

ises, dated the 2d day of April, 1807.

2d. A deed from Henry Simpson and wife, to Francis Hamil-

ton, for the one equal undivided half part of the same premises,,

bearing date the 2d day of April, A. D. 1823.
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3d. An exemplification of a decree of the Court of Chancery
.of New Jersey, made the .7th day of April, A. D. 1826, between

.Joseph Sharp, complainant, and Francis Hamilton and wife and

William Darrah, defendants together with the fi. fa. issued on

said decree.

4th. A deed to the lessor of the plaintiff, duly acknowledged,
dated the 18th day of January, 1827, made by William T. An-

.derson, master in chancery, reciting the said writ of fi. fa. and

.a sale by virtue thereof of the said equal undivided half part of

the said premises, to the said Joseph Sharp, and conveying the

;same to him accordingly.

The plaintiff also gave some evidence of the possession of the

..defendant, and obtained a verdict for one moiety of the disputed

.premises.

This verdict is sought to be set aside for the following

,<reasons:

1st. That the deed from .Joseph Sharp and wife to Simpson
,and Edsall, was admitted in evidence upon incompetent proof
,of its due execution.

This deed had been acknowledged before a proper officer, who
.certified that the grantors acknowledged the same " to be their

.act and deed for the uses and purposes therein mentioned," in-

stead of using the language of the statute, that "they signed,

sealed and delivered the same," Ac. It is well settled, that a

.substantial compliance with the act on this subject is sufficient,

without minute attention to form. The acknowledgment in this

.case is full as comprehensive, as if done in the language of the

,act; for it could not be the, deed of the parties, without embrac-

ing the several requisites specified in the act. It was urged, in

..argument, that the legislature did not intend that parties should

,iise this conclusive, and, in some measure, technical language,
lest it be done unadvisedly; but that they should specify the

particulars of the execution in order that the court may judge
whether it is in truth, and in law, their act and deed. But this

is an unusual caution, and ,as I think unnecessary. If an in-

strumental witness swear to the execution of a deed in the lan-

guage of this certificate, that proof, with the possession of the

.deed by the grantee, would undoubtedly be sufficient prima facie

.evidence of due execution. And it surely cannot be less sat-

isfactory, that that acknowledgment was deliberately made
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'before a judge. A grantor should be concluded by such an act,

,if unexplained, 'and the defendant in this case can ask for no

more decisive proof of the due execution of the deed than if he

were the grantor.

2d. The next objection is, that the above stated decree of the

Court of Chancery, with the writ of fi. fa. issued thereon, and

the deed from the master to the lessor of the plaintiff, were

read in evidence against the defendant, who was not a party or

privy to the decree
;
and especially, that the recital of the mort-

.gage in the decree was held, at the circuit, to be evidence against

him, without the production of the original.

The plaintiff gave in evidence a conveyance from Henry

:Simpson and wife to Francis Hamilton
;
who testified that he

had possession of the premises under Simpson, and that the

.defendant went into possession under the witness, as he believed,

in 1815. Having thus shewn title in Francis Hamilton, the

decree and proceedings under it was offered to shew a transfer

of such title as he had, to the lessor of the plaintiff. Where a

judgment of a court of law, or a decree of a court of chancery,

forms a link in a chain of title, the fact of the existence of such

judgment, or decree, may be shewn by the record, in controver-

sies with third persons; and it is no more liable to objection

than the deeds of conveyance, for these are equally, in one

.sense, res inten olios act'a. The defendant may be right in

.supposing that the decree was not, as between these parties,

proof of the mortgage recited in it. But it was not necessary

to prove that. It was immaterial what was the foundation of

the decree. That was the judgment of a competent court,

iiind authorized the sale and transfer of Hamilton's estate in

the premises, which took place under it. 1 Starkie on Evidence

187, 8, 9.

3d. A third objection is, that Francis Hamilton was an

iincompetent witness for the plaintiff. If so, it must be on the

ground of interest. But I can discover no such interest as

should have excluded him. He did not convey these premises
with warranty ; nor even, by any kind of private contract, out

of which a future responsibility could grow. His estate in the

premises was taken and transferred by process of law, without

ibis consent.

4th. Francis Hamilton, after testifying that Benjamin Ham-
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ilton took possession under him in 1815, on cross-examination'

said, that "he inferred that defendant went into possession

under witness because there was an agreement respecting the

premises between witness and defendant." And the agreement

being in writing, and not produced, gave rise to a motion to

overrule Francis Hamilton's testimony; which the court refused

to do. The fact that he actually took possession was one

entirely independent of the agreement, and the testimony as'to

that simply, was clearly without objection. There is more

plausibility in requiring the writing as the best evidence to

shew under whom he took possession, and whether under witness

or not. But the evidence sought to be overruled was not as to

the particular manner or terms of the holding, but merely under

whom he took, or held. And it appears to me too strict where-

the witness swears to a change of possession, and that it was

by his permission or consent, or that the defendant took under

him, to overrule that evidence because there may be a written

lease not produced ;
and especially where the party offering the

evidence is a stranger to the contract. It is every day's practice,

in actions of ejectment, to shew that one person held, or holds,,

under another, by the payment of rent, or even by an acknowl-

edgment of the tenant, without any enquiry whether there is a

written contract, unless there be an attempt to shew further

particulars of that contract. In the action for use and occupa-

tion, the question assumes a different aspect. There the

tenancy is directly put in issue. It lies at the foundation of

the plaintiff's action to shew that the defendant held by bis

permission ;
and if there be a writing, that must be produced,

not merely to shew the fact of the holding, but that its contents

may be looked into to ascertain the quantum of damages to be

recovered.

5th. But there is another objection here interposed. If the-

defendant went into possession under Francis Hamilton, it

would be incumbent on him, in an action to recover the posses-

sion, to shew that he had a right to retake it, or in other words,
that the right of the defendant had expired. If there was a
definite agreement as to time, it should appear that the time

was out; or, if indefinite, some demand of possession, no notice

to quit, would be necessary. 2 Starkie 528.

If we regard the lessor of the plaintiff as a mortgagee of the.-
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premises, prior to the creation of this tenancy, there would be

nothing in this objection; for we do not, in New Jersey, re-

quire that a mortgagee should give notice to quit to the mort-

gagor, or those holding possession under him. But I have

already intimated that the existence of a mortgage is not

properly proved to affect this defendant. Consequently, we
cannot consider the lessor of the plaintiff as holding, under a

mortgage executed by Francis Hamilton, prior to his transfer

of the possession to the defendant, or by title paramount to

Francis Hamilton's; but under Aim, having purchased his right

at the sale by the master. The plaintiff consequently takes his

position, as to his claims upon the defendant. Should he then

maintain this action without a notice to quit? This question

would have founded a serious objection to the plaintiff's recov-

ery, if it had been urged at the trial. But it does not appear
that it was. On the contrary, the great effort of the defendant,

at the trial, appears to have been to shew that he had aban-

doned the possession, before this action was instituted. Had he

insisted on his right to the possession as tenant from year to>

year, possibly the plaintiff could have supplied the proof of

notice, or shewn the expiration of the tenancy. But the defend-

ant made no attempt to shew title or right of possession in him-

self, as tenant, or otherwise, but merely efforted to shew himself

out of possession. Should he have the benefit of a new trial to>

oblige the plaintiff to prove upon him a legal notice to quit a

possession, which, at the trial, he attempted to shew that he

had voluntarily abandoned ? This application is made to the

sound discretion of the court; and it appears to me that such a
state of facts will not justify us in setting aside the verdict on

this ground.
6th. Another reason is founded on the circumstance, that the

Circuit Court permitted the attorney for the plaintiff to swear,

that " the original declaration in ejectment, in this cause, was
issued between the 20th and 25th August, 1827," without the

production of the paper. And we are referred to the case of

Bunnel v. Braund, 1st Esp. Nisi Prius 293, as a case in point.
In that case the existence and nature of the writ were expressly

put in issue by the pleadings.
" The plaintiff replied a bill of

Middlesex sued out on a day certain, and the defendant rejoined,
that he did not promise at any time within six years next before-

VOL, VII. H
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the suing out any precept called a bill of Middlesex." But in

the present case the existence and contents of the writ, and time

of issuing it, were not put in issue, as they are when replied to

a plea of the statute of limitations. It was- not in dispute that

there was such a paper, or that it was issued, or served; but the

enquiry was made, in reference to the defendant's possession at

a particular time, to shew circumstantially the time of service,

from the time of issuing the writ. It was a question with re-

spect to time merely, and did not involve the contents of the

paper so far as to require its production.
7th. The last objection relates to the proof of the defendant's

possession at the time of serving the ejectment. When the per-

son upon whom the declaration is served, appears and defends,

he cannot expect this defence to be favoured. In this case, it

^appeared that the defendant had been in possession for a consid-

erable number of years. He endeavoured to shew that he had

.abandoned it. The evidence was left to the jury, who have

found against him. The verdict should not be disturbed for

this reason.

Upon the whole case, I am of opinion that the rule to shew

-cause should be discharged.

Rule discharged.

CITED IN Osborne v. Tunis, 1 Dutch. 633.

THE STATE against JOHN ROBERTS and others.

If an'execution is delivered to a sheriff four days before his term of office

expires and he has the means anfl opportunity of levying it upon the property
of tbe defendant, and omits to do so to the prejudice of the plaintiff, he thereby
lenders himself and his sureties responsible.

A sheriff who levies a fieri facias on the estate real or personal of a defend-

ant is to finish the execution of the writ, although his term of office afterwards

expires ; and if he neglects so to do, or if having afterwards made sale, he re-

fuses or neglects to pay over the moneys, his sureties in the official bond in force

at the time he received the execution will be responsible.

If an execution remains in the hands of a sheriff wholly unexecuted, until by
a ne'w election he is again charged with the office, it becomes his duty to execute

the writ and make due return
;
and an omission to perform such duty will con-

stitute a breach of his official bond.

A breach of duty by a sheriff in neglecting wholly to execute an execution

does not necessarily preclude or prevent the occurrence of a subsequent breach
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of duty by his successor, into whose hands the writ may come unexecuted, in

neglecting to execute it; nor by the same person holding the office of sheriff

under a new election.

In an action against the sureties of a sheriff on his official bond, if the breach

of duty charged, consists in net levying on the goods and lands of a defendant

at the time an execution was delivered to him
; it should be shewn in the

assignment of the breach that the neglect was after the execution of the bond
on which the action is brought ;

and also that the defendant then had goods or

Jands whereon the sheriff might have levied.

Armstrong and Wall for the defendants.

Southard, for the prosecutor.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This action is brought upon an official bond given by John
Baxter as sheriff of the county of Gloucester and his sureties,

on the 25th November, 1823.

Performance in general having been pleaded, a replication
was filed, charging against the sheriff neglect of duty in respect
to an execution issued from the Court of Common Pleas of that

county against one "George Anderson in favour of James Jessup,
who prosecutes this action. To this replication the defendants

have demurred, and besides the general causes of demurrer,

ajlege that the replication sets forth no legal breach of the con-

dition of the bond on which the suit is commenced, and that the

breach set forth is for an alleged neglect of duty by Baxter as

sheriff prior to the date of the bond, and therefore the defend-

ants, bis sureties, are not liable.

John Baxter, was sheriff of the county of Gloucester for the

official year commencing in October, 1822, and expiring by the

recurrence of the annual election, on the 14th of October, 1823.

At the latter election he was again chosen sheriff, but failed to

give the bond required by law. In November following, another

election was held, at which he was agtiin chosen, and the bond
on which this suit is brought was taken and approved, and he

became authorized to discharge the duties of sheriff of the

county. On the 10th day of October, 1823, four days before the

expiration of the first mentioned official year, the writ of fieri

facias deboniset terris mentioned in the pleadings, was delivered

to him to be executed. It remained in his hands unexecuted

during those four days. It also remained in his hands unexe-

cuted from the day he became anew charged with the office of
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sheriff, on the 25th November, 1823, until the day of the return,

on the second Tuesday of December following; and no return

was then or ever made thereto by him.
<

These facts are drawn in part from the pleadings, and in part
from the united statements of the counsel on the argument of

the demurrer.

If during the period of four days, the sheriff had the means
and opportunity of levying the execution upon the property of

the defendant and omitted to do so, to the prejudice of the plain

tiff, he violated his duty, made a breach of his official bond then

in force, that is to say, the bond given in October, 1822, and

rendered himself and his sureties responsible. His duty is suc-

cinctly but plainly stated in his official oath. " To the utmost

of my power, duly, faithfully and with' all convenient speed,
execute or cause to be executed, all writs, process, precepts and

executions to me directed, and which shall come to my hands \

and faithfully and truly return the same."

If he had levied on the estate, real or personal, of the defend-

ant, within the four days, it was his duty to have followed out

and finished the execution of the writ, although he had ceased

to be sheriff at the expiration of that period.

If having levied during that period, he had afterwards neg-
lected to follow out the execution of the writ and to discharge
his consequent duties, or if having afterwards made sale, he had

refused or neglected to pay over the moneys, his official bond

and sureties of 1822, would have been responsible, according to

the decision, unquestionably correct, as I think, of this court, in

The State v. McDonald and others, Penn. 355
;

and the subse-

quent official bond and sureties would not be chargeable for such

malfeasance.

If the execution had remained in his hands at the end of the

official year wholly unexecuted, either with or without neglect

on his part, and had been turned over to a successor in office, it

might and ought to have been executed and returned by the

successor, on whom such duty is expressly enjoined, Rev. .Laws

243, sec. 31, and whose official bond and sureties would by neglect

of such duty have become responsible.

If the execution remained, in the hands of Sheriff Baxter,

wholly unexecuted, on and after the 25th November, 1823, when

he became again charged with the office of sheriff, it was hit*
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duty to have executed the writ and made due return thereto, and

an omission to perform such duty would have constituted a

breach of the official bond of that date.

A breach of official duty by a sheriff in neglecting wholly to

execute an execution does not necessarily preclude or prevent
the occurrence of a subsequent breach of duty by his successor,

into whose hands the writ may come unexecuted, in neglecting
to execute it

;
nor by the same person holding the office of sheriff

under u new election. A new or second duty may be followed

by a new or second neglect.

Neglect of duty under both official bonds, and consequent
breaches of both bonds, may exist at the same time, and the

person aggrieved may prosecute either, subject however to the

general rule that a double satisfaction may not be enforced.

To apply these doctrines, which I think are incontrovertible,

to the present case, it is necessary to look into the pleadings in

order to ascertain the violation of duty charged by the prose-

cutor and for which he seeks redress.

The replication after reciting the issuing of the execution and

the delivery to Sheriff Baxter on the 10th day of October, 1823;

that he kept it in his hands unexecuted until the return day ;
and

that having the writ in his hands it was his duty to execute the

same and make return, sets forth the neglect of duty in the fol-

lowing words, "yet the said John Baxter, being sheriff of the

said county, did not execute the said writ as it was his duty to

do, by levying the same on the goods and chattels, lands, tene-

ments, hereditaments and real estate, within his county, which

was of the said George Anderson at the time the said writ came
to his hands to be executed, nor did he, the said John Baxter

return the said writ to the said Court of Common Pleas on the

second Tuesday of December, as by the said writ he was com-

manded, and as by the laws of New Jersey it was his duty, as

sheriff of the said county of Gloucester to do."

The breach of duty thus charged in respect to the return of

the execution, being in general terms, will be governed and fixed

by the allegations in respect to the omission to execute the writ,

and may therefore suffice as it stands.

The assignment in respect to the execution of the writ was

designed to charge a breach of duty in not levying on the goods
and lands at the time the writ was delivered to the sheriff, that
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is to say, on the 10th day of October, 1823, or in not levying on

or after the 25th day of November, 1823, when the writ was in

the hands of the sheriff under the bond of the latter date. If

the former omission was intended, the assignment is vicious be-

cause as already shewn, the breach of duty falls within the

scope of the bond of 1822, and not of the bond on which this

suit is brought. If the latter omission of duty was intended,

the assignment is defective because, first, it does not aver that

the neglect to levy was on or after the 25th of November, so as-

expressly and unequivocally to bring the charge within the lia-

bility of these defendants
;
and secondly, there is no averment

that Anderson the defendant then had goods or lands whereon

the sheriff might have levied the execution. Precision is, in the

present case, peculiarly required, for as already seen there may
have been in respect to this execution two distinct violations of

duty by Baxter; and hence it is necessary for the pleading

clearly to shew that resort is had to the defendants on that vio-

lation only for which they may be made responsible. And as

without goods or lands within the reach of the sheriff he could

have been guilty of no neglect of duty in not levying, a distinct

and substantive averment that such goods or chattels might
have been found, should have constituted a part of this pleading,

as the support of it by evidence on the trial must constitute a

part of the proofs. The clause in this replication that the de-

fendant did not levy on the goods and chattels which were of

George Anderson is not the requisite averment that such were

to be found. Pleader's Assistant 207, 209. 2 Ohitty PL 304.

The demurrer is sustained
;
with leave to the plaintiff to

amend, &c.

CITED IN State v. Hamilton, 1 Harr. 153. State v. Leedt, 2 Vr. 188. Stale v,

Levnt, 6 Vr. 380.
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CLARK and VANLIEU against IMLAY and POTTS, and others

If A. enters into an agreement with B. to do a certain piece of work, and to

pay B. for procuring materials and workmen for building machines (necessary
to accomplish the object,) the payment to be made to B. And B. purchases the

materials of C. in his own name upon credit, and receives from A. the money
to pay for them, but instead of paying for the materials, appropriates the money
to his own use, C. cannot maintain an action against A. to recover the value of

the materials sold to B. although the materials thus made, came to A.'s use.

To maintain assumpsit for goods sold and delivered, proof must be made that

the goods were actually sold to the defendant, or delivered at his request.

Wood, for plaintiff.

Scott, for defendant.

JUSTICE FORD delivered the opinion of the court.

There was a written agreement between the defendants

residing in Philadelphia, of one part, and Levensworth and

Peterson of the other part, whereby L. and P. agreed to make
a certain canal at South River, for the sum of six thousand dol-

lars; by the same agreement they were to be furnished with

machines at the expense of the defendants for excavating the

canal by horse power; the defendants were to pay them for

procuring materials and workmen to build the machines, besides-

three dollars a day for superintending the construction of them,
the payments to be made to L. and P. from time to time as the

constructing of the machines progressed. L. and P. drew ordere

on the defendants in Philadelphia, from time to time for mate-

rials procured and expenses incurred about the construction of

said machines, which drafts were duly paid, till at length Levens-

worth failed and absconded and Peterson took the benefit of the

act as an insolvent debtor, leaving an account for lumber which
had been furnished by the plaintiffs for these machines entirely

unpaid. This action is brought by the plaintiffs against the

defendants for the value of that lumber so furnished to L. and
P. and used in the construction of said machines. It appeared
that L. and P. requested an advance of funds for building the

machines, but in lieu of that the defendants agreed to give a let-

ter of introduction to the inhabitants, and Robert Imlay gave
it in a letter to George Combs, who afterwards lent it to Imlay
on his promises to return it by Mr. Woods, which promise he

never fulfilled. After Mr. Combs had parted with the letter,

a subpoena duces tecum Was served upon him, but he could not-
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bring it, and the court refused parol evidence of the contents

because there was no notice to the defendants to produce it. It

further appeared that L. and P. procured lumber for these

machines of Jacob R. Hardenbergh, for the amount of whose bill

they gave him a draft on the defendants which they duly paid.

The jury found a verdict for the amount of the plaintiff's account

by consent, but under an agreememt that judgment should be

for the defendants if the Supreme Court should be of opinion,

upon the whole case, that the plaintiffs were not .entitled by law

to recover.

It appears in the first place, that the plaintiffs were no

party to the special agreement between the defendants and

Levensworth and Peterson, and therefore can found no action

for themselves upon it. It is a general rule that no person
can maintain an action on an agreement to which he is not

a party. Esp. N. P. 105. Thus in the case of Jordan v. Jor-

dan, Cro. Eliz. 369, the defendant promised the sheriff if he

would forbear to arrest him on a writ which he had against him

at the suit of the plaintiff, that he would appear at the return

of it or pay the debt. On failing to do either, the plaintiff sued

him on the agreement ;
'but the court arrested the judgment,

because he declared on a promise to the sheriff and not to

himself. This rule is fully established where the agreement is

inter paries, in Co. Lit. 231, a. ; 2 Inst. 673
;
Crow v. Rogers, 1

Stra. 592
;

1 Vent. 6, and the cases collected in 1 Chit. Plead.

4. If one were allowed to sue on a contract to which ho

was no party, he ought, according to all the rules of mutual-

ity and equity, to be suable on it also, otherwise, one party
would be bound and the other free. Levensworth and Peter-

son were bound to construct the machines and the defendants

to pay them for the materials, workmanship, and superintend-
ence. If a third person can sue for the materials, under this

agreement to pay Levensworth and Peterson, he ought to be

liable also to the covenant for constructing the machines
;

but to make the plaintiffs liable for an agreement they never

entered into, would be to bind them without their consent
;
so

the defendants were bound by the agreement to pay Levens-

worth and Peterson, and to oblige them to pay the plaintiffs, with

whom they had no agreement, would force them to a contract

against their consent. Suppose the defendants had paid the
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rcaoney to Levensworth and Peterson for this very lumber, and

they had squandered it, or become insolvent without paying it

over, must the defendants be twice charged for it under this

agreement? If they have paid once, they are exonerated by
the agreement, and if they have not, they remain suable by
Levensworth and Peterson, and payment to a third person

. without their request, of money owing to them, would be no

defence under this.agreement. They ai-e bound to pay Levens-

worth and Peterson what they may 'actually and bona fide

expend in constructing the machines, but not to be security for

their contracts with third persons. There is certainly no such

thing, in the agreement, and if we force it in by construction,

we enable Leveusworth and Peterson to bind them by contracts

to an unlimited extent; which is the very thing the defend-

.ants seem to have meant to guard themselves against, and they
had a right to provide for their own safety. I think it clear,

therefore, that the plaintiffs can have no action under this

agreement.
But the action is not in fact founded on the agreement; it is

brought on an implied assumpsit for lumber sold and delivered

to the use of the defendants at their request ;
and as it manifestly

went into machines belonging to the defendants so it as manifestly
went to their use. But this alone does not render them liable.

If tools are sold to a builder to build a house for A., or paint is

sold to him to paint it, and glass to glaze it, and he apply them

severally to A.'s use, it will not render A. liable unless they were

delivered to the builder at A.'s request. The request contained

in the common form of indebitatus assumpsit is substance, and

must be proved as well as laid. 2 Saund. 350, n. 2. Direct

evidence of a sale will be proof of a request, because a sale

necessarily imports a contract. 2 Ter. Report, 30. Thus a sale

may be evidence of a request, or request may be evidence of a

sale; but one or the other must be proved. It is all important
to shew that the lumber delivered to Levensworth and Peterson

was sold to these defendants, or delivered at their request, and
the plaintiffs have attempted to prove it in three ways; first by
a general agency in L. and P., secondly by a letter of credit,

and thirdly by actually paying for machine lumber to other

persons. First, the request of a general agent binds the princi-

pal as much as if he had made it himself, but the request of a
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special agent does not, unless the making of it comes within the

scope of his authority. He cannot bind his principal unless he

has authority to do so; it all depends on the nature of the

special authority. Now this agreement invested Levensworth

and Peterson with no general agency; such a thing cannot be

pretended; it employed and made them agents to build certain

machines, and so far they were such
;
but as to purchasing;

lumber or any other materials in the names of the defendants,
it is not to be found in the agreement. Indeed the stipulation

therein is exactly the contrary ;
that they shall pay Levens-

worth and Peterson for the materials and workmanship, thereby

implying as strongly as possible, that they were to. pay no body
else. Under such express limitation in the agreement, it did not

come within the scope of their authority to make contracts in

the names of the defendants. No such trust was committed to

them, and neither the court nor the jury can enlarge their

powers. If the defendants did not deem it safe to give such

power into the hands of strangers, but refused it, we cannot

give it by act of law. We must take private powers as they

are, without presuming to enlarge or abridge them. There is a
cautious provision that the defendants shall be answerable to

their agents only, and not even to them beyond materials

actually used and work bona fide performed. These are the

precise terms on which they were employed, as may be .also

conclusively inferred from,

Secondly, the letter of credit, improperly so called, though
cited as evidence of an agency. Had this letter been withdrawn

after the service of a duces tecum, it would have been in fraud of

the subpoena, and refusing proof of the contents might have been

a just ground for a new trial. But the last enquiry would have
shewn it in the hands of the defendants at the time the sub-

poena was served on Mr. Combs, and if the plaintiffs did or

might have known it, and really wanted the letter, it was mere

negligence in them not to serve notice on the defendants to pro-
duce it at the trial. The contents are no proof of agency be-

cause they are not in evidence. But it is in evidence that the

application for an advance of funds was declined and all the

defendants would give was a letter of introduction to the inhab-

itants, which is of a totally different nature from a letter of

credit. Upon a general letter of credit they Bright have taken up-
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funds not only in advance, but to an unlimited amount. The

application for, and refusal of such a letter, shew that Levens-

worth and Peterson had no authority to pledge the credit of the

defendants without it. In the third place, as to their paying
Levensworth and Peterson, or their order, for lumber had of

Jacob E. Hardenbergh for the machines, it is exactly the-

thing they bound themselves to do; but is no proof that they
were bound to pay any body but them. In every point of view

the court ought to have instructed the jury upon this evidence,

had it been submitted to-the jury, that in point of law the plain-

tiffs had no right to recover.

DRAKE, J. concurred.

EWING, C. J. dissented.

Let judgment be entered for the defendants.

ISRAEL EVANS against MARY McCLELLAN

A state of demand, consisting of the following charge, viz. :

" To amount of

goods received," is illegal.

Mary McClellan obtained a judgment against Israel Evans,
before a justice of the peace, in an action of debt upon the fol-

lowing state of demand :

Israel Evans to Mary McClellan, Dr.

September 29th, 1829. To amount of goods received, $1.28.

Evans brought a certiorari, and by S. R. Hamilton, assigned?

as a reason for the reversal of this judgment, that the state or

demand was indefinite and illegal.

PER CURIAM. The state of demand ia insufficient.

Let the judgment be reversed.
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.DAVID TAYLOR against JAMES B. GREEN and DAVID JOHNSTON,
Overseers of the Poor in the township of Trenton.

An action cannot be maintained by the overseers of the poor in their own
name against a third person to recover moneys belonging to the township or

expended by them as its agents, for the benefit of such third person ;
such action

should be brought in the corporate name of the township.

The defendants in certiorari, Green and Johnston, as over-

seers of the poor of the township of Trenton, in the county of

Hunterdon, and in that name, brought an action of debt against

'Taylor the plaintiff, before a justice of the peace to recover

from him a sum of money expended by them as such overseers,

"for boarding, lodging, washing and attendance of M. A. R.

.an apprentice of the said David Taylor, at the poor house of

the township of Trenton, from the first of December, 1829, to

the 15th of February, A. D. 1830, both days inclusive, at four

dollars per week, amounting to forty-four dollars. A judgment
was rendered by the justice in favour of the plaintiffs below,

Green and Johnston
; Taylor thereupon brought this certiorari;

.tind Ewing for the plaintiff, among other reasons for reversal, relied

upon the following : ^

That the action, if any could be sustained against the defend-

.ant below, should have been brought by the township of Trenton

in its corporate capacity and in its corporate name, and not in

the name of the overseers of the poor, and in support of this

position, he cited Shotwell v. Thornall, 1 Penn. Rep. 136.

Hamilton, contra.

FORD, Justice, delivered the opinion of the court.

There can be no doubt that this was the money of the town-

ship, which the overseers expended, and that the overseers

.acted but as the agents of the township ;
the action therefore,

should have been brought in the name of the principal. The case

of Shotwell v. Thornall, 1 Penn. Rep. 136, is exactly in point, and

sinust govern this.

Let the judgment be reversed.
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BENJAMIN SOUTH against STACY DECOU and JOSEPH COLE,
Executors of DAVID COLE, deceased.

Where several items are demanded in a state of demand, one of which is bad,,

and judgment is rendered for the whole amount, the judgment will be reversed.

A state of demand containing an item like the following, viz.: "Also vendue
account of principal and interest, $32," is bad.

The defendants in certiorari, sued South before a justice of the

peace, upon the following state of demand :
" The plaintiffs de-

mand of defendant, for due bill given to deceased, bearing date

April 6th, 1826, for thirteen dollars and thirteen cents, on which

there is a balance of principal and interest of eight dollars and

twenty-three cents. Also vendue account of principal and interest,

thirty-two dollars and eighty-nine cents; making in the whole,

forty-one dollars twelve cents, for which plaintiff prays judgment
with costs of suit." The justice rendered judgment against South,

for forty-one dollars and twelve cents, besides costs; and South

thereupon brought this certiorari.

Potts, for the plaintiff in certiorari, assigned as a reason for the

rerersal of this judgment, that the state of demand contained no

legal cause of action.

BY THE COURT. There are two charges in this state of demand.

The first is for a due bill, and the second "a vendue account of

principal and interest, thirty-two dollars." The last charge is

bad, and as judgment was for the whole sum demanded, it must
be reversed.

Judgment reversed.

MARK W. COLLETT and JOSEPH SMITH against HENRY SMITH.

. CERTIORARI.

If a parent brings an action to recover wages due to his daughter, he should 1

in his state of demand state sufficient to shew that he is entitled to the wages
for which he sues.

The state of demand before the justice was in the following

words: "The plaintiff demands of the defendants the sum of

fourteen shillings for one week's wages due to the daughter of
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ihe plaintiff by name of Catharine Smith, and for this sum prays
the judgment of this court."

A judgment was rendered by the justice in favour of Henry
Smith against the defendants below, Mark W. Collett and Joseph
Smith, who thereupon brought this certiorari, and by their attor-

ney, E. B. D. Ogden, prayed a reversal of the judgment because

the state of demand filed before the justice was insufficient. The
elate of demand should have shewn how the plaintiff became

entitled to the wages due his daughter. It did not state that the

daughter was under age, or that the amount due the daughter
had been assigned to him, nor did it in any other way shew a

right in the plaintiff to maintain this action.

P. Dickerson, contra.

BY THE COURT. The state of demand is insufficient.

Let the judgment be reversed.

WILLIAM ELLIOT, LEE and others, against JAMES H. WOODHULL.

After a capias has been regularly issued and served upon the defendant, and
a declaration iled by the plaintiff, a judgment may be entered by confession of

the defendant without an affidavit of the plaintiff, that the debt is justly due,
Ac. as required by the act of 19th February, 1829.

E. Vanarsdale, moved to enter judgment in this case upon a

cognovit actionem of the defendant, and stated that a capias had

been regularly issued in this case, and served upon the defend-

ant, and a declaration filed by the plaintiff. He said he did not

consider this case as coming within the supplement to the act

entitled, "Ati act directing the mode of entering judgments upon
bonds with warrants of attorney to confess judgments," passed

February 19th, 1829, and that the judgment might be entered

without an affidavit of the plaintiff, stating that the debt "was

justly and honestly due," &c. as required by that supplement.
But to put an end to all doubt upon the subject, he had thought
it prudent to present the question to the court.

BY THE COURT. The case is not within the act of February

19th, 1829; therefore the judgment may be entered without the

affidavit therein mentioned.

CITED IN Hogart v. Wallace, 4 Dutch. 527.
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CHARLES BRANSON against RICHARD EAYRE.

An entry in the justice's transcript after the names of the parties, in the words

following: "Summons in debt, thirty-one dollars and twenty-nine cents, issued

February 25th, 1830," is a substantial compliance with the statute which re-

quires the justice to enter in his docket,
"
the style and nature of the action."

This court will not reverse adjudgment confessed in the court for the trial of

mall causes, because the state of demand is defective.

W. Halsted, for plaintiff in certiorari.

H. W. Green, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

The action before the justice was brought on an assumption

fcy the defendant below, to pay the amount of a judgment in

favour of the plaintiff against one Joseph Branson, jun. on which

An execution had been issued and placed in the hands of a con-

stable. At the return of the summons, the defendant appeared
before the justice, confessed the plaintiff's demand, and judg-
ment was thereupon rendered against him. This judgment ho

eeks to reverse on the present writ of certiorari.

(127)
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One of the reasons assigned by him is, that the judgment
was fraudulently obtained; that the amount of the first jud<r-

meut had been paid, which was known to the plaintiff and

unknown to him; that he was assured by the plaintiff it

had not been paid ;
and through the fraudulent assurances

and assertions of the plaintiff, lie was induced to confess the

judgment.
These allegations are entirely unsupported by proof. The

statement of Joseph White, the only evidence read here, is, that

out of the sales of the property of Joseph Branson, after satis-

fying sundry executions in his hands as constable, he paid to the

constable who held the execution in favour of Eayre, the amount
due upon it, somewhat more than two years after the assump-
tion, and about the same length of time antecedent to the con-

fession of judgment.
It does not appear that the plaintiff knew or that the defend-

ant was ignorant of what had been thus done, nor that the

plaintiff made any assurances or assertions to him respecting it,

either fraudulent or otherwise. It does not appear that any

thing now stated by White was unknown to the defendant at

the confession of the judgment, or that he may not now repent

merely of what he then did.

Under these circumstances, it is very manifest, this court

ought not to disturb the judgment; even if we possess the

power, which is denied by the counsel of the defendant in cer-

tiorari; but concerning which it is not now necessary to enquire.

Another reason assigned for reversal is, that the justice has

not, as directed by the statute, entered on his docket, the style

of action and the sum demanded. No precise form for these

entries is prescribed, and they are, I think, here sufficiently,

substantially and intelligibly, made. After the names of the

parties, plaintiff and defendant, the transcript reads "Summons
in debt $31.29, issued February 25, 1830."

Another reason for reversal points out sundry alleged defects

in the state of demand. There is, it is said, no consideration

for the assumption set out; no averment that the first judgment
is in full force; nor where it was rendered; nor are the names

of the parties to it sufficiently explicit.

It has been long since settled that this court will not reverse

a judgment confessed in the court for the trial of small causesr
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if no state of demand was filed. Gottry & Fellowfield v. Ruck-

man, 1 Penn. 427. Hunt v. Shivers, 1 South. 89. A fortiori, we

ought not to reverse in the case before us, even if all the alleged

detects, do in fact exist.

Let the judgment be affirmed.

ISAAC SNEDEKER against MOSES QUICK.

If the charge of the justice in an action of unlawful detainer, is erroneous in.

a material point, the judgment will be reversed.

If a tenancy of two or more defendants, is averred in the complaint, such

tenancy should be proved as averred.

If two persons are alleged in the complaint to be tenants, and to be in pos-
session of the premises, when one of these only was tenant, or in possession of

the premises, one of the defendants cannot be found guilty and the other not

guilty, but a verdict should be rendered in favour of both defendants.

W. Halsted, for plaintiff in certiorari.

S. R. Hamilton and Wall, for defendant..

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

The proceedings in this case are in unlawful detainer.

The complaint charges the defendants, Isaac Snedeker ana

Jacob Snedeker, with "
having been a tenant for one year

"
of

the premises in question, and "so being in possession of the said

premises as a tenant for one year," with wilful holding over and

unlawful detention. Isaac Snedeker was found guilty; Jacob

Snedeker, not guilty; and restitution was adjudged.
One of the reasons for reversal is, that the justice erred in his

charge to the jury.

Of the charge, different views were entertained by the coun-

nel, and hence it becomes necessary to ascertain its doctrine with

precision, so far as it is made the subject of exception.
From the entries on the justice's docket, it appears that the

defendant's counsel called on the court to charge the jury, that

if "they find that Jacob Snedeker was not a joint-tenant with.

VOL. VII. I
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Isaac Snedeker, of the premises in question, they ought to find

a verdict against the plaintiff; and if they find that Jacob Sned-

eker was not in possession of the premises under Quick, as

charged by him in his complaint, they ought to find a verdict

in favour of the defendants." To which the justice answered in

charge to the jury, "that they might acquit the one and convict

the other; that they might find Jacob Snedeker guilty or not

guilty." In the call thus made on the justice I understand him

to have had more than the mere question of holding over pre-

sented to him, and in his instruction to the jury, to have said

more than, as was supposed by the counsel of the defendant in

certiorari, that if the one held over and the other not, the one

might be convicted and the other acquitted. I understand the

charge, in effect, to have been that if Jacob was not a joint-ten-

ant with Isaac/of the premises, and if Jacob was -not in pos-

session under Quick, as charged in the complaint, and Isaac

was, the jury ought not, in such case, to find generally for the

defendants, but that they might convict the one and acquit the

other, find Isaac guilty and Jacob not guilty ;
that they might

find Isaac guilty, although Jacob had not been a joint-tenant

with him, and although the latter had not been in the possession

of the premises. If such is not the charge, if it is to be under-

stood in the restricted manner supposed by the defendant's

counsel, then the justice must have omitted to instruct the jury
on a material point when requested by the party who now com-

, plains of the verdict.

In this charge, the justice, in my opinion, erred. If the de-

'fendants had not been jointly the tenant of Quick, as charged
in the complaint, and if Jacob had not been in possession under

'Quick, the complainant had failed to make out a joint cause of

action, as alleged, and the verdict should have been for the

defendants.

The facts necessary to sustain an unlawful detainer, are of

a mixed nature
;
in part from contract and in part from tort.

There must be a lawful tenancy and an unlawful or tortious de-

tention after its expiration. The tenancy should be proved as

alleged. If a tenancy of two or more is averred, such a ten-

ancy should be proved. By a different rule, a departure from

the established laws of pleading, would not only be allowed, but

serious inconvenience might ensue, and oftentimes very oppres-
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fiive devices be practiced. In Kerr v. Phillips, 2 South. 820, one

of the court said,
" the defendants held the lands in severally,

not as joint-tenants or tenants in common. The justice could

not therefore unite them all in one action
"
as he had done. The

.charge then being, in my opinion, erroneous in a material point,

the judgment ought not, I think, to be permitted to stand.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

CITED IN Hilderbrand v. Linninger, 3 Gr. 38.

JAMES WELLS and ABSALOM WELLS ads. SAMUEL G. WRIGHT.

A deed or conveyance of lands in this state, acknowledged before one of the

associate judges of the Court of Common Pleas of the city and county of Phila-

delphia cannot be received in evidence under the act of 7th June, 1799. Rev.

Laws, 458, sec. 4.

In order to make an acknowledgment under this act valid where it is taken
before a judge of another state, the judge taking such acknowledgment should
be a judge of the Supreme or Superior Court of such state. It ia not sufficient

that he be a judge of a county court.

An instrument by which the transfer and transmission of property is effected,

though in the nature of a deed of trust or power of appointment, may be acknowl-

edged as a conveyance of lands.

This case came before the court on a rule to shew cause why
a verdict rendered at the Monmouth Circuit in favour of Samuel

O. Wright, the plaintiff, should not be set aside.

J. S. Green and Scott, for the defendants, and in support of

the rule said : This action was tried at the Monmouth Circuit in

October, 1829, in the absence of the defendants, without any evi-

dence on their part.

The action is trespass, and the plea is liberum tenementum.

It involved a question of title to a considerable tract of land.

The plaintiff having offered and proved a survey to Isaiah

Thomas, then offered a deed from said Thomas and wife, to

William Watson.
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This deed is dated 26th November, 1803, and acknowledged

February 24th, 1806, before Jonathan D. Smith, esq. one of the

associate judges of the Court of Common Pleas of the county of

Philadelphia.

No other proof of this deed was offered than the certificate of

such acknowledgment, written upon such deed. To which evi-

dence the defendant's counsel objected, and after argument the

judge who tried the cause, admitted the said deed as evidence,

and it was read to the jury. The admission of this evidence

forms the first exception.

The best evidence upon the principles of the common law, was-

the production of the subscribing witness. In the case of sealed

instruments, the law will not dispense with such witness, even

the acknowledgment of ,the party who executed the instrument

will not be received. This principle is recognized in every trea-

tise on evidence.

Our legislature have however introduced another rule of evi-

dence, as regards conveyance of lands. Rev. Laws 458, sec. 1.

The party executing a deed of land, and acknowledging such

deed before the chancellor and other officers named in the first

section, if a certificate of such acknowledgment be written on

such deed, and signed by the officer, the deed so acknowledged
shall be received in evidence, as if the same were then and there

produced and proved.
This then is the introduction of a new rule of evidence. It is

in derogation of the common rule of evidence. The deed must

be so acknowledged. The provisions of the statute must be com-

plied with, or the rule does not apply.
This section applies to acknowledgments made in this state.

The deed of Thomas to Watson was in the city of Philadelphia,

and we must look further into the act.

By the fifth section we find., if the party, who executes a deed

for lands lying in this state, who resides not in this state, but in

some other state in the Union, then said acknowledgment, made
before and certified by the chief justice of the United States, or

any judge or justice of the Supreme or Superior Court of any
state in the Union, shall be as good as if made before a justice 'of

our Supreme Court.

The acknowledgment must be taken before any judge or jus-

tice of the Supreme Court of any state.
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He must be judge, or justice of some court having general

jurisdiction over the whole state, not of the county. It is the

Supreme Court, by way of eminence. It is the Superior Court

of the state. The language is not, a Superior Court, a court of

record, having cognizance of general matter, but the Supreme
or Superior Court, the highest law tribunal in the state. An

acknowledgment so taken, shall have the same effect as if taken

before a justice of the Supreme Court of New Jersey.

If the term Supreme Court alone had been used, there

could have been no doubt. "Why then use the term Supe-

rior? Because the highest law tribunal of some of the states

is called the Superior Court, and not as with- us, the Su-

preme Court.

This will be manifest by looking into Griffith's Law Register.

In New Hampshire, the highest law court is called Superior.
3 Griffith's Law Register, 32.

In New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, it is called the

Supreme Court. Ibid. 127, 241.

In the state of Pennsylvania, in the year 1799, there was no

court which was called the Superior Court, either of limited or

general jurisdiction ;
and no court of that name in the year 1806,

when this acknowledgment was taken.

Let us enquire into the history of the Court of Common
Pleas of the county of Philadelphia, and see what is its jurisdic-

tion.

The constitution of that state was ratified, after several altera-

tions, since '76, in convention on the second of September, 1790.

American Guide 161.

By the fifth article the judicial power is vested in a Supreme
Court, in a Court of Common Pleas, anti such other courts as

the legislature might establish. Ibid. 168.

In April, 1791, the legislature passed an act to establish courts

in conformity with the constitution, and divided the state into

five districts, and authorized the governor to appoint a presi-

dent of such court, and three or four associates, to be within

these districts, and exercise the powers as judges. City and

county of Philadelphia, the first circuit. 3 Laws of Penn. 29. 3

Griff. Law Reg. 240.

This court then is of limited jurisdiction, is a court of that

district.
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But our legislature seem to have settled this matter. Ir>

1820, Rev. Laws 747, another law is passed on this subject; and

by the third section an acknowledgment taken before the mayor
of a city, or before a judge of any Superior Court or Court of

Common Pleas accompanied with a certificate under the great
seal of the state; or under the seal of the county court, that he'

is such judge, shall be sufficient.

Is it not manifest that the legislature thought some other pro-
vision than the act of 1799 necessary? (Rev. Laws 58.) We
think then, that his honour who tried the cause, did wrong in

admitting this deed from Thomas to Watson.

The court* also admitted a deed or paper writing under seal

from Joseph Eeed and Chandler Price, to Edmund C. Watmough,
dated 9th September, 1826

;
to which the defendants' counsel

objected, because it was not proved.
The plaintiff relied on the acknowledgment taken before the

mayor of Philadelphia, 12th September, 1826.

We beg the attention of the court to that part of the deed

consisting of the recital of the trust deed from Joseph Eeed

and Joseph M'llvaine to Bloomfield M'llvaine, in June, 1820,

that in this trust deed Eeed and Price had the power to

nominate and appoint a trustee in the event of the death

of Bloomfield M'llvaine, and that they, Eeed and Price, did

exercise such power, and did nominate and appoint Edmund
C. Watmough, in the place of Bloomfield M'llvaine. It is the

mere exercise of a power, the mere appointment of a trustee \

and the question now presented to this court is Is this a deed

or conveyance of lands, tenements or hereditaments, within the

meaning of the " act respecting conveyances." Rev. Laws 74,

sec. 3. The mayor has the power to take the acknowledgment
of such a deed.

What is a deed or conveyance of land? I can find in this in-

strument none of the operative words of any description of deed

for the conveyance of land.

Is it a feoffment, or gift, or grant, or lease, or release, confirm-

ation, surrender, or what?

Is it a deed of bargain and sale, the common mode of convey-
ance? Where is the habendum where is the tenendum?

The mayor calls it an appointment. It is clearly then not a

deed or conveyance of land.
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But his honour, who tried the cause, expressed strong doubts

of this being a conveyance; but admitted it in connection with

the former deed.

But its connection with the deed of 1820, cannot change this

question. Here is an instrument under seal produced. It must

be proved. The subscribing witnesses must be offered, unless it

is within the provisions of the act.

This is either the same, or a different instrument. It is n >t

the same, for the parties are different, its provisions different,

and executed at a different time and acknowledged before a

different officer.

If, then, different, it stands by itself, and before it can be read

in evidence it must be proved.
For these reasons, the defendants think they ought to have a

second trial
;
and that without costs. The costs to abide the

event of the second trial.

Wall and Southard, contra.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

One of the reasons, on which the defendants in this case have

moved for a new trial is, that a deed from Isaiah Thomas and

wife, to William Watson, bearing date on the 26th November,
1805. which was produced and read by the plaintiff, was unlaw-

fully admitted in evidence; the acknowledgment not having
been made before a competent officer.

The acknowledgment was taken on the 24th February, 1806,

by Jonathan B. Smith, one of the associate judges of the Court

of Common Pleas of the city and county of Philadelphia. By
our statute, at that time in force, if the party executing any
deed or conveyance of lands did not reside in the state, but in

some other state of the Union, the acknowledgment might be

made before certain judicial officers of the United States, "or

any judge or justice of the Supreme or Superior Court, of any
state in the Union." Rev. Laws 459, sec. 5. The enquiry now

is, whether Jonathan B. Smith was a judge or justice of the

Supreme or Superior Court of the state of Pennsylvania. If bo

was, the acknowledgment is valid. If he was not, the deed was

erroneously admitted in evidence.
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In looking into the provision of the statute, the intention

of the legislature to confine the authority to take acknowledg-
ments to a few officers in each state, and those of a superior

grade, is obvious. It was wise; as no certificate, save their

own, to verify their judicial character was requisite, the author-

ity was properly limited to such as might most probably be

known here by reputation or otherwise, and from whom, by
reason of their stations, caution and circumspection and cor-

rectness might justly have been expected. In construing the

section, the word "the" introduced before the word "Superior,"
will correspond with the meaning of the legislature, the Supreme
or the Superior Court of any state. The meaning will be incor-

rectly expressed if the article "a" is used: the Supreme or

a Superior Court. It is farther obvious that the authority is

limited to the members of a single court in each state. The

language is not, any court, nor even, any Superior Court, but

the Superior Court of any state, pointing manifestly to a

single court in a state, and that of a distinct character. It

should be recollected also, that this statute was enacted in a

state where there is a Supreme Court of the state, and a Court

of Common Pleas for each county; and that while in many of

the states, a Supreme Court was established, the court of cor-

respondent grade, in some of them, was called the Superior
Court. In the state of Pennsylvania, when the acknowledg-
ment in question was made, t

there was a court called "The

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania." There can be no doubt that

this is the court, to whose justices or judges, the authority to

take acknowledgments was confided. Now, Jonathan B. Smith

was not a judge of that court. And if I am correct in my
position that to the members of one state court only, in each

state, was the authority granted, it is not necessary to look

further to decide on the validity of the acknowledgment in

question. But to remove, if possible, all doubt, let us

enquire if the Court of Common Pleas of the city and county
of Philadelphia, of which he was a member, can be brought
within the description of a Superior Court of the state of

Pennsylvania. In each of the several counties of the state

was a court of the same name and of co-ordinate grade and

jurisdiction. Each had territorial jurisdiction over a county.

They had a general jurisdiction over matters of a civil nature,
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excepting however, those powers, commonly denominated super-

intending, and which serve strongly to characterize a Superior

Court, and which were there vested in the Supreme Court. But

with such jurisdiction, it by no means follows they can properly
be called Superior Courts. They are subordinate to the Supreme
Court, to which a writ of error lies, and although they may en-

tertain appeals from justices' courts, yet this power will not

give them the character claimed for them. The Courts of Com-

mon Pleas of our own state review the proceedings of the courts

for the trial of small causes, and have very extensive jurisdic-

tion
;
as to amount, unlimited; yet we may not call them Supe-

rior Courts of the state or any one of them a Superior Court

-of the state, and much less the Superior Court of the state. It

would probably be a surprise to the people of Pennsylvania to

t>e informed by a judicial decision from this bench, that they had

there, upwards of fifty Supreme or Superior Courts, one in each

county.
On and before the 24th February, 1806, the Supreme Court

bad original jurisdiction of civil causes in the city and county
of Philadelphia. This jurisdiction was taken away by an act

-of that date, which remained i
%
n force until March, 1810, when it

was restored, where the matter in controversy was of the value

of five hundred dollars and upwards.
From this view of the subject it appears to me that Jonathan

B. Smith was not a judge or justice of the Supreme or Superior
Court of the state of Pennsylvania, and therefore, was not

authorized to take the acknowledgment in question.
On the part of the plaintiff it was insisted that if the

acknowledgment is not sufficient, yet that, since the trial,

the deed has been duly proved by the oath of a subscribing

witness, as appears by a certificate endorsed upon it, and
is now competent evidence

;
and that in the sound exercise

of the discretion confided to us, we ought not therefore to

grant a new trial.

This argument would have much force if the certificate of the

proof of the deed was conclusive. It is, however, only prima
facie evidence of the due execution of the instrument. Being

necessarily ex parte, the party to be affected by the deed is

allowed to question its validity, and the force and effect of

the formal proof. Tho facts stated by the witness may bo
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controverted. The language of our statute is, that the deed

shall be received in evidence, as if produced and proved, and

inasmuch as if so, counter evidence might be produced, it fol-

lows that the certificate of proof is liable to be contested.

Lambert v. Lambert and others, by Chancellor Williamson, July

Term, 1827. Jackson v. Ingraham, 4 John. 162. If the defect

existing at the trial were now cured by conclusive proof, little

could be gained by a new trial. But if the proof now offered is

still open to be controverted, the party to be affected by it ought
not to be denied the privilege and opportunity of doing so. It

may be said the privilege would be of little service and the con-

troversy next to hopeless, in a case like the present. It may
be so, but the principle on which we are bound to act is not, I

think, therefore altered. The Supreme Court of New York

have recognized and acted on this distinction. In Duncan v.

Dubois, 3 John, cases 125, a private act of congress was read

from the common statute book, and on the motion for a new

trial, an exemplification being produced, a new trial was refused,

because the defect of the testimony was supplied. In Watson v.

Delafield, 2 Gaines 225, the plaintiff offered affidavits and papers,

not used on the trial, to supply defects of the testimony in points
where the defendant relied on its insufficiency; and argued that

the application was to the discretion of the court, and if the

facts were established, it would be useless to award a new in-

vestigation. But the court refused to hear them read, saying

they were called on to prevent controverting what was contro-

vertible, and that every thing contained in them might be dis-

proved on a trial."

Another reason assigned for setting aside the verdict in the

present case is, that a deed of appointment of a new trustee in

the stead of Bloomfield M'llvaine, deceased, executed by Joseph
Read and Chandler Price was unlawfully admitted in evidence,

although duly acknowledged and recorded, because it is said not

to be one of those instruments which are made competent evi-

dence by due acknowledgment.
On this subject, it may be only useful to enquire and express

an opinion, if the cause is again to be carried down to trial.

The statute authorizes the acknowledgment of "any deed or

conveyance of lands, tenements or hereditaments lying and

being within this state." The policy of the statute is wise and
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beneficial
;
to render more easy the proof of muniments of title;

and a liberal construction therefore should be adopted, not indeed

extending it by any supposed equity, but not constraining it by
a rigorous measure. If this instrument had legal efficacy and

produced the effect for which it was intended, it may be fairly

deemed within the term "a conveyance of lands." Before its

execution the legal title to the lands mentioned in it was in the

heirs of Bloomfield- M'llvaine. After its delivery, the title was

vested in Edmund C. Watmough. The transfer and transmission

were effected by this instrument. It was then, I think, properly

acknowledged and legally admitted in evidence as a conveyance
of lands.

The verdict in this case I am of opinion should be set aside

and a new trial granted.

FORD J. and DRAKE J. concurred.

WILLIAM E. FOLLY against JOHN SMITH.

CEETIOEAEI.

An attorney in fact, is, as between the plaintiff and defendant, a competent'
witness to prove tUe authority to himself to appear as attorney in the suit.

E. B. D. Ogden, for plaintiff in certiorari.

Ph. Dickerson, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

One of the reasons assigned for the reversal of the judgment
is "that the justice allowed Timothy I. Darcy to appear and

prosecute the cause for the plaintiff in his absence by power of

attorney without any proof of the power of attorney."
The following entry appears on the docket of the justice:

"Plaintiff filed bis state of demand. Timothy I. Darcy ap-

peared for the plaintiff by power of attorney and was sworn as

a witness on the part of the plaintiff. After hearing the evi-

dence, the defendant not appearing, I give judgment," &c.

By this entry it is sufficiently shewn that a power of attorney
from the plaintiff authorizing Darcy to appear and prosecute
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the suit was produced. He was sworn and examined as a wit-

ness; and we are to presume, as the contrary does not appear,
'that he proved to the satisfaction of the justice, the due execu-

tion of the power. For this purpose ho was a competent wit-

ness. In Carriff v. Myers, 15 John, 246, one Barnes appeared
before the justice as attorney for the plaintiff, and produced a

written power purporting to be signed and sealed by him and to

which the attorney was the only subscribing witness. Barnes

offered himself to prove the execution of it, but was objected to

by the defendant and excluded by the justice. The Supreme
Court said, "as between the plaintiff and defendant, the attor-

ney was a competent witness to prove the authority to himself

to appear as attorney in the suit." In Tullock v. Cunningham^
1 Cowen 256, and Pixley v. Butts, 2 Cowen 241, it was held that

the person offering to appear for a party in a justice's court, is

.a competent witness to prove his own authority.
On this ground there is no cause of reversal.

Another reason assigned is, "that it does not appear that the

hour at which the summons was returnable had arrived when
the justice proceeded in the cause."

But the converse of the proposition, that the hour had not

arrived, does not . appear. And the just inference from the

entries on the docket is, that the hour had arrived. The justice

states the day and hour at which the summons was returnable;

and then after, in the margin, again naming the day, although
without repeating the hour, he enters the return made by the

constable to the summons, and afterwards proceeds in the man-

,ner above stated. In this way, the entry that the defendant

did not appear is directly connected with the day and hour at

which his appearance was required, and is a false entry if he

actually appeared at that hour, or if he was not, as the justice

^states, then absent.

In this reason no cause for reversal appears.

Let the judgment be affirmed.

FORD J. and DRAKE J. concurred.

CITED IN Sowlsby v. Johnson, 1 Or. 35.
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THE NEW JERSEY MANUFACTURING AND BANKING COMPANY
against WILLIAM MYER.

A promissory note is evidence under the money counts in an action by the

endorsee against the maker.

The note however is but evidence of money had and received by the maker to

the use of the holder, or of money paid by the holder to the use of the maker,
and if the defendant can overcome these presumptions by contrary proofs, he

will be permitted to do it. But if this rule was doubtful, proof of the actual

advance of moneys by the
plaintiff

to the defendant would remove all objections
for want of privity and bring the case within the range of those which confine

the remedy on the money counts to the narrowest extent.

John J. Chetwood and Wood, for plaintiff.

Scott and Hardenbergh, for defendant.

This action was tried at the June Circuit, 1829, for the county
*

of Middlesex.

The declaration .contained several counts.

The first count was on a promissory note dated 12th Decem-

ber, 1825, for seven hundred and fifty dollars, payable sixty days
after date, to John N. Simpson, or order, and by him endorsed

to the plaintiffs.

The second count was on a promissory note, of same date, for

seventeen hundred dollars, payable to James T. Dunn, or order,

at sixty days, and by him endorsed to the plaintiffs.

The third count was on a promissory note, of the -same date,

for one thousand dollars, payable at sixty days, to Henry Page
or order, and by him endorsed to the plaintiffs.

The fourth count, was for money paid, laid out and expended

by the plaintiffs to and for the defendants.

The fifth count, was for money lent and advanced, by the

plaintiffs, to the defendant.

The sixth count, was for money had and received by the de

fendant to and for the use of the plaintiffs.

The plea was non ussumpsit.
On the trial the plaintiffs offered in evidence, under the money

counts, t.wo promissory notes, drawn by the defendant, both

bearing date on the 9th day of September, 1825, and payable at

ninety days. One of them for one thousand dollars, payable at

the New Jersey Manufacturing and Banking Company, to Henry
Page, or order, and by him endorsed to the plaintiff's. The
other of them, for seventeen hundred dollars, payable at the
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New Jersey Manufacturing and Banking Company, to James
'T. Dunn or order, and by him endorsed to the plaintiffs. Both
notes marked "done at sixty days."
To the admission in evidence of these notes the defendant by

his counsel objected. The objection was overruled by the court,

.and the notes were received and read in evidence.

In the further progress of the trial William Munn, a witness,
called on the part of the defendant, and who had been clerk or

book-keeper of the plaintiffs, from 1824 to 1826, testified, among
.other things, that the defendant borrowed of the bank, (the

plaintiffs) four thousand dollars upon several notes, some consid-

erable time previous to the date of the above mentioned notes,

that the notes had been running and renewed from time to time.

That the present notes were given in renewal of notes given for

the original loan. That on the 10th September, 1825, certain notes

of the defendant became due at the bank, and on the 9th he offered

these notes in renewal of the former notes, which were accepted
.as such and carried to his credit. That in the bankbook of the

defendant he was credited with the new notes he brought in, and

which were the notes then in evidence and pointed to by the wit-

ness. That he was credited on the 9th with the new notes and

.charged on the 10th with the old notes which they were to renew.

.(The bank-book of the defendant had been produced in evidence

by the defendant, and contained the entries mentioned by the

-witness.) The witness afterwards said,
" these notes were given

,in renewal of accommodation paper, originally passed to the

credit of the defendant." The witness further testified among
other things, certain entries in the defendant's bank-book being

pointed out to him, dated June and July, 1824, that the notes

there mentioned were originally discounted for the defendant

.as accommodation paper; that the money had been drawn out

on checks of the defendant, which had been delivered up to him

when his bank-book was settled.

After the evidence was closed, the defendant's counsel moved

the court to overrule the above mentioned notes, which the

court declined.

The jury found for the plaintiffs.

JUSTICE DRAKE, delivered the opinion of the court.

The above case presents two subjects for enquiry.
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1st. Whether the promissory notes, admitted in evidence under

the money counts, were lawfully admitted under those counts,

-or any of them, and

2d. If they were unlawfully admitted at the time they were

introduced, whether the subsequent evidence was not sufficient

to cure the error, and legalize the verdict.

The first question involves a subject which has been much
controverted in England, and which seems, even lately, to have

been considered, by some good writers, as unsettled. And I am
not aware that it has received any such determination in New
Jersey, as would enable us to dispense with an examination into

the decisions of other courts respecting it.

The right of the payee of a promissory note to recover in

.indebitatus assumpsit against the maker, has been long estab-

lished. Bui. N. P. 137. 2 Ld. Rayd. 754. 2 Strange 719. 1

Bur. 373. In this last case, Lord Mansfield said, "a party may
bring indebitatus assumpsit for the debt, and give the note in evi-

dence; and surely it supports the declaration." And JUSTICE

DENISON said,
" This note is evidence of money lent." The diffi-

.culiy has arisen in extending this remedy beyond the imme-

diate parties to the contract. Some judges have argued, that

although a promissory note, or bill of exchange, might be evi-

dence that money had been advanced by the payee of the note

to the maker, or by the drawer of a bill of exchange to the

acceptor, yet it was not evidence of any such state of facts,

between the endorsee of the note and the maker, or between

the endorsee of a bill and the drawer, or acceptor. And in the

cases of Pierson v. Dunlap, Gowper 571
; Whitfield v. Savage, 2

Bos. & Pul. 277
;
Divinsdale and others v. Lanchester, 4 Esp. 201,

some other evidence of immediate contract, or duty, beyond that

-of the bill, or note, appears to have contributed to the recovery
-of the plaintiffs. But in other cases, the- right of recovery has

been placed on broader grounds ;
and such as are fully sufficient

to justify the admission of the notes introduced as evidence in

this cause. In the case of Fenner v. Meares, 2 Bl. Rep. 1269, it

was determined that the action for money had and received was

sustainable by the assignee of a respondentia bond against the

-obligor, when the latter by an endorsement made thereon

-engaged to pay the same to any assignee. NARES, Justice,

.-pays,
" I think this is a particular promise to the assignee,
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whenever any such should be. When therefore the assignment
is executed, the money is demandable by virtue of that assump-
sit." And DE GREY, Chief Justice, says,

" This contract amounts
to a declaration, that upon such assignment, the money which I

have so borrowed shall no longer be the money of A. but of B.

his substitute. The plaintiff is certainly entitled to the money
in conscience, and therefore, I think, in law

;
for the defendant

has promised to pay any person that shall be entitled to the

money."
In the case of Grant v. Vaughan, 3 Burr. 1516, which was an

action by the bearer of a promissory note against the drawer,
Lord Mansfield says, "upon the second count (for money had

and rec'eived) the case is quite clear, beyond all dispute." It

was certainly money received for the use of the original

advancer of it; and if so, it is for the use of the person
who has the note, as bearer." JUSTICES YATES and WILMOT,

fully concur. And the latter says that " whether he can main-

tain this action, depends upon its being assignable, or not. The-

original advancer of the money is certainly entitled to bring
this action. And if he transfers his property to another person r

that other person may also maintain the like action. Whoever
has money in the hands of another may bring such an action

against him."

In the case of Tatlock v. Harris, 3 Term Rep. 174, an endorser

for a valuable consideration of a bill of exchange, was held

entitled to recover on the counts for money paid, and money had

and received, against the acceptor. Lord Kenyori, in deliver-

ing the unanimous opinion of the court, says, "In making this

decision, we do not mean to infringe a rule of law, which i

very properly settled, that a chose in action cannot be trans-

ferred
;
but we consider it as an agreement between all the par-

ties to appropriate so much property to be carried to the account

of the holder of the bill. And this will satisfy the justice of the

case without infringing any rule of law." In the last case the

original indebtedness of the defendant, and also the consideration

paid by the plaintiff for the bill, appeared in evidence distinctly

from the bare acceptance, and holding by endorsement, of the-

bill of exchange. But in the case of Vere and others v. Lewis

and others, 3 Term Rep. 182, the same court decided "that the

mere circumstance of the defendant's accepting, was evidence-
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that be had received value from the drawers." And I do not

understand that the Court of King's Bench meant to affect

the principle upon which the plaintiffs in the last case were

suffered to recover, by what is Said in the case of Johnson v.

Ceilings, 1 East 98. There the principal point was as to the

effect of a parol undertaking to accept a bill, to be drawn in

future. The court decided that the endorsee of such bill could

not recover under the money counts upon such an acceptance.
Lord Kenyon, indeed, calls in question the decision in the case-

of Fenner v. Mears, because he considered the claim of the

assignee of the respondentia bond as a mere chose in action,

notwithstanding the contract endorsed on the back of the

bond. But he had before said that he did not mean to infringe
that rule, by the decision in Tatlock v. Harris, in relation

to bills of exchange and promissory notes. And GROSE, Jus-

tice, says, that "
by the general rule a chose in action is-

not assignable, except by the custom of merchants. The

assignment of a bill of exchange is founded on that law, and

cannot be carried farther than that will warrant it."
" We

have no authority to extend the rules which have been hitherto

established."

The case of Gibson & Johnson v. Minot and others, 1 H. Bl.

569, determined in the House of Lords, has been sometimes con-

sidered as overruling the doctrines of the above cases. But it

merely confirms that class of cases where the presumption of

money had and received, arising from the acceptance of a bill, or

the making of a note is destroyed by evidence to the contrary.
That action was brought by the endorsee for valuable consider-

ation against the defendants as acceptors of a bill of exchange.
The special verdict expressly found that the acceptors had not at

any time any money, goods or effects whatsoever of the drawers, or

the plaintiffs in their hands. Tho plaintiffs obtained judgment on

wome of the special counts; which was confirmed in the House-

of Lords. The question as to a recovery upon the money counts-

was but little noticed, either by counsel in the argument, or by
the judges who gave their written opinions, except by Lord'

<'h"f Baron Eyre, who says that "the facts found, that the ac-

ceptors had no money in their hands, either of the drawers or

of the plaintiffs, seem to exclude these counts." He adds,,

that i(
if there had been no such negative finding, still th? npo-

Vf.'f,. VIT. K
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cial verdict would not have supported those counts, the finding

amounting at best to nothing more than evidence of the fact of

money had and received, which according to the rules which

govern the application of special verdicts to the matters in issue

is always deemed an insufficient finding." There is nothing in

this case inconsistent with the cases which it has been supposed
to overrule, unless it may be some reasoning respecting the action

for money paid.

Chitty, in his Treatise on Bills, p. 280, intimates that a recov-
'

ery cannot be had for money had and received " when there

is no privity between the plaintiff and defendant, as between

the endorsee and the acceptor of a bill, and the endorsee

and maker of a note." He cites the above case of Johnson v.

Collings together with the three following, none of which sup-

port his doctrine. Barlow v. Bishop, 1 East 432, was a case

;in which the endorsement was irregular and transferred no

interest in the note, and of course none in the debt or duty,

to the plaintiff. The case of Houle v. Baxter, 3 East 177, turned

^principally upon other questions ;
but it appeared that there

was no consideration for the defendant's acceptance, and of

-course the presumption that he had received money was over-

-come. And in the case of Whiteweli v. Bennet, 3 Bos. & Pul. 559,

it was expressly found that the defendant when he accepted the

'bill hfcjd no effects of the drawer in his hands, although he said

: he expected to have. Here, the presumption arising from the

-acceptance was destroyed, and there was no proof to supply its

I place.

But in the case of Waynam v. Bend, 1 Campbell 175, which was

ran action by the holder of a promissory note, payable to L. T.

or bearer, against the defendant, as maker, Lord Ellenborough
Iheld " that the plaintiff could not recover under any of the

unoney counts, as he was not an original party to the bill, and

4here was no evidence of any value being received by the defend-

ant from him." '

'This Nisi Prius c.ase, together with that of Barlow v. Bishop,

(which, we have seen, is not in point) are the only authorities

for another expression of Mr. Chitty, p. 282, that "
it seems

now to be settled that the plaintiff can in no case recover

under this count unless the money has actually been received

by the party sued, and for the use of the plaintiff." It is not my
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present business to enquire how far this may be literally true.

No doubt there should be a duty or obligation to pay money.

JBut the principle is stated by the writer in such a connection of

context and authority, that it is calculated to leave the impres-

sion that in his opinion the receipt of the money must appear other-

wise than by the bill or note.

In the late case of Pownal v. Farrand, 6 Barnewall & Cress-

well 439, decided in the Court of King's Bench, in Easter Term,

1827, the endorsee of a bill, having been sued by the holder, paid
him part of the sum mentioned in the bill. The court held that

he might recover the same, from the acceptor, in an action for

money paid to his use.

The fair result of the English cases is perspicuously stated by

Phillips, in the second volume of his Treatise on Evidence. With

respect to bills of exchange, he says, (in page 30) that "an ac-

ceptance is evidence of money had and received by the acceptor
to the use of the holder; it is an appropriation of so much

money to be paid to the person who should become the holder

of the bill. If the endorsee therefore fail on the special count

in consequence of a material variance, he may recover on this

money count, without proof of a consideration passing between

him and the acceptor. But (as CHIEF JUSTICE EYRE said in the

.case of Gibson v. Minot,~) when the bill is offered as evidence of

the general duty to pay, it is but evidence ; and any of the pre-

sumptions which the writing affords may be contradicted by
.other evidence, and from the whole of the evidence the jury
must draw the conclusion of fact, whether so much money was

lent, or so much had and received." And in page 12, he says,

"a promissory note, when once endorsed and negotiated, be-

comes in effect a bill of exchange, and is evidence under the

.common counts of money had and received by the maker for

the use of the endorsee, or bona fide holder. The maker, in put-

ting his name to the note, acknowledges that he has in his hands

money of the payee, and undertakes tQ pay it to the person

legally entitled to receive it."

The case of Mandeville and Jamieson v. Riddle and others, 1

Cranch 290, between an endorsee and remote endorser of a prom-

issory note, having arisen in the state of Virginia, is decided

with reference to their statute, "which," says CHIEF JUSTICE

.MARSHALL, "gives the assignee an action of debt in bis own
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name against the maker of the note, but is silent with respect
to the claim of the assignee against the assignor." He adds,

"the implied promise growing out of the endorsement is not

considered as having been made assignable by the act of as-

sembly, and therefore the assignee of that promise cannot main-

tain an action of indebitatus assumpsit upon it." The case

was argued upon the ground that the Tirginia act of assembly
varied from the statute of Anne in that particular. And the

chief justice distinctly intimates that bad their statute given
an action by the endorsee against remote endorsers (as our act

does) his decision of the case would have sustained the action.

And similar views are expressed in the case of Raborg v. Pey-

ton, 2 Wheaton 385, and Page's Adm'rs v. Sank of Columbia, 1

Wheaton 35.

The case of Pierce v. Crafts, 12 John. 90, decided in the

Supreme Court of New York, resembled the present in its

important features. That intelligent court considered the case

of Waynam v. Bend as opposing the current of English authori-

ties, and sustained the plaintiff's action. And the principles

laid down in the case of Pierce v. Crafts have been since adopted
and confirmed by the same court in the case of Murray v.Judah,
6 Cowen 484.

It has been sometimes regretted that courts have been so lib-

eral in extending the remedies in assumpsit, under the money
counts, and the defences under the general issue. But with re-

spect to the former, surprise can always be avoided by demand-

ing a bill of particulars. And setting aside objections founded

on the danger of surprise, it appears to me that the reasons

in support of the action for money had and received by the

endorsee against the maker of a promissory note, are very
conclusive.

f

\

The note acknowledges the debt or duty. It acknowledges
that the maker has the money of the payee in his hands, for it is

prima facie evidence of that, and not goods and chattels. It ac-

knowledges the holding of it to the use of the endorsee, if it shall

be assigned, for it contains a promise so to appropriate it. All

this imposes a duty in conscience to pay it to the endorsee, and

it appears to present a proper case for the equitable action for

money had and received. But the common law frowns upon the

assignment of choses in action. This difficulty is overcome by
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the custom of merchants, and by the statute, Rev. Laws 395;
which makes the legal duty eo-extensive with the terms of the note,

and expressly authorizes the recovery of it by the endorsee.

The note however, as has been formerly mentioned, is but evi-

dence of these several particulars, and if the defendant can over-

come these presumptions by contrary proofs, he will be permitted
to do it. But

2dly. The evidence subsequently introduced, shewing the actual

advance of moneys by the plaintiffs to the defendant himself re-

moves all objections for want of privity, and brings the present
case within the range of those which confine the remedy on the

money counts to the narrowest extent.

I am of opinion, therefore, on both grounds, that the rule to

ehew cause should be discharged.

Judgment for plaintiffs.

WILLIAM GULICK against JOHN THOMPSON, Jan.

Though the appellant makes the affidavit required by the act of November
23d, 1821, to enable him to examine a witness on the appeal who was not exam-
ined before the justice, yet it appears by the proceedings in the cause that the

witness offered on the appeal or the facts intended to be proved by him, must
have been known to the appellant previous to the trial before the justice, such

witness ought not to be received on the trial of the appeal.

J. S. Green, for plaintiff in certiorari.

S. Jt. Hamilton, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This certiorari has removed here the judgment of the Court

of Common Pleas of the county of Middlesex, upon an appeal
from the court for the trial of small causes.

One of the reasons for reversal is, that the court admitted a

witness called by the appellee, the plaintiff below, who had not

been examined or offered before the justice.

By the act of November 23d, 1821, the parties are confined to

the same evidence as was offered before the justice, unless at the
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term to which the appeal is made, either of them files an affidavit

stating that he hath newly discovered evidence and setting forth

the substance of the same, and the names of the witnesses to be

examined.

At the term to which the appeal in the present case was made,
the appellee filed an affidavit stating

" that Samuel R. Hamilton,
is a material witness in the above suit on appeal, by whom he

the said John Thompson expects to prove and believes he can

prove that he the said Samuel K. Hamilton sold to the said J.

Thompson the above named and described timber, and that he

the said Samuel E. Hamilton had good right and lawful authority
to sell said timber in question to the said John Thompson, that

he the said John Thompson recovered in the above suit, against
the said William Gulick, which testimony he has since discovered,

since the trial above said."

The witness named in the affidavit was objected to when

offered, but was admitted and examined, on the trial of the

appeal.

This examination was unlawful unless the affidavit is a com-

pliance with the requirement of the statute.

The affidavit states two points to be proved by the witness :

1st, that he sold to the plaintiff the timber described in the state

of demand, and for the conversion of which this suit was brought
-

f

and 2d, that he had good right and lawful authority to sell the

Bame to the plaintiff.

Now we ought not to suppose that the appellee meant to

swear that he had discovered since the trial that Samuel E,

Hamilton had sold the timber to him
;
or that he could prove

this fact by him
;

for he avers in his state of demand that he

purchased of Samuel E. Hamilton. Nor can we suppose the

appellee intended to say he had discovered since the trial, for the

first time, that Samuel E. Hamilton had right and authority to

sell the timber. A comparison of the affidavit with the previous

proceedings in the cause shews that it does not in these respects
disclose the substance of newly discovered evidence. I am not

able fully to understand the making of the affidavit, unless after

the trial it had occurred to the appellee for the first time, either

by the advice of counsel or his own discernment, that the testi-

mony of Mr. Hamilton would be useful in the establishment of

his claim, or unless he had discovered after the trial that the
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witness knew some matters tending to shew his right and author-

ity to sell the timber, of which the appellee had not been pre-

viously apprised. If the first supposition is right, it is not a

case of newly discovered evidence within the meaning of the

statute. If the latter is the truth, the substance of the matters

eo newly discovered should have been stated.

The affidavit is not in my opinion, a compliance with the con-

dition prescribed in the statute for the introduction of a new

witness, and he was therefore unlawfully admitted and examined.

Let the judgment be reversed.

JOSEPH LLOYD against JOHN 0. FORD.

To a scire facias brought to revive a judgment rendered by default, the-

defendant may plead specially for the protection of his person, a discharge as

an insolvent debtor obtained on the same day that the judgment by default, ia
the original action, was rendered against him.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

The declaration in this case is on a scire facias to revive a

judgment of this court post annum et diem. Judgment by default

was rendered against the defendant in the term of February,
1825

;
a writ of enquiry was executed in the following vacation,

and final judgment was rendered in May Term, 1825.

The defendant pleads specially for the protection of his person
a discharge as an insolvent debtor by the Court of Common
Pleas of the county of Sussex on the 22d day of February,
1825.

To this plea the plaintiff demurs, because the discharge should

have been pleaded in the original suit.

As a general rule, a defendant is bound to plead his discharge,
if obtained in season

;
and if obtained pendente lite, he may plead

it puts darrein continuance. Valkenburgh v. Dederick, 1 John,

cases 133. If however the discharge is not obtained in season

to be pleaded, the defendant shall be allowed the benefit of it, by
motion or otherwise, according to the nature of the measure
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taken against him or the proceeding from which he seeks relief.

In Baker v. Judges of Ulster, 4 John. 191, the party obtained his

discharge on the same day that judgment was rendered against

him, and being taken on a ca. sa. he was, on motion, discharged

by the court in which the judgment was given; and the dis-

charge was afterwards approved of by the Supreme Court, who

said, as the judgment was contemporaneous with the discharge
as an insolvent debtor, the defendant had no opportunity to

plead it. In Palmer v. Hutchins, 1 Cowen 42, the cause was

noticed for trial on the 3d October, 1821, when a relicta and

cognovit were given by the defendant, who on the 8th of the

same month obtained his discharge under the insolvent act,

and judgment was afterwards entered in the term of October.

The defendant moved to set aside a ca. sa. on which he had

been arrested. The court granted the motion, saying they con-

sidered the relicta and cognovit as equivalent to a verdict for

the present purpose ;
that after a verdict a plea puis darrein

continuance cannot be pleaded, and the defendant had therefore

no opportunity of pleading his discharge. In Baker v. Taylor,

1 Cowen 165, a verdict in assumpsit was rendered for the

plaintiff in 1819; the rule for judgment was not entered until

May, 1823. In the intermediate time the defendant had ob-

tained his discharge. The court said, the discharge was too

late to admit of being pleaded puis darrein continuance. It

could no more be done than if the judgment had been signed ;

in which case the uniform practice is to discharge upon motion.

A rule to stay the plaintiff perpetually from issuing a ca. sa. was

made.

In the case before us the discharge was obtained in the Com-

mon Pleas of Sussex county on the 22d day of February, 1825.

The judgment by default was rendered in the term of February,

1825, and as the precise day is not given to us by the parties

in the state of the case, it must be referred to the first day
of the term which was the 22d day of February, 1825. The

discharge and judgment being contemporaneous, the defend-

ant had no opportunity to plead the discharge. Even a plea

puis darrein continuance could not have been pleaded after the

judgment in February, although it was interlocutory only,

and final judgment was not rendered until May. The defend-

ant has not therefore waived or relinquished the protection of
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ahe discharge. He is fully entitled to avail himself of it. He
.has hitherto had no opportunity. The discharge could not have

been pleaded in the original suit. And as the plaintiff now
.seeks an execution against the defendant, the latter may lawfully

use the first occasion afforded him to claim the benefit of the

.discharge by shewing that the execution to be issued should be

against property only and not against the person.

The demurrer is therefore, in my opinion, not to be sustained.

But the plaintiff, if he thinks proper ought to be allowed to

withdraw the demurrer and reply, or take judgment specially on

,the plea.

HENRY ORAM against JAMES BISHOP and JAMES FISHER.

Unless the evidence in favour of the losing party clearly outweighs the evi-

dence for the party in whose favour the verdict is found, the verdict will not be
set aside.

A day book of one of the defendants, in which entries were made in the

presence of the plaintiff and shewn to him, and to which he made no objection
at the time, may, in connection with other evidence, be read to the jury.

The mere fact of some of the jurors being for a time separated from their

fellows, is not, in a civil action, a sufficient ground to set aside a verdict.

Nor the fact, that^the jurors after they retired to deliberate, made a great
noise and confusion.

"

Hardenbergh, for plaintiff.

Wood, for defendants.

EWING, C. J. This action was brought by the plaintiff, who
.is a ship carpenter, to recover compensation for work, labour and

materials in constructing a vessel, called the Elizabeth, for the

defendants. The declaration contains the common counts, to

\which the defendants pleaded the general issue.
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Upon the trial, questions of fact, almost exclusive!)*, were

developed. The building of the vessel, which was commenced
about the beginning of June, and finished near the close of

November, 1824, was not controverted
;
nor was the liability of

the defendants to make compensation therefor, to whomsoever
such compensation rightfully belonged.
The principal questions were, first, whether the vessel was

built by the plaintiff alone, as he insisted, or by the plaintiff and

one Darby Oram, in partnership, as was alleged by the defend-

ants
;
and second, the price of the work and materials, or the-

amount of compensation, if any, to be recovered.

Upon each, evidence was given by both parties.

The plaintiff now insists that the verdict which was rendered

for the defendants should be set aside, for several reasons.

1. In the first place, because against evidence. And he con-

tends that the evidence fully established the position, to be main-

tained by him, that the work was done by himself alone, and not

by Darby and Henry Oram in company.

The plaintiff insists on the following matters:

1. The agreement to construct the vessel was made with

Henry Oram ; Darby Oram does no* appear to have been present
or consulted.

2. The evidence of Darby Oram, who testified that there was
no partnership between them in the construction of the vessel;

that though there had been in the building of a vessel called the

Eclipse, for the defendants or one of them, a special not a gen-
eral partnership, there was neither in respect to the vessel now
in question.

3. The evidence of Johnson Oram who testified that Heffry
built the vessel himself and there was then no partnership be-

tween him and Darby.
4. The testimony of some witnesses who resided near the

Orams and the ship yard, and had transactions of business with

them in their individual characters and who had not heard and

had no knowledge of any partnership.

5. Bishop, one of the defendants, had individual accounts
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against them as early as 1821, and had at the same Circuit Court

recovered a verdict against Henry Oram for an individual ac-

count to a large amount.

The defendants, on the other hand, insist that the partnership
was fully established by the evidence.

1. The agreement, though Henry Oram only appeared in

making it, was with the firm, if a partnership existed. Henry,
it was said, was the more active man of business.

2. In constructing the Eclipse, just before the building of the

Elizabeth, it was admitted that Darby and Henry had been

partners.

3. Elisha Smith, a witness called by the defendants, testi-

fied that the plaintiff in a conversation in the ship yard in

April, 1826, told him that he and Darby Oram, his father,

were and had been for several years in partnership in building
vessels.

4. Archibald Thompson testified that he did blacksmith work

upon the Elizabeth, employed by Darby Oram. The charges in

his book were against Darby Oram, alone, and so his bill was

made out. Henry went with him to Bishop to settle the bill,

and it was settled there.

5. Benajah Mundy also did iron work on the vessel, for

which Darby gave him directions, and his bill was paid by

Bishop.
6. Kichard M. Stout, a witness called by the defendants,

stated among other things, that shortly after an interview be-

tween Henry Oram and Bishop, in which a settlement had been

the subject of their discourse, Darby Oram came to the store

of Bishop, and said, Now I suppose you think you have settled

with Hank, but it shant stand. I'll have two thousand eight
hundred and fifty dollars for the boat. And as he left the store,

he said he would have forty dollars a ton for her and nothing
less.

7. Sundry orders or drafts were read in evidence bearing
date in July, November and December, 1824, drawn on Bishop,
and signed D. and H. Oram, in the handwriting of Henry
Oram, the plaintiff. One of these was a draft for two hundred'

and fifty-one dollars and seventy-eight cents, in favour of Simon'
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Hillyer "for work done on schooner," and which, Hillyer testi-

>fied, was for work done by him on the schooner in question.

Another, in favour of Aaron Yan Norstrand, which he said was

for work done on the same vessel.

8. An account had been rendered in the name of Darby and

.Henry Oram for goods furnished by Bishop up to 1st January,

.1825, of which no complaint had been made.

9. Entries to the credit of D. and H. Oram for building the

vessel, were made in the books of Bishop on the 7th March,

1826, in the presence of Henry Oram and' without objection
from him.

10. Eichard M. Stout testified that in April, 1827, a conver-

sation took place in the store, between the plaintiff and Bishop,

respecting a settlement by reference
;
that Bishop asked Oram,

what connection had subsisted. Oram evaded an answer by

-saying they had never had a settlement; but on being farther

pressed, said there was an account kept of all the materials

for building the boats in the name of Darby and Henry
'Oram, and when a boat was built, this amount was deducted

from the amount of sales, and the residue divided. They
had never settled exactly, but he drew rather more than one-

-fourth, and his father Darby and brother Johnson drew one

share.

Under these circumstances, the defendants insisted that the

work was done, not by Henry Oram, alone, but by him and

Darby as partners, and lhat he alone was not entitled to re-

cover; and they insisted that if the plaintiff alone was per-

mitted to recover, great injustice would be done to them, as in

the progress of the work goods had been furnished from the

store from time to time which had been charged to Darby and

Henry Oram, which could not therefore be offset in this suit,

and for which they might be compelled to resort to the uncer-

tain issue of legal measures; and their defence therefore, on the

ground of partnership, was not, they said, a mere technicality,

or to turn the plaintiff round to another suit, but to ensure jus-

tice to themselves.

The question of partnership thus raised by the proofs was

expressly put to the jury, with instructions that if they found

in fact that the work had been done by Darby and Henry Oram
-in partnership, their verdict should be for the defendants.
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The sketch just drawn shews that evidence entitled to much
consideration was given on both sides, raising a subject for the

jury, of grave deliberation
;
and at the same time shews most

satisfactorily that such was the strength of the proofs on the

part of the defendants, that if the jury thought proper to yield to

it, we can have no just authority to say they erred, or that the

evidence on the part of the plaintiff so clearly outweighs the

other, that the verdict ought not to stand.

2d. In the second place. The plaintiff farther assigns as

a reason for setting aside the verdict, the admission on the

trial of the books of account of James Bishop, one of the defend-

ants.

The defendants were not partnei-s in mercantile affairs,

Bishop, one of them, kept a store, from which, while the

vessel was building, articles of merchandise were from time

to time furnished on account of the vessel as was under-

stood to the plaintiff and to Darby Oram, as well as to the

brothers of the plaintiff, who were working with him as ship-

carpenters.

Eichard M. Stout, the witness already mentioned, testified

that he was a clerk of Bishop j
that he had been present at

an interview between the parties on the 31st of January,

1826, to fix on the price of the vessel
;
that after some discus-

sion, Bishop agreed to give at the rate of thirty-five dollars

per ton, with which Oram appeared to be content, although
he still complained it was an hard bargain ;

that Oram came

again afterwards to the store, and the amount of the extra

work was then fixed at $71.55, and the witness thought all then

finally settled, except closing the account: that Bi.shop then

made in his books, day book and ledger, an entry of the

amount of the extras to the credit of Darby and Henry Oram
in the presence of Henry, who was looking on at the time

;
that

Bishop then shewed him the entry previously made to the credit

of Darby and Henry Oram, for building the vessel at thirty-five

dollars per ton, two thousand one hundred and sixty-lour dollars

seventy cents, to all which no objection was made by him. The
defendants then proposed to read the entries in the books and

they were read.

Now these books were not produced as evidence per se either

of a settlement or to fix the price of the work
;

for they
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would then have been within the case cited by the plain-

tiff's counsel from 4 Hoist. 268, Prest v. Mersereau, and ought
to have been excluded. A man is not permitted in this way
to make evidence for himself. But the entries in the books

were admitted in connection with the testimony of the wit-

ness. And if the parties had fixed on a price, and an entry
thereof was made and afterwards shewn to Oram without

objection on his part; or if the entry was once made in

his presence and with his knowledge, such entry, in connec-

tion with such proof, was competent evidence. It was proper
to be submitted to the jury, to receive the consideration and

weight of which they might deem it worthy. The party does

,not thereby make evidence for himself. On the contrary, it

is evidence made by both parties; and the influence to which it

may be entitled results from the fact that it has* the sanction of

iboth parties.

It was argued that the books were taken out by the jury, and

.as they found accounts in them against Darby and Henry Oram,

.and Johnson Oram and Abraham Oram, and against the plain-

tiff individually, they became confused and concluded they ought
not to find for the plaintiff in this action while those accounts

(remained unpaid and unsettled.

This argument seems to me to be founded on allegations un-

supported by any proof in the state of the case. The questions

on which the verdict depended were distinctly explained to the

jury, and they were expressly instructed that there could be no

.offset of any of these accounts.

3. In the third place. Another reason for setting aside the

-verdict is the alleged misconduct of the jurors as disclosed in an

.affidavit of the constable who attended them.

This affidavit while it shews conduct in some of the jurors
<which the court must regret, does not establish any ground to

-disturb the verdict.

1. In the morning about day light, the constable went out into

the street and saw a par* of the jury there, three or four and per-

haps more, whom he took back into the jury room.

But there is no proof that they had intercourse or conversa-

tion with, or even saw, any other person than the constable;

and the mere fact of some of the jurors being for a time thus

separate from their fellows is not in a civil action sufficient
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ground to set aside a verdict. Clark v. Cole, Penn. 271. Crane

v. Sayre, 1 Hals. 110. Smith v. Thompson, 1 Cowen 231. The

People v. Douglass, 4 Cowen 126. Other circumstances com-

bined to produce the decisions of this court, in Morrow v. Me-

Lennen, Penn. 918. Demund v. Gowen, 2 South. 387. Shepherd
v. Baylor, ibid 827.

The jury were out all night; during the evening they were

quite still
;
but the last part of the night they made considerable

racket and behaved like men who had been drinking freely, and

made great noise and confusion
;
such is the statement of the

constable.

There is no proof that liquor was furnished to the jury. The

opinion the officer entertained of their behavior is his inference

from their noisy conduct. It may have been just, but it is equi-

vocal
;
and with every disposition to preserve the purity of the

jury room and to guard against improper intrusion, I find no

warrant for setting aside a verdict because jurors are unable to

.agree and spending a wearisome night, may at times have made
more noise than comported with strict propriety.

Affidavits of both the defendants have been submitted to us

that they did not treat or authorize any person to treat the jury
before the verdict was rendered.

I find no sufficient reason to set aside the verdict.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

DANIEL K. ALLEN, WILLIAM A. COBB and ROBERT CARRICH,
against MOSES SMITH.

Nil debet is not a sufficient plea in debt on a bond setting out the condition
.and breach.

There are two kinds of deputies of a sheriff; a general deputy or under
sheriff, who by virtue of his appointment has authority to execute all the ordi-

nary duties of the office of sheriff; and a special deputy who is an officer pro
hoc vice, to execute a particular writ on some certain occasion. The former is

bodnd to take an oath of office, and file his appointment ; but the latter

is not.

The legislature in requiring the Court of Common Pleas to "mark and lay
out the bounds and rules of the

prison
in their several counties," did not intend

to use the word mark in a literal sense ; they meant by it, to point out, to settle,

no define, to Ueecribe
; and the bounds therefore may be sufficiently marked and
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laid out, by course and distance, without fixing any visible marks or bounda-
ries on the ground.
The mere production of a writ bearing teste, prior to the cause of action does'

not prove that it was actually issued before the cause of action arose.

The true time of issuing process may be shewn notwithstanding its teste.

It is not competent for a
plaintiff

in error, to draw into question, on a bill of

exceptions, points not raisea nor objected to, on the trial.

The rules of pleading do not require the day to be laid on or after the act

done, when the time is not material nor necessary to be proved exactly as laid.

In an action of debt on bond with special condition, and an assignment of

breaches, the damages laid in the conclusion of the declaration, are merely nom-
inal and the jury have a right to exceed that amount in the assessment.

If the amount of the damages and costs added together, exceeds the sum
claimed in the conclusion of the declaration, it will not render the judgment
erroneous.

Vanarsdale, jun. for plaintiffs in error.

Hornbloiver, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This cause comes before us on a writ of error to the Court of

Common Pleas of the county of Essex. The action instituted

in that court is upon a bond given to the plaintiff below, Moses

Smith, as sheriff of that county, by Daniel K. Allen, one of the

defendants and the others as his sureties, with condition that

Allen, who had been arrested and was in custody under a capias

ad satisfaciendum, should keep within the bounds of the prison
of the county until discharged by due course of law; and the

alleged breach of the condition is, that he had not so kept

himself, but that he had walked out of and departed from the

said bounds. A verdict and judgment were rendered for the

plaintiff.

The questions raised on the assignment of errors are chiefly

practical; and therefore derive some importance from the con-

sideration that their influence will not be spent on this cause,

but may furnish a rule of procedure in others. They have been

presented to us in written arguments prepared by the respec-

tive counsel of the parties, concerning which it is merely

justice to say they evince 'great industry, research, ability and

learning.

In the examination I propose to make of the case, I shall fol--

low the exceptions to the proceedings of the Court of Common
Pleas as pointed out in the brief of the counsel of the plaintiffs
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in error, rather than as contained in the assignment of errors
r

supposing that the brief shews with precision the errors of

which the plaintiffs complain, and that they have not intended

to insist on any which are not there stated.

1. The first error alleged is that the plea of nil debet, pleaded

by the defendants, was alleged to be insufficient.

In his Treatise on Pleading, Chitty says, nil debet is not a

sufficient plea in debt on a bond setting out the condition

and breach. If the rule is correctly laid down by Chitty
and by Sergeant "Williams in his note on Saunders, to which

Chitty refers, there is no longer any question on the pro-

priety of the decision of the Court of Common Pleas; for the

rule is to the very point. 1 Chitty 478. 2 Saund. 187, a.

note 2. And that it is correctly stated will, I think, abund-

antly appear by a recurrence to the principle on which it is

founded. When the specialty is the ground or foundation

of the action, nil debet is not a good plea; it is admissible-

only when the matter of fact is the foundation and the spe-

cialty is merely inducement. Now the bond is the foundation,,

where the action, when proper facts exist, is brought upon it
j.

where the facts give occasion to the action on the bond. As in

Winter v. Consett, 2 Lord Raym. 1500, the action was on the arti-

cle of agreement, though the transfer and refusal to accept gave
occasion to it. So in debt on bail bond. The action is on the

bond, not on the omission to put in bail, although the latter

leads or induces to the action. In these cases nil debet cannot

be pleaded. On the other hand, in debt for an escape, the action

is founded on the escape, not on the judgment which only leads*

to it. So in debt on a devastavit, the devastavit does not simply
lead or induce to an action on the judgment, but is itself the

very ground work of the action. Hence in these and similar

etwes nil debet may be pleaded. The present case is obvi-

ously within the first class. The action is not founded on
the departure from the limits, but this departure having taken

place, the bond stands absolute and forfeited, and upon it the

action is grounded. The single fact that the action is against
others besides the original defendant, the sureties in the bond,
shews that the action is founded on the bond, as otherwise,

by the departure only, the sureties would not be responsi-
ble. I find nothing to countenance the present plea but the

VOL. VII. L
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case of Minton v. Woodworth, 11 John. 474, which it must be

admitted is in point. After stating in the usual manner the

general rule, the court say that " the specialty is but induce-

ment and the escape is the foundation of the action." The
matter is thus shortly disposed of and without further illus-

tration. For the reasons just given, I think the converse of

this proposition is true, and I am not at liberty therefore to

follow the case as a precedent. The same court seem to have

entertained a different opinion in Jansen v. Ostrander, 1 Cowen

676, where they say "Such a plea to a bond setting out the con-

dition and breach is bad and may be demurred to." In the case

of Howard v. Blackford, in this court, Penn. 777, nil debet hav-

ing among other pleas been pleaded to an action on a bond for

"the limits was abandoned on the argument. "And" said C. J.

KIRKPATRICK, "rightly," for "nil debet to a bond on a general
-demurrer is bad."

2d. The next error alleged is, that the sixth plea filed by the

defendants was adjudged insufficient.

We shall go far toward a just estimate of the sufficiency of

this plea by correctly understanding the facts which it contains.

It alleges that the sheriff "by writing under his hand and

seal, did depute and appoint Uriah Garrabrants for him and in

his name to execute that writ," the writ of capias ad satisfacien-

dum mentioned in the declaration
;
and that the said writ being

delivered to him "as under sheriff as aforesaid," "by virtue of

it, and under colour of his said office of under sheriff as afore-

said," he arrested the said Daniel K. Allen, not having taken

and subscribed the oath of office of under sheriff nor filed his

appointment and the certificate of the oath, in the clerk's office,

agreeably to the statute. Now the term under sheriff, here used,

tmust be understood in direct reference to the deputation and

appointment previously mentioned, that is to say, to execute a

particular writ; for the term is expressly restricted by the addi-

tional words " as aforesaid" recurring whenever it is found. "As

under sheriff as aforesaid" then meant as deputy of the sheriff,

to execute that writ.

There are two kinds of deputies of a sheriff well known in

practice. 1st. A general deputy, or under sheriff, who by vir-

tue of his appointment has authority to execute all the ordinary

d-uties of the office of sheriff. Com. Dig. tit. Viscount 542, B. 1.
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He executes process without special power from the sheriff, and

may even delegate authority in the name of the sheriff for its

execution to a special deputy. 2d. A special deputy, who is an

.officer pro hac vice; to execute a particular writ on some certain

occasion. He acts under a specific, not general appointment and

.authority.

Of these deputies, the latter is the one described in the plea ;

"did depute and appoint Uriah Garrabrants, for him and in his

name to execute that writ."

The question then on this plea is, whether a special deputy to

.execute a particular writ is bound to file his appointment and

take an oath of office, before he executes the writ.

The statute referred to in the plea is the fifth section of the

supplementary act concerning sheriffs. Rev. Laws 304. It

relates to the office of under sheriff, provides for the manner
of his appointment, prescribes an oath of office and directs the

.appointment and oath to be duly filed
" before he intermeddles

in such office." But this statute does not relate to a special

deputy ;
nor does it take away the power of the sheriff to

.appoint a deputy to serve a particular writ. Its purpose was
to regulate the appointment of the under sheriff, a general

permanent officer, executing process, as already observed, by
virtue of his appointment, in the stead and name of the sheriff,

.and oftentimes even without his knowledge. The authority

.of the sheriff to execute a writ by a deputy appointed for

the occasion, is founded on the common law, abrogated by no

statute, long practiced in this state, repeatedly sanctioned,

and productive of great convenience in the administration of

justice.

The clause frequently introduced into special deputations and

referred to by the plaintiffs' counsel, "to be done at the risk and

request of the plaintiff," does not, so far as I understand its his-

tory, grow out of any doubt of the validity of such deputations.
When the deputy is selected and employed by the sheriff him-

self, such a clause is unusual. When he is named by the plain-

tiff and acts at his suggestion and is perhaps a stranger to the

sheriff, the clause is introduced, how far it may answer, the pur-

pose I need not say, for his protection and indemnity. In De
Moranda v. Dunkin, 4 Term Rep. 119, the court refused a rule on

the sheriff to return the writ, not because a special bailiff could
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not be appointed, but because having been appointed on the

nomination of the plaintiff himself, the latter must take the

consequence of the acts of the former. The like in Hamilton v.

Dalziel, 2 W. Blac. 952; to which we were referred by the

plaintiffs' counsel.

The question as presented by this plea is fully and long since

settled in the English courts. The under sheriff is required by
the statute 27 Eliz. chap. 12, to take an oath of office, the form

of which is prescribed by 3 Geo. I. c. 15. But a special bailiff or

one employed for a particular time only, is not obliged to take

this oath. Comyn Dig. Viscount B. 1. Ibidl. 2 2. 4 Bac. Abr.

437, tit. Sheriff H. 1.

This plea, therefore, was, in my opinion, rightly adjudged by
the Court of Common Pleas to be insufficient.

3. The third error is assigned upon one of the bills of excep-
tions taken at the trial.

In the fifth plea, the defendant alleged that the supposed

prison limits mentioned in the declaration were never marked

and laid out by the Court of Common Pleas and recorded by
the clerk. The plaintiff replied that before the bond was given,

the court did mark and lay out the bound1

?, &c. and that the

same were duly recorded, &c.
;

and issue to the country wa

joined. On the trial the plaintiff offered in evidence "a record

purporting to be a record and map of the prison limits of the

county of Essex," as laid out by the Court of Common Pleas-

and recorded by the clerk. To the admission of this record the

defendants objected, the court overruled the objection, and a bill

of exceptions was sealed.

The plaintiffs in error insist, this document ought not to have

been admitted, because although it purports to have been a com-

pliance by the court with the 101st section of the practice act,

in marking and laying out the bounds of the prison ; yet it was

not a legal compliance, inasmuch as "the limdts are run out by
mere courses and distances and a map made of them and re-

corded, when it was incumbent on the court to have fixed visible

marks, so that every person might see how far the limits ex^

tended, and not be obliged to carry in his mind the idea of a

mere imaginary line."

The objection on this ground, at the trial appears to me
to have been raised prematurely. It is pointed not against
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the admissibility of the record, but against its sufficiency

when produced to maintain the issue. If the record did not

shew a compliance with the statute in such manner as to

sustain the affirmative allegation of the plaintiff in his repli-

cation that the court did mark and lay out the bounds of

the prison, the defendants should have called on the court

so to instruct the jury and that the issue should consequently
be found for them. The p'reliminary proof being given, such

as that the document produced was the record or an ex-

emplification, it was proper to be read and its sufficiency

afterwards examined. If however, the objection was aptly

taken, it appears to me it ought not to have prevailed. The
-courts of common pleas are ''to mark and lay out the bounds

and rules of the prisons in their several counties" "which

marks and bounds shall be recorded by the clerk of the

said court." It is very obvious the word "mark" is not here

used in a literal sense, as insisted by the counsel of the plain-

tiffs in error when they allege the court should have fixed

visible marks. If the term is to be literally construed, the

c-ourt should have perambulated the limits and made their

mark around the whole; nor would it suffice to have stones

or monuments at convenient distances
;
for as they are to

mark the bounds the mark must be every where and con-

sequently the stone or monument must surround the whole.

Again, how mark? if it is to be done literally. Will a ditch

around the limits suffice or must a stone wall designate
them? The legislature did not, as I apprehend, intend to

use the word in a literal sense. To mark, as they meant,
is to point out, to settle, to define, to describe; and as such

may be completed without fixing any visible marks or boun-

daries on the ground. Inasmuch as the bill of exceptions
does not contain a copy of the record, and as we have not

been furnished with it, we know not in what manner the

court did mark and lay out the bounds in question. If, as

would seem from the brief of the plaintiffs in error, the de-

scription given by the court and contained in the record was

by courses and distances, although it might perhaps justly be

said that a more convenient and practically useful description
could have been given, yet I think we should bo bound to say
the limits were marked and laid out within the scope of the
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language of the statute. In Howard v. Blackford, already cited,

the limits of the same prison, though designated by no visible

marks or objects, are not in this respect disapproved by either

counsel or court.

4. The fourth error. From one of the bills of exceptions it

appears that after the plaintiff had closed his evidence, the

defendants produced the original summons issued in the cause,

which bore teste in April Term, 1826, and was returnable at

a day in the succeeding June Term, and as the departure
of Allen from the limits was shewn by the plaintiff's evi-

dence to have been on the 19th or 20th of May, they in-

sisted that it appeared the .suit was commenced before he

had gone off the limits, or in other words, before the cause

of action accrued
;
and that the plaintiff should therefore be

nonsuited.

There are two views of the case which satisfactorily shew

that the motion for nonsuit was properly overruled.

1. The teste of our process of capias or summons, on some

day of a term, sometimes the last, but perhaps more usually

the first day, is a mere fiction or form of law, and I think I

might venture to add, without having now very satisfactory

reasons to sustain it. Nothing, however, is more wide of

reality than that it shews the day on which the writ was in

truth sued out or the suit actually commenced. Which of the

most busy attorneys of this court ever issued a writ on the

day of its teste? Inasmuch, however, as the cause of action

may arise in the vacation, the plaintiff is allowed, to avoid

delay and other manifest inconveniences, to make the teste

of the writ of the antecedent term, although prior to the

time when the cause of action arose; and both parties are

permitted, notwithstanding the teste, to shew the true time

of issuing the writ whensoever it may become material to

their rights or interests to do so. It is therefore a rule that

the capias may bear teste before the cause of action, provided
that it be not taken out, or at least that the defendant be

not arrested until afterwards. The rule is so expressed by
Archbold. 1 Arch. Pr. 66. In Comyris Digest, Action, 222,

it is said,
" If the process is returnable after the cause of

action, though it bears teste the last day of the preceding term

which was before the cause of action, it is not error." In Han*
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way v. Merrey, 1 Ventr. 28, the court said, a man may take out

a latitat before the money is due yet the party must not be ar-

rested on it before. Inasmuch then as the writ may lawfully
bear teste before the accrual of the cause of action, it does not

follow from the teste of the writ alone, that the writ was pre-

maturely issued. The mere production of the writ in the present

case, bearing teste in April did not prove that it was actually
issued before the 19th of May; and hence did not of itself sus-

tain the defendant's ground of nonsuit.

2. It is clearly settled that the true time of the issuing of

process may be shewn, notwithstanding its teste. Johnson v.

Smith, 2 Burr. 962. The plaintiff, .when this objection was made,
offered evidence for this purpose.
The clerk of the court testified that he had no distinct recol-

lection of the time the summons was sealed or issued, but was
under the impression it was in June Term, 1826

;
and was under

the impression it was after the defendant had left the limits, but

it might have been in April Term. He could not say whether

he put the seal on with his own hands. If he sealed the sum-

mons himself it was after the defendant had broken the limits,

Henry Ford testified the writ was delivered by the plaintiff to

him as a coroner on the 2d of June, to be served and was
served the same day. Andrew Parsons testified that the sheriff

offered to the Paterson Bank at whose writ the execution

against Allen was issued, after the witness had seen Allen off

the limits, to assign to the bank the bond for the limits, which

the bank refused, but were willing to wait for the sheriff and to

let their attorney put the bond in suit in the name of and for

the sheriff.

The evidence of these witnesses was, I am inclined to think,

quite sufficient to shew that the writ was actually sued out after

the breach of the limits by the defendant Allen
;
but to say

the least of it, there was some evidence
;
and if so, sufficient to

require the court to put the question of fact to the jury and to

refuse the nonsuit.

In both points of view, the motion for nonsuit was, I think,

rightly overruled.

In connection with this exception, the counsel of the plaintiffs

in error in their brief "dir.ect the attention of the court to the

fact that at the time of the breach of the prison limits laid in-
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the declaration, the defendant was in actual confinement.." The
time of the breach, as alleged, is the first day of May, and the

earliest day named in the evidence is the 19th or 20th of May ;

and although they say they do not require the day to be proved

exactly as laid, yet that the day laid should be on or after that

on which the breach actually took place.

Of this difficulty, it is a sufficient solution, that no objec-

tion on this score was raised at the trial. It may be deemed

to have been waived: The grounds taken on the motion for

nonsuit are specifically stated in the bill of exceptions and

this is not one of them. It is not competent for a plaintiff

.in error to draw into question on a bill of exceptions points

.not raised nor objected to on the trial. Every motive of

policy and convenience forbids. So does the nature of the

proceeding.
" When any person shall allege an exception" says

the statute, Rev. Laws 293, "praying that the justice will

allow it, and he will not allow it, if he who alleges the excep-
tion instantly writes the same," the justice shall put his seal

thereto. In Walton v. The -United States, 9 Wheat. 657, the

court said, no bill of exceptions is valid which is not for

matter excepted to at the trial. In Hinde v. Longworth, 11

Wheat. 209, "the court say, as a general rule the party ought
to be confined in examining the admissibility of evidence to

the specific objections taken at the trial. Wright v. Sharp, 1

Salk. 238. Van Garden v. Jackson, 5 John. 467. Fries v. Jackson,

8 John. 507.

If, however, the exception may now be examined, no legal sup-

port for it will be found. The rules of pleading do not require

the day to be laid on or after the act done, when the time is not

material nor necessary to be proved exactly as laid. Go. Lit. 283

a. 2 Str. 806. Even in treason, an objection that the overt acts

proved were subsequent to. the time laid in the indictment was

overruled. Towrdey's case, Foster 8.

5. The fifth error. Another bill "of exceptions was taken to

the charge of the court to the jury in relation to the damages.
The declaration in this action is not merely upon the penal

part of the bond, but sets out the condition and contains an

assignment of the breach in pursuance of the fifth section of the

act concerning obligations, Rev. Laws 307, which has been

taken almost literally from the statue of 8th and 9th Wm. 3.
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It concludes thus, "By means whereof and by force of the

statute, &c. an action hath accrued to the said Moses Smith,
sheriff as aforesaid, to demand and have of and from the said

D. K. Allen, W. Cobb and R. Currick, the said sum of 3105.58

[the penalty] above demanded. Yet the said D. K. Allen, &c.

have not as yet paid, &c. the said sum of $3105.58, but neg-

lected, &c. to his damage $50. And therefore," &c. The de-

fendants prayed the court to instruct the jury that they could

not assess the damages at a greater sum than $50; but the

court refused so to charge, and did charge that the damages
laid in the conclusion of the declaration were merely nominal,

And that the jury had a right to exceed that amount in the

assessment.

This charge to the jury was, I thinK, unexceptionable. The

damages they were about to assess were, not merely the dam-

ages for the detention of the debt, but, according to the pro-

vision of the statute, for the breach which the plaintiff had

Assigned and which he bad proved. The damages mentioned

in the conclusion of the declaration are for the detention of

the debt, pro detentione debitis ; and however in assessing

damages on that account, the jury ought not to exceed the

.amount laid by the plaintiff, the same limit is not prescribed
to them, when making, diverso intuitu, an assessment for the

breach. It is true that Chitty directs "the amount of thte

penalty or upwards," to be inserted in the conclusion of the

declaration, 2 Chitty 156 note; and Archbold says, it is usual

to do so, Arch. PI. 170. But neither refers to any authority,
nor do I find any case on the point. Sergeant Williams, how-

ever, in his note, 2 Saund. 187 c. directs that the declaration

should conclude, not as in covenant, but as in debt
;
where

the damages are, in general, formal and nominal only, and a

small sum is usually inserted. 1 Chitty PI. 360. Before the

statute 8th and 9th Wm. 3, the plaintiff had judgment for

the penalty and nominal damages and costs, and was entitled

to execution for the whole. 1 Saund. 58 n. 1. Under the

statute the jury are to assess the damages for the breaches,

besides a verdict as before; and judgment is to be entered for

the penalty, nominal damages and costs, without including
the damages assessed for the breaches by the jury. 1 Saund.

ibid. 1 Dunlap Prac. 392. In Smith v. Jansen, 8 John. 115,
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KENT, J. said, "It would seem to be the better construction of

the act that the assessment is only to regulate the sum to be

levied on the execution, and that judgment is to be entered as if

there had been no assessment."

Hence it follows that as the damages assessed for the breach

are not to be included in the judgment, but the damages for

detention, only and costs, there will be no incongruity between

the amount in the conclusion of the declaration and the amount
in the judgment, by reason of the amount of damages for the

breach being, as it will generally perhaps always be, greater than

for the detention of the debt. I can perceive no satisfactory

reason for the direction given by Chitty, which has afforded the

foundation of the exception now under consideration, and I can

find in it no authoritative force. This direction I am warranted

in saying has not been the rule of our practice. And the case

of Hankin v. Broomhead, 3 Bos. & Pul. 607, shews that it is not

adhered to in England. The damages were there laid at 200.

The assessment was to a much larger sum ;
and no objection on

that ground was made. The precedents in the English books-

farther shew that it is not adhered to there. In 5 Wentworth 490,

the penalty was 100, the damages in the conclusion, 20. In

Plead. Ass. 366, the penalty, 100, the damages, 5. In 2 Saund.

80, the penalty, 100, the damages, 10. In 5 Wentw. 548, the

penalty, 3000, the damages, 20. And of these, the first three

were on bonds of the same kind as the precedent in Chitty;
and the whole may be justly said to outweigh his unsupported
direction.

6. The next error alleged in the plaintiffs' brief is that the jury
have actually found a greater sum of damages than $50. What
I have already remarked on the last point furnishes a satisfac-

tory answer, in my judgment, to this alleged error.

7. The last error urged in the plaintiffs' brief is in the amount

of the damages adjudged by the court for the detention of the

debt as well as for the costs and charges. The amount so

adjudged is $63.46, exceeding the $50 claimed as damages in the

declaration
;
and herein, it is said, is error. The sum mentioned

in the judgment, it is to be observed, is not merely damages
for the detention of the debt. If so, it would be erroneous,

as beyond the sum demanded. But it is also in part for the

costs and charges ;
and the amount of both, damages and costs.
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may exceed the sum claimed in the conclusion of the declaration.

Pilfold's case, 10 Co. 115, is in point in answer to this alleged

error. Pilford brought trespass against Dawks, and laid his dam-

ages at 40 and had judgment for 40 damages with costs, and

costs of increase, amounting in all to 50. Error was assigned
for that the damages and costs

ttogether, amounted to more than

the damages alleged in the declaration. The subject was very

fully discussed, and the court agreed it to be good law that the

plaintiff shall never recover more damages than he has declared

for, that is to say, damages for the wrong done, but expense litis-

may be added thereto; and the judgment was affirmed.

Upon the whole I find no sufficient cause for the reversal of

the judgment.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

Judgment affirmed.

CITED IN Cooper v. Taylor, 3 Or. 456. Oliver v. Phelps, Spencer 182. Morrel
v. Gardner, ib. 673. Smith v. State, 3 Zab. 717. Jewell v. Hutch-

inson, 2 Vr. 72. Updike, Ex. v. Ten Broeck, 3 Vr. 108. Myers v.

Bishop, 12 0. E. Gr. 142. Meyer v. Patterson, 1 Stew. 247.

MOSES LITTLE against EPHRAIM BOLLES.

To a declaration in assumpsit containing the common money counts, the defend-

ant cannot, under the plea of the general issue, give notice of special matters,
the object of which is to shew that the money received by him to the use of the

plaintiff
as alleged in the declaration, was not received to the use of the plaintiff,

but was in truth received to his own use
;
such a defence is only a denial of the

contract as stated in the declaration, and amounts to the general issue.

Our statute to facilitate pleadings (Rev. Laws, 404, sec. 2) was not intended to

authorize or permit the defendant to give notice of special matter when the gen-
eral issue is the apt and only plea; but to enable him instead of using a special

plea, to introduce matters proper for such plea, with more simplicity and less'

regard to technicality and form, by way of notice subjoined to the general issue.

A motion to strike out notices subjoined to the general issue, is not too late'

though the cause has been carried to trial at the circuit and not tried.

Maxwell and Hornblower, for plaintiff.

Vanarsdale, jun. for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.
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In this case, the plaintiff has moved to strike out the notices,

seven in number, subjoined to the plea.of the general issue.

The declaration is in assumpsit and contains three counts; for

money had and received; on an account stated; and for interest.

The defendant having required a bill of particulai's, the de-

mand of the plaintiff appears thereby to be, for the sum of five

hundred dollars, received by the defendants to the use of the plain-

tiff, from the drawees of a bill of exchange, ,made by Lewis

Beebee, payable to Xohn Moore, by whom it was endorsed and

delivered to the defendant, "to be received for the plaintiff and

when paid to be credited to him by the defendant."

The action of the plaintiff is upon the implied promise to pay
,to him the amount of money thus had and received to his use.

The substance and point of all the notices, diversified as they
somewhat are, in facts and circumstances, and the ground on

which the defendant, under them, intends to resist the recovery

sought by the plaintiff are that the money received on the bill

of exchange was had and received to his own use and not to the

-use of the plaintiff.

Thus the defendant alleges, in the first notice, the bill of ex-

.chaiige was sent to him to be accounted for in the settlement of

certain money borrowed from him by the father of the plaintiff.

In the second notice; the bill was sent to the defendant for

money which the plaintiff had borrowed of him on account of

his father, to be paid with interest when required.

In the third notice; the bill was remitted to the defendant

by the plaintiff, at the request of Isaac Little, on account of

money which the plaintiff received of the defendants for the said

Isaac Little.

In the fourth notice
;
the bill was sent by the plaintiff to the

defendant, in part payment of a sum of money mentioned in a

promissory note made by Isaac Little to the defendant intended

to enable the plaintiff to borrow money of the defendant and

which accordingly he received.

In the fifth notice
;
the bill was sent to the defendant by the

plaintiff at the request of Isaac Little, for and on account of

money borrowed of the defendant upon a promissory note by the

said Isaac and by him lent to the plaintiff.

In the eighth notice; the plaintiff paid to the defendant in

.and by the bill of exchange five hundred dollars, on account
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of money which Isaac Little was indebted to the defendant for

money lent and advanced. to the plaintiff, and paid, laid out, and

expended for him at the request of the said Isaac and for interest

thereon.

In the seventh notice
;
the bill was sent by the plaintiff to the

defendant for and on account of several sums of money due and

owing from Isaac Little to the defendant and particularly men-

tioned in that notice.

In all these notices, it is seen, that the purpose of the defend-

ant is, as already remarked, to shew that the money received

by him on the bill of exchange was not, as alleged in the

declaration, received to the use of the plaintiff, but was in truth

received for his own use. If so, the promise alleged in .the

declaration to pay to the plaintiff the money so received was

never raised by implication of law. In other -words, if the

matters contained in the notices are true, which on the present

argument we are to assume; and if they are sufficient in law to-

shew that the money on the bill was not received to the use of

the plaintiff; which for argument's sake we may also assume,
the defendant did not undertake and promise as the plaintiff has

alleged.

The defence is a denial of the contract as stated in the decla-

ration. The defendant insists that no such contract was made
in fact or implied by law. The matters contained in the notices,

amount to the general issue, neither more or less.

The rules of pleading do not allow a defendant, in such case,,

to exhibit his defence in a special plea, but require him to plead
the general issue. 1 Ghitty Plead. 470.

The counsel of the defendant has not maintained, as I appre-

hend, the position taken by him, that the defence in the present

case, although by the English practice it may be admissible

under the general issue, yet belongs to the class which may also

be specially pleaded. He referred to the elementary writers,

Chitty and Archbold, for the doctrine that when the defence

consists of matter of law it may be pleaded or given in evidence.

This rule however, if I understand the defence contained in the

notice, cannot rightly apply. The defence is purely matter of

fact, not of law. These same writers, together with Comyns
say that where the defence is matter of fact, in denial of the

contract alleged, it may and ought to com'e in under the general
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issue. Vanness v. Forrest, 8 Cranch 30, is also to this effect. The
.defendant's counsel referred to some cases. The most promi-
nent contain these points: that the bill of exchange declared on

was given for money lost at play, may be pleaded. So, a release,

.coverture or infancy. Now these are not instances of a pure
denial of the contract. They admit the contract, de facto at

least, and shew matter to invalidate or discharge it. The like

,may be said of payment as a plea. So of the case of Kearslake

*v. Morgan, 5 Term Rep. 513, in which the defendant was allowed

to plead specially that he had endorsed to the plaintiff a prom-

issory note for and on account of the demand for goods sold and

.delivered on which the declaration was founded.

Our act to facilitate pleadings, Rev. Laws 404, sec. 2, was not

intended to authorize or permit the defendant to give notice of

special matter, when the general issue is the apt and only plea;

ibut to enable him, instead of using a special plea, to introduce

matter proper for such plea with more simplicity and less regard
ito technicality and form, by way of notice subjoined to the

.general issue.

It follows then that as the defendant in this case, independent
of the statute, could not have pleaded these matters specially,

ihe cannot now under the statute resort to a notice.

The notices are irregular and should be stricken out.

The objection of the defendant's counsel that this application

is too late after the cause has been carried down to trial at the

-circuit, though not tried, ought not to prevail. There is no

analogy to our rule of practice requiring a party to insist upon
-or be deemed to waive, the laches of his adversary in omitting

to file a pleading in season or carry a cause down for trial at the

earliest circuit. No authority was cited to prove that the notice

of trial is a waiver of the irregularity in the special notices;

nor can I find any substantial reason that it should be so. On

the contrary, it seems much more appropriate, and is certainly

-more convenient, th^t the propriety of such special notices,

especially when questions are raised on the legal sufficiency of

the matters contained in them to bar the action, should be dis-

cussed at the bar than at the circuit.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.
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JOSEPH HUNT against PAUL MORRIS.

In an action of trespass
on the case for overflowing lands, brought in the

Supreme Court, if the title is actually brought in question by the evidence of

the defendant, the plaintiff though he recovers less than two hundred dollars,

will be entitled to full costs.

This was an action of trespass on the case.

The declaration sets forth in substance

1st. That the plaintiff, Hunt, was possessed of a tract of

land in Middlesex county, containing ten acres, adjoining a

certain creek there flowing and accustomed to flow, and that

the defendant intending to injure him, and to deprive him of the

use and profits of the land and to put him to great charge, whilst he

was possessed thereof the defendant wrongfully kept, continued

and supported a dam across the creek, by means whereof the

water overflowed and covered the land
;
and whereby the grass

of the plaintiff was damnified and destroyed, and the soil of the

said land injured and rendered unfit for use
;
and the plaintiff

lost the profit, use and advantage of the land, and was prevented
from tilling the same.

The second count sets forth the possession of the plaintiff,

and that the defendant intending to deprive him of the use and

profit of the land, raised and erected a certain mill-dam across

the creek, higher by one foot than the same had been before, by
means whereof, the grass of the plaintiff had been damnified and

destroyed, and the soil of the land greatly injured and unfit

for use, and the plaintiff has lost the profit and advantage of

the land, and has been prevented from tilling the same to his

damage five hundred dollars.

To this declaration the defendant pleaded, that he was not

guilty, and the plaintiff filed the usual replication.

The cause was tried at the Middlesex Circuit before the chief

justice, and a verdict was found for the plaintiff for one hun-

dred dollars. On the return of the posted the plaintiff moves
for judgment and insists, he is entitled to costs.

Wood, for the plaintiff.

J. S. Green, contra said, It is incumbent on the plaintiff to

make out this point. Costs are due by statute.
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The act giving costs is to be found in Rev. Laws 168
;
and to-

the first section there is this proviso, that such costs are, not to

exceed the fees stated and allowed by law.

Under this law, if the plaintiff recovered any amount he was
entitled to costs, and hence no doubt, many suits were brought
in the Supreme Court for small amounts, to the great trouble

of the court and at the great expense of the parties.

In the year 1797, the legislature passed another law. Rev.

Laws 309. The very title shews the object; to prevent suit*

under a certain sum being brought in the Supreme Court.

The evil then was the bringing of suits in the Supreme Court.

Sec. 1. The plaintiff must recover two hundred dollars before

he should be entitled to costs with but two exceptions. 1. When
the title to land may come in question. 2. Cases removed by
habeas corpus.

It is insisted that the case now before the court, is within the

exception, and that the plaintiff is entitled to costs.

The act is to be so construed as to effect the object of the legis-

lature. The plaintiff is to shew that this case is within the

exception.
1. What is the meaning of the word title? This has been set-

tled in the case in 6 Halst. 63.

The title must not then have necessarily come in question
here. For I hold that the correct view of the subject is expressed
in page 65 of 6 Halst.

1. The pleadings do not shew it
;
the plaintiff merely set*

forth his possession, complains of an injury to that possession,

the grass, &c. no title set up.

2. Nothing in the evidence on the trial
;
and here the ques-

tion is not what was offered, but what was essential for the

plaintiff to offer, -and the correct rule is laid down in page 67 of

6 Halst.

Possession alone was necessary to be proved against a wrong-

doer, p. 70, JUSTICE DRAKE.

Deeds, were offered by the plaintiff and defendant, but not

necessarily; the defendant did not dispute the plaintiff 's title, or

his right to the soil
;
the defendant's deeds were offered to shew

that he had a right to erect a dam, not on plaintiff's land, but

his own.

How is this court now to say that the title did come in quos-
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tion. It does not appear by the record
;

it does not appear by
the certificate of the judge who tried the cause; it must be at

the trial of the cause, he must find and certify. Rev. Laws 666.

This is the only way in which this court can take legal knowl-

edge of this matter.

Another view will shew the plaintiff is not entitled to costs,

This matter was cognizable before the court for the trial of small

causes. 6 Halst. 63, shews the jurisdiction of that court; and

we find in the act constituting that court, in sec 43, p. 341, Rev.

Laws, that the plaintiff is not entitled to costs unless he recov-

ers more than $100. This is not only intended to protect thi&

court but to save to that court its proper jurisdiction, and in this-

view, the case in 6 Halst. is a full authority.

BY THE COURT. The plaintiff is entitled to costs. The de-

fendant set up a right to overflow this land
;
and to prove it pro-

duced a succession of deeds, including all the lands which the

waters drowned by a dam of a certain height. Under these

deeds he claimed title to overflow as he had done; and it became

a question whether he had overflowed according to the deeds or

beyond them
;
the latter appearing to the jury to be the truth,

they rendered a verdict against him. The title then was actually

brought in question by the defendant. Though in this action

title does not necessarily come in question, yet it may, by evi-

dence of title given by the defendant under the general issue ;

and when it does the fact may be ascertained by the oral or writ-

ten certificate of the judge. Rev. Laws 666, sec. 1, relates to the-

action of trespass only.

CITKD IN Van Pelt v. Phillips, 4 Zdb. 562.

VOL. VII. M
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LEWIS COMBS against PETER JOHNSON.

Where a constable is sued for neglect of duty, in executing an execution issued

upon a judgment which has been removed by certiorari into the Supreme Court,
this court will not grant a rule upon the justice to stay the proceedings in the
suit against the constable for such neglect.

Hardenberg, moved to stay proceedings in a suit before a jus-

tice of the peace, brought against a constable for neglect of

duty in executing an execution, and alleged as the ground of

his application that the judgment which had been rendered before

another justice, and on which the execution was issued, had been

removed by certiorari into this court, and that the certiorari was

still pending.

BY THE COURT. We do not see our way clear to stay the pro-

ceedings of the justice in the suit against a constable. In thirty

days from the commencement of the suit, the jurisdiction of the

justice would expire.

.Motion refused.

.JOHN G. WARREN against HUGH CAMACK.

A. party'has the same time to plead, after oyer, as he had at the time it was

Demanded.

BY THE COURT. A party has the same time to plead, after

oyer is given, as he had at the time it was demanded
;
that is if he

had fifteen days to plead at the time he demanded oyer, he has fif-

teen days after oyer is given, and so in other cases. The time

which elapses between the demand of oyer and the giving of it, is

not to be counted as a part of the time allowed for pleading.
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DANIEL T. HANKINS against ROBERT I. BENNET.

The Supreme Court will not interfere by mandamus to compel the Court of

Common Pleas to restore a rule vacated by them because the reasons in support
of the rale had not been served upon the adverse party, in pursuance of one of

the printed rules of that court.

This was an application for a mandamus to be directed to the

Court of Common Pleas of the county of Warren, to restore an

appeal, and came before the court upon the following state of

the case agreed on by the attorneys of the parties :

" The above appeal was made to the term of December, A. D.

1829. In the term of February in the present year of our Lord,

eighteen hundred and thirty, the above appeal and all other

matters in difference were by rule referred to John More, Wilson

Hunt, and Jacob Curtis, and their report, made to the court

.aforesaid at the next term thereof, was to be conclusive on the

parties. By a written agreement between the above parties, sub-

joined to a copy of the above rule of reference, made in conse-

quence of the indisposition of Wilson Hunt, one of the referees

in said rule named, Henry Mingle was substituted in the place of

said Wilson Hunt. John More, Jacob Curtis and Henry Mingle,
before named, made and executed, under their hands and seals, an

.award between the parties in the above case, bearing date the

tenth day of April, now last past, finding due to the said Robert

J. Bennet, the appellee, the sum of twenty-one dollars and

jseventy-two cents. TJie above award was returned and filed to

.and at the term of Jane last, of said court, and judgment prayed
thereon 'Nisi Whereupon application was made to the said

.court in behalf of the .appellant for a rule to shew cause why
the said award of the referees should not be set aside. The

fiaid court granted said rule, and thereupon reasons in sup-

port of said rule wej-.e filed pro ut a copy of said reasons an-

nexed. At the August Term, 1830, the appeal being called, a

motion was made in behalf of the appellee, to discharge the rule

.aforesaid, because a copy of the reasons filed bad not been duly
iServed upon the appellee. The appellant upon his oath testified

that he served a copy of the reasons aforesaid, on the day pre-

ceding the first day of the said term, by leaving a copy at

-the appellee's house, the appellee not being at home. The

Appellant's counsel insisted that there was no rule of court re-
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quiring the sorviee of any copy of reasons in such case, and ther

counsel for the appellee insisted that there was; the rules of the

Court of Common Pleas were submitted to the inspection of the

court, pro ut the same, and thereupon after argument, the court

discharged the rule because there was among said rules, a rule

applicable to the case, and a copy of the reasons ought to have

been served within the time prescribed.
"The above case being agreed upon between the parties and

their counsel, it is agreed between them, that application may
be made to the Supreme Court, for a peremptory mandamus to-

be directed to the Common Pleas aforesaid, commanding them
to restore said appeal ;

and if the Supreme Court shall be of

opinion that the same was improperly dismissed, that it be re-

stored by consent
; otherwise, that proceedings may be had upon

the judgment of dismission, according to law."

Ryerson, for the mandamus.

Morris, contra.

The court refused to interfere, considering a mandamus not

a proper remedy in such a case.

JOHN G. ROCKAFELLAR against ISAAC REA.

After a motion to dismiss an appeal on account of interlineations in the appeal
bond, the appellant may be permitted to prove by the person who drew the
bond (if he is present in'court) that the interlineations were made previous ta
the execution of the bond.

This was an application for a mandamus, to be directed to

the Court of Common Pleas of the county of Hunterdon, to-

require them to restore an appeal which had been dismissed, and
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.came before this court upon the following state of the case,

agreed on by the attorneys of the parties :

"This case being called in its turn, A. Miller, attorney of

appellee, moved that the appeal be dismissed on account of

defects in the appeal bond; whereupon the appellant called John

Barton, esq. and offered to prove that he filled up, interlined, and

perfected the appeal bond, with his own handwriting, prior to its

.execution, and that it is now in the same situation it was at the

time of the execution and delivery. To which evidence the

attorney of appellee objected, and the court sustained the objec-

tion, and thereupon dismissed the said appeal."

Hamilton moved a rule to shew cause why a mandamus should

not issue to the Court of Common Pleas to restore the appeal ;

and cited 5 Hoist. 288, Sutphin v. Tunison. 6 ib. 187, Shinn v.

White.

BY THE COURT. Let the rule be allowed.

LEWIS CAMP against EZRA MARTIN.

CEBTIORARI.

If the transcript of the justice, sent to the Court of Common Pleas, with the

appeal papers, omits to state that the defendant was present at the time judg-
ment was rendered, the Court of Common Pleas should permit the justice, if he
is present in court, and no delay would be occasioned thereby, to amend his

transcript in that particular, and certify the fact as it really was.

BY THK COURT. After the appeal was called by the Court of

Common Pleas, and a witness or two, had been examined on

the part of the appellee, the plaintiff below, he moved to dismiss

the appeal, which had been pending several terms, because it was
not slated on the justice's transcript, that the defendant was

present at the time the judgment was rendered. The defendant

thereupon applied for a rule upon the justice then in the court
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room, to sertify whether the defendant was not present when
the judgment was rendered. This rule ought to have been

allowed. No inconvenience or delay would have occurred though
the trial had actually commenced. The plaintiff had his wit-

nesses there and had not expected to take advantage of this

defect. Thompson v. Sutton, I Hoist. 220. Allen v. Joice, 3 Halst.

135. It was said that there is a rule of the Court of Common
Pleas against allowing rules or amendments of this kind

;
but

no such rule has been shewn to us. The order of the Common
Pleas dismissing the appeal, must be set aside, and the proceed-

ings remitted, that the court may proceed according to law.

JOHN DEN ex dem. GABRIEL SWAN against MICHAEL DESPREAUX.

In deducing title under a sheriff's sale, the judgment and execution are to be

shewn, as well as the deed from the sheriff to the purchaser.

If the deed from the sheriff to the purchaser, (under which the plaintiff claims

title) recites an execution on a judgment for $784.68 of debt, and $5.78 of costs,

and the judgment produced is for $784.68 of debt, and $3 of costs, the plaintiff
fails to shew the authority of the sheriff to sell, because he does not shew that

authority under which the sheriff declares he did sell.

Ryall and Wood, for plaintiff.

Randolph and Wall, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

Upon the trial of this cause the plaintiff claimed title under a

sheriff's sale. He gave in evidence the record of a judgment on

bond and warrant of attorney, in the Court of Common Pleas of

the county of Monmouth, signed on the 7th of September, 1818,

in favour of Gabriel Hatfield and Barnes Hatfield, against Jacob

Stout, for seven hundred and eighty-four dollars and sixty-eight

cents, of debt, and three dollars of costs. He gave in evidence

the record of an execution of fieri facias de bonis et terris in
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favour of the same plaintiffs, against the same defendant, from

the same court, for seven hundred and eighty-four dollars and

sixty-eight cents of debt and five dollars and seventy-eight cents

of costs. He farther read in evidence a deed from the sberiff of

the county, dated 18th of October, 1825, reciting a judgment of

the same court, between the aforesaid parties, for seven hundred

and eighty-four dollars and sixty-eight cents of debt, and five

dollars and seventy-eight cents of costs, a fieri facias thereon,

advertisements and sale, and purporting to convey the premises
in question to Gabriel Swan, the lessor of the plaintiff. The

judgment recited, differing from the judgment produced, the one

being for three dollars and the other for five dollars and seventy-

eight cents of costs, the judge was of opinion the plaintiff bad

not maintained his title, and directed a nonsuit.

The rule that in deducing title under a sheriff's sale, the judg-
ment and execution are to be shewn, as well as the deed from

the sheriff to the purchaser, has been repeatedly decided, and, as

it is believed, uniformly maintained and pursued, in our courts.

The sheriff having no title in himself, and acquiring none by the

execution, is the instrument of the law for the transfer of the

title. The transfer is made by the deed
;
but the authority of

the sheriff to effect it comes from the judgment and execution.

Hence it follows that these should be produced. The same rnle

prevails elsewhere. Jackson v. Hasbrouck, 12 John. 213. Lessee

of Laning v. London, 4 Wash. 513. Lessee of Wilson v. Me Veagh,
2 Yeates 86.

By the 12th section of the act making lands liable to be sold for

the payment of debts, it is enacted, that the deed to be made by
the sheriff shall recite the writ or writs of execution, by virtue

whereof the lands therein described, were sold. In the present

case,thedeed recitesan execution on a judgment for seven hundredi

and eighty-four dollars and sixty-eight cents of debt, and five

dollars and seventy-eight cents of costs. Under that judgments
the sheriff professes to have derived his authority to sell and

to have sold. But the judgment produced, is a different one;:

different in sum; and hence if the difference, being small

in amount, is notwithstanding, available, the plaintiff has

failed to shew the authority of the sheriff to sell, because he

has not shewn that authority under which the sheriff has de-

clared, as required by law to do, that he did sell. In Den v. Wright,.
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Peters 66, in the Circuit Court of the United States for this

district, the defendant to prove his title offered in evidence a

deed from the sheriff to Mark Thompson, reciting a judgment
and execution against Stacy Potts, for a certain sum. The
deed was objected to because the judgment and execution pro-

duced were for a very different sum from that mentioned in the

deed. The court decided that the deed could not be given in

evidence without producing the judgment and execution under

which the sale was made
;
these documents being necessary to

.shew that the sheriff had authorit}^ to sell. If so, a judgment

.and execution differing entirely from that recited in the deed, is

the same thing as if no judgment was produced. In Mitchell v.

Kirtland, 7 Conn. Rep. 229, it was held that the acquisition of

ititle by execution, being a proceeding in invitum, the requisites

of which are prescribed by positive law in derogation of the

xjommon law, a strict compliance with these requisites is indis-

pensable to the transfer of title.

Is then the difference or variance here material? Had it

been large, it is presumed the answer would be affirmative

without hesitation. It was so decided in Livingston v. Ford,
in this court. The difference is sufficient to disprove the

identity of the execution
;
and when the deed undertakes to

recite the execution it must recite truly or the requisition of

the statute is not fulfilled. It may be argued that as so many
points of similarity exist, an inference may be safely drawn

that the judgment produced, is in truth, the judgment intended

to have been recited. But I do not find the warrant for the

intention to stand in place of the act. Moreover, by whom
is the inference to be drawn or the fact of identity to be

decided? Is the matter to be submitted to the jury? Or
is the judge to enquire into the fact? Following the rule

given by the statute, adhering to the recital and not the sup-

posed intention, we have a safe guide; but departing from it,

judges or juries may take very different vieww in regard to

substance, and materiality, and we shall have no more uniform

or steady guide than Selden's supposed standard of equity,

the length of the chancellor's foot. The case of Rossiter v.

Downs, 4 Conn. Rep. 292, was an action on a bond executed to

the plaintiff as sheriff, the condition of which was, that Downs

being confined in jail on an execution for sixty-eight dollars
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.and forty-six cents, should remain within the limits, the sheriff

.averred a suit against him for an escape, and offered in evidence

the record of a recovery wherein the execution was described as

one for fifty-eight dollars and forty-six cents. The court said,

"Between the sum of the judgment and execution as averred

and the evidence offered, the variance was precisely ten dollars,

.and these respective sums were as distant from identity, as if the

judgment had been for a million. So far from conducing to

prove the facts averred, the testimony offered disproved the aver-

ments necessarily and conclusively."

The cases to which we were referred by the plaintiff's coun-

sel, do not appear to me to bear upon the questions involved

in this cause. Bissel v. Kip, 5 John. 89, was an action against
.a sheriff for an escape ;

and the court very properly held it

to be a settled rule that the sheriff when sued for an escape,

-cannot, to deliver himself of the action, take advantage of

-error in the process under which he has acted, and to which

the defendant submitted as valid process. In Purcel v. Mc-

.Namara, 9 East 157, the variance between the day laid in

the declaration and the day stated in the record which was

produced to prove the acquittal, was held not material, because

the former was not laid as part of the description of such record

of acquittal.

In 1 Saund. PL & Ev. 417, a distinction is taken between dif-

ferent allegations; and allegations of description, it is said, must

be literally proved. In Rolleston v. Smith, 4 D. & E. 156, the court

said it sufficiently appeared in the bill of sale recited, that the

ship was the same; and that the variation of the figure, three,

instead of two, appeared on the face of the bill of sale itself, to

be necessarily a mistake.

In Jackson v. Pratt, 10 John. 331
;
Jackson v. Jones, 9 Cowen,

192, and other cases, the Supreme Court of New York, have

decided that a mis-recital of the execution, does not affect the

validity of the deed. But the reason is, and it shews that no

.argument, applicable here, can be drawn from those cases, that

the execution need not, under their statute, be set forth or recited

in the deed.

In Rossiter v. Downs, already mentioned the court said " It

was correctly decided that the imprisonment of a person on an

execution which issued for too much was valid, and the sheriff
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responsible for an escape. But that that was not the question
before the court, which was precisely this, whether if the plain-

tiff aver a judgment and execution to have been for one sum, the

averment can be proved by a record shewing they were for a

different sum."

The defendant in this action of ejectment is not the person

against whom the judgment was rendered and execution issued,

and whose lands the sheriff professed to sell and convey; and

a question is therefore raised, whether any other than the origi-

nal defendant or one claiming under him, can urge the objection
now under consideration.

There seems to me no ground for this distinction. The validity

of the objection does not come from the character of the person

by or against whom it is made. It is founded on the propriety
of shewing an authority in the sheriff to make the sale and con-

veyance and to transfer the title
;
and it is at least as necessary

to do so where a third person as where the original defendant, it

to be affected.

In Den v. Wright, already cited, the lessor of the plaintiff,,

who successfully made an objection of this kind against the sher-

iff's deed, did not claim under Stacy Potts the defendant in exe-

cution. I am of opinion that the nonsuit was rightly ordered.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

Judgment of nonsuit.

CITED IN Den v. Taylor, 1 Harr. 534. Den v. Philhower, 4 Zab. 800, 805. Jackson
v. Todd, 1 Dutch. 124. Henderson v. Hays, 12 Vr. 388.

STACY PRICKETT against ISABELLA PRICKETT and ELIZABETH
PRICKETT.

In an action of forcible entry and detainer the justice must enter on his docket
the return of the sheriff to the venire.

This was a certiorari to remove the proceedings in an action

of forcible entry and detainer.
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Wall, for the plaintiff in certiorari, moved to reverse the judg-

ment, because the justice had not entered on his docket the

return of the sheriff to the venire. The entry on the docket

was as follows : "Joseph A. Clarke, sheriff of the county of Bur-

lington, made return to me of the venire at the time and place
therein mentioned with the panel thereunto annexed, containing
the following names," &c. This, he said, was not a compliance
with the statute (Rev. Laws, sec. 16, page 352) which requires the

justice to enter on his docket true cdpies of the summons and

venire and their respective returns.

BY THE COURT. A few terms since, we reversed a judgment in-

forcible entry and detainer, from the county of Sussex, for the

same reason which is assigned for the reversal of this judgment.

Let the judgment be reversed.

CITED in Snedeker v. Quick, 1 Or. 308. Applegate v. Applegate, 1 Harr. 323
Sauniere v. Wode, 3 Harr. 297.

DANIEL HULL against THOMAS MARTIN.

If a plaintiff in certiorari seeks to reverse a judgment of a justice upon the

ground that the justice adjourned the cause for the purpose of taking time to'

consider of his judgment without fixing any place, and without notifying the

defendant, he must make out satisfactorily these facts. The mere omission of

the justice to state the place to which the cause was adjourned, is not sufficient

evidence to shew that the judgment was rendered at a different place.

Hornblower, moved to reverse a judgment of a justice of the

peace rendered in favour of Martin, and relied upon two reasons.

1. Because the justice adjourned the cause for the purpose of

taking time to consider of his judgment, without fixing on any
hour or place to which he so adjourned, and without duly notify-

ing the defendant. 2. Because the justice adjourned the cause

and rendered judgment in the absence of the defendant, without

doe notice to the defendant of such adjournment.
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The only evidence in support of these reasons was the trans-

cript of the justice's docket,*which after stating the appearance
.of the parties, and that they rested their case, proceeded thus:

"After hearing the witnesses and allegations of the parties, I

postponed the giving judgment for one week at the same time

-of day. Whereupon I gave judgment against the defendant for

eighteen dollars," &c.

BY THE COURT. There is no ground for the reversal. The par-
ties attended and went to trial

;
after which, the justice, in their

rpresence adjourned to a subsequent day, naming the hour. The

.presumption is that the adjournment was to the same place.

Judgment affirmed.

EBENEZER PRICE againtt JOHN COMBS.

CERTIOEAEI.

In an action brought by A. against B. to recover a store account, B. will be

permitted to prove by parol, that the articles charged in the account were deliv-

. ered to B. upon an agreement between A., B. and C. that A. was to take his pay
in stone ware manufactured by C. Such an agreement is not within the statute

, of frauds.

A party who files a set-off is not precluded in a justice's court from relying
upon any other just defence on the trial

This was an action of debt commenced originally before a

justice of the peace, by John Combs against Ebenezer Price,

for a store account, amounting to $77.20. The defendant, Combs,
filed an offset in the following words: "Mr. John Combs to

Ebenezer Price, jun. Dr., 1827, December 3d. To bill of stone

ware got by Samuel Combs, as per verbal contract, $170." On
the trial before the justice, the witnesses offered by the defend-

ant were overruled by the justice, and judgment rendered
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in favour of Combs, for $77.20, . besides costs. Price then

appealed to the Court oi' Common Pleas of Middlesex, who
affirmed the judgment of the justice in all things, and made
the following state of the case, which was sent up to thi*

court with the certiorari, which was thereupon sued out by
Price.

The plaintiff, John Combs, having p'roved his books of account

and given the same in evidence, rested his case. And thereupon
the defendant, Ebenezer Price, by his counsel opened his case.-

The defendant offered Abiel Price, a witness, who being sworn

deposed and said, that Samuel Combs, the father of the plaintiff,

came to him and Ebenezer Price, and contracted with them.'

for a lot of stone ware to be paid for in goods, to be got out of

the store of his son John Combs. The stone ware amounted to>

between four and five hundred dollars. Deponent and the

defendant were to get goods of the plaintiff to the amount of

the ware. The said Samuel Combs, John Combs bis father,,

mentioned to him the -terms of the contract, and he assented

to it and said, they could have the goods, and each of them

got goods out of, the store. The stone ware was put on board

the sloop; is not positive, but to the best of his recollection

thinks, that John Combs was present when they first talked to-

his father about the ware and assented to the mode of payment
as above mentioned; thinks that a list of the stone ware was
made out to be printed and taken up by John Combs for that

purpose. When Samuel Combs first spoke to them about it,

he proposed the terms of payment as above stated, by his

son and no other was talked of. And being cross-examined

said, deponent and defendant manufactured stone ware together,
and when made they usually divided it before the sale. This-

lot was not actually divided. Samel Combs, had hereto-

fore got other stone ware of them under a similar contract

with John Combs, who has furnished deponent with goods,

therefor, and settled for them with deponent against the

ware.

The plaintiff by his counsel applied to the court to reject the

witness and overrule his evidence on the ground that he was
interested. On argument the court rejected the witness and

overruled the evidence. The defendant then offered in evidence,
a release executed by the witness to him {pro ut the same) the
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.execution of which was done in the presence of the court,

release was objected to by the plaintiff and overruled.

The defendant then offered Henry French, jun. to prove that

the articles in the plaintiff's state of demand, were got by the

.defendant under a contract between the defendant, the plaintiff

.and Samuel Combs, that stone ware was to be delivered to Samuel

Combs, to be paid for by the plaintiff in goods to be furnished

by him to the defendant. It was objected to on the ground that

there was no plea filed sufficient to warrant the evidence and

the evidence was overruled.

Wood, for the plaintiff in certiorari, moved to reverse the

judgment of the Court of Common Pleas, because they erred

in rejecting the testimony of Abiel Price and Henry French,

jun. the witnesses offered on the part of Price, the defendant

below.

C. L. Hardenbergh, contra, said, Price sets up as an offset

that one Samuel Combs was indebted to him for stone ware,
and that John Combs undertook to pay it; this was proving by

parol, a promise by John Combs, to pay the debt of Samuel

Combs. It was a promise to pay the debt of another, which

could nc*! be proved by parol without violating the statute of

frauds. The proof that John Combs said, that it .was all right,

was not sufficient to make him liable.

But Abiel Price, the witness offered by the defendant below,

was directly interested in the controversy. He was concerned

with Ebenezer Price in the manufacture of stone ware.

Wood, replied. After the goods were actually made and de-

jivered, and the promise consummated, it was too late to set up
the statute, even if the promise had been a mere collateral prom-
ise by one to pay the debt of another. But it was an original

undertaking by John Combs to pay for the ware. The only

mode provided for the payment was the taking goods out of the

store. If it had been a collateral undertaking, and Samuel

Combs had been liable himself, and John Combs had actually

paid it, it would be too late for him to take this objection.

Abiel Price was a competent witness, because he was not

interested in the event of this suit.
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BY THE COURT. On the trial the plaintiff proved bis books

of account; and rested his case. Tbe defendant then offered to

prove that the articles mentioned in the state of demand were

.delivered under a contract between Samuel Combs, John Combs

.and Ebenezer Price, and to be paid for by Samuel in stone

ware, and the court overruled the evidence. The evidence was

admissible and there was no objection to the competency of

.Henry French.

The case is not within the statute of frauds; it was not a col-

lateral undertaking.
The evidence was not offered by way of setting up an offset

but to resist the plaintiff's claim. Although a party files a set-

off, it does not preclude him from relying upon any other just

defence on the trial of the cause.

Judgment reversed.

STATE BANK OF NEW BRUNSWICK against SAMUEL HOLCOMB.

A verdict will not be set aside where the weight of evidence is in favour of it.

Where the verdict is against the weight of evidence, yet if there is some evi-

dence both positive and circumstantial, to support the verdict, if the court does
not see that the

jury
mistook the truth or that

justice
has not been done, the

verdict will not be disturbed. Per DRAKE, Justice.

Kirkpatrick and Scott, for the plaintiff.

Wood and Frelinghuysen, for the defendant.

FORD, J. Upon the trial of this cause before the late chief

justice, a verdict was found for the defendant, which the plain-

tiffs move to set aaide, on the ground of its being rendered
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against the weight of evidence. It appears that Samuel Hoi-

comb the defendant had endorsed four notes, as security for

his brother George, to the State Bank; three of which bore

date the 21st of March, 1814, and amounted together to the-

sum of eight thousand eight hundred and forty dollars; and

the fourth bore date the fifth of July, 1814, for the further

sum of seven hundred and fifty-nine dollars and thirty-six cents,

amounting altogether to nine thousand five hundred and ninety-
nine dollars and thirty-six cents, for all which the defendant

stood responsible, as endorser and security for his brother

George. And besides this, his brother owed the bank eleven

thousand four hundred and seventy-seven dollars and eighty-

one cents, on various other paper, whereon the defendant

was not endorser; but the debts being very large, the defendant

became uneasy under his responsibilities, notwithstanding the

great value of his brother George's real estate. It further

appears, that his brother George on the 28th day of June r

1814, gave his bond to the bank in the sum* of thirty thous-

and dollars, and secured it by a mortgage on his real estate,

in the county of Hunterdon, which real estate was estimated

to be worth the sum mentioned in the bond. But there was-

a great dispute about what the bond and mortgage were given

for; the bank alleges that they were given as collateral'

security for all the debts which were then owing to the bank

by George Holcomb, whereas it is insisted, on the other hand,.

that this collateral security was given by George, and accepted

by the bank, upon express condition that his brother Samuel,

the defendant should be discharged from all responsibility

as endorser on his brother's paper; yet that he was sued

in this action upon all four of those endorsements. There-

was no written memorandum given by the bank, of the terms-

on which they accepted the bond and mortgage, and both par-

ties resorted to parol evidence for proof. The defendant relied

chiefly on the testimony of George Holcomb himself, the per-

son who gave the bond and mortgage; and the bank relied

chiefly on the testimony of Daniel W. Disborough their cashier.

Both of them were respectable and credible witnesses, and nei-

ther of them had any interest in the event, for the cashier did

not own any stock in the bank, and George Holcomb had a re-

lease from the defendant. It was proved that Mr. Bray the
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president did the out door business of the bank. George Hol-

comb testified that his brother the defendant, being endorser

and security for him, in a large amount, to the bank, and

desirous and importunate to be relieved from his responsibili-

ties, the witness made a proposal to Mr. Bray the president,,

to give a mortgage on all his real estate in the county of

Hunterdon, estimated at the time to be fairly worth thirty
thousand dollars, as collateral security for all the debts of

every kind that he, the witness, was owing to the bank, on

condition, that his brother Samuel, the defendant, should be

discharged from' his responsibility to that part of them for

which he was endorser; that Mr. Bray not only agreed to

the proposal, but advocated the propriety of the measure,.

and went with him into Hunterdon county to view the prop-

erty ;
and declared after such examination, that if the wit-

ness would mortgage the whole of it to secure all debts which-

he owed as drawer, endorser or otherwise to the bank, that

he the president, would release the witness' brother Samuel

from his liability as endorser to the bank on all the witness'

notes; and added moreover, that it must be an unpleasant

thing to be teased by his brother Samuel about his endorse-

ments
;
that the bond and mortgage were executed by the wit-

ness, under this agreement, the same day at Flemington, and

there delivered to Mr. Bray, who carried the mortgage the

same day to the clerk's office and had it recorded; that the

notes were not delivered up, because they were to remain in tho

bank as valid charges against the witness, but not against his

brother; for the bond and mortgage were not designed to

express the sum due, but a sum sufficient to cover the whole

amount of witness' debts however owing to the bank
;
that

it was agreed to release his brother Samuel from the note of

seven hundred and fifty-nine dollars and thirty-six cents; that

the notes which became due about that time led to an arrange-

ment; but the mortgage was not to be security for notes given
afterwards. Taking this evidence by itself, it would leave

the jury no room to doubt that the bond and mortgage
were given and accepted for both purposes, that is to say, as

collateral security, and likewise in discharge of the defendant's

liabilities as endorser for his brother. We must suppose that

Mr. Bray made known to the directors the conditions, what-

VOL. VII. N
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over they were, for which the bond and mortgage were made to

them for this vast amount, and then their receiving and enforc-

ing the mortgage, evinced an agreement on their part to the

conditions, whatever they were, sufficient to bind them.

Let us now examine that evidence, on the other side, which

is supposed by the plaintiffs in their argument, to outweigh
the foregoing. The cashier testified that the lands so mort-

gaged, did not bring enough when disposed of by public sale,

to satisfy the just demands of the bank against George Hoi-

comb, but fell short of them, and left a balance still owing,
which amounted, in the year 1823, to seven thousand six hun-

dred and eighty-eight dollars and twenty-nine cents. We sup-

pose this to be true as stated, but to be at the same time, very
immaterial to the cause, for if the plaintiffs (ook the mortgage in

Hieu of the defendant's responsibility, and the mortgage turned

-out unfavourably, they cannot resort back again, for that reason,

--to his responsibilities in the face of their agreement to his dis-

chargel It is testified that this great and valuable property was

sacrificed by selling it under the hammer for cash at four thousand

.>five hundred dollars less than was actually offered for it on credit,

vwith reasonable instalments; and again by the bank giving notice

! befre sale, that it would not receive its own notes of any pur-
chaser in payment; but I consider this equally immaterial,

because the present question is not how well or how ill they man-
; aged the property after they got it, but whether they took it in

satisfaction and discharge of the defendant's endorsements. I

therefore pass by these unimportant topics in order to consider

ihow far the cashier's testimony was contrary to that of George
-Holcomb. The cashier first stated that the bond and mortgage
were brought by Mr. Saxton or George Holcomb, to the bank;
Ibut being afterwards called, upon further recollection, he said,

.as to this matter, that he could not be positive; ho did not deny
that they were delivered to the president, at Flemington, and

therefore in this there was no contrariety between them. Nei-

ther witness could swear who brought them to the bank, but as

they appeared to have been delivered to the president at Flem-

.ington, a jury, in the absence of other proof, might fairly pre-

sume that they were brought by the president himself. But

again, the cashier thinks that he, himself, was the most active

person in inducing George Holcomb to make the mortgage, and
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he swears that before it was made, the defendant wanted, (mean-

ing probably proposed) that in consideration of it he should

be entirely released, but was told (by the cashier himself, as

I understand it) that the bond and mortgage were not in-

tended to discharge either the drawers or endorsers from their

liability. Kow this conversation with the defendant, before

^George Holcomb and the president went to Hunterdon to

view the property, may be every word true, and doubtless is

so, yet the president afterwards, on viewing the property, may
have agreed to discharge the defendant, as sworn to by

George Holcomb. Both these statements may be true, without

impairing the weight of either, and therefore in this there

is no contrariety. The president at one time may have been

as firmly resolved as the cashier, not to discharge the de-

fendant, but when he came to view the great value of the

property that could be obtained in security for all that George
Holcomb owed, and if refused, the probability that George
Holcomb would mortgage it all to his brother, the defendant,

whom it was his evident intention to secure, as an innocent en-

dorser, the president may have changed his mind, and for very

good and wise reasons have thought it best for the bank to dis-

charge the defendant and lay hold of the property. A jury

might reasonably enough have adopted this belief consistently

with what each of the witnesses have thus far testified, and the

weight of evidence so far, is manifestly on the side of the

verdict. But again, the cashier, afterward, in a subsequent part

of his examination testified, that Samuel Holcomb, the defend-

ant, wanted to take up the notes, but was told that the bond

and mortgage were not intended to release either the drawers

or endorsers from their responsibilities. The state of the case

does not shew whether this is the conversation before stated,

and repeated over again ;
or whether this was subsequent

to i ho giving of the mortgage; but it is immaterial which

way it is taken
;

for a conversation prior to the mortgage
could not control what was afterwards done at Flemington j

nor could a conversation after the mortgage had been given,

vary the terms on which it had been given and accepted ;
for

after the bank got possession of the mortgage on certain condi-

tions, its answers and sayings could not alter or vary tboso

conditions without the assent of tho other party ;
and sudi
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assent was here wanting, inasmuch as the defendant applied

for the discharge; and the jury were clearly right if they con-

sidered the defendant's application to be discharged and the

bank's refusal to do it, as no proof either way, of what the

conditions were, at the time the mortgage was made at Flem-

ington ;
and herein the jury were evidently right. So when

the cashier finally swears, that the defendant wanted to be

discharged, but the bank always refused, it may again be ob-

served that neither the cashier nor directors were at Fleming-
ton when the president took the mortgage, and if he took it

only on condition, that Samuel should be discharged, the bank

ought either to comply with the condition, or else to deliver

up the security, for it is not consistent with good faith to keep the

security and yet refuse to comply with the condition on which

it was wrung from.the owner
;
so that what the bank said before-

or after the president took the mortgage is not the point in

dispute, but what was the condition at the time he took it.

The directors were not bound to accept the mortgage upon
a condition they disapproved of, merely because the president
had agreed to it; they had a right to reject the security and

the condition together, but no right to separate them, and enforce

the mortgage without the condition, if there was one
;

for

they, in acceding to one, virtually acceded to the other, if.

the fact be that there was a condition. And as to this, there

was but one witness present, the mortgagor himself, wha

appeared before the jury (not to deny his debts or exonerate

himself) and swore that his object in giving this voluntary
and vast collateral security, was to exonerate his brother from

his endorsements, and that the president expressly agreed to

take it on that condition at the time it was made; and as

there was no evidence or very little if any, to conflict with this

testimony, the jury found in conformity to it, and the weight of

evidence appears to me so far, in favour of their verdict and not

against it.

The next question is whether the note of seven hundred and

fifty-nine dollars thirty-six cents, endorsed by the defendant on

the fifth of July, which was seven days after the date of the

mortgage is binding on the defendant as endorser, or whether

the condition was to discharge him from this also. The mort-

gage bears date, and was placed in the hands of the president,
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on the 28th day of June, to be afterward delivered by him to the

bank
;
but it does not appear to have been delivered actually to

the bank before the 5th of July, that is, none of the witnesses

are able to declare on what day it was presented to the directors,

whether before or after the 5th of July. The president took it
j

on the da}* of the date to the clerk's office in Fleraington, and.'

whether he waited to have it recorded, or returned the same day
to New Brunswick, leaving directions to have it recorded and

then sent to him by some safe conveyance, does not appear. Had
it been delivered on or after the 5th of July, the bank would have

had the question directly before it, whether to release the defend-

ant from this endorsement, or not to accept the mortgage. As
the cashier does not give any light in his evidence on this point,

the jury was obliged to have recourse to the testimony of George
Holcomb as the only witness. And though he swears generally
that the mortgage was not to discharge endorsements made after-

wards, yet he swears that it was to be a discharge for all endorsed

notes that were becoming due about that time; from which it

might be inferred that the note in question was given to take

uppne that was previously in the bank, by way of renewal
;
but

be this as it may, George Holcomb swears that the notes intended

by the parties, were the same on which this suit was brought, and

AS this is one of them, it must consequently have existed in this

or some other form, or been in the contemplation of the presi-

dent and himself at the time; and he adds, that it was agreed to

release the defendant from this note expressly of seven hundred

and fifty-nine dollars and thirty-six cents. The jury had no

evidence on this point but his, and he was uncontradicted by any
other witness; they had to take what he said altogether, and

whatever the difficulty in it might be, there was some part exceed-

ingly explicit, that by the condition his brother was to be dis-

charged from this very note of seven hundred and fifty-nine

dollars thirty-six cents. I cannot therefore say, that the verdict

was contrary to the weight of evidence, because I soe enough of

a positive nature to found it upon. I take no notice of what is

said to have been the charge of the late chief justice, on account

of its not being before us in a proper manner, and because from

what appears of it, the finding of the jury was not contrary to

it either in matter of law, or indeed matter of fact. On the

whole let the rule for a new trial be discharged.
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DRAKE, J. observed, that he was inclined to think the verdict,

especially with respect to the note of seven hundred and fifty-

nine dollars thirty-six cents, against the weight of evidence. Yet

there was some evidence, both positive and circumstantial, to

support the verdict
;
and he did not feel that degree of confi-

dence, either that the jury mistook the truth, or that justice had

not been done, that would reconcile him to disturb the verdict

of that tribunal whose appropriate business it is to adjudicate

upon matters of fact. He therefore concurred in discharging the

rule to shew cause.

EWING, C. J. dissented from the other justices as to the pro-

priety of the verdict in respect to the note of the 5th July, 1814,

for seven hundred and fifty-nine dollars thirty-six cents. The
verdict in this particular was directly against the charge of the

court. This note did not appear from the evidence on the trial,

as exhibited in the state of the case, to have been a renewal OF

continuation of an antecedent note or loan, but a new note then

given, and when discounted, the proceeds were carried to the

credit of Samuel Holcomb, the defendant, not of G-eorge Holcomb,
and were drawn from the bank by the former. The ques-

tion whether in fact that note was included within the arrange-
ment of the bond and mortgage, given by George Holcomb to

the bank, was not put to the jury; and there was reason to

believe had not been examined by them. Although George
Holcomb testified that the mortgage was to be a discharge for

all endorsed notes that were becoming due about that time, yet
he also declared that the mortgage was not to be a security for

notes given afterwards. The mortgage bears date and was
delivered to the president of the bank on the 28th of June. The

subsequent endorsement of this note, if by the mortgage the

defendant had been actually discharged from liability, was an*

incongruity which had not been satisfactorily reconciled. He
thought there was sufficient grounds for farther enquiry in-

regard to this note.

Eule discharged and judgment for the defendant.

CITED IN Moore v. Cent. R. R. Co., 4 Zab. 277.
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ABRAHAM ALLEN against PETER T. SMITH.

Proof that the complainant leased the premises to A. for a term of years ex-

piring on the 1st of April, 1830
;
that the defendant went into possession of the

premises, while in the possession of the said A., the tenant of the complainant
before his term had expired, with the consent of A., and against the will of the

complainant; that on the fifth of April, demand and notice in writing for the de-

livery of the possession were made by the complainant; and that the defendant
refused to quit and continued to hold the premises, is sufficient to make out a

prima facie case and right to recover in an action of unlawful detainer.

The estate or merits of the title, cannot be enquired into in an action of unlaw-
ful detainer.

The defendant will not be permitted to shew that the complainant has an
estate in the premises, different from that which he avers in the complaint.

How far variance might be urged if the complainant had himself, on the trial,
shewn the nature of the estate, or had been from the exigency of the case com-

pelled to disclose it, quere.

J, S. Green and Wood for the plaintiff, cited 1 Bac. Abr. 474, &,

Letter C. 2 Kent's Com. 111. 1 Tyler's Rep. 414, 409. 10 Mass,

Rep. 260. 3 Black. 133. Co. Lit. 380. 1 Saund. 180. 7 John..

Rep. 85. Rev. Laws 349, sec. 6. 20 John. Rep. 801. 4 Hals. 37.

Hamilton and W. Halsted, contra.

EWING, C. J. This is a certiorari in a case of unlawful detainer.

The reasons for reversal are " because the estate of the plaintiff

if he hath any is not set forth in the complaint filed
;

" and
" because the plaintiff had no such interest or estate in the prem-
ises in controversy as would enable him to bring and sustain a

complaint for an unlawful detainer."

This proceeding is founded on the fifth section of the act con-

cerning forcible entries and detainers. Rev. Laws 349. Accord-

ing to this section, to maintain his complaint, the complainant
must shew, that the defendant was a tenant for a term of life or

lives, year or years, or is in possession of the premises by from

or under, or by collusion with such tenant, that the term has

expired; that the demand and notice in writing for the delivery
of the possession thereof, have been made by his landlord, lessor,

or the person to whom the remainder or reversion shall belong,

his, her or their agent or attorney thereunto lawfully authorized
;

and that the defendant holds over after such demand and notice

wilfully and without force.

In the present case the complainant gave in evidence a lease

of the premises for years from himself to one John Allen, expir-
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ing on the 1st day of April, 1830, and shewed that the de-

fendant on the 30th March, 1830, went into possession of the

premises while in the possession of the said Allen, the tenant

of the complainant, and before his term had expired, with

the consent of Allen, and against the will of the complainant;
that on the fifth of April, demand and notice in writing, for

the delivery of the possession were made by the complainant;
and that the defendant refused to quit and continued to hold

the premises. A prima facie case and right to recover were thus

made out. .

The defence was to the following effect : That the complain-

ant, by intermarriage with Mary Scott, the owner in fee simple
tunder the will of her father John R. Schenck, became entitled to

the premises in question for the joint lives of himself and wife;

that on the 27th of February, 1830, by an act of the legislature,

a divorce had taken place, and the marriage contract was there-

by
" as fully and as absolutely dissolved as if they had never been

joined in matrimony," and that all- the interest and estate of

Smith in the premises in question had therefrom and thereby en-

tirely ceased
; wherefore, he had no right to the possession, nor

,to make the demand, nor to recover on this complaint of unlaw-

ful detainer.

The defence thus set up on the part of the defendant, is not

to controvert any of the matters proved on the part of the plain-

tiff and requisite to entitle him to recover in this form of pro-

ceeding, but is simply to shew that Smith had no estate in or

title to the premises at the time of the detainer of which he com-

plains.

This defence rests entirely on an enquiry into the estate of

Smith. "You had an estate but it is ended; you had a title

but it has ceased
; you have now none." These points can-

not be established without an enquiry into the estate and title.

But the legislature have expressly prohibited such enquiry in

this procedure. If in cases arising under this act the com-

plainant 'cannot recover without proof of title, he must resort

to some other action. If the defendant cannot, without enquiry
into the estate and title of the premises, protect himself, he

must submit and seek his rights in another forum. It is ex-

pressly enacted " that the estate or merits of the title shall in no

wise be enquired into on any complaint which shall be exhibited
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by virtue of ttis act." If it be said that by the fifth section,

the person to whom the reversion or remainder shall belong is

authorized to complain, and that oftentimes he cannot shew
himself to be such person without an exhibition of his title, I

answer, when such is the case, as the whole act must be regarded
in the construction of any part, he must seek redress elsewhere.

This remedy was not intended for him. The cause comes

before us by a special case, agreed on at the trial, and made

part of the record; in which the facts above referred to are

stated and some of them admitted by the parties. We are

bound, however, to regard it as a case of unlawful detainer; to

apply to it the rules whereby that mode of procedure is gov-
erned

;
and to consider no other question than such as may be

there permitted.
The whole case was stated, for the purpose of bringing it at

once before Ibis court, and enabling the parties to investigate,

here, the effect of the divorce on the estate of the complainant,
if the enquiry was admissible. But as the enquiry is resisted by
the defendant's counsel and appears to me wholly excluded, I

think the plaintiff in certiorari, however sound may be his legal

conclusions as to the effect of the divorce, which 1 have not exam-

ined, and do not propose to decide, cannot on that account pre-

vail in obtaining a reversal of the judgment.
The same course of reasoning proves to my satisfaction that

the plaintiff in certiorari cannot avail himself of the alleged
variance between the estate which the complainant avers in his

complaint, and that which be is said to have held in the prem-
ises in question. The complainant was not required, in order to

maintain his action to shew on the trial his title or prove the

nature of his estate. But the defendant says, "you have

averred that you had an estate for years, and I will shew that you
had a different one, an estate for the joint lives of yourself and

wife." Can this be done without an enquiry into the estate of

the complainant? I think not. How far such variance might be

urged if the complainant had himself on the trial shewn the

nature of his estate, or had been from the exigency of the case

compelled to disclose it, there will be time enough to enquire
'when the question is actually presented. There may be some

incongruity between the section which directs the estate to be

set out in the complaint, and that which forbids an enquiry'into it.
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Something of the kind seems to have occurred to the chief justice,

when he remarked in Van Aulen v. Westbrook, Penn. 108,
" How

essential this part of the complaint is for the attainment of jus-

tice it is not necessary to state." It is enough that the legisla-

ture have forbidden any enquiry into the estate or merits of the

title, to prevent us from doing so, even where the facts stated by
the parties might present appropriate questions, or where they

may have thus desired in a summary way to obtain a decision of

this court on their respective claims.

I find no sufficient reason for the reversal of the judgment.

FORD, J. and DRAKE, J. concurred.

CITED IH Youngs v. Freeman, 3 Gr. 131. Townley v. Rutan, Spen. 607.

ENOCH HENDRICKSON against JOSEPH HENDRICKSON.

To authorize a verdict and judgment for the complainant in an action of for-

cible detainer, proof must be made of force, menaces or threats, or of such cir-

cumstances as tend to excite fear or apprehension of danger.

Upon the return of the certiorari in this case which brought

up the proceedings in an action of forcible detainer, the attorney
of the plaintiff in certiorari obtained a rule upon the justice to-

certify whether there was any evidence produced at the trial of

the holding or keeping of the premises by force, or strong hand

or weapons or violence or menaces or terrifying words, circum-

stances or actions having a natural tendency to excite fear or

apprehension of danger. The justice replied that he did not

recollect distinctly what the witness said. Whereupon, a rule

was granted to the plaintiff in certiorari, to take affidavits to

prove what was the nature of the evidence offered at the trial

upon this point. Affidavits were accordingly taken, by which

it was shewn that no evidence was offered at the trial of the

holding of the premises by force or strong hand or weapons or

terrifying words, circumstances. or actions having a natural ten-'

dency to excite fear or apprehension of danger.
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Hamilton, moved to reverse the judgment because there was
no evidence of a forcible detainer.

Wall, contra.

BY THE.COURT. This judgment must be reversed because there

was no proof of that force which is essential under our statute

(Rev. Laics 349) to maintain a complaint of forcible detainer.

There must be force, menaces or threats, or such circumstances

as tend to excite fear or apprehension of danger. The affidavits

which have been read clearly shew that no such proof was given
on the trial. When there is some evidence, we do not enquire
as to its sufficiency to support the complaint. But whenever it

appears that there was no legal evidence, this court are bound

to interfere; otherwise the party is remediless, as the justice

cannot grant a new trial.

Judgment reversed.

NOTE. The same question came before the court in Septem-
ber Term, 1830, in the case of Hankins v. Hamilton in forcible

detainer, and one.of the reasons relied upon for the reversal of

the judgment was, that there was no evidence of such force as

would constitute a forcible detainer under the statute. The
chief justice said, the evidence on this point was not very full

or decisive. But there was some evidence of circumstances

having a natural tendency to excite fear and apprehension of

danger. The effect of the evidence was a proper question for

the jury, and having been expressly put to them by the justice

and been decided by them, we do not think we are authorized

to interfere. We do not mean to say that we may not interfere

where there is no evidence of force.

Judgment affirmed.

ISAAC DAY and RICHARD CRAVEN againtt ISAAC HALL.

What is a sufficient entry on the justice's docket of the time of issuing process.

lu computing the five days required for the service of a summons, the day of

the service or of the appearance should be excluded, and the other day included.
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The constable who takes a bail bond is a competent witness to prove ita

. execution.

A bail bond is good, although it is taken in the amount of the debt only, and
not of the debt and costs.

Notice to the attorneys, who on the trial represented the parties in their

absence, of the time and place pf an adjournment of a cause, is sufficient.

This was a certiorari to remove the judgment and proceedings
in an action of debt before a justice of the peace, and was sub-

mitted to the court upon the following state of the case agreed
on by the attorneys of the parties:

On the 14th day of April, A. D. 1830, Isaac Hall of the county
of Salem, instituted a suit in the court of Jacob W. Mulford,

esq. one of the justices of the peace of the county of Salem,

.against Isaac Day. A warrant was thereupon issued for one

hundred dollars in debt, against the said Isaac Day, endorsed
" Debt $100, costs 72 cents," and placed in the hands of Adam
H. Sickler, one of the constables, for service. The defendant

was arrested and gave bond, with E. Craven surety for his

appearance on the 22d of April, 1830. The defendant failed to

appear. The proceedings before Justice Mulford were discon-

tinued, and the bond handed to the plaintiff. A suit was com-

menced thereupon before James Wainwright, esq. by Isaac Hall

.against Isaac Day and Eichard Craven. Upon the trial the

warrant and bond above referred to, together with the trans-

cript of Justice Mulford, were read in evidence; the bond being
first proved by one of the instrumental witnesses, to wit, A.

Sickler, the constable. Judgment was rendered against the

defendants for the sum of one hundred dollars debt and one

dollar eighty-nine and a half cents costs. The parties them-

selves were not present at the trial, nor at the time of the ren-

dition of the judgment, nor were they informed by the justice

.of the time at which judgment would be given ;
but their counsel

were present at the trial and were informed. The bond was not

taken in the amount of the debt and costs endorsed on the war-

,rant; the bond being for one hundred dollars, and the endorse-

ment for one hundred dollars debt, and seventy-two cents cost.

Thompson argued for the plaintiff in certiorari.

Macculloch, for the defendant.
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BY THE COURT. The first reason relied on for the reversal 1

of the judgment, "That the justice has not sufficiently entered

on his docket the time of issuing the process," is not sustained

in point of fact. Under the entry of the names of the parties

and the style of the action, the justtee has placed the time,

"April 3d, 1830."

The second reason "That the process of summons hud not

been served five days previous to its return," is founded on an

erroneous mode of computation. It was served on the 26th of

April, and was returnable on the 1st of May. The true mode
is to exclude either the day of service or of appearance, and to

include the other. Den v. Drake, 3 Halst. 303.

The third reason is, that the justice admitted improper evidence.

The action is upon a bond in the nature of a bail bond. The

constable, one of the subscribing witnesses, was examined to prove
its due execution. For this purpose he was competent. It was
BO decided in Smalley and Coriell v. Vanorden, 2 South. 311.

The fourth reason is that the bond is invalid because taken in

the amount of the debt only and not of the debt and costs. The

plaintiff here, the defendant below, insists the requirement of

the statute has not been complied with. The language is, "It

shall be lawful for the constable who served the warrant to per-

mit the defendant to enter into bond to the plaintiff with a good
-

and sufficient freeholder to the amount of the debt or damage?
and costs." The bond in this case is not indeed taken in so large
a sum as might have been required, but the defendant has no

cause of complaint on this account. The statute is merely

directory. Ellis v. Robinson, 2 Penn. 707. Howard and Fitch v.

Blackford and others, 2 Penn. 777.

The fifth reason is, that the justice adjourned without giving
notice to the parties of the time and place of rendering judgment.
The parties did not themselves attend the trial, but appeared

by their respective attorneys; and after hearing the evidence

and allegations, the justice took time to advise, and in the pre-

sence of the attorneys adjourned to a subsequent time, of which

he then informed them. This proceeding was usual and regu-

lar, and the notice was sufficient.

Judgment affirmed.

CITED is Gratccn v. Allen, 2 Or. 74. Vroom v. Allen's Ex., id. 479. Condit
V. Baldwin, 4 Earr. 143.
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JOHN DEN ex dem. HENRY DAY and others against THEOPHILUS
BOLTON and others.

All disputes arising in the Reformed Dutch Church respecting the validity of

an election, appointment or call' of elders and deacons, must be referred to the
church judiciary to which the congregation is subordinate; that is, first to the

.classis, next to the particular synod, and lastly to the general synod.
The decision of the classis upon any such election, appointment, or call, is

final, unless appealed from
;
ana its decision will be respected by the Supreme

Court, and full effect given to it.

Though the consistory may be dissatisfied with the decision of the classis, they
cannot get clear of the decision by changing their allegiance.

To constitute a member of any church, two points at the least are essential, a

profession of its faith and a submission to its government. Per CHIEF JUSTICE.

After persons withdraw from a church, they do not continue members of it

simply because they hold the same religious faith and tenets with the members
of that church. Per CHIEF JUSTICE.

Whomsoever the judiciary of the Dutch Reformed Church decide to be the

-spiritual officers, the Supreme Court are bound to respect as such. Per CHIEF
JUSTICE.

In the year 1827, an action of ejectment was instituted in the

name of John Den on the demise of Henry Demott, James Slater

.John Vreeland, Yalentine Sambler, James Gardner, George
Wilson and John De Groot, claiming to constitute the corpora-
tion called " The Minister, Elders and Deacons of the Dutch

JReformed ..Church in the English Neighborhood in the county
of .Bergen," against Theophilus Bolton, for the recovery of a

ifarra then held by him as tenant under certain other persons,

claiming to constitute the said corporation. Consent rules

were exchanged whereby Bolton, the tenant in possession, and

Peter D. Freligh, Peter Banta, Abraham Leydecker, John Edsall,

.Frederick Devoe, James G. Brinkerhoof, David Westervelt,

Jacob Naugle and John Cole, the persons under whom he held,

were made defendants. The cause was noticed for trial at the

.fCircuit Court of Bergen county, in October, 1829, when the fol-

lowing state of the case was agreed upon by the parties and their

respective counsel :

The defendants confessed the lease, entry and ouster set forth

,in the declaration, insisting upon their rights according to the

.common rules exchanged in the cause.

It is agreed that Theophilus Bolton was in actual possession

of the premises.in question .at the time of the commencement of

rtbis-suit
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The minister, elders and deacons of the Reformed Dutch

Church in the English Neighborhood, were incorporated under

the act of assembly, on the 29th of December, A. D. 1809, by
the above name of incorporation, in pursuance of a certificate,

under the hands and seals of the then minister, elders and dea-

cons of the said church, which is duly recorded in the clerk's

office of the county of Bergen. The defendants, upon notice,

produced a deed for the premises in question in this cause,

.from the Rev. Henry Polhemus and Lucretia his wife, to the min-

.ister, elders and deacons of the Dutch Reformed Church in the

English Neighborhood, bearing date the 29th of December, A.

D. 1809, recorded in Liber D. of deeds for Bergen county,

pages 393, &c.
;
under which deed, both parties to this cause

.claim title to the premises in question. The parties produced
the first and second editions of the constitution of the Reformed

.Dutch Church, in the United States of America. The plain-

tiff produced a book entitled Acts and Proceedings of the Clas-

ps of Bergen, commencing the 2d of September, A. D. 1800; also

another book, called Minutes of the Consistory of the Reformed

.Dutch Church in the English Neighborhood. The plaintiff pro-

duced their seal, adopted as appears by the book last men-

tioned, the 10th day of February, A. D. 1825. It is agreed
.between the parties that the copies of papers and instruments,

entered in the different books, exhibited and marked, shall

be considered of the same force and effect, as if the originals

were produced ;
and that the several facts stated in the said

books shall be considered and received in evidence as if proved.
The plaintiff produced the printed Minutes of the General

.Synod of the Dutch Church, held at Albany in the month of

June, 1823.

The defendants produced the following books and papers,
>viz. :

A book of records of the Dutch Church at the English Neigh-

'borhood, with a parchment cover, commencing in the year 1768;

.also a written paper addressed to Peter W. Banta, dated April

:20tl>, 1824. Also a printed pamphlet entitled the Acts and Pro-

ceedings of the Classis and General Synod of the True Dutch

.Reformed Church, in the United States of America from Octo-

<ber, 1822, to June, 1827, inclusive, said book contains several
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pamphlets, bound in boards; also a copy of a bill filed in Chan-

eery of New Jersey, wherein Johu Vreeland and others are com-

plainants and Cornelius T. Demarest, and others, defendants.

Also a copj
7 of the opinion of the chancellor in the cause in

which'the above bill was filed. Also a paper, being a lease, signed

by Theophilus Bolton, one of the defendants, and Peter D.

Freleigh, president, and the elders and deacons. Also the

common consent rules exchanged in this cause. The defendants

also produced two books, purporting to contain the Acts and

Proceedings of the General Synod of the Reformed Dutch Church
in North America. The defendants also produced the old seal

of incorporation of the Church in the English Neighborhood ;.

also a copy of an original paper served upon Mr. John Degroot
and others. It is admitted on the part of the defendants that

the elders and deacons, who were elected on the first of MayT

1824, and ordained by the Rev. Ava Neal, were regularly sworn
into office, and it is admitted tha.t the elders and deacons

on both sides of the question, have from that time onward,
been regularly sworn into office. The plaintiff produced a

paper signed by James Y. C. Eomine, dated Hackensack,

October, 28th, 1829. Also the Minutes of the Synod of the

True Reformed Dutch Church of 1828, and 1829, in printed

pamphlets.
It is further agreed that either party may turn the foregoing

case into a special verdict, and bring a writ of error thereon in

the same manner as if the foregoing facts had been found by a

special verdict.

The documents mentioned in the foregoing state of the case,

and by reference made part of it, are very voluminous
;
and as

the substance of them, so far as is necessary to a full understand-

ing of the points litigated and decided, will be found in the

opinions of the court, the reporter has not thought himself at

liberty to extend the report to an inconvenient and unnecessary

length by inserting them in detail.

The argument took place at November Term, 1830-

Horriblower and Wood, for the plaintiff.

Vanarsdale and Frelinghuysen, for the defendants.
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At the present term the following opinions were delivered :

EWINQ, C. J. In the year 1809, a Dutch .Reformed congre-

gation in the county of Bergen became incorporated, according
to the statute of this state entitled, An act to incorporate trus-

tees of religious societies, by the name of " The Minister, Elders-

and Deacons of the Dutch Reformed Church in the English

Neighborhood." On the same day, two tracts of land of about

twenty-three acres were by lawful assurance conveyed to them
in their corporate name. The minister, elders and deacons en-

tered into possession, and they and their successors, for the time

being, received and appropriated, to their just ends, the rents

and profits, peaceably and without question or strife, for a-

number of years. Divisions have, however, arisen in the con-

gregation ;
and at the institution of this action of ejectment

there were, and there yet are, two sets of persons, each of

whom claim to he the legal incumbents of office, and as such

entitled to hold the premises and receive and apply the rents

and profits. Both parties admit that the premises belong to-

the corporation. Both admit that the minister, elders and

deacons, for the time being, of the Keformed Dutch Church-

in the English Neighborhood are entitled to the possession.
The single question in controversy is, which set of persons are

the trustees. By those out of possession, the present action*

of ejectment has been instituted, and it has been so moulded

as distinctly and exclusively to present this enquiry. Theo-

philus Bolton, the tenant in actual possession, holds under :u-

lease made to him by one set or body, who are with him the

defendants. John Den, the plaintiff, claims, as appears by his

declaration, under the other set or body, who are there named
and described. And their respective leases will have validity

and ought to prevail, as it shall appear on investigation that the*

one or the other party is, what both profess to be
; with, however,

this difference always in view, that as the one set are in actual

possession and defendants, the lessors of the plaintiff are bound,

according to the doctrines of this form of action, to shew fully

and clearly that they are the minister, elders and deacons of the

Dutch Keformed Church in the English Neighborhood, or

rather the elders and deacons who when there is no minister,

constitute the trustees; for failing to do this, the defend-

ants, however defective may be their pretensions, may hold

VOL. VII. O
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until those, in whom the right is, shall think proper to disturb

them.

From this statement it may be seen that the case does

not require us to consider or decide what is the effect, upon
ihe joint property of a religious society, of the withdrawing
~>f the whole or a portion of its members, either with or with-

out a change of doctrine, and their union with some other

a-eligious denomination, or their formation of some new sect

or some new ecclesiastical arrangement ;
nor whether those

who thus change or withdraw, carry with them any portion

of the common funds. We have too, most happily, no occasion

to encounter controversial or doctrinal points, or to enquire
which party is sound in doctrine or most faithfully adheres to

/the tenets of their church. The public acts of the parties and

rthe avowal of their counsel on the argument at the bar, render

:the truth and propriety of these remarks more manifest. Both

; -parties claim to be, of the Dutch Eeformed Church. The one

of them to give the more full assurance, lest circumstances

: .might lead to any doubt, aver themselves to be, and chal-

lenge the name of, the True Reformed Dutch Church. Both

.point to the same catechism and the same ancient synodical dec-

laration as their rule of faith and practice. Both claim the con-

; -strtutianof the Reformed Dutch Church in the United States of

America, promulgated by their highest ecclesiastical judicatory
i in the year 1815, as their form of church government, by
which they acknowledge they are bound, and according to

which they are willing and seek to be judged. We have then

i no theological controversies to investigate, no doctrinal points
i to discuss, no modes of faith to compare or estimate. We
tare simply to enquire, and upon legal principles, who are,

or speaking more exactly, whether the lessors of the plaintiff

:are the elders and deacons of the Dutch Reformed Church in

vthe English Neighborhood ;
for if they are, it -is then sure,

evn from the lips of their adversaries, that they are entitled to

^judgment in this action and to the occupation of the property
in dispute.

Among the .early settlers of New Jersey and New York were

many emigrant* from the United Provinces. They did not,

.like the settlers of New England, seek an asylum from the
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religious persecutions of their native land
;
but like them, they

brought here their industry, their virtues, and especially their

ardent attachment and steadfast adherence to the religious

faith of their forefathers. As early as 1622, congregations were

formed. In process of time these became numerous, spreading
over a large portion of the then inhabited parts of New
Jersey and New York

;
each enjoying its religious worship

and privileges ;
all guided by the doctrines of Heidelbergh and

Dordrecht; and most of them holding that competent and

safe spiritual guides and teachers were to be found only in the

mother country, where all their early clergymen were either

born or educated. Until the year 1771, no general system
of church government was organized. In that y"ear, the

numerous flocks somewhat distracted and divided, more espec-

ially on the question whether adequate ministers could be

raised here or must be sought abroad, were brought together
into a common fold. A general system of church organiza-

tion, similar in outline to the Reformed Dutch in Holland,

jind substantially the same as now exists, was then unani-

mously, and as we may infer from their public records, cordi-

ally adopted.
In the year 1799, when the statute of this state for the incor-

poration religious societies was enacted, all those who professed
the faith, and claimed to be members, of the Reformed Dutch

Church were divided among numerous congregations, but united

in a general, ecclesiastical frame of government, comprehending
a consistory of each congregation, a classis having a jurisdiction

over a few neighbouring congregations, a particular synod em-

bracing a few classis and a general synod having jurisdiction

over the whole. Their affairs were regulated according to the

ancient constitution of their church
;
an authentic copy of which

was published in 1793, and another, under the authority of their

highest judicatory, in the year 1815.

The congregation of the English Neighborhood was early

formed. It belonged for many years, as it did in the year 1799,

to the classis of Hackensack. On a division of that classis in

the year 1800, it was placed under the jurisdiction, and its rep-

resentatives formed a part, of the classis of Bergen. In 1809,

the congregation availed themselves of the benefit intended by
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the legislature, and, as already mentioned', became incorporated.
A kind deference to the usages and customs of this church,
induced the legislature to direct, in the statute for incorpora-

tion, that they should not be required to choose trustees to

manage their temporal concerns like other religious associa-

tions, but that the persons whom they chose, according to the

constitution of their church, to govern in spiritual things should

also manage their temporal affairs. Hence, without any formal

election of trustees, the minister, elders and deacons for the

time being, taking the prescribed oaths of office, were the

trustees or corporators, and as such entitled to take and hold

the property and direct and control the business of the corpor-
ate body.*
On the 29th day of January, 1824, a part of the congregation

of the English Neighborhood, resolved to withdraw and sepa-
rate themselves from the classis of Bergen and the general

synod of the Eeformed Dutch Church. The meeting held on

that day in the church, according to public notice given on the-

preceding Sabbath, consisted as appears by the entry on the

book of records of the consistory, of the elders and deacons and

about twenty-five heads of families. The chairman, one of the

elders, stated to them that as the classis of Bergen had at their

late and previous meetings tolerated false doctrines, which the

general synod had also done, and passed illegal or unconstitu-

tional orders, the consistory asked whether the meeting advised

a dissolution of the connection with the classis of Bergen ;
and

the question being put, four only voted against a dissolution.

On the same day the consistory met and resolved, 1st, that their

connection with the classis of Bergen and the general synod
was dissolved. 2d, that they were and designed to remain, what

they always had been, a True .Reformed Dutch Church, adher-

ing steadfastly to the constitution of the Reformed Dutch

Church and to the word of God, upon which they believed the

said constitution to be grounded. 3d, that they acknowledged
themselves to be subordinate to none other than the classis and

* Rev. Laws 478, sec. 12.
" The minister, or mi&isters, elders and deacons for

the time being, or if there be no minister or ministers, the elders and deacons-

for the time being, of every Reformed Dutch congregation, shall be trustees of

the same and a body politic and corporate in law by such name as the said trus-

tees, shall assume in the manner hereinafter directed."
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synod of the True Reformed Dutch Church, whose reasons for

separating from the general synod as contained in their printed

pamphlet, they approved and adopted.
On the 20th February, 1824, after certain proceedings of the

classis of Bergen on the 17th and 18th of that month, which

will be hereafter more fully adverted to, a document was
drawn up and signed by a number of the members in full

communion, whereby they avow their belief of the pure doc-

trines of the Reformed Dutch Church as contained in her stand-

ards
;
and protest against the proceedings of the classis of

Bergen ;
and declare themselves not subject to that body.

And on the same day, the consistory drew up and signed
a protest against all the proceedings that might be attempted

against them in the congregation, by any one acting under

the authority of the classis of Bergen,
"
because," say they,

" we do not acknowledge the authority of the classis of Bergen
or of the general synod, inasmuch as those bodies have

departed from the doctrine and standards of the Reformed

Dutch Church, and because this consistory and church of the

English Neighborhood, are, and in fact were, before the late meet-

ing of the classis of Bergen, as will appear b}- our acts, subject

to none other than to the classis and synod of the True Reformed

Dutch Church."

I have said a part of the congregation withdrew and separa-
ted. The number of subscribers to this document is forty-

nine, nineteen males and thirty females. These were, of the

members in full communion. I dp not find from the evi-

dence before us, whether any others of the congregation,
of those who were not in communion, joined with them. It

seems reasonable to suppose that others did so, but I have over-

looked the direct evidence of it, if there be any. Nor urn I able

to gain, from the evidence, with precision, a comparative view

of the number of those who seceded and those who remained.

The memorial or complaint against the consistory, presented
to the classis, purported to have been signed by sixty-two
"members of the church and congregation." In the minutes

of the general synod, statistical reports are published. In the

year 1824, there is none from the English Neighborhood, for

an obvious reason. In 1819, the congregation consisted of one

hundred and forty-two families and eight hundred and twenty
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persons; of these eighty were in communion. Until 1826,

there is no enumeration. In that year the minutes state one

hundred and forty families, six hundred and fifty persons in the

congregation, and fifty-three in communion. And herein I pre-

sume, is included those only who remained, and not those who
had withdrawn. Among the latter were all the elders and all

the deacons then in office in this congregation.. The minis-

ter, elders and deacons, for the time being, the persons who-

filled these spiritual offices, and who therefore according to

the statute were the corporators or trustees for the time

being, had declared themselves no longer to belong to the classis-

or the synod.
The residue of the members of this congregation, who did not

subscribe the above mentioned document or then or afterwards-

unite in the secession, remained, as must be and is conceded by

all, members of the congregation of the English Neighborhood,
of the classis of Bergen, of the particular synod, of the general

synod, and of the Eeformed Dutch Church
; deprived it may be,

for the time, of their spiritual congregational leaders, of incum-

bents in their consistory, but not in the faintest degree deprived
of their standing in the church or having their rights taken away,

impaired or diminished.

In the act of withdrawing, they who sign it declare, that they
retain and adhere to the faith and doctrines of the Eeformed

Dutch Church as contained in its standards. We are to

take this declaration to be true. Did they therefore remain

members of the Eeformed Dutch Church? Simply holding
the same faith, without submitting to the government and

discipline of a church, cannot make or keep a man a member
of that church. If a person without religious faith, or having
the faith of one sect, becomes a convert to the spiritual views

of another denomination, he does not thereby become ipso facto,

a member of the latter. The members of the Eeformed Dutch
Church in the United States are not members. of the Presbyte-
rian Church, nor the Presbyterians, members of the Eeformed

Dutch Church, although their faith is the same, the difference

between them consisting in the form and mode of church gov-
ernment. To constitute a member of any church, two points at

least are essential, without meaning to say that others are not so,

a profession of its failh and a submission to its government.
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The native of Canada, however pure may be his republican

doctrines, however sincerely he may believe our constitutional

and legal principles to be sound, and our political faith, the

only true faith, does not thereby become a citizen of the United

States.

These persons then, after they withdrew, did not continue

members of the Reformed Dutch Church simply because they
held the same religious faith and tenets with the members of that

ecclesiastical body. .

Upon the argument, the counsel of the defendants, holding
in their hands the constitution of the Reformed Dutch Church,
and avowing it to be their guide and obligatory on them, admitted

that to remain members of that church and to retain their sta-

tions there, they must belong to a classis and synod, and there-

fore they alleged that after they withdrew from the classis of

Bergen, they offered themselves to and were accepted by, the

True Reformed Dutch Church. There is only then, it was-

said, a'change from one church judicatory to another, and the

standing, of the defendants as members of the Reformed Dutch-

Church is not thereby affected. This argument renders some

knowledge of the history of the True Reformed Dutch Church

desirable.

In October, 1822, ten persons, five ministers and five elders

and deacons, met and organized themselves into an ecclesiasti-

cal body, which they called the classis of the True Reformed

Dutch Church in the United States of America. They pub-
lished to the world the reasons and grounds of their organiza-

tion. They complained with a minuteness of detail unnecessary
to be here repeated, that the church once noted for its sound-

ness in the faith had become corrupt in its principles and

practice. They alleged a prevailing laxness of discipline and

prostitution of the sacred ordinances of the gospel, and declared

as follows: "We the undersigned, ministers, elders and deacons

have unanimously agreed to restore the church to its original-

purity, and together with the congregations under our care, do-

unite in declaring ourselves the True Reformed Dutch Church

in the United States of America, and as a rule of our faith

and practice do abide by all the standards ratified and estab

lished in the national synod held at Dordrecht, in the years 1618

and 1619, without the least alteration, by which act we do
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not separate from, but remain the identical Reformed Dutch

Church."

At the same meeting, they resolved that until their numbers

were sufficiently increased to be divided into classis and synods,
the judicatories in the church should consist of only two de-'

scriptions, consistories and a classis; and the classis should be

known and distinguished by the name of the True Reformed

Dutch Church, in the United States of America.

Having referred to the number of those who organized this

body,' it may not be unprofitable to stop a moment to learn the

;number of the ancient body called the Reformed Dutch Church

'The source of information afforded us by the evidence is' the

istatisiical tables contained in the minutes of the general synod.
The minutes of 1821 and 1822, contain no tables. By the min-

utes of 1823, there were one hundred and twenty-three congre-

gations and seventy-four pastors, exclusive of the classis of

Paramus and Long Island, Albany and "Washington, from which

no reports were that year made. They in 1824 contained forty-

eight congregations and twenty-five pastors. Together, one

hundred and seventy-one congregations and ninety-nine pastors.

From which we may safely conclude the number did not much

vary in 1822.

In June, 1824, the classis of the True Reformed Dutch

Church resolved that the body should be thereafter known
and distinguished by the name of the General Synod of the

True Reformed Dutch Church in the United States of America,

und organized two classis, by the names of Hackensack and

Union, under the care of the synod. The True Reformed

Dutch Church then contained, according to the table published

in their minutes, sixteen churches or congregations, ten minis-

ters, two candidates and one catechist. In 1825, the general

synod of that church contained twenty-one congregations and

twelve ministers. In 1826, the like numbers, according to the

table in the minutes of their synod, the last enumeration we have

before us.-

On the 2d February, 1824, a meeting of the minister and all

the elders and deacons, composing the consistory of the church

of the English Neighborhood, was held. Commissioners of

the classis of the True Reformed Dutch Church attended, and

having asked whether the consistory had determined unanimously
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to dissolve their connection with the classis of Bergen and the

general synod, and to place themselves and the church, under

the care of the classis and synod of the True Reformed Dutch

Church, and each one of the deacons and elders having answered

in the affirmative, the usual token of reception was given to

them by the commissioners. A minute was made on the books

of the consistory. At the succeeding meeting of the classis, the

name of synod not having been yet taken, of the True Reformed

Dutch Church, in June following, upon application from the

minister, elders and deacons of the English Neighborhood, they

were, by vote and record on the minutes, received into connection

with and under the care of the classis, and one of the elders as

the i-epresentative of the church, took a seat in that body.
In June, 1825, a committee of the general synod of the True

Reformed Dutch Church, made a report to that body proposing
that the ministers, elders and deacons who composed the synods,

classis and consistories of the Reformed Dutch Church, so called,

and all those members who then were and should continue to

remain in communion with and subject to them, should be ex-

communicated. The consideration of this report was deferred

until the ensuing session in June, 1826, when the subject was

indefinitely postponed. I advert to these proceedings merely
to shew their recognition of the existence of the ancient body
and the avowal of their separation from it. In the report it is

said,
" We have separated from the synods, classis and consis-

tories of the Reformed Dutch Church so called, for substantial

scriptural reasons." In the preamble of the resolution for in-

definite postponement, they say,
" the separation between us

and the body styled the Reformed Dutch Church, is of such a

nature and for such reasons, and there can be no ecclesiastical

communion between us and them until the ministers and mem-
bers of that body, return to the ground from which they have

departed." In the pastoral letter of June, 1825, they speak of

"The stand we have been enabled by divine grace to take in

pleading with our mother, by a formal and public separation
from her communion."

Such being the prominent points in the history of these trans-

actions, so far as I deem them material to the right understand-

ing of the subject before us, the question recurs whether this

body called the True Reformed Dutch Church is the Reformed
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Dutch Church mentioned, known and recognized in the act of

the legislature for the incorporation of religious societies. If

this body is the Reformed Dutch Church so known and recog-

nized, and if the classis to which the consistory became and

yet is attached, is a legitimate and constitutional judicatory
of that church, then do the minister, elders and deacons in ques-

tion belong to the Reformed Dutch Church
;
otherwise so far

as respects themselves and their own acts, or as their connec-

tion with the church may depend thereon, they have ceased to

be its members.

From the constitution of the Reformed Dutch Church and

from precedents in the acts and proceedings of the Reformed

Dutch Church and of the True Reformed Dutch Church, it

appears that the formation of a new congregation or consistory
or church judicatory, in connection with and subordinate to that

church, is to be made with the consent and by the authority of

the proper ecclesiastical assembly. A portion of the membem
of the church, or converts professing its faith, cannot, by their

own act and without the sanction prescribed by the constitution,,

form a new consistory, classis or synod within the pale of the

church. Rules of Church Government, art. 29, 30, 31. Explan-

atory articles 39, 52. Acts and Proceedings of General Synod

of 1800, 1809, 1821. Acts and Proceedings of True Reformed
Dutch Church, 1824. Indeed this principle so evidently results

from the very nature of regular government, that a refer-

ence to reasoning or authority seems unnecessary to establish

it. A new state cannot be admitted into this Union, without

the consent of congress; nor can a new state be formed or

erected within the jurisdiction of a state or by the junction

of two or more states, or parts of states, without the consent

of the legislatures of the states concerned as well as of con-

gress.

The position maintained by the defendant's counsel, that there

may be and are distinct ecclesiastical bodies in this church, is

true. It is shewn not only by article 51 respecting the Dutch

and Walloon Churches, which was cited, but by the whole frame

of government. There are distinct classis and particular synods

every where. But they, like the Dutch and Walloon Churches,

are connected together and have a common head and governor
in the general synod.
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The ecclesiastical body then which was formed in 1822, and
called first the classis, and afterwards the general synod, of the

True Reformed Dutch Church, not having been organized in

the manner provided and sanctioned by the constitution of the

Reformed Dutch Church, cannot be deemed a constitutional ju-

dicatory of that church. Indeed they do not themselves claim

&o to be, but avow themselves to have separated from and to be

disconnected with that body.
I do not mean to say they had not lawful right and good

grounds to withdraw from the ancient church, and to constitute

a new church. We are not called to express any opinion on

that point. Nor do I mean to say they are not entitled to the

most i'ull and freo enjoymeut of religious rights and privileges-

and to worship the Almighty according to the dictates of their

own consciences.

I mean simply to say, as indeed they themselves in effect

say, the new body is not a judicatory of the Reformed Dutch

Church.

Is then the body formed in 1822 the Reformed Dutch Church,
the body known and distinguished as such in the act respecting

religious societies, which had existed many years before, both

de jure and de facto, and which, as all admit, exists and acts, de'

facto at the least, to the present hour? These bodies are separate,

distinct and independent. Both cannot then be the Reformed

Dutch Church. The new body can be so only by taking the

place of the old, now defunct. Is then the ancient body dis-

solved ? Its classis, consistories, synods, destroyed ? Its minis-

ters deposed? Its people no longer members of a lawfully con-

stituted church? And all, without process, trial or condemna-

tion. Have they lost all their civil and eccK-si:ntical rights by
the formation of the new body, even if the alienation is true that

errors of doctrine and of practice had crept in among them?'

To enter oh a course of reasoning to resolve these questions is

superfluous. No one, as it appears to me, will hesitate to answer

them in the negative.

By this view of the case, it is I think shewn, that the minis-

ter, elders and deacons of the English Neighborhood, so far as

depended on themselves and their own will, were separated from

and ceased to be a minister and elders and deacons of the Reformed'

Dutch Church.
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We are now to enquire what has been done on the part of the

church, of which prior to January, 1824, they were as is admitted,

members and officers.

At a meeting of the classis of Bergen on the 18th February,

1824, to which classis the congregation of the English Neigh-
borhood belonged, the Rev. Cornelius T. Demarest, then

,the minister of that congregation, was suspended from the

office of the ministry. Was this suspension within the juris-

diction of the classis? The jurisdiction, I understand to be

expressly given by the 39th explanatory article. " Classis

are invested with the power of approving or disapproving
calls and of ordaining or deposing ministers or dismissing
them when called elsewhere." The shortness of the notice

given to the minister to appear and defend himself was the sub-

ject of some forcible remarks on the argument at the bar,

/and when we recur to the deliberate procedure of courts of law,

the time seems indeed to have been brief. I find however no

rule prescribed in the constitution of the church, and of course

it is subject to the discretion of the classis. The sentence

of suspension then appears to have been a judgment of a

competent court, within its jurisdiction, having authority over

the party and the subject, liable to an appeal to a higher tri-

bunal by any one aggrieved, from which however no appeal
was taken

;
and to which, therefore, we are bound, sitting in

.another judicatory, to give respect and effect, without enquir-

ing into the truth or sufficiency of the alleged grounds of the

sentence.

On the same day, the classis proceeded to investigate the

charges against the consistory or the elders and deacons; and

after hearing the evidence, which is spread on their minutes, they
declared vacant the seats of the elders and deacons as members

of the consistory of the church at the English Neighborhood,
and deposed them from their respective offices.

The jurisdiction of the classis in such case, is, I think, fully

sustained by the constitution. The prosecution was instituted

.and the charges were made, it is to be observed, against the

whole consistory, against all the elders and deacons. It was

therefore a case not within the seventy-ninth article, which pro-

vides for a decision by the particular consistory and that of

the next adjacent church. It was obviously a case to which the
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particular consistory \vas incompetent. From the nature of

government in general, it would seem that a remedy should

be sought in the next higher judicatory. Article thirty. "A

greater assembly shall take cognizance of those things alone

which could not be determined by a lesser." Article thirty-six.

"A classis has the same jurisdiction over a consistory which a

particular synod hath over a classis and a general synod ov,er a-

particular." Explan. article 39. " Classis have cognizance
of whatever respects the welfare of their particular churches,

for the management of which the consistories may be in-

competent." Appendix 261. "Any lower judicature as a con-

sistory or classis, esteeming itself aggrieved by the judg-
ment or censure of an higher, enjoys the same privilege"

[of appeal]. In addition to these clauses, we find a prac-

tical illustration of the subject in a resolution of the general

synod in June, 1823, directing the classis of Paramus to depose
the consistory of a particular congregation and to organize a-

new one.

Here are then the sentences of a competent tribunal, in the

exercise of its constitutional jurisdiction, deposing the elders

and deacons as well as the minister, from their respective offices;

and from the combined force of their own acts and the acts of

the church by its judicatory, without estimating the relative

influence of either, it seems to me to be fully established that

the then incumbents ceased to be the minister, elders and

deacons of the Dutch Reformed Church of the English Neigh-
borhood.

Upon the argument at the bar, it was insisted notwithstand-

ing the acts of the incumbents and the proceedings against them,

they remained trustees, inasmuch as the act of the legislature

declares that every minister, elder or deacon constituted a trus-

tee, shall continue in office until another person shall be elected,

appointed or called in his stead
;
and that although the act else-

where says the minister, elders and deacons, for the time being,

shall be trustees, they can be superseded, as trustees, only by a

new election, appointment or call. There seems some incon-

gruity in the doctrine that if the incumbents regularly resign
or are lawfully deposed from the eldership or deaconship, they
nevertheless remain trustees until others are elected. We
need not however, at present examine whether this position
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is correct. For as has already been remarked, unless the lessors

of the plaintiff were duly elected and constituted elders and

deacons and thereby trustees, they cannot recover the prem-
ises in this action, whatever may be the condition of the

defendants.

It remains then to enquire whether they were so elected and

constituted.

After the elders and deacons were deposed as already men-

tioned, the classis ordered the male members in .communion to

meet and elect others to fill their places. An election was held,

but was afterwards, at a meeting of the classis in April, 1824,

declared irregular, and set aside, and a new election ordered,

the following resolve having been first- adopted,
" On request

made by certain members of English Neighborhood Church,
Resolved that the mode heretofore used for electing elders and

deacons in the church of the English Neighborhood, be and

hereby is altered; and that in future, the members of the

consistory shall be chosen by the male members in full com-

munion."

An election was held accordingly on the first of May ;
the

persons then elected were ordained on the ninth of May; and

; t a meeting of the classis in December following, a report of

the election and ordination was made, accepted by the classis,

and the persons therein named were declared to have been duly
ordained to their respective offices.

To avoid any mistake it may be useful here to notice that all

the incumbents named in the pleadings are not on either side

precisely the same as they were in 1824, some changes having
been made by subsequent circumstances. It is, however, ad-

mitted in the state of the case before us, that the elders and

deacons who were elected on the 1st of May, 1824, were regu-

larly sworn into office, and that the elders and deacons on both

sides have from that time onward, regularly taken the prescribed
oaths

;
so that the subsequent changes are not material as to the

result of the matters in controversy.
The question whether the elders and deacons of the 1st of

May, 1824, were elected and constituted according to the man-

ner, usages and customs of the Reformed Dutch Church, is ac-

cording to what I deem the just construction and effect of the

eighteenth section of the act respecting religious societies, closed
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sby the act of the classis of December just now mentioned. "If

;any dispute shall arise respecting the validity of the election,

.appointment or call of the said trustees, the same shall be

referred for final decision to the superior church judicature to

which such congregation is subordinate according to the customs

and constitution of the said Eeformed Dutch Church." The

legislature have wisely placed this matter in the proper hands.

Whomsoever the church judicatory decide to be the spiritual

officers, wo are bound to respect as such, and consequently as the

trustees.

The language of the section fairly and fully excludes any

power in this court to decide on the validity of their election,

.appointment or call. The decision of the church judicatory is

not final if we may afterwards examine its merits. I do not

mean that we may not in a regular manner enquire who are the

officers or by what authority individuals exercise these functions.

But in my opinion, according to the intention of the legisla-

ture, the solution of such enquiries is shewn by the decision of

the church judicatory. If we ask, as we doubtless may do, by
what warrant individuals exercise the powers and duties of min-

ister, elders and deacons, they may answer by an election,

.appointment or call, the validity of which, has been decided and

sustained by the superior church judicatory to which the con-

gregation is subordinate. Such being the fact, ulterior enquiry,
on our part is closed

;
and I think, with much propriety and

wisdom.

Notwithstanding such is, in my judgment, the law whereby we
.are to be governed. I shall proceed briefly to consider, as it may
not be without profit, the conformity of the election to the usages

:and constitution of the church, at least so far as objections were

rained to it upon the argument.
1st. The power of the classis to order a new election. Assum-

ing that the seats of the former consistory were vacant, the

power of the classis to provide for supplying their places by a

new election is shewn by the articles 30 and 36, and the explan-

atory article 39, which I have quoted in another place. It is

further supported by the spirit, if not by the letter, of the 38th

;and 39th articles.

2d. The power to sot aside the ejection reported by the Rev.
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Mr. Van Santford. The irregularity and illegality of that

election are obvious and uncoutroverted. It was made prema-

turely, before the arrival, and without the presence of the clergy-
man appointed, according to the usage of the Dutch Church, ta

preside on such occasions. No regular minute was made of

their proceedings; nor did it appear that the electors had been

called together or in any wise notified of the election. Such

being the case, the classis, the next higher church judicatory, was-

the proper tribunal by which that election should be declared

illegal and set aside. Article 39. Explan. Art. 39. Moreover,,
the persons then chosen were afterwards chosen at the subsequent

election, and under it accepted the offices, whereby both they and

the electors adopted and ratified the act of the classis ordering
a new election.

3d. It was objected that the classis altered without authority
the mode of election.

The ancient mode of choosing elders and deacons, long used

in that congregation, as appears by the consistorial records,

was according to one of the modes pointed out in the 26th

explanatory article, by the consistory for the time being.

Inasmuch, however, as at the period in question there was'

no consistory, necessity required that some other mode
of election should be pursued. The only mode left was pre-

scribed, to wit, by the members; as both the others required

an interference of the consistory. The classis rather pointed
out the mode which the exigency of the case required than

made an alteration. Unless this' mode had been pursued, there

could not have been another election. The 26th article just

referred to does however provide for an alteration, and

does not as was argued, require the application for that

purpose to be made by the consistory alone. In the pres-

ent case a previous application was made, and by members of

the church.*

4th. It was objected that the choice was unlawfully restricted

to the male members in full communion.

* " On request made by certain members of the English Neighborhood Church,
Resolved that the mode heretofore used for electing elders and deacons in the-

church of E. N. be and is hereby altered, and that in future, the members of the

consistory shall be chosen by the male members in fall communion." Extract

from the classis of Bergen, April 20, 1824
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I am riot satisfied there has been an illegal restriction. If the

term " members of the church "
in the* 26th explan. article be

in any wise vague, it is explained by the* 22d article, in pari

materia, to which also the* 24th article refers
;

" the members
in full communion." Whether the term members has been held

in practice in the Dutch Church in general, to extend the right
of suffrage to females as well as males, I have not found, in

the evidence, precise information. It cannot be said there has

been in that congregation any custom or usage which has given
a construction to the constitution including females in the right

to vote
;
for as already mentioned the members to fill up vacan-

cies in the consistory have been chosen by the consistory, from

time to time, for many years and during the whole period of

which their minutes have been furnished to us. In June, 1823,.

the classis of the True Reformed Dutch Church, recognized an

election of elders and deacons in the congregation of Charleston,.

in the state of New York, which had been made by the male

members in full communion. Where or how then is it shewn

that the females were accustomed to vote in the choice of these

officers or were entitled to do so? I cannot say, from the evi-

dence, that the rights of any persons have been illegally with-

held. On the part of those, if any, who may have been affected

we hear no complaint.

*
Explanatory Art. 26.

" The manner of choosing elders and deacons is not

rigidly defined. A double number may be nominated by the consistory, out ol'

wnich the member* of the church may choose those who shall serve
;
or all the

members may unite in nominating and choosing the whole number without the

interference of the consistory ;
or the consistory for the time being, as representing

all the members may choose the whole and refer the persons thus chosen by pub-

lishing them jn the church, for the approbation of the people. This last method
has been found most convenient, especially in large churches and has long beea

generally adopted. But where that or either of the other modes has for many
years

been followed in any church, there shall be no variation or change, but

by previous application to the classis and express leave first obtained lor alter-

ing such custom."

Art. 22.
" The elders shall be chosen by the suffrages of the consistory and

of the deacons : in making this choice it shall be lawful, as shall best suit the sit-

uation of each church, either to nominate as many elders as shall be judged neces-

sary for the approbation of the members in full communion, or to propose a double

number that the one-half of those nominated may be chosen by the members.
'

Art. 24.
" The deacons shall be chosen, approved and confirmed in the same

manner as the elders."

The articles were adopted in 1771 ;
the explanatory articles in 1792.

VOL, VII. P
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From a careful and anxious examination of this cause, the

deep interest and importance of which all must feel and realize,

I am led to the conclusion that the elders and deacons who are

the lessors of the plaintiff have shewn themselves to be the

legal trustees, and as such entitled to the premises in question.

I repeat a sentiment I wish distinctly to be understood, that

in what I have said, 1 mean not to make the most remote

allusion to the propriety or impropriety, the policy or impolicy
of the secession of the True Reformed Dutch Church, in a

religious or spiritual sense. I seek only its legal effects and

consequences. .-

In my opinion, judgment should be rendered for the plaintiff.

FORD, J. This ejectment is brought for a lot of land belonging
?to the Eeformed Dutch Church at the English Neighborhood, in

'the county of Bergen. The lessors of the plaintiff call themselves

the elders and deacons of that church, elected, appointed and

called as such, conformably to the statute of the 12th of June,

1799. Eev. Laws 477. By the 12th section of that statute,
" the

minister or ministers, elders and deacons for th'e time being, of

every Reformed Dutch congregation, shall be trustees of the

eame, and a body politic and corporate in law," with power to

hold lands in trust for the use of such congregation. But

their election, appointment and call are contested by the de-

fendants, who deny tha. regularity and legality of the same, and

claim the said offices for themselves. The lessors of the plain-
> tiff admit that the defendants were such officers on the first day
of January, 1824, but allege, that since that time they have been

ilawfully deposed and removed, and the lessors of the plaintiff

duly elected and ordained in their stead. To judge of the

llegality of this alleged deposition and removal of the defendants,

and promotion of others to their places, some principles in the

Charter, constitution, usages and customs of this church, must

liic mentioned. By the 12th section of the above statute, the

legislature has granted to the Reformed Dutch Church, one

very remarkable peculiarity, that its temporal property should

be vested in none but its spiritual officers, that is, in its minis-

ters, elders and deacons, who are called the consistory of the

congregation. The constitution of the church acknowledges
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four spiritual judicatories, which according to their grades,

beginning with the lowest, are the following: First, the

consistorial, in each congregation, consisting of the minister,

jelders and deacons, thereof. Second, the classical, composed
of a minister and elder from each one of a number of neigh-

boring congregations, who being assembled together, constitute

classis. Third, a particular synod, consisting of deputies
from four or more neighboring classis. Fourth, a general

synod, composed of deputies from each particular synod. A
classis has the same jurisdiction over a consistory, that a par-

ticular synod has over a classis, and a general, over a particular

synod.
A classis has power to ordain and depose ministers, and

take cognizance of every thing concerning the welfare of their

own churches, to the management of which a consistory

may be incompetent. (Book of Constit. page 332, art. 39.) If

any person shall feel aggrieved by the decision of a lesser

Assembly, he has the right of appealing to a higher. (2b.

page 274. art. 79.) If elders or deacons have committed any

public gross sin, they shall be removed from their offices by
the consistory of their own and next adjacent church. (Ib. page

294, art. 79.)

It appears that a few congregations which formerly belonged
to the Reformed Dutch Church, seceded from it several years

tigo, and renouncing its communion, formed a separate associa-

tion, among themselves, taking for distinction the name of the

True Reformed, and publishing in a pamphlet to the world

tlieir reasons for such separation.

On the 29th of January, 1824, the defendants, who up to that

time were undeniably the regular minister, elders and deacons

of the church at the English Neighborhood, composing its con-

sistory, took measures which drew down upon them, from their

sister churches, a charge of public schism. They assembled

officially at the parsonage house as a consistory, in conformity
to their own wishes, and those of a part of the congregation,
and there adopted and published tho following resolutions:

First, That the classis of Bergen, (the judicatory immediately

superior to them) had tolerated false doctrine (which the gen-
eral synod had done also) and passed illegal and unconstitu-

tional orders; therefore that their connection with the classis of
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Bergen and the general synod of the Reformed Ihttch Church is dis-

solved ; second, That they acknowledge subordination to none

other than the True Reformed Dutch Church, whose reasons

for separating from the general synod, as contained in a printed

pamphlet, they approve of; third, That they are, and design to

remain, what they always have been, a True Eeformed Dutch

Church, adhering steadfastly to its constitution. On the 2d

of February following, the same consistory assembled again at

the parsonage house, where they met regular deputies from the

True Reformed, and.avowed to them their unanimous determina-

tion to dissolve their connection with the classis of Bergen and

general synod, and to place themselves and their church under

the care of the classis and synod of the True Reformed
;
where-

upon the delegates of the True Reformed, in token of their recep-

tion, gave the right hand of fellowship to each member of the said

consistory.

The classis of Bergen being thus formally renounced by
the members of this consistory, assembled on the 17th of Febru-

ary, 1824, and cited the minister, elders and deacons to appear
the next day before them, and answer to eharges specified in

said citations, one of which charges was schism. The citations-

were served personally 6n each member of that consistory,

except two of the deacons, at who.se houses they were left on

account of their being from home; and each member except the

two deacons, gave a verbal answer, that he should not appear
or answer. Next day, none of them appearing, classis, at the

appointed hour, took the examination of witnesses and other

evidence in support of the charges, all of which they found to

be true. Whereupon classis suspended the minister from the

ministry in the Eeformed Dutch Church, and dissolved the pas-

toral connection between him and the congregation at the

English Neighborhood. They also deposed each of the elders and

deacons of that congregation, and passed an order for the elec-

tion of others in their places. An election accordingly took

place in the congregation, and other members were chosen

and duly certified to classis on the 20th of April, 1824, together

with the manner in which the election was conducted. Where-

upon classis resolved, first, That the conducting of the election

had been irregular and they prdered it to be set aside for irreg-

ularity; second, That the deposition of the two deacons, on
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whom no citations were served personally, had been irregular,

therefore that their depositions be reversed and the deacons be

restored
; third, That a new election be held in the said con-

gregation on the first Monday in May following, for the choice

of four elders and two deacons, in the places of those whose

deposition and removal had been ordered
; fourth, That the mode

of electing elders and deacons theretofore used in that congrega-
tion be altered

;
and that in future the consistory be chosen and

.elected there, by the male members of the church in full com-

munion, agreeably to the request of u part of the said congre-

gation. In pursuance of these resolutions, an election was

made of four elders and two deacons, (who are the present les-

sors of the plaintiff) ;
and their election and ordination being

-duly certified, were confirmed by classis on the 21st December,
1824.

It is alleged by the defendants, that their deposition and

removal from office and the subsequent election of the lessors

of the plaintiff, were measures to which the power of classis

was incompetent, and its proceedings illegal and void. They
insist,

First. That the power of deposing elders and deacons does

not reside in classis by the constitution and usages of the

church, the 79th article whereof, page 294, provides expressly,
" that if elders or deacons have committed an}- public gross sin,

they shall immediately be removed from office by the consistory

of their own and the next adjacent church ;" so that no classis has

any power in their removal. To which the plaintiff answers,
that here the whole consistory stood accused of a joint offence,

and it was absurd that they who were the parties accused,

should try themselves
;
that the 79th article could not receive

so absurd a construction, as it would clash with the 24th sec-

tion of the statute, which declares that no member of corpora-
tion shall vote on any matter or thing which immediately
concerns himself; and as the consistory of the next adjacent
church could not act alone, the power devolved on classis by the

express words of the 39th article, page 332, "that classis shall

have cognizance of whatever respects the welfare of their par-
ticjilar churches, for the management of which the consistories

may be incompetent."

Second. That if classis bad the power, they nevertheless
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exercised it in an illegal, oppressive manner, in allowing the

members of consistory not so much as one entire day, after*

charges were first exhibited against them, to prepare their evi-

dence and defence, in a case affecting their offices, and impli-

cating their moral and religious charactersf They were charged
and cited on the 17th, to answer on the 18th at an early hour.

To this the plaintiffs answer that the citation was for their

appearance on the 18th, but by no means for their trial. If they
chose to ask further time for preparation it would have been

granted by classis, according to their well known usages, and

the practice of all courts. But they were contumacious and

sent word that they would not appear. Classis was compelled
to proceed ex parte, and could not have reference in respedt of

time to any convenience but their own, and that of the witnesses

in attendance.

Third. That classis had no power to alter the mode of elec-

tion in this congregation, by a disfranchisement of female mem-

bers, who had always exercised the right of suffrage, and vest-

ing it exclusively in male members. In answer to this, the

plaintiffs rely on the 26th article, page 318, which declares,
" that the manner of choosing elders and deacons is not rigidly

defined
;
but where any mode has for many years been followed

in any church, there shall be no variation or change but by pre-

vious application to the classis, and express leave first obtained

for altering such custom." Such previous application being
made in this case, classis had a discretionary power and juris-

diction, under this article, to alter or not, without the infringe-

ment of any rule; and in doing it, they gratified every member
of the Reformed Dutch Church, to the discontent of none but

those of the True Reformed, who no more belonged to their

communion.

Fourth. That the word True is assumed by the defend-

ants only for distinction, not to make any alteration in sub-

stance, for that they still are, and design to remain, what they

always have been, a True Reformed Dutch Church, adhering

steadfastly to the constitution of the Reformed Dutch Church.

To this assumption the plaintiffs answer, that the Re-

formed Dutch Church, as incorporated by law, has for the

essence of its constitution, four church judicatories, a uniform

doctrine of faith and a communion
;
and there is nothing more
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inconsistent and absurd, in the nature of things, than a pro-
fession of adherence to this constitution, connected with a

revolt from all its judicatories, a condemnation of its doctrines

for falsity, and a solemn renunciation of its communion. That

the}
7

might as well profess their steadfast adherence to the

constitution of the United States, and at the same time rebel

openly against the authority of congress, place its judiciary
at defiance, deny the pow"er of the executive, and contract a for-

eign alliance.

I have made this statement of the foregoing points, and of the

arguments on each side, for the sake of ascertaining what kind

of law is in dispute before us. It is not the common law
;

it is not the statute law; but it is the usages and customs or in

other words the law of the Reformed Dutch Church, upon,

which the points in controversy depend. And an important

enquiry presents itself, whether any of the foregoing points-

are cognizable in this court. The right of the land in ques-
tion is clearly vested by statute in the minister, elders and dea-

cons of the congregation, elected, appointed or called, according
to the manner, usages and customs of the Reformed Dutch

Church
;

but is this court to determine whether those spirit-

ual officers have been elected and ordained according to the

laws and usages of the church ? If the church and its-

judicatories are satisfied with them can this court depose and

cashier their ordained minister, elder or deacons? By no

means. The power of doing so is taken away from us expressly,

by the 18th section of the act of incorporation. It says,
"

if any dispute shall arise respecting the validity of the elec-

tion, appointment or call of the said elders and deacons, tho

same shall be referred for final decision to the . superior
church judicature to which such congregation is subordinate."

The next superior church judicature above the consistory is

classis, and to it this court is directed to refer for a decision

whether the election and ordination of these elders and deacons

has been agreeably to the customs and usages of the church.

Classis is to determine whether elders and deacons are to

be deposed and removed by consistories or by itself; what

length of time a citation for appearance must be served

before it is returnable; under what circumstances a classis

has power to alter the mode of electing officers in a congrega-
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tion
;
and whether it will acknowledge any persons as mem-

bers of the Reformed Dutch Church, who renounce its judica-

tories, deny its faith and doctrines and reject its communion.

If those judicatories acquiesce in calling and ordaining unwor-

thy men to spiritual offices, or worthy men in an irregular man-

ner, the law gives this court no controling power, but by giving

the final decision thereon to the church puts all the consequences
on themselves. If this court should interfere, and notwith-

standing the prohibition ip the statute, take into its hands to

decide finally on the election of church officers, we should have

to enforce our jurisdiction how much soever the church might
.abhor our elders or deacons, or think their religious liberty in-

fringed. But we are not ambitious of exercising a jurisdiction

of such an unthankful kind, over this or any other denomina-

tion of Christians. I must see my authority for it very plainly

(before I consent to exercise it. The statute says we must refer

.the election and all disputes concerning it to the church. Who-
ever it elects and ordains for elders and deacons we are to con-

sider legal trustees. If the defendants feel aggrieved in respect

of this election by the decisions of classis, let them appeal to

the next superior tribunal of the church. Either they are mem-
bers of the Dutch Reformed Church, or they are not so. If

members they have the right of appeal. If they are not mem-

bers, by what colour of right do they claim to be elders and dea-

cons in a church to which they do not belong? As to the plaintiffs

they have been elected elders and deacons by the congregation,

and their election having been confirmed by the next superior

judicature of the church, it becomes a final decision by the very
words of the statute which this court has no power to review or

reverse. . The lessors of the plaintiff are the lawful trustees and

under their lease the plaintiff is entitled to recover the possession

of the land.

DRAKE, J. A numerous and respectable sect of Christians has

long existed in this country under the name of the Reformed

Dutch Church in the United States of America. They brought
with them from Holland the discipline there established

; prac-

ticed under it "as far as their numbers and situation would per-

mit;" and, in 1771, by a convention of delegates held at New

York, formally declared their firm adherence to it in the words
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belonging, viz.: "We abide fully by the constitution of the

.Reformed Dutch Church in the Netherlands, as the same is

established in the national synod held at Dordrecht, unnis 1618

and 1619." And, owing to its peculiar local circumstances, the

practice of the church in America, varying in some measure

from that of the original Dutch Church, a general synod of the

Reformed Dutch Church in America, held at New York in

October, 1792, published certain "
explanatory articles, agreeably

to which the rules of church government of the said national

synod of Dordrecht are applied and executed." Those original

.and explanatory articles compose the constitution of the Re-'

formed Dutch Church in the United States of America, that ia,

the declaration of its doctrines, mode of worship, and govern-
ment.

The legislature of New Jersey by an act entitled "An act to

incorporate trustees of religious societies," passed the 12th day
of June, 1799, Rev. Laws 475, directed the mode in which such

societies should elect trustees, made those trustees bodies cor-

porate, and authorized such corporation to hold lands and

other property, for the use of their respective societies or con-

gregations. The 12th section of the act commences, by premis-

ing that ' whereas it is represented that according to the con-

stitution, usages and customs of the Reformed Dutch Churches,
the minister, elders and deacons thereof, for the time being,
have the management of the temporalities of said churches;"
"and that the said churches cannot avail themselves of the

preceding sections of this act, because they prescribe a mode
of electing trustees repugnant to the constitution, usages, and

customs of the said churches." And it therefore enacts,
" That

the minister, or ministers, elders and deacons, for the time being,
or if there be no minister or ministers, the elders and deacons

for the time being, of every Reformed Dutch congregation,
shall be trustees of the same, and a body politic and corporate
in law by such name as the trustees shall assume, in manner
hereinafter directed."

Under this act of assembly
" The minister, elders, and dea-

-cons of the Reformed Dutch Church in the English Neighbor-

hood," were duly incorporated, on the 29th day of December,
A. D. 1809, by the above name of incorporation ;

and thus be-

came trustees, &c. and capable of holding lands, &<. in trust
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for the use of the congregation with which they were con-

nected. And on the same twenty-ninth day of December,

. 1809, the premises in question, in this cause, were conveyed

by the Rev. Henry D. Polhemus and wife to the said cor-

poration ;
which held and enjoyed the same until the pre-

sent controversy arose. They are now in possession of Theo-

philus Bolton, who holds the same as tenant to the other

defendants. ,

The plaintiffs allege that the defendants are not entitled to-

possess the said premises, because they are not the said corpor-
ation

;
but that they, the plaintiffs, are the real minister, elders,

and deacons, of the Reformed Dutch Church in the English

Neighborhood, and therefore trustees of the temporalities of

said congregation, and of course 'entitled to the possession of

the disputed premises.

It is admitted that previous to the 29th day of January, A. D.

1824, one Cornelius T. Demarest was minister, and the defend-

ants or other persons of the party which they represent, were

elders and deacons of that church. They formed its consistory ;

and by the foregoing act of assembly, they were trustees of the

temporalities belonging to it, and of course had the right of poSr

session of the disputed premises.

On the 29th day of January, 1824, at a meeting held pur-
suant to notice, the elders and deacons of the said church being
all present, together with twenty-five heads of families apper-

'taining to the same, the following resolutions were formally

passed :

" First. That our connection with the classis of Bergen, and 1

with the general synod, be, and hereby is, dissolved.

" Second. That we are, and design to remain, what we always
have been, a True Reformed Dutch Church, adhering stead-

fastly to the constitution of the Reformed Dutch Church, and to-

the word of God, upon which we believe said constitution to be

grounded.
"Third- That we acknowledge ourselves to be subordinate

to none other than the classis and synod of the True Reformed

Dutch Church, whose reasons for separating from the general

synod, as contained in their printed pamphlet, we approve and

udopt, and do hereby declare ourselves to be united with them/

in the bonds of faith and love.
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"Fourth. That James Leydecker and John Edsall be a com-

mittee to wait on the Eev. D. S. Freligh, with these resolutions,

and know whether he has authority to receive us."

At a meeting of the classis of Bergen, held on the seventeenth

day of February, 1824, a memorial or complaint of the con-

duct of the said consistory was received, purporting to be

signed by sixty-two members of the church and congregation.
The classis took the matter into consideration, and insti-

tuted several charges against the Rev. Cornelius T. Demarest,
and the deacons and elders, and cited them to appear be-

fore the classis, at ten o'clock of the next day, to answer to the

same.

On the morning of the next day, the eighteenth of February,
the classis again met, and none of the members of the said con-

sistory appearing, the classis proceeded to hear evidence of the

service of the notices, and in support of the charges so

preferred against the members of said consistory as aforesaid,

and to investigate and consider the same. The result was that

they suspended the said Cornelius T. Demarest from the office

of the ministry, and dissolved the pastoral relation between him and

the church at the English Neighborhood ; and declared the deacons

and elders guilty on the charges to which they had been cited

to answer, and deposed them from their respective offices
;

which they declared vacant. And they at the same time directed

a new election of elders and deacons to fill the places of those

so deposed.
At a meeting of the classis of Bergen, held April 20th, 1824,

an election which had lately been held by virtue of the above

order, was set aside and the decision of classis of the 18th

February, deposing James Lydecker and Peter W. Banta, and

vacating their seats in the consistory, was reversed and vacated.

And the classis, "on request made by certain members of the

English Neighborhood Church, resolved that the mode here-

tofore used for electing elders and deacons in the church of the

English Neighborhood be, and hereby is, altered
;
and that in

future the members of the consistory shall be chosen by the

male members in full communion."

Notice was then given for the election of new elders and dea-

cons to supply the places of those deposed, by male members in

full communion, on the first Saturday of May, then next. At
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which time the plaintiffs in this cause, or those whom they rep-

resent, were elected, and on the 9th day of May, 1824, were

ordained elders and deacons of the said Reformed Dutch Church

in the English Neighborhood. In virtue of which character,

-considering themselves trustees, they have brought this action

-of ejectment. In which action, the defendants insist, and truly,

that it will not answer for the plaintiffs to rely merely on a

defect in the title of the defendants, if such there be, but that

they must go farther, and establish the right in themselves to

-exercise the office of trustees. It hence becomes necessary for

this court to enquire whether the plaintiffs ai*e the true and legal

trustees of said church and congregation, or, in other words,

whether for the purposes of this suit they are entitled to be so

.considered and treated.

Who are the trustees of a Reformed Dutch Church? The
twelfth section of. the act already quoted, answers that the trust

as vested in the minister, elders and deacons. These form

the consistory. Previous to the twenty-ninth day of January,

1824, the party defendants, composed the consistory, and were,

.according to the act, trustees. They remain so unless some

change has been legally effected. This leads to the en-

quiry: How can a change in the trustees be effected? The

eighteenth section of the same act answers, that for perpet-

uating a line of succession in the trustees of every Reformed

Dutch congregation, the minister, or ministers, elders and dea-

cons of such congregation,
" shall continue in office until others

shall be duly elected, appointed or called, according to the

manner, usages, and customs of the Reformed Dutch Church."

And here a question much debated at the bar arises whether

the party plaintiffs were so elected, or appointed. And
this embraces two points, first, the creating, or arising,

of vacancies
;

and second, the appointment of the plaintiffs

to fill those vacancies. The plaintiffs contend that vacancies

.arose,

First. ,By the secession of the consistory, for the time being
from the Reformed Dutch Church, and consequent abandonment,
or forfeiture, of their privileges connected with it, and

Second. By the solemn adjudication of the classis of Bergen,
-of the 18th February, 1824, deposing the said members of con-

sistory, and declaring their offices vacant.
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And vacancies being thus created, the plaintiffs farther insist,

that they were duly appointed, and became the true consistory, -

and of course trustees, by virtue of the aforesaid election of the

1st of May, 1824, and the subsequent proceedings grounded
thereon.

The defendants, on the other band deny,
1st. That the consistory of 1824, forfeited their rights by thu

kind of separation, or division, which actually took place, or

that the character or legal disabilities, of seceders can properly
be applied to them, and

2d. That the classis of Bergen had any right or power to re-

move them, by their resolution of the 18th February, 1824.

And in the next place, they say, that even if they were legally

displaced, the election of the plaintiffs was irregular and void,-

because

1st. The classis had no authority to order a new election.

2d. They bad no right to set aside the previous election which

was held on the 24th of April under their order. And
3d. They bad no right to direct that the election of the 1st

of May should be held by the male members in full communion.

Were there no further provisions in the act, beyond those

alread}" cited, I should feel under obligations to follow the

counsel in their laborious examination of the constitution,

usages, and customs of the Reformed Dutch Church, and

express an opinion how far the foregoing proceedings of the

classis of Bergen were conformable thereto. But the legis-

lature have, in the same 18th section, further enacted, That

"if any dispute shall arise respecting the validity of the

election, appointment or call of the said trustees, the same shall

De referred for final decision to the superior church judica-

ture to which such congregation is subordinate, according
to the customs and constitution of the said Reformed Dutch

Church."

The legislature by this act, in reference to the Reformed

Dutch Churches, not only vest the trust of the temporalities in

an ecclesiastical body, but entirely decline to prescribe any new

rules for their election, referring merely to their established

manner, usages and customs; and in case of dispute respecting

the validity of such election, they refer such dispute for final'

decision, to the superior church judicature, to which such con-
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. grcgation is subordinate according to the customs and constitu-

tion of the .Reformed Dutch Church.

The validity of the election of the first of May, 1824, in-

volves the whole question before us. If that were valid, it

must be efficacious, conferring the offices, and the rights and

powers appertaining thereto. It constitutes the plaintiffs (or

those under whom they claim) the consistory of this church,

.and by foi-ee of the act, the lawful trustees. And who shall

enquire into the validity of that election? It is no eccle-

siastical body, abroad, or at home, that answers that ques-

tion, or confers the powers for that purpose, but the legislature

of New Jersey, when prescribing rules of conduct, to its

own citizens, and of decision, to its courts of justice. They
say that it shall be referred for final decision to the superior
-church judicature to which such congregation is subordi-

nate.

To what church judicature was this congregation subordi-

nate?

At the time when the act of the legislature was passed, and

until January, 1824, the Eeformed Dutch Church in the English

Neighborhood constituted a part of the Eeformed Dutch

Church in the United States of America, and were subordinate

to its government and judicatories. In looking into the con-

stitution of the Eeformed Dutch Church, (that constitution

which the defendants in their resolutions of the 29th January,

1824, acknowledged, and declared their resolution to adhere to

steadfastly} we find that its judicatories were, first, a consistory,

si-cond, a classis, third, the particular synod, and fourth, the

.general or national synod. The consistory is the lowest tribu-

nal, composed of the minister, elders and deacons of a partic-

ular congregation. Next is the classis, composed of several

neighboring churches. And above these are the synods. The
.classis has the same jurisdiction over a consistory, which a

particular synod has over a classis, and a general synod over a

particular.

The consistory of the English Neighborhood was connected

with and under the jurisdiction of the classis of Bergen.
Such were the government and relations of this church when

its officers for the time being, together with a part of the con-

gregation, on the 29lh day of January, 1824, resolved that their
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..connection with the classis of Bergen, and the general synod
was dissolved, and that they acknowledged themselves sub-

ordinate to none other than the classis and synod of the True

Reformed Dutch Church. But the legislature surely did not

mean, that when a division should arise in one of these con-

gregations, one part of its members should by a vote dissolve

its connection with its government, so that the law by them

made for the settlement of these disputes could have no opera-

tion. The superior judicatories intended are those of the Re-

formed Dutch Church in the United States of America, either

^then existing, or constituted subsequently according to the con-

stitution and usages of that church. The judicutories might be

.altered, but by the 86th article,
" This shall not be attempted

by any particular congregation, classis, or synod, but on the

contrary, a careful observance of them is enjoined, until it

be otherwise ordained by a succeeding general or national

synod." There is no pretence that other judicatories have

been established in such manner. It follows that the disputes,

urising respecting an election in the church at the English

Neighborhood, by the act, are to be referred, first, to the

ctussis of Bergen ; next, to the particular synod ;
and lastly, to

the general synod of the Reformed Dutch Church. For, the

constitution, article 31st says,
" That if any person conceive

himself aggrieved by the decision of a lesser assembly, ho shall

have the liberty and right of appealing to a higher." The
election complained of was ordered by the classis of Bergen.

They confirmed it
;
and if their decision was wrong, an appeal

-could have been taken to the particular synod, for by ex-

planatory article, 46, synods have power to receive " and

determine all appeals and references properly brought from

the classis." And if this body should err, an appeal can be

taken to the general synod, which is authorized to receive it,

by the 52d article; and which, by the 51st, is declared to be

"the highest judicatory, and the last resort in all questions

which relate to the government, peace and unity of the church."

'This is the tribunal to which the legislature intended that

the validity of this election should be referred, for final de-

cision. If it had been carried to this tribunal and it had de-

clined to exercise jurisdiction, or if its decision were called in

question before this court, how tar upon a question of property,
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AVG would look into it, and see that it was conformable to the

c us to rim ami constitution of the Reformed Dutch Church, it

is not now necessary to decide.

The consistory of the English Neighborhood could not get
clear of the decision of the classis of Bergen, by changing their

allegiance, but by appealing to the next shperior judicatory.

By an appeal and by that alone, the effect of the decision of the

classis could have been suspended. They refuse to appeal, and

deny the government with which they acknowledge themselves

to have been connected. In my opinion, the decision of the

classis must stand, and the election be held valid.

I consider this question, as now presented to this court, to be

a mere dispute respecting the possession and guardianship of a

trust property. It is not necessary to decide upon even the inter-

ests of the defendants, as cestui que trusts, and much less, as ta

any spiritual matters controverted between the parties. The
defendants obtained the right to office, and the custody of the

temporalities of a church by connecting themselves with it, and

by submitting to its government. 'If they have become tired of

the church, or its government, they certainly may exercise the

right of withdrawing from it
;
but they cannot reasonably expect

to carry off its offices, and its property, with them. The same

judicatories, which invested them with office have, not merely

upon general principles, but by express legislative enactment,,

a right to decide upon the tenure of those offices, and the

effect of their decision cannot be evaded by a disclaimer of

their jurisdiction.

Judgment for plaintiff.

CITED IN Den v. Billing, 4 Zab. 657.

MATTHEW LOWREY against WILLIAM SUMMERS.

[This case was determined at November Term, but omitted-in tbe printed reports
of that term.]

A person who is so situated in relation to the property in controversy, as to

he liable to refund the money received by him from the plaintiff for the property
sold in case of the failure of the plaintiff to recover, is not a competent witnesa

for the plaintiff.
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A person who is under an express agreement to pay part of the costs of the

suit, in case the plaintiff should fail, is interested in the event of the suit, and

ought not to be admitted as a witness.

Southard, ibr plaintiff in error.

Scudder and Wood, for defendants.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This case comes before us on a writ of error to the Inferior

Court of Common Pleas of the county of Warren, and divers

bills of exceptions.

The action is in trover and conversion. The plaintiff below-

claimed title to the chattels in question under a sale made by
Robert D. Stewart, as deputy sheriff, by virtue of an execution

in the hands of Yan Cleve Moore, the sheriff of the county.
The deputy sheriff being offered as a witness on the part of the

plaintiff, the defendant objected to his admission and "offered to

prove him interested in the event of the suit, by offering to

prove that the said Robert D. Stewart was forbid by Matthew

Lowrey to sell the property, who claimed it as his
;
and was so

situated in relation to the property in controversy, as in case of

a failure of a recovery by the plaintiff, he would be liable to-

refund the money by him received from the plaintiff for tho

property sold
;
and that he was liable as a trespasser in case it

should eventuate that the property levied on by him was not tho

property of the defendant in execution
;
that the said Robert

D. Stewart had a principal hand in instituting and advising

and directing t;he prosecution of this suit
;
and that he hud

entered into an express agreement to pay part of the costs of

this suit, in case the plaintiff should fail therein to recover. To-

this evidence being received, the plaintiff by hie counsel objected ;

and after argument the court refused to admit this evidence now
offered."

According to the case, thus exhibited in the bill of exceptions,

the defendant offered to prove five distinct propositions, each -

exhibiting, as he alleged, a ground of interest in the witness,

in the event of the suit. If he was so situated in relation to -

the property in controversy, as to be liable to refund the money
received by him from the plaintiff ibr the property sold in case:

VOL. VII. Q
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of the failure of the plaintiff to recover; and if he was under

an express agreement to pay part of the costs of the suit in case

the plaintiff should fail, he was interested in the event of the

suit
;
for the success of the plaintiff, which his testimony was

offered to produce would have extinguished the liability of the

witness
;
and if these propositions had been established, before

the court, by proof, he ought to have been excluded. But the

court refused to hear proof in support of them, thereby vir-

tually declaring that, if proved, they would not be sufficient to

induce the rejection of the witness. It was said that the

situation of the witness and his liability here referred to, were

but an inference from the official character in which he had

acted in the sale of the property. I do not so understand the

bill of exceptions. As I understand it, the defendant offered

to prove this mutter as a distinct, independent proposition ;
and

this seems the more certain, because before the proof was

offered, the question on the admissibility of the witness, on

account of his official station, had already been debated and

decided. It was farther argued that the proof, as proposed,
was too vague; that the facts whereby these propositions were

to be established should have been offered to the court. If

; these facts had been offered, there would have been, then, before

i the court, both the proposition to be proved, and the manner
of proving it; and both, or either, would have been open to

objection. But without calling for or requiring an}- statement

of the manner of proof, the court, on the objection of the plain-

ttiff, have in effect rejected all manner of proof; because by
i refusing to hear the proof they have declared the proposition,
iif established in fact, not to contain sufficient ground to

^exclude the witness. It was argued as to the costs, that the

^agreement alleged, was to pay part only, which may have been

ui cent or other small amount. But the fact of interest, not

the amount, is the ground of exclusion. And again, it was

argued, that the agreement may have been, without considera-

tion
; by parol ;

or otherwise without legal obligation. But

because such might have been the result, it does not follow that

the proof should not have been heard. In case the proof had

been heard, and was found not to establish an available agree-

ment, the objection to the witness, in this particular, would have

been overruled.
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The court, in my opinion, erred in not admitting the proof
offered by the defendant .to establish the two above mentioned

grounds of interest proposed by way of objection to the wit-

ness.

Judgment reversed.
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IN THE

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE

OF THE

STATE OF NEW JERSEY

AT MAY TERM, 1831.

LEWIS COMBS against PETER JOHNSON.

OEBTIOEARI.

If a person having a residence in this state, goes out of it, on his lawful busi-

ness, and during his absence a summons is served, by being left at his house,
and the justice in the absence of the defendant, and before his return to his resi-

dence, proceeds to hear the cause, and render judgment against him, this court

may reverse the judgment if they are satisfied that injustice has been done the

defendant.

Blauvelt, for plaintiff.

Ryall, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

The action before the justice in this case was brought on a

promissory note, endorsed to the plaintiff, payable on demand,

dated upwards of four years previous to the issuing of the sum-

mons, and alleged to have been lost or mislaid.

The defendant below was an housekeeper and resident, with

(244)
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his family in the county of Middlesex. In the pursuit of his

Juwful business, and without any appearance of secrecy, or

concealment, or intention to elude, or delay, or defraud his

.creditors, he went on a journey to Rochester in the state of

New York, leaving his wife and family at his usual place
of residence, and having a fixed period when he proposed
to return, which however, he exceeded about a week. Dur-

ing his absence the summons was served by being left at hi*

place of abode. On the service, his wife informed the consta-

ble of the absence of the defendant, the place whither he was

gone, the business in which he was engaged, and her expec-
tation of his return in about ten days; which the officer

mentioned to the justice, and suggested to him the propriety
of an adjournment. The justice did adjourn for fourteen days.

At the expiration of which time the justice proceeded to hear

the cause and rendered judgment for the plaintiff. The defend-

ant was however absent, and did not reach home until some days
afterwards.

These matters appear by the return of the justice and by affi-

davits taken under a rule of this court.

The defendant below seeks a reversal of this judgment; and

in an affidavit states, among other things, that the judgment
was obtained without his knowledge or having any opportunity
to be heard in his defence; that he bus never to his knowledge,
had any dealings with Peter Johnson, and does not owe any
individual of that name one dollar; and that the judgment in

the suit before the justice is altogether oppressive and illegal and

unjust.

Under like circumstances a judgment by default in this

court, would bo opened, and the defendant permitted to file a

plea, and make defence. It has however been " settled in this

court that a justice of the peace may not set aside or open, at

the instance of a defendant, a judgment regularly obtained, be-

cause the defendant was absent, and therefore undefended, from

accident, surprise, mistake or fraudulent misrepresentations of

the plaintiff." Terheune v. Barcalow, 6 Haht. 38, and the

cases there cited. If then the defendant cannot have relief in

this court, on certiorari, he is without remedy, although, as the

defendant in the case before us has sworn, he docs not owe the

plaintiff one dollar, and the judgment is oppressive, illegal and
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unjust, and although his absence, and consequent inability to

defend himself was without reproach or suspicion.

The justice, in the present case, at the return of the summons,
and on the representation of the constable, very properly made
an adjournment,

"
by the request of the defendant's wife," us he

has stated on his docket. The plaintiff was then, if not sooner,

apprised of the absence of the defendant from the state
;
for he

appeared by his attorney, before the justice, and must be pre-

sumed to have heard the reason of the adjournment. On the

day to which the cause stood adjourned, as the defendant did

not appear, the justice might have presumed he was still absent,

or at least have made some enquiry into the fact; and another'

adjournment was within his power and would have been proper.
The period of thirty days from the return of the summons
within which he is permitted by the statute to make adjourn-
ments had not expired. Hornor v. Hewlings, 3 Halst. 227. And
it is enacted that a justice of the peace may, "to prevent fraud

or surprise on either side," adjourn the trial. Rev. Laws 638,

sec. 17. In his comment on this section, JUDGE PENNINGTON in

his treatise says, hereby a reasonable and proper discretion is-

given to the justice to adjourn the cause, to be exercised by him-

self when he apprehends fraud is about to be practiced, or either

party is in danger of being surprised.
In the present case I think the defendant below is entitled to

the relief he now seeks, although, as was said by the court, in

Lowring v. Ramsey, Penn. 630, "surprise is not strictly assignable
for error," and because as the court farther said, in the same

case,
" The justice of this case calls for a remedy, which can no

where be found but in the general superintending authority of this

court over inferior jurisdictions."

DRAKE, J. concurred.

FORD, J. absent.

Judgment reversed.
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GEORGE LARASON and WILLIAM L. HOPPOCK, Administrators of JOHN
LAMBERT, deceased, against ASHER LAMBERT, Administrator of JOHN
L. CORYELL, deceased.

In the case of a promissory note, payable on demand, the time when the

statute of limitations begins to run, should be computed from the making of

the note, and not from the time when the holder shall make an actual demand
of payment.

To make an acknowledgment, of a person, sued as administrator, available

to take a note, drawn by his intestate, out of the statute of limitations, it

should be shewn that he was administrator at the time of the alleged acknowl-

edgment.
In an action on a promissory note where there are two pleas, non assumpsit

and non assumpsit infra sex annos, the plaintiff may b e nonsuited if he fails to

shew a promise within six years, though he proves the execution of the note by
the defendant.

Saxton, for plaintiff in error.

Wall, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

The plaintiffs in error instituted an action against the defend-

ant in error in the Court of Common Pleas of the county of

Hunlerdon, upon a promissory note drawn by John L. Coryell,

bearing date on the 29th day of April, 1814, whereby he prom-
ised to pay "unto John Lambert the sum of five hundred dol-

lars on demand without interest."

The declaration contains counts upon promises by the drawer

of the note, John L. Coryell, in his lifetime, and by the defend-

ant as his administrator, since bis decease. The pleas are non

assumpsit by John L. Coryell ;
non assumpsit by the defendant

as administrator; and non assumpsit infra sex annos, by John L.

Coryell in his lifetime.

Upon the trial the plaintiffs were nonsuited, because in the

opinion of the court, they had not given sufficient evidence in

support of the issues on their part ;
and a bill of exceptions con-

taining the evidence was sealed by the court and now present*
the case for our examination and revision.

No demand of the payment of the note appears by the proofs
until the 9th day of August, 1825

;
after the decease of both the

original parties, and upwards of eleven years subsequent to the

date of the note.

The precise time of the decease of the drawer does not

appear, but the plaintiffs shewed that letters were granted
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to Cornelius Coryell, as his administrator, on the 7th day of

August, 1816. And it farther appeared that Cornelius, the first

administrator of the drawer, died in 1824, more than six years'

After the letters were issued. There is no allegation that the

case comes within any of the exceptions in the statute of limi-

tations.

The naked question thus, in the first place, presented to us is,

from what time the statute of limitations begins to run in

the case of a promissory note payable on demand. Whether
the period of six years within which an action should be

brought is to be computed from the making of the note, or

from the time when the holder shall make an actual demand of

ipayment?
The statute, Rev. Laws 410, sec. 1, limits the action to be com-

unenced within six years next after the cause of action shall have

.accrued and not after.

From this language, it is seen, that the time of making the

contract is not fixed as the time from which the statute shall

always begin to operate. The accrual of the cause of action

is the prescribed event from which the period of limitation

is to be computed. The cause of action, according to cir-

cumstances, may or may not accrue at the making of the

contract. By the accrual of the cause of action is to be

understood the right to institute and maintain a suit. When-
ever the party has a full and complete cause of action, whether

it be at the making of the contract or at some subsequent

period, so that he may commence an action, the statute be-

gins to run, as it is somewhat technically expressed. The

period allowed by the statute within which a legal demand

is to be made is to be reckoned from the time when the plain-

tiff may, according to the terms and nature of the contract,

make such demand by the institution of an action. Thus

if a promissory, nolo is made payable on the first day of

January next, until after that day no cause of action accrues,

the payee cannot maintain a suit, and the statute until then

is dormant. If the note is payable when A. shall return

from Washington; or on the marriage of B.
;

or if C. shall

execute a certain release, the cause of action does not accrue,

and consequently the statute is inoperative, until A. has re-

turned, or B. is married, or C. has executed the release. But
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after the 1st of January, or the return, or the marriage, or

the execution, an action may be forthwith commenced, the

limited time is immediately counted, and when six years have

elapsed the bar of the statute has acquired its force. Now
let us apply this doctrine, nut less consistent with sound reason,

than with the law as adjudged and settled, to the case of a

promissory note payable on demand. As soon as the note

is made and delivered, the holder of it may require the pay-
.ment. An antecedent demand in pais is not a necessary pre-

liminary to the commencement of a suit. Hence as soon as

the note is made and delivered, the payee has a full and com-

plete cause of action, and may forthwith enforce his demand
.at law. He is then, as it respects the commencement of a

suit, in the same predicament as the payee in the cases above

mentioned, after the 1st day of January, or the return, or the

'marriage, or the execution of the* release. And it follows, that

not from the time of the demand, but from the date of the

note, as the time of the accrual of the cause of action the

statute begins to run and the period' of limitation is to be com-

puted ;
so that after six years from the date of the note, no one

of the exceptions provided by the statute existing, the action

cannot be maintained.

The principle which I have stated will be sustained by a review

of the adjudged cases, and found to reconcile those supposed by
the plaintiffs' counsel to be contradictory.
The case of Capp v. Lancaster, Cro. Eliz. 548, was upon a

bill to be paid on demand. And forasmuch as the plaintiff did

not shew an actual demand, the defendant demurred, and argued
that the demand was parcel of the contract, so that the money
was not due until demanded, and a demand being requisite, a

demand in law by bringing the action would not serve, as in

11 Hen. 4 pi. 18, where one is bound to levy a fine upon request.

But the court held it to be well enough, for it is a duty mainte-

nant, and therefore there needs not any demand, as in the other

cases, for there the plaintiff had not any cause of action until

a precedent act done by him
;
but it is not so here. And judg-

ment was given for the plaintiff.

In Rumball v. Ball, 10 Mod. 38, upon a note to this effect " 1

acknowledge myself indebted so much, which I promise to pay
on demand," the court held there was a debt plainly precedent
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to the demand, and not arising upon the performance of a con-

dition.

The case of Collins v. Benning, is reported in 12 Mod. 444

and 3 Salk. 227. The plaintiff declared in an action of indebi-

tatus assumpsit upon a promise to pay on demand, and t he-

defendant pleaded non assumpsit infra sex annos, and the plain-

tiff demurred, because declaring on a promise upon demand, he-

thought nothing was due until demand, and that the plea should

have been non assumpsit infra sex annos after demand, or that

there was no demand within six years. But the court said, "If

the promise were for a collateral thing which would create no

debt until demand, it might be so; but here it is an indebitatus

assumpsit which shews a debt at the time of the promise, there-

fore the plea is good." This case is not very clearly reported,

yet the doctrine of it cannot be mistaken. The plaintiff

insisted there was no debt* or in other woi'ds, no cause of

action, until demand was made, and that consequentlj* the

statute did no^ operate until after demand. The court

said, that was true in some cases, as where the promise-
was for a collateral thing, which as it was not to be per-
formed until demanded, no debt .or cause of action could

arise until the demand was made, but in the case before

them where the defendant acknowledged himself indebted,

and promised to pay on demand, there was a debt, or in

other words a cause of action, at the time of the promise, and

from that time therefore- the period of the statute must be-

computed.
In Birks v. Trippet, 1 Saund. 33, the following distinction ia

recognized. Where a mere duty is promised to be paid upon

request, as if in consideration of all moneys lent to the defend-

ant he promised to pay them again upon request, no actual

request is necessary, and the bringing of the action is a sufficient

request; but it is otherwise upon a promise to pay a collateral

sum upon request, for there an actual request ought to be made
before action brought. This case affords an illustration of

what is meant by a collateral promise. There was a submis-

nion to arbitration and a promise of the defendant that if he did

not perform the award on his part, he would pay to the plain-

tiff the sum of forty pounds, when he should be thereunU re-

quested. The court held the promise of payment of the 40
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upon request, to be collateral, and a penalty, and not a prece-

dent duty, and therefore there ought to have been a request
before the action was brought. In Martin v. Delboe, 1 Mod. 70,

on a promise to pay so much out of such a parcel of goods
as he was to receive from beyond sea, it was said the cause

of action ariseth from the ship's coming into port, and the six

years are to be reckoned from that time. In an anonymous
case, 1 Mod. 89, one of the court is reported to have said,

" If

I promise to do a thing upon request, and the promise was
made seven years ago, and the request yesterday, I cannot

plead the statute." This saying is an obiter dictum, and the

facts of the case do not serve to explain it. The nature of the

promise or of the thing to be performed is not stated; and

we must therefore conclude the judge meant to speak of the

collateral promise above mentioned, or of a case where there

was no debt or duty until the request was made. The same

of which Corny ns speaks, Com. Dig. tit. Temps. G. 6, "Where
the cause of action commences by a request or upon any
other condition precedent, the statute cannot be pleaded, if the

action be commenced within six years after the request, &c.

though it be ten years afte,r the promise or contract." The
same was the case of Shutford v. Penow, Cro. Car. 139, where

in consideration that the plaintiff would desist from suing for

his sheep killed by the defendant's dog, and make what benefit

he could of the sheep, the defendant promised to recompense
him for the damages sustained. It was held there was not any
cause of breach or ground of action, until request to make

recompense, for until such request he did not know what to

pay, nor was there any thing due, for the duty ariseth upon th

request, and the non-payment after the request is the cause

of action; and if the action bo brought within the time of the

statute, after the breach, it is well enough. In Harris v. Per-

rand, Hard. 36, the contract was of a special character. There

was no indebtedness by the defendant to the plaintiff's tes-

tator at the date of the contract. A third person had received

from a scrivener a sum of money belonging to the defendant,

for the payment of which the testator bad subsequently

given a conveyance or security, and the defendant promised
that if any part of the said money had been previously paid
to the scrivener by the said third person, he would pay so-
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jnuch to the testator when thereto required. Both parties

treated the contract as requiring a special request in order to

.maintain an action. The defendant alleged such request to

have been made by the plaintiff's testator on a named day,

nt which time he said the cause of action arose upon the

promise, and that no action was commenced within six years

from that time. The plaintiff replied that the cause of action

accrued at a subsequent time, within six years, when he demanded

the money, and he traversed the request alleged to have been

made by the testator. The defendant rejoined that the testator

did request in his lifetime, as alleged, and thereupon issue was

joined; on which, the jury found that the testator did not re-

.quest ;
and assessed the damages according to the claim of the

plaintiff. Upon a motion in arrest of judgment, several excep-

tions were made, but the question now under consideration was

not raised nor discussed at the bar, nor decided by the court;

jior does the judgment which was rendered for the plaintiff

necessarily involve it; so that this case cannot properly be said

.to support either side of the present debate.

In Wittershiem v. Carlisle, I Hen. BL 631, the court held that

.though on a mere loan of money, the time of limitation might
commence from the date of the loan, yet where the money was

Jent on a special contract for repayment, it was the time of the

repayment which ought to fix the period of limitation. In that

.case a loan was made on the 21st of July, to be repaid on the

last day of September, and a bill of exchange for the amount,

payable at that day, was given. From the latter, not from the

former day, the court resolved that the computation of time was

to be made
; yet they say on a mere loan of money, by which

I presume we are to understand a loan without fixed day of

payment and consequently payable on demand, the time would

.be computed from the date of the loan.

Topham v. Braddick, 1 Taunton 571, was an action against a

factor, to whom goods had been sent, to sell on commission, for

not accounting for those sold and paying over the proceeds and

returning the residue. It was held an action would not lie

against him for not accounting, until after demand of an

.account had been made, and therefore the statute of limitations

would run from the time of the demand only. HEATH, Justice,

.-said a demand must be either proved or presumed, [from length
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of time] in order to give the plaintiff a cause of action. LAW-

RENCE, Justice, said " This action would not lie at the end of a,

week, for the delivery of the goods ;
this is not like the case of

money lent which is recoverable the next week. The goods
were not delivered to be accounted for on the next day. They
were to go to a distant country to be disposed of, and considerable

time must be allowed for their arrival there, for their sale, and

for the return of the account."

Holmes v. Kerrison, 2 Taunt. 323, was an action on promis-

sory notes, payable at a certain number of days after sight;

and the defendant pleaded the statute of limitations. The court

held that no debt arose on a bill payable after sight, until a pre-

sentment for payment, and as there was no evidence that those

bills had ever been presented, there was no proof of a complete
cause of action from which the statute could run.

In Fenton v. Emblers, 1 W. Bl. 353
;

3 Burr. 1281, it was-

held that the statute, in case of a contingency, does not run from-

the making of the promise, but from the time of the happen-

ing of the contingency. In this case Lord Mansfield said,
" The statute proceeds on the presumption of laches, which can>

never happen until the contingency is determined." When-
ever therefore the contingency is determined, or in other words,

the party has a complete cause of action, and may sue, the

laches begins, if he delays his suit. Hence then according to-

this doctrine, in case of a note payable on demand, as the

payee may forthwith sue, his laches, if he does not, must forth-

with commence.

In Savage v. Aldren, 2 Starkie's cases 206, a promissory note

was made and deposited with a banker, to be delivered to the

payee on his producing a certain other note cancelled. It was

held that the cause of action did not accrue until the banker

gave up the note, and consequently until then the statute did

not begin to run. In DarnaWs Exr. v. Magruder, Harris & Gill,

439, it was held that a receipt given for a sum of money bor-

rowed, whereby the person borrowing undertook to return the

money,
" When called on to do so," creates a cause of action

from its date, and against which the act of limitation begins to-

run from that time.

In Ruff v. Bull, 7 Har. & Johnson 14, a note
l
on demand-, was-

held to be payable at and from its date.
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The whole of these cases rest on the same great principle,

itnd all point to the same conclusion. The time of limitation

begins as soon as the plaintiff has a full and complete cause of

action and may maintain a suit; and is to be computed from the

time when such legal claim of his right might have been made

and enforced; and consequently on a promissory note payable
on demand, as the payee may forthwith maintain an action, even

without previous actual demand, the time is to be computed from

the making of the note.

The counsel of the plaintiffs in error draws an argument in

favour of his position as to the time of the operation of the

wtatute, from the rule that interest on a note payable on

demand is recoverable only from the demand in pais, or the

.commencement of the suit. The argurrtent however, is not

.sound. The contract on the part of the promissor is to pay
the sum specified whenever the payee shall demand it. The

promissor then cannot be said to be in neglect until a

.demand is made, and he fulfils his stipulations to the letter,

'if, when required, he pays the amount he has promised. He

.ought not therefore to be treated as in default and charged
with damages, or what is the same thing, interest at an earlier

.day. But the payee may demand when he pleases. While

Jie omits to demand he is deemed, in this respect, in laches;

precisely as he is after a day of payment, when one is

.n'xed
;

and hence the difference, the time is computed

.against him, although the interest does not accrue against his

debtor.

Upon the whole then, I am of opinion, that the time of limi-

tation in the present case is to be computed from the date of the

note, and that consequently the present action was not brought
within six years after the cause of action accrued.

The plaintiffs in error insist that if such be the legal doctrine,

they were, nevertheless, not rightly nonsuited, because they say,

within six years next before the commencement of this action,

the defendant made such acknowledgment of the debt, as has

taken the case out of the operation of the (statute, by raising, in

contemplation of law, a promise sufficient to sustain the plain-

tiffs' action on the third count of the declaration, which alleges

promise by the defendant as administrator.

The substance of the evidence of this acknowledgment is to
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the following effect: "On the 9th of August, 1825, the admin-

istrators of John Lambert, deceased, the plaintiffs, and a

number of the heirs, had met for the purpose of making a

-division of the proceeds of the property. Asher Lambert, the

defendant, was present, and there was some conversation between

him and the administrators of John Lambert, about this note.

The administrators of John Lambert requested him to receipt

for .Cornelius Coryell's share of the estate, and they would

endorse it on the note. Asher Lambert objected to it,

.and said he was not satisfied whether Cornelius Coryell's

estate or John L. Coryell's estate was to' be accountable for

it. He asked them to give a certificate that they held such

.a note against John I. Cory ell, and they refused to do it. He
then requested the privilege of copying the note, that they

might shew it to his attorney, and inform himself whether Cor-

nelius' estate or John's was liable to it. He did copy it." "The
:tame day after these transactions, the administrators of John

Lambert, deceased, called on Asher Lambert to pay this note.

3tr. Hoppock demanded payment of the note of Mr. Lam-
bert. He said again he wished to inform himself which of the

estates would be accountable for it, and they need not make
themselves so uneasy, because they had the mone}

r in their own
hands." " There was no pretence made but that one of the estates

was liable."

Here then, as the plaintiffs contend, was proof of a sufficient

acknowledgment to take the case out of the statute. But by
whom was this acknowledgment made? By Asher Lambert.

Was he then the administrator of John L. Cpryell? For if he

was not, it is manifest an acknowledgment or promise made by
lim will have no binding force or efficacy; nor acquire any
because he subsequently became administrator. There is no

evidence in the bill of exceptions, neither by the letters of

administration nor by oral testimony that Asher Lambert was

on the 9th day of August, 1825, the administrator of John L.

Coryell. The only witness examined being asked the question,

whether^he was then such administrator, replied that he did not

know.

This suit is instituted against Asher Lambert as administra-

tor, and as such he has pleaded, without denying the represen-

tative capacity in which he is charged. Hence there is a legal
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presumption; which he cannot now be permitted to controvert,.

thut lie is the administrator, and was so at the commencement

of (his suit. But the legal inference goes no farther. The pre-

sumption that he was so at the institution of this suit cannot

raise or sustain a farther presumption that he was so in August,.

1825. The plaintiffs' counsel say truly that by the pleadings he

stands admitted to be administrator. But, as just remarked, at

no earlier period than the commencement of the suit. If he

was not administrator, he should, says the plaintiffs' counsel^.
have pleaded in abatement. But surely it is not meant that he

should have pleaded in abatement that he was not administra-

tor at the time the promise is alleged to have been made. The
want of competent character to make the promise, is a matter

in bar, not in abatement. It brings the right, not the remedy,.
into question. It tends not merely to delay the suit, but to deny
the cause of action.

Inasmuch then as there was no proof that the defendant was,.

at the time of the alleged acknowledgment, competent to make
it or to bind the estate, it would be an unprofitable consumption.
of time to enquire whether the acknowledgment is in itself

sufficient.

Upon the case as presented by the bill of exceptions, I am of

opinion, the time allowed to the plaintiffs to commence their

action had elapsed ;
and there is no proof of any promise or

acknowledgment, which can give a new date, subsequent to that

of the note, from which the computation of time can legally

commence
;
and that there is no error in the decision of the

Court of Common Pleas.

There is one point made by the plaintiffs' counsel, which

should not be passed in silence. Among the issues as already

noticed, is one of non assumpsit by John L. Coryell. On the

trial it was abundantly proved, that the note in question was-

signed by him
;
and hence it is said as there was no proof on the-

part of the plaintiffs in support of the issue, the court should

have submitted the cause to the jury, in order that the plaintiff

might have a verdict on that issue, to which it is said they we re-

entitled.

This position of the plaintiffs' counsel is incorrect. If the-

plaintiffs failed to shew a promise within six years on these

issues, the court might rightfully nonsuit. Such is the course of
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practice recognized and settled in the books. What would have

been the profit of a verdict for the plaintiffs on that issue? They
could have had no judgment upon it. Their counsel supposed
it might affect the costs. But this is wrong. The plaintiffs

could not have had the costs of that issue, not even by way of

deduction or offset. 11 East 263.

Judgment affirmed.

CITED IN Rogers v. Colt, 3 Zab. 25.

JONATHAN RAPPELYEA against WILLIAM HULSE.

An action for driving the defendant's wagon and horses "against the wagoft
and horses of the plaintiff, with such force and fury, as to cause them to break
loose from his wagon and run away, and the said horses, being so frightened,
and in running, were greatly bruised, wounded and injured, and the harness-

broken ; by means whereof the plaintiff sustained damage," &c. should be tres-

pass, and not trespass on the case.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

The state of demand in this case, alleges that the plaintiff

below " was possessed of a wagon and two horses in the public

highway, and that the defendant drove his wagon and horses

against the wagon and horses of the plaintiff, with such force

and fury as to frighten the plaintiff's horses, and to cause them*

to break loose from his wugon and run away, and the said'

horses being so frightened, and in running, were greatly bruised,,

wounded, and injured, and the harness broken; by means-

whereof the plaintiff saith he hath sustained damage to one-

hundred dollars."

The defendant insisted unsuccessfully before the justice in the-

first place, and afterwards before the Court of Common Pleas,

on the appeal, that the action was misconceived, and should*

have been in trespass, instead of trespass on the case; and on-

the same ground ho now seeks a reversal of the judgment ren-

dered against him.

The counsel of the plaintiff below, insists that the gravamina^
VOL. VII. R
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of which he complains, are wholly consequential and not imme-

diate, the bruises, wounds and injuries, sustained by the horses

in running away affrighted, and breaking his harness. If his

construction of the state of demand is correct, it is not certain

that the form of action is right. In Cole v. Fisher, 11 Mass. Rep.

137, the defendant, by discharging a gun, frightened the plain-

tiff's horse, who ran away and broke the carriage of the plain-

tiff, and trespass was held to be the proper remedy. But too

limited a view of the cause of action set forth in the state of

demand is thus taken. The defendant is charged with having
driven his horses and wagon against the wagon and horses of

the plaintiff, with such force and fury as to frighten the horses

and cause them to break loose from the wagon and run away ;

.and the clause "
by means whereof the plaintiff hath sustained

damage" extends to the driving of the one wagon and horses

against the other as fully as to the wounds of the horses or the

.'breaking of the harness. If it be true that the injured party

:may waive the direct injury and sue for the consequences only,

.and thus make use of a different form of action, such waiver

lias not been made here. If he may make the waiver, it should

- appear on his state of demand, and not be reserved until the

. time of trial.

Under this state of demand, the plaintiff may unquestionably
claim recompense for the injury done by driving the one wagon

. and horses against the other. And this act is the subject of a

;8iiit of trespass, not of trespass on the case; whichsoever of the

criteria to distinguish between them may be preferred and

Adopted. It combines them all; it was unlawful; direct; im-

mediate; wilful and forcible. The form of action, therefore,

~vas misconceived; and the judgment should be reversed.

DRAKE, J. concurred.

FORD, J. absent.

Judgment reversed.

<CITED IN Osborne v. Butcher, 2 Dutch. 309.
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Castner v. Egbert.

JACOB R. CASTNER against BENJAMIN EGBERT.

To enable the master of an apprentice to maintain an action against a clergy-
man under the 5th section of the act concerning marriages (Rev. Laws 180) for

marrying a minor under the age of twenty-one years, his servant and appren-
tice, without ,his consent and without his certificate in writing under his hand
as directed by said act, he must aver in his declaration that the said minor had
BO parent or guardian living.

Saxton and Southard, for plaintiff in error.

Wall, for defendant in error.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This action was brought in the Court of Common Pleas of the

.county of Hunterdon to recover the penalty mentioned in the

fifth section of the act concerning marriages. Rev. Laws 180.

The plaintiff in his declaration avers that the defendant, a min-

ister of the gospel, did marry one Charles D. Potts, a male and

minor under the age of twenty-one years, and his servant or

Apprentice and under his care and government, without his con-

eejot and without a certificate in writing under his hand as

.directed and required in and by the said act, he being at the

time of the marriage, the master of the said minor and having
the care and government of him.

The judgment rendered for the plaintiff in the Court of Com-

mon Pleas, having been removed here by writ of error, the de-

fendant below now insists that the matters contained in the

declaration are not sufficient to maintain the action of the

plaintiff.

To ascertain the validity of this objection to the declaration,

it becomes necessary to understand some of the leading provi-

sions of the act of the legislature and to compare the declaration

with them.

In the first place ;
the action is given by the act to the person,

whose presence and consent or whose certificate is required, and

without whose presence and consent or certificate, the marriage
is forbidden.

Argument is scarcely necessary to sustain this position. It

stands out promjnentJy on the act and will be learned by the

jnere perusal of it. It would border on absurdity to require
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the consent of one and give the penalty founded on the want of

such consent wholly to another.

In the second place ;
in the construction of the act, the word

"
parent

"
is to be understood in its strict sense, and does not

extend to those who are sometimes said to stand in loco parentis,

This doctrine too is obvious from a perusal of the act. Terms

descriptive of the other persons are used, and hence the word

"parent," cannot have been intended to comprehend them.

In the third place ;
the presence and consent or certificate of

the person having the care and government of the minor, not

being the parent, will not suffice if there be a parent living.

The fifth section which enacts the penalty bears a reference

to the third section for the directions according to which the

consent or certificate is to be had and obtained.

The language of the third section,
" unless the parent or

parents, guardian or guardians, or person or persons under

whose care and government such minor or minors shall be,"

was not intended to present merely an alternative, that the

consent of the one or the other might be obtained, but to-

designate also the order of such consent. First, the parent,

and if no parent, then the guardian, and if no parent or

guardian, then the person having the eare and government
of the minor. With respect to the certificate, the provision
is explicit. "A certificate in writing under the hand of the

parent or parents, guardian or guardians, or if such minor have

no parent or guardian, then under the hand of the person or per-

sons under whose care and government, he or she may at that

time be."

From this view of the act of the legislature, it appears that

the presence or consent or the certificate of the plaintiff, Egbert,
would not suffice, nor would the want of such presence and con-

sent or certificate shew a marriage contrary to the true intent

and meaning of the act, simply because he was at the time the

master arid had the care and government of the minor as a ser-

vant or apprentice. Another circumstance was requisite, the

want of a parent or guardian. "If such minor have no parent
or guardian." This is the condition or predicament on which

depended and from which alone could result, the right of the

person having the care and government of the minor, not being;

parent or guardian.
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Inasmuch then as this circumstance was indispensable to the

maintenance of the action of the plaintiff, it was necessary for

him to have shewn its existence by a proper averment in the

declaration.

The rules of pleading require the plaintiif to state whatever

.circumsiances are necessary to constitute the cause of complaint.
1 Chit. Plead. 21,6, 229, 255.

Tlie declaration is therefore radically defective.

Upon the argument at the bar, it was insisted, that the master

.of an apprentice or servant is not one of the characters named
or described in the statute, and cannot under any circumstances,

maintain an action under it. On this point I have not found it

necessary to express an opinion. Assuming without argument
the position that the master may, under proper circumstances,

maintain the action, he has not in the present case, shewn hitn-

Melf to be entitled to it.

The judgment should, in my opinion, be reversed.

By THE WHOLE COUBT. Judgment reversed.

CITED IK Boswell v. Bobingon, 4 Vr. 275.

HASSEL GARRISON against WILLIAM SANDFORD.

A covenant by a grantor, that at the time of the sealing and delivery of the

deed the premises conveyed are not incumbered by any mortgage or by any
incumbrance whatsoever, is broken as soon as it is made and before eviction or

disturbance, if at the time of the execution of the deed the premises were
incumbered by an existing unsatisfied mortgage.

To maintain an action on such a covenant, it is not necessary that the grantee
should wait until eviction or disturbance, or until he has paid the debt or inter-

est secured by the mortgage, or has been impleaded, prosecuted or put to costs,

trouble or expense.

The right of action upon the breach of such a covenant is a chose in action,

and as such, not assignable at common law, nor by statute so as to enable the

assignee to maintain a suit in his own name.

Dickerson, for plaintiff.

Vandevoort, for defendant.
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The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

The declaration in this action is founded on a deed, whereby
the defendant and his wife, on the 20th June, 1828, conveyed
to the plaintiff a tract or parcel of land in the township of

Acquackanunk in the county of Essex, and whereby the

defendant covenanted with the plaintiff and his heirs and

assigns, that he and his wife were the true, lawful and right

owner of all and singular the said lands and premises ;
and

that the said land and premises at the time of the sealing and

delivery of the said deed, were not incumbered by any mort-

gage, judgment or limitation, or by any incumbrance whatso-

ever, by which the title of the said Hassel Garrison, the

plaintiff, thereby made or intended to be made, could or might
be changed, charged, altered or defeated in any manner what-

ever; and that the defendant and his wife then had good right,

full power, and lawful authority, to grant, bargain and sell the

said land and premises in manner aforesaid; and that the

defendant would warrant, secure and forever defend the said

land and premises, unto the plaintiff and his heirs and assigns-

forever, against the lawful claims and demands of all and

every person or persons, clearly and freely discharged of and

from all manner of incumbrances whatsoever; and the plain"

tiff then avers as a breach, that the said lot of land and prem-
ises at the time of the sealing and delivery of the said deed,
were incumbered by a mortgage given by the defendant and
his wife to one Francis R. Post, to secure the payment of the

sum of two hundred and seventy-nine dollars, with interest,,

which mortgage yet remains as an unsatisfied incumbrance on

the said lot of land.

The defendant has pleaded four pleas, on the first and second

of which issues of fact have been taken.

In the third plea the defendant says, that before and at the

time he conveyed to the plaintiff, he was lawfully seized and

possessed of the Jot of land and premises ;
that by virtue of the

deed, the plaintiff became and was seized and possessed thereof;

and that the plaintiff has not been evicted or disturbed in his

possession, or paid the debt or interest, or any part thereof,

secured by the mortgage mentioned in the declaration, or been

prosecuted or impleaded or been put to any trouble, damage or

expense.
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To this plea there is a general demurrer and joinder.

By the fourth plea, the defendant alleges that by virtue of the

deed, the plaintiff on the day of the date became lawfully seized

and possessed of the lot, and so continued in the quiet and peace-
able possession, until, before the commencement of this action,

he conveyed the lot, by deed, to one Andrew Ackerman, who

thereby became lawfully seized and possessed, and that neilher

Ackerman nor the plaintiff has been evicted or disturbed in

the possession or paid the debt or interest, or any part

thereof, secured by the mortgage mentioned in the decla-

ration, and that the plaintiff has not been impleaded, prose-
cuted or put to any costs, trouble, or expense, by reason

of the said incumbrance; and that neither Ackerman nor

any other person claiming under the plaintiff has been

evicted, disturbed, prosecuted or put to any trouble, or ex-

pense, by reason of the incumbrance mentioned in the decla-

ration.

To the fourth plea there is also a general demurrer and join-

der.

Upon these demurrers this cause now comes before us.

The questions involved. in and raised by them are, I think,,

fully settled.

1. In the first place A covenant, by a grantor that at the

time of the sealing and delivery of the deed, the premises con-

veyed are not incumbered by any mortgage or by any incum-

brance whatsoever, is broken as soon as it is made and before

eviction or disturbance, if at the time of the execution of tho

deed, the premises were incumbered by any existing unsatisfied

mortgage. To maintain an action on such a covenant, it is

not necessary that the grantee should wait until eviction or

disturbance or until he has paid the debt or interest secured

by the mortgage, or has been impleaded, prosecuted or put
to costs, trouble or expense. The measure of damages will,

be different under different circumstances. If he sue before

he is evicted or has incurred any expense, he will in general.

be entitled to nominal damages only. Delavergne v. Morris,.

7 John. 258. If he pay the debt voluntarily or by compulsion,

or if he otherwise await a disturbance, his claim will be en-

hanced. But the mere right of action, the only question now

to be considered, does not depend on the amount to be recovered.
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The rule with respect to a covenant for quiet enjoyment, or to

warrant, secure and defend the grantee is different. Under

such a covenant he has no right of action until he is dis-

turbed. This doctrine is maintained by the cases of Chapman
v. Holmes, 5 Halst. 28. Stewart v. Drake, 4 Halst. 139. Lot v.

Thomas, 1 Penn. Hep. 407, and by the authorities there

referred to.

2. The right of action of the present plaintiff, the grantee,

upon this covenant that there was no mortgage or incumbrance

on the premises at the execution of the deed to him, did not

pass to Ackerman, by the conveyance of the land which the

plaintiff made
;
nor did the right of action thereby cease and

become extinct or irrecoverable.

The right of action upon the breach of the covenant was a

chose in action, and as such not assignable, at common law,

nor by any statute, so as to enable the assignee to maintain a

suit in his own name. It did not pass then to Ackerman, byA ' /

the conveyance ;
nor was it thereby released, or extinguished.

It remained as before, in full force. If a man breaks the leg
of my horse, whom I afterwards sell, the purchaser cannot

sue for the injury, as it is not done to him; and the injury
to me is not diminished, nor my right to redress destroyed,
because I have parted with the animal. The covenants for

quiet enjoyment, and to warrant and defend the premises, when
made to the grantee and his assigns, produce a different result.

They are covenants real; they run, as it is said, with the land;

they pass with the land according to its subsequent aliena-

tion. There is no breach and of consequence no right of action

until a disturbance, and it therefore accrues to him who holds,

as assignee, when it occurs. Upon this point, I refer again
to the cases in this court already cited. In Raymond v. Squire,

11 John. 47, after a conveyance of the land by the original

grantee an action on the covenant of seizin was maintained in

his name.

3. The cases cited by the defendant's counsel do not sustain

his pleas in any point. Withy v. Mumford, 5 Cowen, 137, was

on a covenant of warranty. So was Garlock v. Cross, cited in

the note on page 143. In these cases the court differed from

the doctrine laid down by SPENCER, J. in delivering the opinion
of the court in Kane v. Sanger, 14 John. 89, and by PARSONS,
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C. J. in Bickford v. Page, 2 Mass. Rep. 460, that the assignor

may bring an action where the covenant runs with the land, and

is broken after the land is conveyed, if the assignor is bound to

indemnify the assignee against such breach of covenant. But

iis in the former cases the covenant of warranty was in question,

.and not a covenant that there was no subsisting ineumbrance,
we are not put to the necessity of enquiring which of these emi-

nent jurisperiti are right.

The case of Booth v. Starr. 2 Connect. Rep. 244, was als'o on a

covenant of warranty.

Bickford v. Page, 2 Mass. 455, did not arise on a covenant

of warranty and will be found to be adverse in principle to

these pleas. The action was brought by the grantee against
the grantor upon the covenants in a deed of conveyance. The
defendant pleaded that the plaintiff, after the deed was made to

him, and before the commencement of the action, and not hav-

ing improved the premises, or added to their value, or incurred

.any expense on account of the same, by his deed duly executed,

.assigned to one T. R. and his heirs and assigns forever, with-

out any covenant rendering him, the plaintiff, liable for any
defect of title in the premises, all the right, of the plaintiff in

the premises and in the covenants contained in the deed to him.

The court held that as the defendant had not, in his bar tra-

versed the breach alleged in the declaration, of the covenant

that the defendant had good right to convey the premises in fee

>imple to the plaintiff, they must consider that covenant as

1'i-oken by him; that it must have been broken immediately on

(.he execution of the deed containing it
;
that being broken before

the release, it was a mere chose in action not assignable; that

the plea in bar was bad and insufficient in law
;
and the plaintiff

must recover his damages.
The pleas before us cannot, I think, be sustained

; they con-

tain no bar to the lawful cause of action set forth in the decla-

ration by the plaintiff; for whom therefore judgment on these

demurrers should be rendered.

DRAKE, J. concurred.

FORD, J. absent.

CITED IH Carter v. Denman's Ex., 3 Zab. 271, 274. Kdlog v. Platt, 4 Vr. 330.

Andrews v. Mice, 5 Vr. 406.
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Brick v. Middleton.

WILLIAM BRICK against JOHN MIDDLETON,

In an action of forcible entry and detainer, if any evidence of force within the

meaning of the statute was given, the Supreme Court will not interfere. But if

no evidence of force was produced, if all the acts done by the defendant do not

in legal contemplation amount to a forcible detainer, it is the duty of this court

to relieve the aggrieved party from an illegal and erroneous verdict.

H. W. Green, for the plaintiff in certiorari.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

The complaint before the justice was for a forcible detainer.

Upon the trial, the defendant moved for a nonsuit because the

complainant had given no evidence of forcible detention within

the meaning of the act of the legislature. The evidence was

reduced to writing and verified by the attestation of the attor-

neys of the parties. The justice overruled the motion and a

verdict and judgment were rendered against the defendant.

He now seeks to reverse the judgment and alleges, the facts

given in evidence do not constitute a forcible detainer, because

there was no proof of force.

If any evidence of force within the meaning of the act was

given, this court will not interfere. We do not enter into an

investigation of questions of fact. We do not estimate the

weight or strength of evidence. But if no evidence of force

was produced, if all the acts done by the defendant do not, in

legal contemplation, amount to a forcible detention, the justice

ought to have nonsuited
;
the jury have erred in applying the

law to the fact; and it becomes our duty to relieve the aggrieved

party from an illegal and erroneous verdict and the judgment
founded upon it.

After the defendant had been upwards of two years in the

peaceable and undisturbed possession of the farm in question r

the son of the complainant went to him at the farm, and told

him he had come up from town to see him. Brick asked what

il was about. He said, the old business; and being desired to

explain himself more fully, he said he did not think himself com-

petent and had brought an attorney with him from Mount Holly,

to do it for him
;
and at his request Brick left the premises

and went to a tavern in the neighborhood, where the attor-
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ney was. After a few words, the attorney demanded the 1

premises, the manure and the straw, and asked Brick if he
would give them up. Brick declined doing so. And thus

fur all was peace. But then the attorn'ey asked Brick if he

had not taken a lease out of John Middleton's desk. He said

ho did not take it. The attorney asked him the same ques-
tion a second time. He answered his mother had taken it

out of the desk and given it to him. Even thus far, no excite-

ment had occurred and nothing like force or threats or

violence uppeared. But the attorney repeated the question
two or three times and then said that Brick did take the

lease and he could bring proof of it. And this declaration was
several times repeated. 'Brick thereupon became very angry
and in the conversation which ensued he said he would fight as-

long as he had a drop of blood in his veins, or as another son of

the complainant testified, he would fight while the last drop was
in his veins before he would give up the property. On the same
or the next day, the complaint of forcible detainer was made to

the justice.

In all this case I can find no support for the charge in the

complaint that the defendant kept the possession with force and

strong hand and menaces and terrifying words spoken and

uttered of and concerning the said John Middleton exciting in

him fear and apprehension of danger. I find no evidence of

such force as constitutes a forcible detainer within the meaning
of tht statute.

The son acting as the agent of the complainant was peace-

ably received by the defendant at the premises. No threats or

menaces were used there. He peaceably left the premises when

requested and repaired to the tavern to hear the proposed ex-

planation. When possession was demanded, ho peaceably,

though peremptorily refused
;
and herein was no forcible de-

tainer. So far from any thing like force or violence on the

part of Brick, the witness said he should not have inferred

from any words uttered by him before the conversation about

the lease, nor from any threats before that time, that Brick

would have used violence if the witness had gone upon the farm

and taken possession. But when Brick had been goaded into

fury by the foul charge of having stolen the lease, once, twice

and thrice or oftener repeated, and enforced by an allegation-
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ihut it could be proved, he used the harah and violent expression
which has been mentioned and which it would almost seem was
the hoped for result' of a design to rouse in him a feeling of re-

sentment. I see here a hasty ebullition of passion produced by
the agent of the complainant, a spark which he himself struck

from the flint, but nothing of deliberate design and measured

menaces intended to alarm and terrify and keep off tbe owner or

claimant, and to protect the tenant in his unlawful possession.
"The case appears to me wholly destitute of evidence to establish

the charge of forcible detainer, and, in my opinion, the judg-
,ment should be reversed.

Judgment reversed.

THE PRESIDENT, DIRECTORS AND COMPANY OF THE PATERSON
BANK against THOMAS C. BUTLER, Jim.

The delivery by a notary's clerk of a notice of protest directed Thomas C.

Butler, jun. to a Mr. B. with whom the clerk was unacquainted, but who in-

formed the clerk it was his brother to whom the notice was directed, that he was

f,oing home and should see his brother, and would give him the notice as soon as

it could be sent by mail, is not a sufficient notice to charge the endorser.

Putting a notice into the post-office in time for the first mail, directed to the

defendant at Dashville, New Jersey, when the defendant's residence was at Dash-

ville, Ulster county, New York, (the place of the defendant's residence being
known to the plaintiffs, though not to the notary's clerk who sent the notice) is

not sufficient to charge the endorser.

A letter misdirected, when information was readily attainable and when the

Tfflidence was actually known to the plaintiffs, cannot be excused by any want
of actual information of the notary's clerk, for in this part of the transaction

the notary is so much the mere agent of the endorsees, that he must be deemed
to have knowledge of whatever, in respect to the place of residence, was known

by the former.

Proof that the notice of protest was seen in the hands of the defendant, (the

endorser) about seven months after the note became due, will not raise a pre-
.sumption that it came to the defendant's hands by due course of mail, when the

letter containing the notice was directed to Dashville, New Jersey, instead ot

.Dashville, New York, the place of the defendant's residence.
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The notice is of the essence of the contract; and ought not to rest upon pre-

sumption and inference. Legal and sufficient evidence of its existence ought to-

be given.

When the residence of the endorser is known and he has actually given orders

as to the mode of directing his letters, any deviation therefrom, or from the-

ordinary course of transmission to the place of his residence, is assumed at the-

i isk of the holder of the note.

Dickerson, for the plaintiff in error, cited Ferris v. Saxton, I

South. 19. Reedy v. Seixas, 2 John, ca. 337. Chapman v. Lips-

combe, 1 John. 293. Taylor v. Bryden, 8 John. 177. Reed v. Payne,,.

16 John. 221.

Hornblower, for defendant, cited McGruder v. Bank, 3 Peters

90. Ferris v. Saxton, 1 South. 1. Bank v. Lawrence, 1 Peters

483. 2 Black. Rep. 747. 12 John. 424. 1 D. & E. 167. 2

Caines 343.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This action was brought by the plaintiffs as endorsees against-

the defendant as endorser of two promissory "notes drawn by
one Thomas Parker. The question is, whether sufficient notice

of non-payment of the notes was given by the plaintiffs to

entitle them to have the cause submitted to the jury; the Court

of Common Pleas having ordered them to be nonsuited for the-

want of such notice.

The first of these notes became due on the 15th August, 1828,

when payment was demanded of the cashier of the plaintiff*.

Two notices of non-payment and protest were made out. One
of them, directed to the defendant, was on the Name day
delivered in Paterson by the clerk of the notary to a Mr.

Butler, with whom the clerk was previously unacquainted, who-

informed the clerk it was his brother to whom the notice was

directed, that he wan going homo and should see his brother,

and would give him the notice as soon as it could be sent by
mail. It is manifest that the delivery thus made cannot stand

for personal service on the endorser, nor excuse the plaintiff*

from farther proof that it actually came in duo season to his

hands. Indeed the plaintiffs' counsel do not insist that this

delivery is sufficient proof of service. The other notice was

directed to the defendant at Dashville, New Jersey, and was
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put into the post-office at Paterson in time for the first mail.

But the defendant resided at Dashville, Ulster county, New
York; and although the clerk of the notary was ignorant of

his residence, and was informed by the brother, somewhat

'Vaguely, that he lived a few miles just over there, at Dashville,

but he did not know in what county, and the clerk did not ask in

what state, yet the cashier was fully apprised of his residence,

Lad mentioned it to the directors at the time the note was

discounted, and had received instructions from the defendant

,to direct to him at Dashville Falls, Ulster county, New York.

The plaintiffs, therefore, knew the residence of the defendant,

.and the clerk of the notary would have been correctly informed

had' he enquired of the cashier, when he demanded payment
of the note. Sending a letter by the mail in due season,

properly directed, was held by all the court to be sufficient

,in Ferris v. Saxton, South. 19, 20, 25. But a letter misdirected,

when information was readily attainable, and when the resi-

.dence was actually known to the plaintiffs, cannot be excused

,by any want of actual information of the notary's clerk, or

.by the enquiries -which, in this instance, he made; for in this

j>art of the transaction, the notary is so much the mere' agent
of the endorsees, that he must be deemed to have knowledge
.of whatever in respect to the place of residence was known

by them. If a letter, thus misdirected, had been sent by the

,plain tiffs, or their cashier, instead of the notary's clerk, it

would most clearly fall entirely short of the notice or the

c-xcuse of diligence, which is requisite to fix the responsibility
.of the endorser. When done by the notary's clerk, it can

,claiin no more favour. Putting this notice, then, into the post-

office at Paterson, was not sufficient to sustain the case on the

part of the plaintiffs. Is there otherwise proof of due dili-

gence on the part of the endorsees so as to fix the liability of

the endorser?

A notice was produced on the trial by the counsel of the

.defendant, directed to T. C. Butler, junior, esq. Dashville,

,New Jersey, and post marked New York, August eighteenth.

Thomas C. Butler testified that from the post mark on the

back of the notice he had no doubt it was marked in New
on the J.8th of August and went directly to his son, the
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defendant at Dashville; and that it was marked free, as he sup-

posed, because the post-master in New York knew that the

defendant was post-master at Dashville; but he did not

know that his son actually received it, or that it went to

Dashville, in the state of New York; and that the first

lime that he saw the notice was last March, 1820, at that

place [Hackensack] in the hands of the defendant's attor-

ney. Except that the notice was in the hands of the

Attorney in March, all the rest of this verbal testimony
is mere inference drawn from the appearance of the written

document.

Whether this paper is the notice delivered to the brother, or

that placed in the post-office at Paterson, is left in doubt,

.although strong circumstances lead to the belief that it is the

former. The clerks in the post-office at Paterson told the

notary's clerk there was no such post-office in the United States

us Dashville, and on examining the register he could find

none of that name. Hence it is probable the letter remained

in the post-office at Paterson, as they knew not whither

to send it. Moreover, the letter produced, bears the post mark
of New York, and not that of Paterson. The mark of New
York raises a strong presumption that it there first came
into the mail, as it is usual and regular to mark a letter at

the office of deposit, and irregular and unusual to mark it

at any other office through which it may pass in the trans-

mission to its place of destination. But whichsoever of the

notices this may be, will not perhaps materially vary the result.

"There is no proof of the usual or direct route of the mail

from Paterson to Dashville; no proof that this route is through
the city of New York, nor that a letter sent through that city

will arrive as early as by the direct route. There is no proof
that a letter mailed at New York would reach Dashville

.as early as by the usual or direct route from Paterson, nor

that a letter deposited in the office at Paterson on the 15th

or 16th of August, and found in the office at Now York on

the 18th, if it should go a direct route from the latter to Dash-

ville, would reach there as earl}' as by the direct and ordinary
route from Paterson, These enquiries would have been urine-

cossary, if the letter, placed in the post-office, had been properly
directed but being misdirected, and that too by an endorsee
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knowing the correct direction, they become indispensable.

There was, then no ground for the jury to infer, or believe, that

the notice went by the ordinary course of the mail, or reached

the defendant as soon as if transmitted by the ordinary course.

The plaintiffs totally failed to give such evidence as, raising a-

just and reasonable presumption of service, may stand in the stead

of proof of actual service.

But the plaintiffs' counsel insists, as this notice is proved to

have been in the hands of the defendant about seven months

after the note became due, the conclusion is that the defend-

ant received it by due course of mail, and if otherwise re-

ceived, he might and ought to have shewn in what manner

he became possessed of it. I am not aware that the law raises

any such presumption except where the letter has been prop-

erly directed and to require the defendant to shew at what

time, or in what manner, the letter came to his hands, when-

so misdirected, is to change the relative duties of the parties,,

to relieve the endorsee from the strict proof required of him*

and to call on the endorser, who it is to be recollected, becomes-

responsible only on the performance of the condition on whicb

his obligation rests, to perform what would in general be

impracticable. The argument of the plaintiffs' counsel appears-

to me abundantly repelled by the remarks of the court in-

the case of Ferris v. Saxton. C. J. KIRKPATRICK said, "The
notice required by the law is an actual real notice such a one as-

will apprise a man of his situation, his liability, his danger,
such a one as will enable him to look after his effects and secure

his property. Every thing short of this is a mere mockery."

SOUTHARD, J. said " It is an essential part 'of the contract

und designed for his benefit, as it is presumed many means of

obtaining payment through the assistance of friends, or other-

wise, may remain to him." And again, "The notice is of the-

e.SHonce of the contract. It creates the liability to pay. It

ought not to rest upon presumption and inference. Legal and"

Htifficient evidence of its existence ought to be given, or the court

should not permit the jury to guess and presume away a party's

rights."

In respect to the first note, then, I think the direction of the

Court of Common Pleas was right.

The second note became due on the 17th September, 1828.
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The notice was addressed on the inside to Thos. C. Butler, jun.

and on the outside to Mr. Thos. C. Butler, New York, whither

it was sent by the first mail. Thos. C. Butler, called by the

plaintiffs, testified, among other things, that he received it by
due course of mail

;
noticed that it was directed on the inside to

his son; but withheld it and did not send it to his son, because

he knew it was not a legal notice, and in order that his son-

might not be fixed with the payment. He afterwards, but at

what time he could not say, communicated the contents to his

son.

The plaintiffs' counsel insists that under the circumstances

of this case, Thomas C. Butler should be considered as agent
of the defendant for the purpose of receiving and forwarding
letters and notices, and that the notice was sufficient to charge
the defendant.

Thos. C. Butler testified that it was his custom frequently to-

receive letters and other things for his son, and felt bound, as a
matter of course, to forward any letters or notices which he

received for his son
;
but in this case he did not, as he knew it

would fix his son with the payment of the note. There was-

no particular agreement between him and his son, as to his-

receiving and forwarding letters, but he did it as a matter of

course.

Now if the defendant bad agreed with the bank that notrct^

for him should be left with bis father, or if he had given genenit
directions that letters addressed to him should be sent there, or

if there had been even an agreement between the father and son,

that the former should receive and forward letters and notices-

intended for the latter, there might have been some room to-

raise a question as to the propriety of the notice in the present

instance; but the whole appears to have been a matter of cour-

tesy, and could not therefore justify, in any wise, the endorsee

in a departure from the ordinary rules of service.

Cornelius Blauvelt testified that he was an agent for the de-

fendant at his works, in Bergen county, until March, 1828, and

that the defendant, after he went to Dashville, in May or June,

1827, ordered him to direct his letters to Thos. C. Butler, New
York, or to Butler and Brothers, New York, and they would

reach him; and the witness did so both before and after the

establishment of the post-office at Dashville.

VOL. VII. 8
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Upon this testimony it is to be remarked that it was a specific

direction to a particular agent not communicated to the plain-

tiffs or the notary and not a general direction of which others

had a legal right to avail themselves: moreover it ceased with

that agent several months before these notes became due; for

the next, his successor, Ackerman, testified that he sent the

goods to Butler aud Brothers, New York, but the letters which

\vero intended for the defendant were addressed to him at Dash-

viile Falls, Ulster county, New York.

There seems, then, to be nothing in the testimony shewing
a, special agreement, or general custom, which will sustain the

sending of a notice addressed to the father in New York.

But it appears to me this argument of the defendant's coun-

sel, as to the sufficiency of the notice, is conclusively repelled

by the testimony of Mr. Parson*, the cashier of the bank

that in April, 1828, until which time he understood the defend-

ant resided in Bergen county, he received a letter from the de-

jfendant "requiring him to direct to him at Dashville Falls,

Ulster county, New York;" and when the note was discounted,

-the directors were informed by the cashier, of Butler's place

of residence. When the residence of the endorser was known,
..and he had actually given orders as to the mode of directing

liis letters, any deviation therefrom, or from the ordinary
<couro of transmission to the place of his residence, was as-

. iuirned at the risk of the holders of the note. The mode of

^transmission adopted in this case is in no wise sanctioned by the

tinfortttalion which the clerk of the notary received from the

(bookkeeper of Mr. Holsman, that "the defendant was one of

'the firm of Butler and Brothers, who carried on business in

."New York city." The plaintiffs and their cashier knew his resi-

dence, and had orders where to address him, and the notary's

Kjlerk must be held to have acted with such knowledge. The

information was incorrect, as appeared by the testimony of

Thomas C. Butler.

The notice with respect to the second note was insufficient.

Upon the whole I am of opinion the judgment should be

affirmed.

.Judgment affirmed.

vClTED IK Hazleton Coal Co. v. Ryerson, Spen. 133.
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J.OHN DEN .ex .dem. JACOB HICKS and JOHN M. HICKS against JOHN
A. JOHNSON.

If the sheriff, by virtue of a writ of habere facias possessionem, puts the plain-
tiff in possession of more land than his title covers, the court on satisfactory

proof being made thereof, may order the defendant to be restored to the pos-
session of that part no,t included in the plaintiff's title.

In this case the plea had been relinquished at the circuit, a

judgment entered, kabere facias possessionem issued and executed,

upon the return of which, Saxton for the defendant, upon an

affidavit of the defendant, that the sheriff in executing the writ

of possession, had dispossessed him and put the plaintiff in pos-

session of a parcel of land to which the plaintiff had not title,

obtained a ruie to shew cause, "why a writ of restitution should

not be aw.arded to restore the defendant to the possession of a

lot of land of which the lessors of the plaintiff had been put in

possession by the sheriff under the writ of habere facias posses-

Monem, issued in this cause, to which they had not title; with

leave to take affidavits."

Saxton, in support of the rule, produced a number of exhibits

.and read a number of affidavits taken in pursuance of notice,

going to shew that John A. Johnson, the defendant, owned a

farm containing 186 acres,

1 quarter and 9 perches,
strict measure, called the

Tunison Farm, of which

the point A at the forks

of the road, near a school

house, and the point B,

called the Fisher corner,

or corner in Fisher's line,

and the point G, in a line

called the Tims course on

the road from the school

house to Hacketts Town, the corners
;
and the lino G A the

northern, and A B the western boundaries, (as exhibited in the

Annexed diagram taken from the defendant's map, Exhibit E.~)

Which farm he mortgaged to the lessors of the plaintiff, who
claimed title thereto, under a decree of the Court of Chancery
for the sale of the mortgaged premises, and a conveyance

Tunison

Farm.

I860, i. 9.
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thereof to them by the sheriff. That Johnson also owned a

triangular lot called the Mitchel lot, lying west of and adjoin-

ing the Tunison farm, extending from the corner A, near the

school house, southerly, along the line thereof, to the point D,
and westwavdly to the point C, bounded by the lines A D, D C
and C A, containing about three acres; that he had erected a

house about the point (m) on the line A D; that the corner

G, on the Hacketts Town road, and corner B, on Fisher's

line, were ancient and undisputed ;
that the school house was

not called for in the conveyances ;
that there was no natural

boundary, or known monument to determine the true location

of the corner at A
;

that the line B A, as run by the

defendant's surveyor, (making what was deemed a proper
allowance for variation, corrected also, by the corner D in that

line, at the intersection of the line C D; and allowing at the

termination A, the distance called for by the plaintiff's title

on the line G A) passed through the kitchen at the east end

of the house, leaving part of the kitchen and all the mansion

house, to the west of that line, on the Mitchel lot and

without the bounds of the Tunison farm as described in the-

mortgage and deed to the lessors of the plaintiff. That in

executing the habere facias possessionem, the sheriff had deliv-

ered to the lessors of the plaintiff, possession of the whole

house and the lands lying west of A B, as far as the enclosure

extended.

Upon this evidence the counsel for the defendant insisted,

that as there was no natural boundary, or known monument at

the corner A, its true location must be determined by the inter-

section of the linoe G A and B A; that the line B A, hud been

correctly ascertained by the defendant's surveyor ;
and the

plaintiff having taken possession of the house and land west of

that line, the defendant was entitled to restoration, which the

court would order either by rule, or by a writ of restitution

directed to the present sheriff, as the sheriff who executed the

habere facias, was out of office.

He cited the following authorities : 1 Burr. Rep. 629. 4 Burr.

Sep. 1996. 5 Burr. Rep. 2672. 2 Halst. Rep. 162.

Southard, for the plaintiff, read a number of affidavits
; going

to shew that the corner at A was a disputed corner, and the
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line A B consequently uncertain; that that line as run by the

plaintiff's surveyor passed over the westward of the mansion

house between the chimneys; that the plaintiff's claim extended

still farther; that Johnson, at the time of giving the mortgage
had represented the house as standing on the Tunisnu farm;

.and he insisted that this was a question of disputed boundary,

iiml upon the evidence doubtful
;
that the court would not in such

a case determine the matter, and order restitution on healing;

but would direct an issue, or leave the party to his remedy ly u

counter ejectment, to determine the line. He cited Barnes 468.

3 Wils: 49. 7 Term Rep. 418. Adams on E. 21. 1 Caines R. 499.

1 John. ca. 101.

Saxton replied ;
and now at this term the opinion. of the court

*vas delivered by

EWING, C. J. In this action of ejectment, a writ of habere

facias possessionem having been executed, the defendant com-

plains that the lessors of the plaintiff have taken possession of

more lands than they have title to and recovered, and seeks the

interposition of this court, from which the writ issued.

The first enquiry to be made, is whether assuming the allega-

tion to be true, the court can afford the defendant relief.

Upon this head, the law is I think fully and clearly settled.

It is laid down distinctly, and with precision, by Lord Mans-

field, in Cottingham v. King, 1 Burr. 629 " In this fictitious

iiction, the plaintiff," says he, "is to shew the sheriff and is to

take possession, at his peril, of only what he has title to. If

he takes more than he has recovered and shewn title to, the

-court will in a summary way set it right." This power has

been repeatedly recognized and exercised in the English and

American courts. In this court, in the case of John Den against
William Lloyd and William Lloyd, junior, in September Term,

1826, the sheriff having delivered to the lessors of the plaintiff

a strip or gore of land belonging to one of the defendants,

adjoining the premises contained in the mortgage which formed

the title of the plaintiff, but not included therein, and the mat-

ter having been made satisfactorily to appear to the court by
affidavits taken under a rule to shew cause, the rule was made
Absolute and restitution ordered. The exercise of this power,
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in a summary way, seems indispensable to the due administra-

tion of justice so long as the lessors of the plaimiff in ejectment
is permitted to describe the premises claimed, in the most gen-
eral terms and without specification in the declai-ation and exe-

cution, and while the sheriff is to deliver possession under the

direction of the lessor. If his error, or waywardness, in tak-

ing possession, can only be remedied by a new action of eject-

ment, it is easy to foresee, without the aid of fancy, the most

grievous oppression and mischief. Nor is the power of relief

limited, as insisted on this occasion by the plaintiff's counsel, to-

cases where the recovery is against one person, and another is

put out of possession, or where part only, as one-half or one-

third is recovered, and possession of the whole is given. These,
in the cases cited, are instances of the exercise, not of the

extent of the power, which is, as it ought to be, as comprehen-
sive as the injury. The manner in which the power is to be

exercised, or the preliminary steps to be taken and adjusted pre-

paratory to its exercise, will be the subject of some remarks in

the sequel.

The power of the court being established, the next enquiry,

seeking whether it should be brought to operate between the

present parties, is what premises have the lessors of the plaintiff

shewn title to and recovered.

From the affidavits and documents before us, it appears that

the title of the lessors of the plaintiff is a* deed made to

them by the sheriff of the county of Sussex, under a sale by vir-

tue of an execution from the Court of Chancery, upon a decree

for the sale of certain premises mortgaged by the defend-

ant to the lessors of the plaintiff. In the deed, and execution

and mortgage the premises are thus described : (I take the

description from the extracts entered on the copy delivered to

me the map marked Exhibit E ;. the deed, execution and mort-

gage, or copies, not having been furnished to us:) Beginning
at a chestnut tree and running several specified courses

and distances to a heap of stones designated on the map
by the letter B; thence N. 25 deg. 30 rain. W. fifty-two

chains and twenty-five links to a heap of stones designated
on the map by the letter A

;
then N. 65 deg. E. twenty-two

chains and fifty links to a heap of stones and stump, desig-

nated on the map by the letter G; and thence two given courses
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and distances to the place of beginning, containing one hundred

and eighty-six acres and a quarter, and nine perches, strict

measure. The description in these writings does not specify the

dwelling house of the defendant Johnson
;
at least I presume so,

as it was not suggested by either party on argument that it is

specifically mentioned.

The true location of the line from B to A is the subject of

controversy between the parties, and its adjustment will shew

the extent of the title and recovery of the lessors of the plain-

tiff. If its true location is, as claimed by the defendant, the

lessors of the plaintiff have taken possession of land not covered

by their title and not included in their recover}-. By saying
that the true location of the line is the criterion whereby the

dispute is to be decided, I mean to exclude the idea that the de-

clarations said to have been made by the defendant when nego-

tiating for the loan of the money and which may have induced

a belief that the dwelling house was included in the mortgage,,
can have any other legal effect than their tendency, among;
other considerations, to settle a doubtful or disputed line. How-

far fraud, or false representation, on the part of Johnson, might
aid the mortgagees, in a court of equity, we are not to enquire.

In a court of law, if the dwelling house is not included within,

the bounds of the mortgage, correctly adjusted, although the-

parties may have intended to include it, or the mortgagees may
have believed, from the false and fraudulent assertions of the

mortgagor, that it was done, we must, notwithstanding, mea-

sure the title and recovery of the mortgagees by the actual

limits and description of the instrument; or rather, in the pre-

sent case, we are to bound the plaintiff by the language of the-

sheriff's deed.

In the description of the premises, as just now seen, a heap-
of stones is called for as a monument at the corner A. On the

ground, this heap of stones is not to be found, nor is any other

monument there to fix with certainty the true position of that

corner. And hence much of the present difficulty between these

parties has resulted.

In endeavoring to ascertain the true location of the line B
A, which, as already remarked, is to shew what the lessors of

the plaintiff have title to, and thus to learn whether the defend-

ant has any cause of complaint, I think it expedient for the pro-
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nent to lay aside the running of the surveyors of both parties.

They sought their end, no doubt, with great skill and science,

but not in the most simple and certain manner, as I hope
I shall demonstrate. In the first place ;

the surveyor of the

plaintiff, to ascertain the true B A, started from the corner

JB. " He did not run as stated in Exhibit K" which is an

extract from the mortgage, but on a course which bore N. 24

degrees and a quarter West. From B he could see John-

aon's house and a school house, which stands at or near the

<:orner A; and the line he ran on that course "passed Johnson's

;house between the two chimneys of the large house on the west

end of the house." thereby leaving it, or the chief part of it,

:and the kitchen, within the mortgage, and terminated directly
in front of the school house door. Why did he run that

<line on that course? He explains; "The reason he did not

.lake the course mentioned in Exhibit K, in running the lino

jB A, was because there was some person present who said

sthe corner at the school house was directly in front of the

school house door, and that there was a stake there which he

could find ;" which induced him to run on the course twenty-
four and a quarter West. "He could not however find any
stake;" and may we not suppose he assumed 24 1-4 West
because he found by observation that would strike the school

house door? Moreover,. the surveyor says the contents of the

premises, according to his survey, are more than the mortgage
calls for. In the second place ;

the surveyor of the defendant
;

lie began at-B, and making an allowance for variation, started

on a course N. 25 deg. W. On his route he soon discovered an

.attraction by which his course bore near 26 deg. W. Stopping
nt D, nearly midway, he corrected his course by a monument
.said to shew, at a short distance, the corner of an adjoining lot.

Having run out this corrected course, he ran the line <j A, and

itgain made an allowance for the correction of the course B A,

which he believes, truly fixed, to be about N. 25 deg. 30 min.

W. and to strike the kitchen attached to the dwelling house so

as to exclude the latter and a large portion of the former from

the mortgage. Now the variation and attraction and correc-

tions, which are all here brought into account, serve to introduce

complexity, and hence more or less of uncertainty, in this mode

of ascertaining the location of the line. Moreover, the surveyor
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extends his distance on B A twelve links beyond the distance

mentioned in the mortgage and sheriff's deed, without any
fixed landmark, or natural boundary to justify the extension, and

with a view, as I presume, to reach the line G A as run by him

on the course he supposed to be correct.

And here I stop a moment to compai-e the observations of the

two surveyors. A course .N". 25 W. from the corner B, accord-

ing to the defendant's surveyor, strikes the kitchen which lies

easterly of the dwelling house. According to the observation

of the plaintiff's surveyor, a course N. 24J W., which indicates

a more easterly line than the former, passed between the two

chimneys on the west end of the house. A more easterly line

striking a more westerly object.

I do not think much effect can justly be given, as was insisted

by the defendant's counsel, to the ascertainment of the line

between the Mitchell lot and the Tunison farm. And for this

reason Johnson, when he made the mortgage, was the owner

of both; and hence if the true line B A varies from that line

and includes part of the Mitchell lot, the true line must be the

guide.

It is not my purpose here to enquire, which of the lines

pointed out by these surveyors, or whether either of them, is

correct. There appears to mo a more simple and certain mode
than has been pursued by either, of ascertaining the true loca-

tion of this line.

The corners B and G are fixed, known and uncontroverted.

The distance of the lines B A and G A are given in the wri-

tings and are not disputed. Now if an arc of a. -circle be drawn
from the point G as a centre with the distance G A as a radius,

.and another arc be drav/n from the point B as a centre with the

distance B A as a radius, their intersection will shew confi-

dently the corner A. In other words, the point where two lines

of the distances B A and G A will meet or strike each other,

is the true corner A. From which a line run on whatever

course it may be, to the corner B, will form the true line of the

mortgage and shew the extent of the title and recovery of the

lessors of the plaintiff.

In this mode, either of the surveyors, or any other experienced

craftsman, will, I think, most satisfactorily point out the prem-
ises recovered.
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The next enquiry is, whether the lessors of the plaintiff have

taken possession of lands not included within their line truly
ascertained. Will the court, according to the course of

practice, undertake and decide this enquiry? Where the fact

that the plaintiff in ejectment takes possession of more than

he has recovered or shewn title to, is made -out clearly and

conclusively by the evidence produced before the court, as in

the cases of Roe v. Dawson, 3 Wils. 49, and Den v. Lloyd and

Lloyd, (a) the court ought at once to set the matter right and
afford relief, without opening the way to further controversy,

litigation, or expense. But where the case is not clearly

made out and results in what is denominated a boundary

dispute, involving a variety of facts proper to be examined

and settled by a jury, the court may, if they see just ground
to suppose the allegation of the defendant to be true, direct

a feigned issue to settle the question. In Connor v. West, 5"

Burr. 2673, Lord Mansfield said he remembered an issue directed

to try whether the sheriff had delivered possession properly

according to the recovery. In Jackson v. Hasbrouck, 5 John. 366 r

the court said, a feigned issue seems to be the course of pro-

ceeding, in the English courts, when the fact is doubtful whether

the lessor has taken possession of more land than he has recov-

ered or not.

Under these views of the case, what ought now to be done by
this court on the present application ? There is some ground,
in my opinion, to believe, even from the shewing of the survey-
or of the plaintiff's lessors, that they have taken possession of

more than is strictly included within their title; but of how

much, or where the line B A, truly located, will run, I think

is not discernible from the materials before us. And if there-

fore a more simple mode of doing justice to the parties cannot

be adopted, the direction of a feigned issue may become neces-

sary. The delay and expense incidental to that mode of pro-

cedure admonish us that a more direct mode, if in our power, is-

to be preferred. In any case where a restitution is ordered,

some instructions, more or less precise, must be given to the sher-

iff, and he may oftentimes require professional aid to carry
them into effect. In the present case, I think a rule may prop-

erly be made requiring the sheriff to restore to the defendant

whatever the lessors of the plaintiff have taken possession of, if-
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any, westwardly of the line B A truly located and found in the

manner, und upon the principles, which I have stated.

RULE.

" The court having heard the affidavits and proofs taken and

made in this casf, and the arguments of counsel thereupon, and

duly considered the same, do order that the sheriff of the county
of Warren do cause the said John A. Johnson to be restored to

the possession of all the lands, if any, whereof possession has

been delivered to the lessors of the plaintiff by virtue of the

writ habere facias possessionem, issued in the aforesaid cause,

lying westwardly of a line running from a corner of the farm,

or tract of land, mentioned in the mortgage from the defendant

to the lessors of the plaintiff, and the deed from the sheriff of

the count}' of Sussex to them, under which they claimed title

in the aforesaid cause, at a heap of stones in the woods, corner

to John Schenck in Adam Fisher's line, being the southwest

corner of the said farm or tract, and being marked B on the

map (Exhibit E in this case) to a corner (at or near the school

house) distant fifty-two chains and twenty-five links from the

said corner B, and distant twenty-two chains and fifty links from

another corner of the tract in question, on the road from the

said school house to Hacketts Town, and marked Or on the said

map ;
and it is further ordered that this order for restoration

being made according to the evidence now produced before the

court, is not to conclude, or in any way prejudice, either party
in any future action of ejectment, or in any lawful investigation

of their respective rights in regard to the premises in question
in the above stated action of ejectment, or the lyies and bounda-

ries thereof. And it is ordered that the lessors of the plaintiff

shew cause, on the first day of the next term, why they should

not pay to the defendant the costs of this application."

[NOTE (a.) The Reporter was furnished by Mr. Saxton with the following

report cf the case of Den v. Lloyd, above referred to
:]

DEN ex dem. G. 8. WOODHULL and others againtt W. LLOYD and W.

LLOYD, Jun.

The ejectment was returned and rules exchanged in May
Term, 1825. In October, 1825, the pleu was relinquished by the-
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.order of W. Lloyd, judgment entered and habere facias executed.

In May Term, 1826, Mr. E. Stockton, on behalf of W. Lloyd, jun.

.obtained a rule, "That the plaintiff shew cause on the first day

.of the next term, why the execution of t-he writ of possession
in this cause should not be set aside, so far as respected a lot of

six and a half acres of land, claimed by William Lloyd, jun. not

included in the plaintiff's title, and possession of the said lot

restored to W. Lloyd, jun."

Upon the argument of the cause in September Term, 1826, Mr.

M. Stockton for W. Lloyd, jun. produced the following affidavits

in support of the rule, from which it appeared, by the affidavit

,(1) of W. Lloyd, "That he for both defendants instructed the

.attorney to let judgment pass ;
that he only expected a judgment

.against the farm, not against the lot, as he knew the plaintiff

.had no title to it; that he had no authority from W. Lloyd, jun.

who then lived in New York," (2) .of J. J. Ely, esq. the sheriff,

-"That by virtue of the habere facias, he, on the 26th April

last, delivered to the lessors of the plaintiff, possession of all

the lands then in possession of W. Lloyd, in the township of

{Freehold, ^extending from the line of the town lots on the north

.side of said farm to the line of A. Brinkerhoof on the south

D side of said farm, by the order of Gr. S. Wood-
-hull

;
that Woodhull mentioned to deponent that

he had heard that W. Lloyd, jun. claimed part
of the land whei-eof he gave possession," (3) of

James Robeson the surveyor,
" That he had run

the line
;

that a deed from James Lloyd to

William Lloyd, junior, covered a strip of land

between the farm -of W. Lloyd and A. Brinker-

C

-d hoof's line, which was not included in the mort-

gages to Williams, or to Woodhull, or the deed

^ to GvS. Woodhull of the 29th of March, 1824,"

^ under which the lessors of the plaintiff claimed;

by a map accompanying the affidavit of the

surveyor it appeared that the six and a half acre

lot in question was a narrow strip or gore of land

lying between the lines of the Lloyd and Brin-

kerhoof farms, beginning at the .corner A (in

the annexed diagram) and which was also the

corner of the Lloyd, and Brinkerhoof farms, and
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extending from them between the line of the Lloyd farm A B
T

on one side, and the Brinkerhoof farm A C, on tbe other,

to tbe Burlington road, which ran across through the points,

B and C.

After hearing the affidavits and argument of counsel, the

court directed a rule to be entered, ordering,
" That the said

rule (to shew cause) be made absolute, with costs; and that the

sheriff of the said county of Monmouth, do restore the posses-

sion of the said lot to the said defendant, William Loyd, jun.-

forthwith on the service of a copy of this rule," &c.

CITED IN Dm v. O'Hanlin, 3 Ear. 133.

THOMAS C. STERLING against JOSEPH W. VAN CLEVE.

WESTLEY P. HUNT against JOSEPH W. VAN CLEVE.

A mere agreement by the creditor to delay the sale of a debtor's goods, levied'

upon by execution, is of itself no evidence of fraud
;
there must be some proof

of actual fraud, of intention to hinder and delay other creditors, in order to sub-

ject a prior execution to postponement.

An agreement by the plaintiff in execution, with the defendant, to suffer the

goods levied on to remain in the possession of the latter for a specific time, in

consideration that the defendant would pay to the plaintiff a rent therefor equiv-
alent to their being kept in good order and of the same value as before the levy,
is not a fraud upon a subsequent execution creditor, and will not postpone the

prior execution.

The case of Berry v. Smith, 3 Wash. C. C. Rep. 60, is not the law of this

state.

This was a rule to shew cause why a prior execution in favour

of Thomas C. Sterling, against Joseph W. Van Cleve, should

not be postponed until a subsequent execution against the same

defendant, in favour of Westley P. Hunt, should be first satis-

fied. The following state of the case was agreed upon by the

attorneys of the parties, viz. :

That in the term of May, in the year of our Lord one thou-

sand eight hundred and twenty-six, a judgment was entered

in the Supreme Court in favour of Thomas C. Sterling against
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Joseph W. Van Cleve, for the sum of $2662 and four dol-

lars costs. That on the eighteenth day of May, returnable

to the term of September in the same year, an execution was

put into the hands of the sheriff of the county of Hunter-

.don, and a levy made thereon {pro ut the said execution and

return.)

That after the levy was made, the plaintiff in execution,

Thomas C. Sterling, agreed with the defendant to suffer the

.goods to remain in the possession of the defendant until the first

day of April, A. D. 1830, in consideration that the defendant

would pay to the plaintiff a rent therefor equivalent to their

being kept in good order 4 and of the same value as before the

levy; which agreement was communicated by the said Thomas
C. Sterling to the sheriff, and in consequence thereof the said

goods and chattels remained in the possession and occupation
-of the defendant after the said levy in the same manner as be-

fore
;
and that on the afternoon of the 26th of October, A. D.

1829, Westley P. Hunt, obtained a judgment against the said de-

fendant Joseph W. Van Cleve, upon bond and warrant of attorney,
in the Common Pleas of Hunterdon, and on the same evening
issued execution and placed it in the hands of the sheriff of the

said county of Hunterdon with directions to proceed thereon

immediately.
That the plaintiff in the first execution, on the said 26th day

.of October, 1829, sued out an alias fi. fa. on his said judgment

against the said Joseph W. Van Cleve, and placed it in the

liands of the sheriff of the said county of Hunterdon a few

hours before the execution in favour of the said Westley P. Hunt

against the said Joseph W. Van Cleve was placed in the sheriff's

hands; that the said sheriff, by virtue of the said alias fi. fa.

made a new levy, pro ut the same, and inventory and return

thereon
;
but by the consent of the plaintiff, Thomas C. Sterling,

and in pursuance of an agreement in writing endorsed upon a

copy of said inventory, October 28th, 1829, between the baid

Thomas C. Sterling and Joseph W. Van Cleve, et al. the sheriff

suffered the said goods and chattels to remain in the posses-

sion of the said Joseph W. Van Cleve
;

that the said sheriff

.of the said county of Hunterdon, by virtue of his said execu-

tion in favour of Westley P. Hunt, and of the said alias fieri

facias in favour of T. C. Sterling, advertised the personal prop-
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for sale at the suit of several plaintiffs on the day of

February, 1830.

On the day of February, contrary to the express direc-

tion of Westley P. Hunt, and without any direction of Thomas
C. Sterling, the sheriff, being confined to his bed by sickness,

adjourned the sale until the day of March, 1830. Between

the first day fixed for the sale and the day of adjournment, a

.venditioni exponas was issued on the part of T. C. Sterling. On
the said day of March, the sale took place, at which time

the said Joseph W. Van Cleve openly forbade a sale of his prop-

erty at the suit of, and under the execution of T. C. Sterling, in

pursuance of the agreement before mentioned. The sheriff pro-

ceeded with the sale.

It is further agreed, that at the time of the delivery of the

.alias fi. fa. Van Cleve was indebted about $300 for rent, and that

the property levied on sold for $574.43.

If the Supreme Court shall be of opinion, upon the foregoing
statement of facts, that the execution in favour of Thomas C.

iSterling should be postponed until the execution in favour of

Westley P. Hunt is satisfied, then the said sheriff is to be

directed to apply the moneys arising from the sale of the said

personal property towards the payment of the said execution in

favour of Westley P. Hunt: if not then he is to pay the same to

the said Thomas C. Sterling.

WM. HALSTED, Att'yfor W. P. Hunt.

SAM'L K. HAMILTON, Att'y for T. C. Sterling.

The agreement referred to, which was endorsed upon the

inventory, was as follows: "In consideration of the above goods
.and chattels being permitted to remain in the custody of

the defendant, and a postponement of a sale thereof by vir-

tue of the above stated execution, until the first day of April

next, we, whoso names are hereunto subscribed, jointly and

severally, promise and bind ourselves to deliver up the same
,to the sheriff, on that day free from all rents."

Trenton, October 28th, 1829.

Signed, S. A. P. &c.

W. Hoisted for W. P. Hunt, and in support of the rule, cited 3

Cowen Rep. 273, 'Mew v. Barber. 5 ib. 395, Russell v. Gibbs.
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15 John. 428, 429, Farrington & Smith v. Sinclair. 3 Peters, Cl

C. Rep. 60, Berry v. Smith. 17 John. 274, Kellogg v. Griffin. 1L

John. 110, Storm & Wood v. Beekman. 8 Bar. & Cress. 132, _Lor-

zt*A v. Crowder.

EWING, C. J. The controversy in this case is between two-

execution creditors, each claiming the proceeds of the sales of

the goods and chattels of their debtor. The sales were made
under both executions, the one of which was an alias fieri facias-

in favour of Sterling delivered to the sheriff in the afternoon of

the 26th of October, 1829, and the other was a fieri facias in

favour of Hunt delivered to the sheriff afterwards in the even-

ing of the same day. Hunt insists that the execution ol Sterling
is to be postponed until his execution, though second in delivery,,

is first satisfied
;
because acts done by Sterling, not indeed fraud-

ulent in design or intent, nor involving moral turpitude, are

nevertheless fraudulent in legal contemplation, or in other words,.-

sufficient to postpone the first, and entitle the second execution'

to priority.

The property levied on was advertised for sale under both exe-

cutions, in February, 1830, and an adjournment, in consequence-
of the sickness of the sheriff, then took place against the direc-

tions of Hunt, and without the consent of Sterling, until a day
in March when the sale was made.

The judgment in favour of Sterling was entered in May, 1826,.

and a fieri facias, then delivered to the former sheriff, was levied

on the same goods and chattels. He claims, however, no effi-

cacy from this execution and levy, but rests his right to the pro-

ceeds of the sale upon the alias execution already mentioned.

On the part of Hunt, it is insisted that a delay took place

under the fieri facias in favour of Sterling, by an agreement for

that purpose, made between him and the debtor, Van Clove,

amounting to legal though not actual fraud. And if the qucs-
lion was between the original execution and the execution of

Hunt, the effect of this delay might be important to examine;:

but let it be admitted that full effect is given to the alleged

legal fraud, and that the lien of the first execution is thereby

destroyed, or that it must stand postponed to any subsequent fair

execution, the controversy before us is not thereby closed, for

as already observed, the claim on the part of Sterling is not
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made under the first execution, and he requires no more than

that he should be considered to have issued execution on his

judgment on the 26th day of October, 1829. Nevertheless, this

previous transaction is a proper subject of scrutiny. If it pre-

sents the naked fact of delay, it will be unimportant, as the

effect of delay, where no obstacle intervenes, is, at the most, to-

destroy merely as against a subsequent execution, the lien of

the prior one. But if the transaction evinces a design to set up-

or keep on foot, an execution to cover the property of the debtor

for his use, or to delay or defraud other creditors, it may be

necessary to enquire what effect it may produce on the alias-

execution.

After the first execution was put into the hands of the-

officer and a levy made,
" the plaintiff agreed with the defend-

ant to suffer the goods to remain in the possession of the

latter until the first day of April, 1829, and subsequently

agreed to extend the time until the first day of April, 1830r
in consideration that the defendant would pay to the plain-

tiff a rent therefor equivalent to their being kept in good

order, and of the same value as before the levy." And the

goods and chattels, which consisted entirely of household fur-

niture, did remain, as before, in the occupation of the defend-

ant. In this transaction, I can discern nothing beyond a delay
for the relief of the debtor, but without any design to injure

or defraud others. The debtor is not to dispose of the good A

as he may think proper without control or account. For even-

their very deterioration, their natural wear and decay, is to

be made good. The interest on the debt would indeed accumu-

late against them, but in every other respect they ai*e to bo

made as sufficient to answer the claim of the plaintiff as at

the time of the levy. This arrangement was therefore not to-

the injury or prejudice, but rather to the benefit, of any other

creditor. And most clearly does not evince a design to cover

the property, or to protect it from the reach of others. This

case has scarcely any feature in common with those of Matthews

v. Warne, and Williamson v. Johnson. In the former, the debtor

was allowed "to exercise full dominion, without accounta-

bility, overall the provisions of his store, the furniture of his-

house, the crops and stock of his farm, the capital stock of u

large tannery and of a shop for manufacturing leather into nad--

VOL. VII. T
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dlery and harness, to kill beeves, sheep and hogs, consume the

way-going crops of his farm, sell the horses, cattle and stock

of a large farm and put the money in his pocket." In the

latter, after years of delay, in which the debtor was per-

mitted to use and consume the goods, and in some instances

to sell them, a sale was made impelled by the exigency of

unother execution, at which the creditor outbid all others

uud purchased every thing, and then suffered all to remain as

before in the hands of the debtor without any engagement
to compensate for their use, or, in any event, to deliver them

up. In the present case, I find nothing beyond the mere delay,

And it is not necessary now to examine the question whether

this alone will postpone an execution or destroy its lien in New
Jersey, because, as already remarked, no lien or preference is

claimed for the execution under which the delay occurred.

In these previous transactions, there is then nothing to sustain

the claim for prior satisfaction made by the second execution

creditor.

This claim is farther sought to be supported by a transaction

subsequent to the delivery of the two executions in question.

On the 28th of October", 1829, an agreement was made between

.ihe sheriff and certain friends of the debtor, which was en-

dorsed on an inventory of the goods, to the following effect:

''In considei-ation of the above goods and chattels being per-

mitted to remain in the custody of the defendant, and a postpone-
ment of the sale thereof by virtue of the above stated execution

antil the first day of April next, we, whose names are hereunto

subscribed, jointly and severally promise and bind ourselves to

deliver up the same to the sheriff on that day free from all

irents." The state of the case before us shews there was at

'that time about $300 of rent due and in arrear and conse-

quently chargeable upon the goods, which at sale brought

$574.73. This agreement was made with the consent of Ster-

ling. This consent was however afterwards withdrawn, and a

writ of venditioni exponas issued by him after the adjournment
and before the sale

;
the advertisement having been made by the

sheriff under both executions. In this transaction I can discover

neither actual nor even legal fraud on the part of the first credi-

tor. An arrangement made by the sheriff ought not to bo al-

lowed to prejudice him, especially as the proceeds of the sale are
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not paid over, or parted with, by the sheriff, but are under our

.control BO us to be disposed of wherever they lawfully belong.
The creditor, however, consented. But this consent can be no

proof of fraud. It was to produce a valuable effect to all who
were interested in the proceeds of the property levied on,

to clear it of a heavy amount of rent, and bring the whole

avails to the satisfaction of the creditors. And this consent was

withdrawn even at the loss of the removal of this incumbrance

of the rent when it was discovered it could not be persevered in

with safety.

But, it is said here was a consent to a delay on the part of

the creditor, and the broad ground is assumed, and contended

for, by the counsel of the second creditor which was stated by
JUDGE WASHINGTON, iu'Berry v. Smith, 3 Wash. C. C. R. 60, that

Any delay, however short, produced by the order or consent of

the creditor, deprives the execution of its force and effect until

restored by a countermand, and if, in the meantime, a second

execution is taken out and levied, the former must be post-

poned. I do not hold the doctrine here laid down to be the law

of New Jersey. It has not been recognized by our courts, nor

sanctioned by our customs, nor adopted in our practice, nor is

it consistent with the circumstances of our people, or the current

of business and dealings in our community. The true doctrine

was, in my opinion, laid down by C. J. KIRKPATRICK, in deliver-

ing the opinion of this court, in Cosher v. Peterson. " In this

country, it has not been the custom, nor is it necessary that the

goods should be actually removed by the officer. They are left

in the hands of the defendant at his request, and for his benefit

and accommodation, and he must be considered as the agent
And his house the store house of the officer for this purpose. If

the execution should not be pursued and a subsequent one be

s levied on the same property, then it will always be a question
whether the first was kept up merely by colour, and for fraudu-

lent purposes; and if so, the last shall prevail, but if otherwise,
the goods and chattels shall be holden by the first levy." The
rule of law and policy, as it respects our state, is here plainly

pointed out, together with the proper and legitimate topics of

enquiry.
Was then the first execution in the present case, that is to say,

the alias fieri facias of Sterling kept up merely by colour, and
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for fraudulent purposes? I cannot say so. The goods, there*

fore, should be holden by the first levy.

According to the stipulation in the case, let the sheriff pay
the money to Thomas C. Sterling.

FORD, J. Thomas C. Sterling delivered an execution at his

suit against J. W. Van Clevej to the sheriff of the county of

Hunterdon, on the 18th day of May, 1826, and had it levied

upon his goods and chattels. He then agreed to suffer the prop-

erty levied on, to remain in the hands of the debtor without a

sale, until the first of April, 1829. He subsequently agreed to

extend the said time of delay, till the first of April, 1830, ia

consideration of the debtor's agreement to allow a rent for the;

use of the property, equivalent to keeping it in as good order,

and of as good value, during the time of delay, as it was at the

time of the levy. Afterward, on the 26th of October, 1829, he

delivered an alias fi.fa. to the sheriff and had it levied upon the

same goods, but suffered them to remain in the hands of the

debtor.

On the day and year last mentioned, a few hours later in the

day, Westley P. Hunt delivered an execution at his suit against

Mr. Van Cleve, and had it levied on the same property by the

sheriff and gave orders for an immediate sale. The sheriff

accordingly advertised and sold it on those three executions, but

it did not bring the amount of Mr. Sterling's demand. A rule'

is now moved on the part of Mr. Hunt, to -allow his execution,,

though the youngest, to be first satisfied out of the proceeds, on

the ground of Mr. Sterling's having lost its legal priority by
means of the foregoing facts.

First, by having delayed the execution of his writ by a vol-

untary agreement on his part for so great a length of time,'

that this has forfeited his priority according to adjudications at

the common law, in England, as well prior to the year 1776, as

subsequently to that period, there cannot be a doubt. But a

practice for granting delay on executions has been used in this

state uniformly, not only prior to the year 1776, but it runs

back to the earliest period of our juridical history. It corres-

ponds with the memory of the oldest practitioners, and with

tradition from their predecessors. Nor has the exercise of it

been in a timid or clandestine manner, but openly, by word of
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mouth, and by written orders in most cases to the sheriff'

himself. A practice so old and uniform as this, has now
become too stubborn for alteration by any sudden judicial

decision, or otherwise than by legislative correction, if correc-

tion shall be deemed necessary. And to persist, in the mean-

time, in the practice, cannot be contrary to the common law,

as adopted in our constitution, it being a maxim of that law,

that communis error facit jus; a rule becomes law that has

been uniformly prevalent for a long and venerable period of

time. A practice so old and uniform as this is, would prevail

over ancient decisions even in England. Nor do I perceive

any thing impolitic or injurious in it, to make a legislative

'alteration therein desirable. If a creditor chooses to be mer-

ciful and patient, so long as a debtor is striving to effect

payment of the debt, such forbearance is neither unfair towards

the debtor himself, nor is it an obstruction to other execu-

tion creditors. They can put an end to this delay at their

pleasure by ordering a sale of the propertj", and distribution

of its proceeds among the executions, according to priority,

as far as the proceeds will extend. Mr. Sterling's consent not

to push the property to a sale on his execution, did not in the

ieast impede Mr. Hunt's younger writ when he gave the order

for an immediate sale; it in effect superseded the agreement
of Mr. Sterling for delay. Such agreement is upon an implied
condition always, that the execution is not to loSe its priority,

but the delay grant'ed upon it is to cease, if the sheriff should

be compelled to proceed to sale on a younger execution.

Delay, in this sense, was never esteemed a badge of fraud in

New Jersey, however formally it may have been granted. It

occurred in the most prominent form in the case of Matthews

v. Warne, 6 Halst. 295, and also in that of Williamson and

Snowhill, yet it was not made a ground of decision by the court,

in either of those cases. Those prior executions were post-

poned to younger ones on very different reasons; and it may be

Assumed as a rule in New Jersey, that an agreement to delay
the sale of a debtor's goods is no evidence, by itself, of a fraud-

ulent execution. Therefore we may lay the objection out ot

the case.

Secondly, it is objected, that Mr. Sterling did more than

merely to grant delay; that he took away the goods from the
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oflScer's control, and so placed them in the hands of the debtor

that the sheriff could not have reclaimed them in an action of

trover, nor could they be considered in the custody of the law.

But the case represents this matter very differently as I appre-
hend it. The taking of an inventory by the officer vested in

him a special or qualified title to the goods, according to all

the cases of Casher v. Peterson, I South. 317
;
Newel v. Sibly,

1 South. 381
; Oliver v. Applegate, 2 South. 480

;
Wintermute v.

Hankinson, 1 Halst. 140, and Lloyd v. Wyckoff, 6 Halst. 220.

He became thereby responsible for the property in the inven-

tory, and had a right to place it for safe keeping any where,
even in the hands of the debtor himself, as his agent or bailiff,

according to the cases of Casher v. Peterson, and Oliver v. Apple*

gate, before mentioned. He accordingly left them in posses-

sion of the debtor, and if he did not take security for .their

forth coming, they remained after levy and inventory at his

own risk. All that Mr. Sterling did in the case was this, he
"
agreed to suffer them to remain "

till the first of April, 1830,

and not to coerce the sheriff in the meantime to sell them. It

is riot pretended in the case that the goods were at the risk of

the creditor. The officer himself was responsible for their

forth coming, and might have maintained trover for them upon
the ground of responsibility. There is nothing, therefore, in this

objection.

Lastly it is objected that the creditor exacted a rent for the

property, equivalent to keeping it of as- much value till the

expiration of the time, as it was at the time of the levy. Now
this shews an intention on the part of the creditor to maintain

and pursue his remedy by execution, and removes every suspi-

cion of its being a collusion, either for the benefit of the debtor

or in prejudice of other execution creditors. It secured the value

of the goods for their benefit, and could not be fraudulent ii>

relation to Mr. Hunt's execution, which was directly interested

in the surplus. It was insinuated that Mr. Sterling intended to

keep this rent as a douceur, but this is not found in the case as

above stated
;
and cannot be taken as a part of it. The agree-

ment was made openly, not secretly. The rent proceeding from

the goods would be reckoned towards payment of his demand

as much as if it had arisen from the sale of them. It would

be so much made out of them by the execution, which the courJ
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would have applied against his debt, to the extent of what he

had received, and that without asking for his consent, let his

unwillingness have been ever so great. But the case does not

shew an unwillingness on his part; on the contrary, it shews

a wish, to make the goods bring their utmost value. There is

no fact more free from collusion with the debtor, or from in-

juring subsequent execution creditors, than this very one
;

unless it be that of preserving the goods to their use, against
a seizure of them for rent, by exacting security from the

debtor, that they should not be distrained by his landlord.

While consenting to a lawful delay of sale, Mr. Sterling adopted

prudent precautionary measures, with the consent of the

debtor himself, to ensure the utmost value of the goods, and
for applying it in satisfaction of creditors, according to their

regular priorities. In this therp was no fraud, of either a

moral or legal character, nothing that should disturb the pri-

ority of his lien, or interfere with the rule of the statute, that

the execution " which was first delivered shall be first executed

and satisfied." Therefore the rule to shew cause must be dis-

charged.

DRAKE, J. The reasons urged for the postponement of the

prior writ of execution in this case are,

First, the delay which took place in selling the property levied

on, and

Secondly, the interference of the plaintiff in the execution of

the first writ, and his agreement for the delay of sale.

I concur with my brethren in the opinion that, in New Jersey,

very kind of interference, or agreement for delay, is not

unlawful; but that there must be some proof of actual fraud,

of intention to cover property, or to hinder and delay other

creditors, in order to subject the prior writ to postponement.
The cases of Matthews and Warne and Williamson and Johnson^
were decided on these grounds. We have never adopted the

rigid rules on this subject which prevail in England, and in

some of the neighboring states
;
and I think it inexpedient to

do so. In the case of Casher v. Peterson, 1 South. 317, the lato

chief justice has declared the practice and law of this stale

accurately, as I conceive, except perhaps in the single remark,
that the goods are left in the hands of the defendant "for hie
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benefit and accommodation
j

" which may possibly mislead

plaintiffs to indulge defendants in too free a use of the property
levied on, and such as would be hazardous on a question of fraud

raised in favour of a subsequent execution.

In the case before us I see no such evidence of actual fraud,

as should induce the court to interfere
;
and I consider it un-

necessary to express my opinion w-hether there is any such

evidence as would warrant us in ordering a feigned issue, as I

understand it to be the agreement of the parties that our decision

shall be conclusive.

is Cumberland Bk. v Hann, 4 Harr. 166. James v. Burnet, Spen. 640.

Caldwell v. Fifield, 4 Zab. 155. Stebbins v. Walker, 2 Gr. 94.

THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY against WILLIAM STILES.

The weekly sum r.equired by the 6th section of the "act for the relief of per-
sons imprisonedfor debt," Rev. Laws 218, to be paid by the dissatisfied creditor,

to the insolvent debtor, must be paid on fixed days, and which can in no in-

stance, be more than one week asunder.

The term " on application,"
used in that section of the act, does not neces-

sarily imply an application in writing.

The debtor need not give notice to his opposing creditor of his application to

three judges to be discharged for neglect on the part of the creditor to pay his

weekly allowance.

It is not necessary that the assignment (mentioned in the 5th section of the

act, Rev. Laws 218) should be filed in the clerk's office prior to the making of

the order for discharge.

Though three judges meet, at the request of the debtor on the 31st of July,
and receive proof of the failure of the weekly allowance, take an assignment
from him and then execute an instrument under their hands and seals, reciting
what was done, and declaring him to be an insolvent debtor, according to the

several acts of the state of New Jersey, inasmuch as this instrument contained

no order for the discharge of the debtor, the judges may meet again on the

next day, and reciting in another instrument what had been done on the day

previous, may add thereto an order for the discharge of the debtor from im-

prisonment.

W. Hoisted, for plaintiff.

Hamilton; for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.
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William Stiles having applied to the Court of Common Pleas

of the county of Burlington, for relief as an insolvent debtor,

was, on the twenty-fourth day of December, 1827, remanded to

prison at the instance of Asahel C. Page, one of his creditors,

And upon his agreement to pay, according to the provision con-

tained in the act for the relief of persons imprisoned for debt, to

and for the support of the said William Stiles, weekly and every

week, the sum of fifty cents, the first payment to be made on the

twenty-fifth day of the same month of December.

On the first day of August, 1828, an order was made by three

judges of the said court for the discharge of Stiles from impris-

onment, the creditor, Page, having failed to pay the weekly
allowance on the twenty-ninth day of July preceding.

Page has brought here by certiorari this order of discharge,
and seeks to set aside the same for several reasons.

let. Because he says there was no failure to pay the weekly

sum, the same having been tendered in season. The first pay-

ment, according to the agreement, was to have been made, and

was made, on Tuesday the twenty-fifth of December. The

twenty-ninth day of July was Tuesday, the correspondent day
of the week; and if the payment ought to have been made on

that day, there was, it was conceded, a failure, the offer to pay
not having been made until the next da}", Wednesday the thir-

tieth. But it is insisted, on the part of the creditor, that he

had the whole of the week to make the payment; that hav-

ing paid on Tuesday, the twenty-second of July, he was not

bound to pay again on Tuesday, the twenty-ninth, but might
do so at any time afterwards on or before Monday the third of

August.
Neither the terms of the agreement nor the stipulation enter-

ed into by the creditor, nor the policy of the legislature in mak-

ing this humane provision on behalf of the debtor, can in any
wise admit such latitude. The plain language of the statute 1ms

left no room for doubt or misconstruction. " To be paid on the

second day of each week," evidently requiring the payment on

fixed days, and which can, in no instance, be more than one week

asunder.

2d. Another reason is that the application by the insolvent

debtor to the judges for discharge was not made in writing

The term " on application
" used in the act, Iocs not neces-
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sarily imply an application in writing. Nor is it so technically

understood in the language of our statutes. Thus Rev. Laws

40, sec. 11,
" When any poor person shall apply for relief to any

overseer where he may reside, the said overseer shall mak**

application to a justice of the peace." To affix such a meaning
to the term would require both these applications, as well from

the overseer as from the pauper, to be in writing. The practice-

under this section of the insolvent act, so far.as I have been able

to learn it, has not been by application in writing.

In the third place; it is said the judges had no authority to*

make the order of discharge on the first of August, because they
had met on the application of the debtor on the previous day,,

had then made an order whereby they became as to this mat-

ter functi cfficiis, and could not again assemble, or act, without a

new application from the debtor.

The judges, it appears, met at the request of .the debtor, on-

the 31st of July, received proof of the failure of the weekly

allowance, took an assignment from him, and then executed an-

instrument under their hands and seals reciting what was dona

and declaring him to be an insolvent debtor according to the sev-

eral acts of the state of New Jersey. On the next day, the 1st

of August, the three judges again met, and reciting, in another

instrument, what had been done on the day previous, and in

nearly the same terms, they added thereto an order for the dis-

charge of the debtor, Stiles, from imprisonment, and executed it

under their hands and seals bearing the latter date.

The judges did not, at the first meeting, or on the first day,

complete the purpose for which they were called together. The
first instrument simply declared Stiles an insolvent debtor and

gave no order for discharge. If they had attempted to make an

order and bad made an inefficient or irregular one, they might,
with some propriety, have been deemed functi officiis, but they
had left the order wholly untouched. Hence I see no objection

to their convening on the next day, as no legal form or ceremony
was requisite to bring them together, pr to constitute them a

competent tribunal, and then completing what they had left un-

finished on the antecedent day. Nor was a second application

requisite. The insolvent had applied to them for a discharge

according to law, and this application was available until, it wag

duly answered.
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4. Another reason for setting aside the order of discharge is-

that no notice of the application was given to Page the creditor.

The answer to this reason is, that such notice is not required

by the statute, nor by any practice under it. A summary relief

for the debtor was intended by the legislature, where the creditor

failed in making his payment at the stipulated time. It was not

wonderful they should hold him to great strictness and vigilance,

when they gave him the power of keeping the debtor in confine-

ment upon his own declaration of dissatisfaction and stipulation
to make the weekly payments. Nor would it have been reason-

able to require notice to a defaulting creditor residing, perhaps,
at a great distance, and who must, of course, if notice is to be

given, have a reasonable time for attendance, while the debtor,

from the want of what he has engaged to supply, is perhaps-

starving, or subsisting on the bounty of others.

5. In the last place, it is urged that it does not appear that

the assignment was filed in the clerk's office, as directed by the

fifth section, prior to the order for discharge, without which it is-

contended the judges had no authority to make the order.

The making of the assignment is the material act on the part
of the debtor; the preservation and filing of it are on the part
of the court or the clerk. Where the discharge is actually made
in court, there may be a good reason, and no inconvenience, in

causing the assignment first to be filed
;
but when the discharge

is to be made by three judges, an extraforensic tribunal, whom
the clerk is not bound nor expected to attend, it seems an unne-

cessarily rigid construction of the act, especially where the

words do not distinctly require it, to compel the discharge to

await the formal act of delivering the assignment to the clerk
;

and still more so, to render the discharge nugatory if the assign-

ment is not recited to have been so delivered and filed".

This reason is insufficient to affect the validity of the dis-

charge.

Let the order of discharged be affirmed.

CITED IB State v. Common Pleat of Pauaie, 9 Vr. 184.
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DEN ex dem. ISAAC SMITH against JOHN 'YOUNG, Jun.

Where land which has been levied upon by virtue of a prior judgment and
, execution, is first sold under a subsequent judgment and execution thereon, and
is afterwards sold by virtue of the first judgment and the execution thereon,
the title of the purchaser, under the first judgment and execution, though under

i the second sale, will prevail over the title acquired by the purchaser of the first

ale, but under the second judgment and execution.

The word "executed" in the thirteenth section of the "act making lands
liable to be sold for the payment of debts," Rev. Laws 433, means levied.

Though a sheriff, in his conditions of sale, undertakes to adjourn the sale for

a fortnight, in case the property should be bid off by any person who should

neglect or refuse to comply with those conditions, and the property is struck off

, to one of the defendants who refuses to comply with the conditions of sale, and
the sheriff, instead of adjourning for a fortnight, immediately sets the property

- up again and strikes it off to the lessor of the plaintiff, who is the highest bidder,
and executes to him a deed for it accordingly, this does not render the sale a

nullity, and therefore cannot be given in evidence by the defendant in an action

'ibrought by the purchaser to recover the possession of the lands purchased.

Williamson and Southard, for plaintiff.

Scudder and Wood, for defendant.

EWING, C. J. The first and principal point in this cause is

de just construction of the thirteenth section of the statute

entitled "An act making lands liable to be sold for the payment
of debts."

Both parties claim the farm in question under John Sum-

mers, the elder, whom they admit to have been seized and

in possession on and before the fourth day of August, 1820.

On that day an execution issued out of the Inferior Court of

Common Pleas, of the county of Sussex, on a judgment signed
on the twentieth of July pi-eceding, in favour of John Kinney
and others, against the said John Summers, and David Sum-

mers, William Summers, John Summers, junior, and Jacob Sum-

mei-s, was delivered to the sheriff of the county, William Darrah,

squire, and was levied on the premises in controversy and

returned to the ensuing term of August. Afterwards, Daniel

Feit obtained a judgment against John Summers, the elder, in

the same court, signed on the twenty-eighth of April, 1821,

upon which an execution was issued, delivered to Sheriff

Darrah, levied on the same premises, and returned to the

ensuing term of May. Under the last mentioned execution.

the farm was advertised and sold to David Summers, John

; Summers, junior, William Summers, and Jacob Summers and
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a deed was made to them bearing date on the 30th of April,

1822. In June, 1828, the farm being anew advertised by Sheriff

Darrah under the execution in favour of John Kinney and others,

was sold to Isaac Smith, and a deed was made to him on the

20th of August of the same year. The lessor of the plaintiff

claims under the first judgmen-t and execution and the second'

sale and deed, and insists that, by operation of law, he took

the lands in question discharged of the first judgment and

execution.

In the course of this cause no questions of fraud have been

suggested or raised. Neither in the first judgment, nor in the-

delay to make sale under it, has any fraud been alleged. At
the instance of the defendant,* the judge, at the trial, overruled

evidence offered by the plaintiff to shew that the first judgment
was delayed

" at the request of the Summers."

No question as to the want or effect of notice has been pro-

posed. The purchasers at the first sale are defendants in the'

previous judgment.
The analogical argument drawn by the defendant's counsel,

from the effect of a sale of personal estate, is not applicable-
here. If a sheriff having a first and second execution sells-

chattels under the second, the purchaser, it is said, will hold

them clear of the first execution, and the plaintiff therein

must look to the sheriff for his remedy. This rule, however,,

ought not, as urged, to be extended to real estate. In chat-

tels, the sheriff by the execution and levy acquires an interest;

he may take possession ;
remove them from the defendant

and deliver them when sold; he may maintain an action if

they are abstracted; he may in England, it is said, make a-

bill of sale of them without advertisement or public vendue.

His duties and powers as to real estate are very different.

He acquires no interest; can neither take nor deliver posses-

sion
;
maintains no possessory action

;
and is the instrument of

the law for the transfer of the title after a public advertisement

and sale.

By the first and second sections of the act making lands liable

to be sold for the payment of debts, Rev. Laws 430, a judg-
ment is made a lien on the real estate

;
and will, of conse-

quence, remain so until legally removed. According to the sixth

section, the money is to be made of the real estate whereof th
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party was seized on the day when the real estate became liable,
" or at any time afterwards in whose hands soever the same

may then be." In Green \. Allen, 2 Wash. 280, in the Circuit

Court of the United States for Pennsylvania, money raised

by sale of real estate under a fi.fa. on a judgment in that

.court, was ordered to be first applied to the satisfaction of

a previous judgment and execution, although after the levy,

further proceedings had been stayed by order of the plain-

tiff. In Ridgley v. Gattrell, 3 Har. & McHen. 449, Ridgley
obtained judgment in May, 1787, against Burgess Cor debt

.and costs. Execution was not issued. In November, 1791,

Brown's executors obtained a judgment against Burgess for

debt and costs. In March, 1792,- a fi. fa. issued thereon, and

a tract of land, of which the defendant, Burgess, was seized

at the first judgment, was sold, at public sale, to Gattrell who
was the highest bidder and purchaser for a valuable consider-

ation and a deed was made to him by the sheriff. It was

held in this case, whieji was on scire facias against Gattrel,

the purchaser, as terre-tenant, to make the tract answerable,
that the judgment of the plaintiff, Ridgley, was a lien on the

land in the hands of Gattrel. In Jackson v. Mills, 13 John. 464,

judgment against Richard Osborne, the original owner of the

premises in question, was docketed on the third of August,
1807. Execution was issued thereon, a sale was made to Whit-

lock, the lessor of the plaintiff, and the sheriff's deed to him

Jbore date 15th February, 1814. Prior, however, to the sale on

that execution, an execution had been issued against the same

Richard Osborne on another judgment in favour of another

person docketed subsequently, and under this second judgment
.a sale and conveyance were made by the sheriff before the sale

and conveyance .already mentioned under the first judgment.

.SPENCER, J. for ithe court, said "Independently of the parol

.evidence that the first purchase was subject to the prior lien, the

law would produce that result. Whitlock acquired, by his pur-

chase under the senior judgment a title paramount to that of

Harder's, under the junior judgment." And judgment was ac-

cordingly rendered in this action of ejectment, in favour of the

plaintiff, who claimed under the first judgment and second sale,

.against the defendant, who claimed under the second judgment

.and first sale.
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These views of the subject evince, I think satisfactorily, that

the operation of the thirteenth section should be our principal

pursuit. The section itself proves very forcibly that with-

out it, the first judgment and execution would operate after the

sale under the second. Otherwise the section is useless. From
what judgments then is the purchaser at the sheriff's sale to

hold "free and clear" the real estate he has purchased? "All

other judgments, whatsoever, on or by virtue of which no exe-

cution has been taken out and executed on the said lands, ten-

ements, hereditaments, and real estate, so purchased." What
is here meant by an execution executed? We ought not

to understand, thereby, an execution under which all has been

done which the writ requires, or the law permits ;
under which

& sale and conveyance of the real estate have actually been

made; and yet, undoubtedly, such is one sense of the word,

executed; for it seems to me it could not have entered into

the imagination of any one that it was necessary or useful

to declare such lands clear and free from a subsequent judgment
and execution. To execute, does sometimes mean, as suggested

by the defendant's counsel, to fulfil, to complete ;
but it has

Also other significations, especially when used in legal affairs.

Thus the writ is called an execution, before it has performed

Any of its functions. Our purpose, however, should be to

eeek the sense in which the word has been used in the

section before us. The phrase is a peculiar one
;

" executed on

the lands." If it had been used in the same sense as completed
or fulfilled, we may suppose the phrase would have been simply
" taken out and executed," for the whole idea would have been

then expressed. But some qualification or limitation of this idea

was designed. The legislature, moreover, intended that some-

thing more should be done than merely to take out the

execution
;

for it might be levied on some and not on all of

the lands of the defendant; and if so, the lands levied on if

purchased, might in good policy be cleared from the judgment,
as the plaintiff had not thought fit to extend his execution

to them. As, then, an execution fulfilled or completed is

not meant, but something short of it, yet as an execution fast-

ened on the lands is plainly designated, the true construction

seems to be equivalent to, levied, an execution levied on the

lands. This interpretation is supported by the preamble of the
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section, whether it is lawful to resort for light when the enact-

ing clause is equivocal or obscure
;

not that the generality
of the latter is at all times to be limited to the particular

instance recited, nor that the latter may not often be general, and

the former special, but as one method, among others, to unfold

the meaning of the law giver. The scope of the preamble

is, those who have not taken out or will not take out executions

upon their judgments. If it be argued that under this construc-

tion a doubt might arise whether a subsequent execution levied

before the sale might not embarrass the purchaser. I think

not, even under this section. But clearly not when we refer to

the twelfth section which gives to the purchaser as good and per-

fect an estate in the premises, as the person against whom
the writ of execution issued was seized of or entitled to at

the judgment under which the sale was made. In the case of

Den v.Maffet, this subject came, not directly, but incidentally,,

before this court. The question was whether two sheriffs could

advertise jointly, sell jointly, and subscribe a joint deed of real

estate. KIRKPATRICK, C. J. for the court, said " It is very

certain, I think, that the act subjecting lands to be sold on exe-

cution for the payment of debts, gives no such joint author-

ity. As the law now stands, the sheriff who has the first

execution has, of course, the first right to sell if he chooses to-

pursue it. But if the sheriff who has the first levy shall neglect

or refuse to sell at the first day, then he who has the next

levy may sell, subject to such prior execution, but not to raise-

money to pay it."

I am of opinion the execution of Kinney and others was at the

time of the sale under the execution of Feit, an execution exe-

cuted on the farm in question according to the true intent and

meaning of the thirteenth section; and hence Smith acquired a

valid title by virtue of his purchase.
The defendant farther sought to impeach the deed under which

the plaintiff claims title by certain evidence which he offered of

the manner of conducting the sale by the sheriff; which evi-

dence was however overruled by the judge; and the defendant

now urges the rejection of this evidence as a ground for new

trial. Upon the admissibility of this evidence, I have enter-

tained some doubts, not however amounting to a belief that it

was improperly overruled. Inasmuch, however, as my brethren-
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are fully satisfied that the evidence was inadmissible, it is unne-

cessary for me to express any opinion.

DRAKE, J. It is admitted by the parties, that on, and previ-

ous to, the 20th July, 1820, the premises in question were owned
and possessed by John Summers; and the plaintiff gave in evi-

dence,

1st. A judgment by confession, entered on that day, in the

Inferior Court of Common Pleas of the county of Sussex (then

extending over the said lands) at the suit of John Kinney, jun.

against the said John Summers, together with his four sons,

David, William, John, and Jacob Summers. Which judgment
was accompanied by the proper affidavit.

2d. A writ of fi. fa. sued out on said judgment, returnable

to the term of August, 1820, and marked " received 4 August,

1820, by Darrah, sheriff," which was levied on the lands in

question.

3d. A deed from "William Darrah, late sheriff of Sussex, to

Isaac Smith, the lessor of the plaintiff, dated 20th August, 1828,

purporting to be founded on the judgment and execution afore-

said.

The defendant gave in evidence an exemplification of a judg-

ment, Daniel Feit v. John Summers, signed the 28th of April r

1821, a writ of fi. fa. issued on said judgment, returnable to

May Term, 1821, endorsed to levy $300 with interest and costs
;

and a deed for the premises in question from William Darruh,.

sheriff of Sussex, to David Summers, John Summers, jun. Wil-

liam Summers, and Jacob Summers, dated the 30th day of.

April, 1822.

The question is, which of these titles is to be preferred ?

The title of Smith, the lessor of the plaintiff, being derived

under the oldest judgment, and also the oldest execution and/

levy, would undoubtedly be entitled to the preference unless

prevented by the operation of the thirteenth section of the act-

making lands liable to be sold for the payment of debts.

Revised Laws, p. 433. By this it is enacted that the purchaser,
at sheriff's sale,

" his heirs and assigns, shall hold the lands, &c.

by him or her purchased as aforesaid, free and clear of all-

other judgments, &c. on or by virtue of which no execution

has I ee i taken out and executed o.i the lands, &c. so purchased.'"
VOL. VII. U
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The execution, under which the plaintiff derives title, was taken

out and levied before the sale to the defendants, but the property
was not sold under it until long afterwards

;
and the defendant

insists, that by virtue of the above act, he should hold the land

free from all lien or claim arising under the oldest execution,

because it was not fully executed by sale. The plaintiff, on the

other hand, insists that the word executed, used in the act, there

nieans merely levied.

The preference which the law gives to claims spread upon
the public records, over those originating subsequently, or, if of

equal origin, less diligently pursued, is founded in justice and

good policy. If a judgment be permitted to lie without execu-

tion more than a year and a day, the law raises such a pre-

.sumption of satisfaction, that the plaintiff shall not have execu-

tion, without calling on the defendant to shew cause to the

contrary, if any he have. And between judgment creditors,

the legislature have not permitted the parties to repose in safety

for even that length of time, but gives the preference to the

execution first sued out and delivered to the sheriff, Revised

Laws, p. 431, sections 3 and 4. So much the legislature have

clearly done to enforce diligence in the parties, and to increase

the notoriety of liens. And so much they could do without

injustice ;
for so far the party has had the control of his claim,

and of the remedies for its recovery, and if he failed in dili-

gence might with propriety be punished by the loss of his

priority. But when he has placed his writ in the hands of the

'officer, who gives notice of his intention to appropriate certain

property to its satisfaction, by levying on it, the party plaintiff

^should not lose his priority by misfortune, mistake, accident, or

even every species of negligence, on the part of the sheriff.

lit may be readily perceived that many circumstances may
interfere and prevent a sale within any specified time, as the

death of the sheriff, a mistake in an advertisement, a postpone-

ment by injunction or rule of court or other matter, which

ought not to take away the plaintiff's rights. I should be

unwilling to give a construction to the act which would take

away a priority under such circumstances, unless its language

imperatively requires it.

The word executed, used in the act, does not uniformly mean,

when applied to writs of fi. fa. a complete execution. It is per-
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haps more frequently used in reference to the first part of the

execution of the writ, to wit the levy. Our books are full of in-

stances of this use of the term. See 1 Wilson, 44. 2 Tidd,

S12, 1072. Willes, 271. 6 Mod. 290, 298. 2 Term Sep. 44.

And this use of it conforms to the mischief adverted to in the

preamble, that persons "who have not taken out, or will not

take out, executions on their judgments, ought not to hinder, or

prevent, those who do, from having the proper effect and fruits

thereof."

To suppose that there must have been an actual sale of the

premises, by yirtue of the first execution, to preserve its lien,

is absurd. The second sale would be then wholly nugatory,
And the purchaser under it would have no estate at all in the

premises. The legislature couldj not have contemplated that a

second sale would take place under such circumstances, and would

not have provided securities for the title passing under
it, when

no title at all could pass.

In the case of Maffit at the suit of Den, 1 Hoisted 229, the

.ciief justice says
"
if the sheriff, who was the first levy, shall

neglect or refuse to sell at the first day, then he who has the next

Jevy shall sell subject to such prior execution."
k
I deem this a

sound construction of the act
; and, of course, that this reason

for setting aside the verdict should not prevail.

The next objection to the verdict, taken by the defendant, is

that the court overruled testimony offered by him, that the

sheriff, in .his conditions of sale, had undertaken to adjourn
the sale for a fortnight, in case the property should be bid

off by any person who should neglect or refuse to comply
with those conditions; and that the property was struck off

to one of the defendants who refused to comply; and yet
the sheriff, instead of adjourning for a fortnight, immediately
set it up again, and struck it off to the lessor of the plain-

tiff, who was the highest bidder, and executed to him a deed for

it accordingly. This evidence could have no operation on the

issue unless it would render the sale a nullity, and avoid the deed

given by the sheriff in consequence of it. It should have no such

effect. The sheriff oaaust exercise a reasonable discretion in sell-

ing property. He may even disregard a bid from a person who
cannot pay. Den v. Zellers, 2 Halsted 156, and if, on this occa-

sion, he contemplated taking a certain course under a supposed
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state of things, and had so published in his conditions of sale,

and in his discretion, afterwards, determined to act otherwise,
it is not a matter which will necessarily make the sale void.

It was a voluntary obligation, assumed by the officer, when
he thought it would best subserve the interests of the parties

concerned, and it ought not to have stood in the way of his

proceeding to sell when he did, if he then considered that

those interests required an immediate sale. A substantial de-

parture from the directions of the legislature will vitiate his-

sale, because his power to sell is subject to the conditions

imposed by the same authority which created the power. But,

as a general rule, it is otherwise with resolutions, or regulations,

of his own making, as to minor particulars in conducting a

sale. If they were inviolable, they might seriously jeopardize
the interests of the plaintiff, connected with a state of things
not anticipated, and either arising naturally, or brought about

by the management of defendants. If the sheriff, on this-

occasion, acted corruptly, or with gross indiscretion, so that

the defendant in execution, or any other person, has received

injury, the laws furnish them redress; and if there was any
fraudulent collusion between him and the purchaser, the sale

may be set aside. But there is no appearance of such collusion

in this case. The -purchaser, relying on the correctness of this

public official act of the sheriff, paid his money in good faith,

and his deed should not, upon such facts, be declared void.

The evidence, therefore, being insufficient to avoid the deed,

could have no just operation on the cause, and was very properly
overruled.

Judgment for plaintiff.

CITED is State v. Hamilton, 1 Harr. 153. Den v. Philhower, 4 Zab. 804. Wills

v. McKinney, 12 Vr. 123. Scott v. Dow, 2 Or. 352.

JOHN DEN on the demise of ELIJAH CUBBERLY against ELIZABETH
CUBBERLY.

A testator devised to the defendant a lot of land,
"
beginning in Joseph Wall's

line at the corner between him and R. Chambers, thence as the line runs till it

comes to the middle of the road leading from Vanderveer's tavern to Esquire

James', thence down said road to Joseph Wall's, all the land to the east of said

road that I own in said tract to Joseph Wall's. It appearing, by parol evidence
1
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ihat there were two corners in Joseph Wall's line between him and R. Cham-
bers answering so exactly to the description in the will that no construction upon
the instrument could shew which of tne two the testator intended. Parol evi-

dence was admitted to effect that purpose.
But parol evidence was held not

admissible to shew that by the words "
as the line runs," used in the devise, the

testator meant " Wall's line," because there is no latent ambiguity in these words.

A latent ambiguity arises when there are two things or persons both answering
.exactly to the thing or person described in the will, and parol evidence of what
the testator said may, in such case, be lawfully adduced to shew which of the

two he intended
;
but it cannot, in any case, be allowed to shew that he meant

A thing different from that disclosed in the will.

H. W. Green, for plaintiff, cited 3 Star/tie, 1000, 1026. Hand v.

Hoffman, 3 Halst. 78. Sandford v. Rakes, 1 Merivale, 133. Doe

v. Burt, ID. & E. 704, 6 ib. 671. 3 Starkie, 1027, n. I. Glare-

ynont v. Norton, 19 Vez. 648. Miller v. Miller, Chancery, N. J. 2

Merivale, 23.

Hamilton and W. Hoisted, for defendant, cited Hand v. Hoff-

man, 3 Halst. 78. 3 Starkie, 1695, 1699. 11 John. 213. 2 Penn.

941. 1 Dick. 95. 3 Starkie, 1017, 1014. 13 Vez. 376. 4 Des-

sauss. 215. 13 Mass. 396. 1 Dessauss. 209.

EWING, C. J. Upon the trial of this cause, certain evidence,

without which the plaintiff could not shew title to the premises he

.claimed having been overruled, a nonsuit was ordered. He now
seeks a new trial because, as he alleges, the evidence offered was

competent and should have been received.

Both parties claimed the premises in question under the will

of William T. Cubberly, deceased, the husband of the one and the

father of the other. The dispute grew out of the proper loca-

tion of a lot of land devised to the defendant.

The beginning corner was the first object of research. It was

described as "in Joseph Wall's line at the corner between him

and R. Chambers." There were two corners, not far from each

other answering this description. On this head there was little

dispute as the defendant said the plaintiff might begin at

either. But the plaintiff was permitted to prove, and di'l prove

by the scrivener who drew the will at which corner the testa-

tor intended to commence. He was farther permitted to prove
which of the two directions following the courses round the

farm the testator intended to run
;
but in this particular no evi-

dence was introduced.

The next enquiry was whither the description went, starting
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from the beginning corner as already ascertained. The will

reads thus :
" A lot of land beginning in Joseph Wall's line at the

corner between him and E. Chambers, thence as the line runs

till it comes to the middle of the road leading from Yanderveer's

tavern to Esq. James', thence down said road to Joseph Wall's

land, all the land to the east of said road that I own in said tract

to Joseph Wall's."

The testator owned a large tract of land of about eight hun-

dred acres lying together. The road above mentioned,
from Vanderveer to James, passed through it. At the east end

of the road, where it left the testator, was land of Joseph

Wall, and at the west end was land of Joseph Tindall, and

southeasterly of the road lay about one hundred and twenty-
five acres, comprehending as well what is admitted to have been

devised to the defendant as also the part in controversy. From
the beginning corner, starting westwardly and running to the

road, are five courses or lines, first, two between the testa-

tor and Wall and then, three between the testator and

Tindall. Starting eastwardly, and running to the road, are-

three courses or lines, first, two between the testator and E,

Chambers, and then one between the testator and the same

Joseph Wall. At the place of beginning, a line dividing lands

of Wall and Chambers, terminated and formed a corner to

Wall, but formed no corner to Chambers, as a short line on

the same course parted the land of the testator and Cham-
bers. The purpose then already stated recurs, to follow the

description starting from the' beginning corner. The plaintiff

says the term "the line" means the line of Joseph Wall, which

divides between him and Chambers and terminates at the

beginning point as already mentioned, and that "as" means-

"in the same course or direction;" not coincidence, but sim-

ilarity ;
and according to his construction of the will, he

is to run from the beginning corner in the same direction

as the Wall and Chambers line for a short distance on a

line between the testator and Chambers, and then in the same

direction leaving the last mentioned line and running where no

antecedent line is or has been, across the tract to the road, or, in

other words, to run on the Wall and Chambers line extended

from the beginning across the tract to the road. The defendant

Bays, according to the true construction of the will, "the line"
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means the line of the testator's land
;
that " as the line runs "

means " on the line," without liberty to depart from it
;
that

"as the line runs" is not confined to one course, but may
comprehend several

,
and that truly to locate this devise is

to start from the beginning corner and to follow the lines of

the testator's land, first between him and Wall, and then

between him and Tindall, until the middle of the road is

reached. The plaintiff says here is an ambiguity; not an

ambiguity on the face or words of the will, but a latent ambi

guity ;
an ambiguity resulting from extraneous circumstances,

which therefore, by rules of evidence, he is permitted \o

explain by parol testimony, and he offers the scrivener, who
drew the will, to testify that by

" the line
"

in the devise, the

testator intended the line between Wall and Chambers; that

the testator, at the time of making the will, in his instructions-

to the scrivener, designated the spot where the line he intended

would strike the road
;'
and that while giving his instructions

to the scrivener he said he meant to exclude the woodland

from the devise to his wife which would be done by running
as the plaintiff claimed. The judge, Relieving the question
to turn on the construction of the will, overruled the testimony
under the aspect in which it was offered, to remove a latent

ambiguity.
Is there then such an ambiguity ? Are the words of the will

clear and explicit, and does the difficulty grow out of the proof
of extraneous facts? Does the ambiguity "lie hidden in the

person, or thing, or subject, whereof the will speaks?" I think

these questions must be answered in the negative. There is

simply a question of construction, to ascertain the meaning of

the testator in the language he has employed. All which should

be done from the will itself, ex visceribus testamenti ; as well

from the particular clause, or devise, as from every other part
of the will whence any light can be drawn. As soon as the-

construction of the will is settled, all difficult}* in locating the

premises is ended. The meaning of the words. " the line," 'is

a matter of construction. So, of the word "as." So whether

the words "as the line runs" requires an adherence to a line, or

admits a departure, and to run where there is not, and has not

been, a line. If, then, the parol evidence would contradict,

or vary, the just construction of the will, as drawn from its-
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terms, it is manifestly inadmissible, as tending to produce an

effect not permitted to be wrought by parol. If it corresponds
with that construction it is inadmissible, because it is of no use

value.

It remains to 'enquire whether this construction of the will

in the mode adopted for the location of the devise, is con-

sistent with other parts of the description and other clauses

of the will. After arriving at the middle of the road, the

description proceeds down said road to Joseph Wall's land.

The most natural construction of these words is, that the

boundary from the place, where it strikes the road, runs on, or

along, the road until it reaches Wall's land. And according
to the location of the defendant it does so, but by the plain-

tiff's location it must run three courses or lines from the

road along lands of Joseph Tindall before it touches the land

of Joseph Wall. The remaining clause of the description is

"
all the land to the east of the said road that I own in said

tract to Joseph Wall's." The premises in dispute are as fairly

said to be to the east of the road as the part admitted to be

contained in the devise. The tract there mentioned is con-

strued by the plaintiff to mean the one hundred and twenty-
five acres parted from the rest of the testator's land by the

road, and as the devise to the defendant is of a lot, it is said,

he must have thereby meant a part of it only, and not the

whole as is contained in the defendant's construction. But by
the term tract is most probably meant the whole lands of the

testator lying in one tract, or body, or the term may be used

in the same signification with the word, lot, as if it had been

all the land to the east of the road that I own in said lot.

In the devise to David Cubberly, where the testator did not

intend to follow an actual line, but to form a new one running
in the same course with another line, he uses the expression,

"thence running the same course to James Cubberly's line

until it strikes Daniel Hutchinson's line," and does not say,

running as James Cubberly's line runs. So in the devise

to Elijah "thence the same course as the road till it strikes

the lane," and not " thence as the road runs "
until it strikes

the lane.

It was farther said by the plaintiff's counsel that when the

testator intended to run on a line, as he did in divers instances,
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he has always said down the line or road, or along the line or

road. In these instances*, however, it will be found that the

testator meant to express, or describe, a single line, and he may
therefore have very aptly and properly adopted a different

phrase,
" as the line runs," when he intended a description com-

prehending several courses."

Upon the whole, I am of opinion that the construction and

mode of location, adopted by the judge, is conformable to the in-

tention of the testator, and the just import of the language he

has employed, and that the parol evidence was rightly rejected.

FOED, J. Elizabeth Cubberly the devisee of part of her

late husband's real estate, is alleged to have taken more of his

lands into possession, than the terms of the devise to her, will

comprehend. The language of the will is as follows: "Begin-

ning in Joseph Wall's line at the corner between him and R.

Chambers; thence as the line runs till it comes to the middle of

the road leading from Yandervere's tavern to Esquire James'
j

thence down said road to Joseph Wall's land
;

all the land to

the east of said road, that I own in said tract, to Joseph Wall's."

The dispute first occurring in this case, touches the beginning
corner mentioned by the testator, which though described with

apparent certainty in the will, is rendered ambiguous by means

of an extrinsic fact, which is produced and brought to light by

parol evidence, that there are two corners in Joseph Wall's line,

between him and R. Chambers, answering so exactly to the de-

scription in the will, that no construction upon the instrument

itself can shew which one of the two the testator intended. The
law denominates this a latent or hidden ambiguity, not appa-
rent upon reading the words; but being disclosed and brought
to light by parol evidence, the same kind of evidence may bo

used to explain it, agreeably to an established principle of law,

that what arises by parol may be explained by the same. The

scrivener, who drew the testator's will, was therefore permitted

by the judge to testify that the testator, in giving him his in-

structions, described that corner of the two which is at' the

greatest distance from the road; and this evidence, not being
contradicted by any other proof, established that as the begin-

ning corner.

Another part of the foregoing clause gives rise to a further
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dispute. The testator says,
" thence as the line runs till it comes-

to the middle of the road;" and the dispute is about what line

he intended. The plaintiff insists that Wall's line, just before

mentioned by him, is the one he intended. But that line doe*

not extend to the road mentioned
;

it stops eighteen chains-

short of it, and then turns off in another direction
;

therefore

the devisee insists that by
" the line" was meant the line of the

testator's farm till it comes to the road. In order to settle this-

dispute, the plaintiff offered to prove again, by the scrivenerr

that the testator specified Wall's line from the corner to the

road
;
but the judge perceived no latent ambiguity to authorize-

parol evidence of what the testator said, and therefore he re-

jected it entirely. In doing so, he was certainly right. A latent

ambiguity arises when two things or persons, both answering;

exactly to the thing or person described in the will, such as the?

two corners in Wall's line, between him and Chambers, happen
to exist; and then parol evidence of what the testator said may
be lawfully adduced to shew which of the two he intended

;
but

it cannot, in any case, be allowed to shew that ho meant a thing
different from that described in the will; for this would be to-

vary the will itself. Now the line of Wall and Chambers does

not run till it comes to the road
;
nor agree to the description

in the will. There being but one line that runs till it comes to

the road there is no ambiguity at all in the case. Parol evidence

would contradict the words of the testator by shewing that he
meant a line which does not come to the road, when the words

specify one that does come to it.

But the will does not call, it is said, for a line running to the

road
;

the words being
" thence as the line runs ;" and an

extension of it in that course to the road, will be as it runs, the

word (as) meaning likeness, like as or in like manner as it runs.

This construction would be a plausible one, if it did not omit

some essential words. The omitted words are "till it comes."'

The word it means line. There is no other antecedent. The

grammatical, and only possible, sense is this, thence as the line

runs till it (the line) comes to the road. It speaks most evidently
of a line, and tells as evidently where it comes to. If it is not

the line, what is it that comes? To keep the course of that line

till the extension of it comes to the road, is- neither the language
nor the meaning of the will.
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But furthermore, by following an extension of Wall's line until

the surveyor comes to the road, if he then run along it to Wall's

land as the will directs, it will give the disputed premises to the

widow; and there is no way to avoid this evident result, but to

let him run in an opposite direction along the road, until he cornea

to TindalPs land, in defiance of the testator's directions.

Moreover, after giving the particular bounds of a tract for the

widow, the testator gives a general description of it in these

words "
all the land to the east of said road, that I own in said

tract, to Joseph Wall's" whereby he fixes her eastern boundary
on Joseph Wall's land. Yet the plaintiff proposes to stop the line

of her tract nearly thirty chains before it reaches to Wall's land,

though the will declares thut her eastern boundary. These rea-

sons make it abundantly evident, that neither Wall's line nor an

extension of it in the same course could have been intended by
the testator. On the other hand, there is but one line answer-

ing the description in the will, and that is the line of the farm,

of which the tract is a portion. This runs from the beginning

corner, this comes to the middle of the road, this runs down the

same to Wall's land for an eastern boundary; this creates no

ambiguity, nor occasions a resort to parol evidence. There are

indeed Jive courses in the line of the farm, after it leaves the said

beginning corner, before it comes to the middle of the road; so-

that the word lines might have been used by the scrivener, with

as much propriety as line. But though the expression be a loose

one, it is often used in common parlance. A crooked line is a

line just as much as a straight one. We say the line of a state,

a county, a coast, or of the sea shore, though it have a great many
bondings and inflections; and with equal propriety the line of a

fence, a road, or a farm
;
so when a testator intending to devise

part of his farm, begins at one of the corners of it and says,

"thence as the line runs," we understand by it the line of the

farm, whether it be straight or crooked
;
and on the whole I am

of opinion that the plaintiff's rule must be discharged.

DKAKE, J. concurred.

ii.ile to shew cause for a new trial discharged.

CITED is Nevius v. Martin, 1 Vr. 468. Oriscom v. Evans, 11 Vr. 407
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Johnson v. Eicke.

HENRY JOHNSON, surviving Executor of PETER EICKE, deceased, against

PETER EICKE, ANTHONY EICKE, and others.

A decree of the Orphans' Court ordering the account of executors (which had
been previously allowed and confirmed) to be opened for restatement, and

directing the defendants to file exceptions in ten days, and that the account be

referred to auditors, &c. is a final decree within the meaning of the statute Rev.

Laws 787, sec. 33, and it may be removed by certiorari into the Supreme Court.

The true meaning of the words "
to the satisfaction of the said Orphans' Court,"

in the 32d section of the act to establish the Orphans' Court, Rev. Laws 787 is

not to enable that court to dispense with proof; but to indicate to them that the

proof should be clear and satisfactory, and that they ought not, in a doubtful

case, to open an account.

If the Orphans' Court decree accounts of executors to be opened,
"
because they

were satisfied there was an apparent mistake," and the whole of the evidence
laid before that court consisted of written documents which were removed by
certiorari to the Supreme Court, and upon the face of which there was no mis-

take, this court will reverse the decree.

The propriety of charging a trustee with interest must depend on other facts

than the mere circumstances of having the money of cestui que trust.

The mere fact that tile Orphans' Court have allowed to the executors, for iheir

commissions, a sum, which, without explanation, would appear to another court

to be too much, would not authorize the opening of the account.

Saxton, for plaintiff.

J. S. Green, for defendants.

JUSTICE DRAKE, delivered the opinion of the court.

In this case, it appears, that in August Term, 1827, the account

of Jacob Johnson and Julian Eicke, jun. deceased, executors of

Peter Eicke, sen. deceased,
"
having been reported by the surro-

gate for allowance, and^,he same appearing to have been duly
advertised accordiug to law, and no objections being made

thereto, was allowed and confirmed in all things" by the judges
of the Orphans' Court of Hunterdon county.

In October Term, 1827, on application in behalf of the above

defendants, a rule was obtained " to shew cause at the next term

why the account filed should not be opened for restatement."

In August Term, 1829, after hearing the proofs and argu-

ments, the court "
being satisfied that in the said account there

was an apparent mistake," decreed,
" that the account be opened

for restatement," and ordered the defendants to file exceptions in

ten days, and that the account be referred to auditors, &c.

Upon application of the executors, the court granted a state

of the case, certifying
" that the evidence read on the argument

of the rule was
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1. The account of the executors, and allowance.

2. The will of Peter Eicke, deceased, the testator.

3. The inventory of the estate of the deceased.

4. The record of the division of the real estate of the de-

ceased.

And that no other evidence than the above was given on either

side: upon hearing of which evidence, the order to open the

account was made.

The reason assigned and relied on for reversing the said

order, is,

Because there was no evidence before the court either offraud
or mistake to warrant them in opening the settlement of the

account.

The defendants answer, in the first place, that the jurisdic-

tion of this court over the settlement of the accounts of execu-

tors, in the Orphans' Court, extends only to final settlements-

and decrees; and that this is not of that character. If there

be error in the opening of the account, it is very desirable

that it should be at once corrected, before new and expensive

proceedings grow out of it. And it would come with a very
ill grace from an executor, after taking his chance for a favour-

able result of a second investigation, and having bis accounts-

resettled and again confirmed, to apply to this court to set

aside all the proceedings, because the original account had

been erroneously opened. As this court will certainly have

the power to review this decree, sooner or later, it becomes it

to give a liberal construction to the word final in order to avoid

the expenses and other bad consequences which would result

from delaying the exercise of that power to a late period.

And this case appears to me to be fairly within the reasoning

adopted by this court, in the case of The State v. Hanford, &

JJalsted'Tly the decree being "final as to the subject matter on

which it operates;" I am therefore of opinion that this objection
cannot prevail.

It is objected, in the next place, that this was merely the

exercise of a discretionary power in the Orphans' Court, and

that therefore error will not lie. It is, no doubt, a general rule

with respect to the proceedings of common law courts that

"error will not lie in a matter resting in discretion," 12 John. 49,

and there are many of their proceedings which are decided to
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be of this character, and, among others, the opening of judg-

ments. But the present is not an analogous case. The power
to open a settlement is given by the thirty-second section of the

.act, Rev. Laws 787, which does not confer a general discretion on

the subject, but limits it to "cases where the party applying
for the opening of a settlement shall prove some fraud or mis-

take therein." It is added,
" to the satisfaction of the said

Orphans' Court." But surely this latter expression is not to

,be construed as so operating on what precedes it, as to vest

.an unlimited discretion. When an authoritj
7 is granted to be

exercised only under certain specified circumstances, the court,

or the individual, thus empowered cannot dispense with the

existence of such circumstances. If the Orphans' Court is

.authorized to open a settlement upon proof of fraud or mistake,

,not only is the power conferred by the act confined by its

terms, but the exercise of any power as a court, beyond those

Jimits, is thereby indirectly denied. Considering the various

and important interests involved in the settlement of the

accounts of executors, administrators and guardians, their

.character as trustees, the liabilities of their securities, the

claims of creditors, legatees, .and those entitled to distribution,

and that there is no limitation, in point of time, in this power
to open such settlements, it appears to me that the true mean-

ing of the last phrase above cited, is not to enable the Orphans'
Court to dispense with proof, but to indicate to them, that

that proof should be clear and satisfactory, and that they

ought not in a doubtful case to open an account; yet a just

exercise of that discretion, whieh they certainly have, within

the prescribed limits, will require less proof with respect to the

opening of recent settlements, than in cases of old and long
settled accounts. ^
The court, in this case, ha/v-e decz-eed the opening of the

account, because "
they were satisfied there was an apparent

mistake." The whole of the evidence laid before them is pre-

sented here, and consists of the before mentioned written docu-

ments. Upon the face of which papers, it is contended that

there is evidence of mistake in three particulars.

1st. That the executors have charged themselves with rent

(for one year, and no more.

2d. That there is no allowance -of interest, and,
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3d. That the commissions charged and allowed are too high.

As to the first particular, the executors having charged them-

selves with one year's rent of the real estate of the testator

raises no presumption, that they should be charged with any

thing more. The will gives them a naked authority to sell.

This confers no right to let, or to occupy the lands, nor did

they acquire any by virtue of their office as executors. And

although it ma}T have been more than one year before the lands

were sold, they cannot be called to account, in their character

of executors, for the proceeds, even if they received them
;

and there is no evidence that they did receive them. And there

being no evidence of any title to receive, or of the actual

receipt of, more than one year's rent, there is surely no proof
of mistake in the circumstance that they have not charged
themselves with it.

The next supposed mistake is in the fact that the executors

have charged themselves with no interest. The inventory was

filed on the 25th day of September, 1821, and amounted to

.$561.83. The disbursements, within the ensuing fifteen months,

nearly exhausted, and, in less than two years, considerably
overrun it. When the land was sold <:IOes not appear. The

appearance of the account by uo means convinces me, that if

exceptions bad been made to it previous to the settlement, some

charge of interest might not have been justly made against the

executors, or some disbursements claimed by them, for pay-
ments of interest, might not have been disallowed. But moneys
in the hands of an executor do not so necessarily draw interest,

.as to raise a presumption of mistake in case he is not charged.
The propriety of charging a trustee with interest must rest on

other facts than the mere circumstance of having money of the

cestui que trust; as the having made use of the money in his

private concerns; or having actually received interest for it;

or having neglected for an unreasonable length of time to apply
it to the purposes of the trust. But none of these circum-

stances, nor any other, amounting to proof of mistake in this

particular, appears in this case.

The last supposed mistake is, in the amount of commissions

.allowed. This was $62.22, being 6 per cent, on $1037.

Whether this was too much or too little wo cannot tell. The
,tmm was within the range of discretion of that court which
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settled the account, and the mere fact that so much was allowed,

even if, without explanation, it should appear to be too much
to another court, will not authorize them in opening the account.

If an individual, in settling a private account makes an allow-

ance for services beyond their fair value, the settlement is bind-

ing notwithstanding that fact. Some fraud or mistake must be

shewn to open a settlement between individuals; and surely tbo

accounts of trustees settled by a competent court should be

equally obligatory.

The legislature has provided that all persons concerned shall

have notice of the first settlement of an executor's accounts.

After they are reported and before confirmation, they may be

excepted to, and that is the proper time for the investigation of

them. When settled, they ought not to be opened, but for the

reasons specified in the act appearing by satisfactory proof. If

they were liable to be opened because a subsequent court, upon
mere inspection, should be of opinion that too much commission*

had been allowed, or too little interest accounted for, probably
one-half of the executors, and administrators accounts in the-

state of New Jersey would be liable to the same fate.

I am therefore of opinion that the order of the Orphans' Court

should be reversed.

Order reversed.

CITED MT Orombie v. Engle, 4 Harr. 89. Steventon v. Phillips, 1 Zab. 72. Engler
V. Orombie, id. 619.

CONDIT and VANDERPOOL against NEIGHBOR.

A party applying to amend a declaration after a special demurrer to it has-

been filed must pay costs.

A special demurrer having been- filed by the defendant, to

the declaration, for several causes, some of which were merely
formal and others went to the merits of the case.

Wood, on behalf of the plaintiffs, moved to amend the decla-

ration as to the formal matters.
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The court granted leave to amend on payment of the costs of

the demurrer.

Wood observed, that if the party after the amendment thought

proper to go on with the demurrer, then the costs ought to abide

the event of the demurrer.

BY THE COURT. The application to amend is an admission

that the demurrer is well taken and therefore the plaintiff must

pay the costs of it.

EARL against BUER.

The court ordered the rule to shew cause why the verdict

should not be set aside, to be dismissed, because no notice of

argument was filed with the clerk as required by the rule of

this court; and observed that although it be true, as alleged,,

that such notices are oftentimes not filed, yet such omissions

have never been sanctioned by the court, are in violation of a

plain rule, and if the adversary insists upon the objection, the

rule must be enforced, unless a satisfactory excuse is established.

CITED is Kennedy v. Kennedy, 3 Harr. 52.

JOHN DEN ex dem. ELY against RICHARD FEN, DANIEL W. APPLE-

GATE, tenant in possession.

An affidavit of the service of a declaration in ejectment, which states that

the declaration was served on the daughter of the tenant, but does not shew-

that such service was made on the premises in question is insufficient.

Such an affidavit may be amended.

Where a judgment against a casual ejector is set aside in consequence of a
defect in the affidavit proving the service of the. declaration in ejectment, if the

tenant has been turned out of possession, a writ of restitution will be ordered,

with costs.

Wall, upon notice to plaintiff's attorney moved to set aside a.

judgment by default in ejectment, because the affidavit of the*

VOL. vii. V
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service of the declaration did not shew that it was served upon
the premises in question. The affidavit stated that the deponent
" did deliver to the son and daughter of Daniel W. Applegate
the tenant in possession of the premises in the declaration here-

unto annexed mentioned, or some part thereof at the house of

the said Daniel W. Applegate, a true copy of the said declara-

tion and of the notice thereunder written
;
and did at the same

time inform the said son and daughter of the said D. "W. Apple-

gate that it was a declaration in ejectment," &c.

Hamilton^ contra.

BY THE COURT. Let the judgment be set aside. Wall then

stated, that the tenant in possession had been turned out of

possession by virtue of a writ of habere facias issued upon this

Judgment, and applied for a writ of restitution with costs.

-Hamilton insisted that the tenant ought not to have costs.

BY THE COURT. Let the writ of restitution issue with costs.

He who is thus illegally turned out of possession, should have

costs.

Hamilton then applied for leave to amend the affidavit, which

was granted by the court.

DEN ex dem. HART against STOCKTON and others.

'A mortgagee may maintain an action of ejectment to recover possession of

the mortgaged premises. The mortgagee does not divest himself of the right
to maintain an ejectment by filing a bill to foreclose in connection with a second

mortgagee, procuring an order of sale, and accepting the sheriff's deed for the

premises. If the sheriff's sale is valid, the mortgagee, having become the pur-

chaser, has a right to recover by virtue of the purchase and conveyance ;
if the

jale is not valid, his mortgage title remains.

If the tenant in possession holds under the mortgagee by lease, subsequent to

the mortgage, as tenant from year to year, he is not entitled to notice to quit.

H. W. Green, for plaintiff.

L. H. Stockton, for defendants.

DRAKE, J. delivered the opinion of the court.

By the state of facts agreed on, and submitted to us, in
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this cause, it appears that Stockton, one of the defendants

(and under whom the other defendants hold) being seized

of an estate in fee simple of the premises in question, and being
indebted to the lessor of the plaintiff in a considerable sum of

money, to secure the payment thereof, conveyed the premises to

her, by his indenture of mortgage, duly executed and recorded
;

that, upon his failure to pay the money when due, she united

with a subsequent mortgagee of the same premises, in institut-

ing proceedings in the Court of Chancery for the foreclosure and

sale thereof; and that by virtue of a decree obtained in that

court, and a writ of fieri facias issued thereon, the premises were

advertised and sold by the sheriff of the county of Hunterdon,
and by him conveyed to the lessor of the plaintiff, as the high-

est bidder for the same.

This action is brought to recover the possession of the mort-

gaged premises. To which, the defendants object, in the first

place,

Because they consider that there were many irregularities in

the proceedings in chancery, and also in the sheriff's sale,

which vitiate and make null the deed of conveyance executed

by him.

I shall not attempt to review the several reasons urged in

behalf of the defendants on this point, as the view I shall take

of the case does not require it. I would remark, however, that

after examining the state of the case with reference to those rea-

sons, my impression is, that none of them is sufficient to invali-

date the sheriff's title.

The defendants, in the next place, assuming that the sheriff's

deed is void and conveys no title, insist that the lessor of the

plaintiff cannot avail herself of her original mortgage, in this

action, for two reasons :

1st. Because the mortgage did not vest in her the legal estate.

This is alleged to be the established law of New Jersey since

the decision of the case of Montgomery v. Sruere, by the Court

of Appeals, 2 South. 864, confirming the opinion of one of the

justices of this court. 1 South. 260. But although, for most pur-

poses, the legal estate does remain in the mortgagor, yet it has

never been held, in New Jersey, that an ejectment will not lie

by the mortgagee to recover possession of the mortgaged prem-

ises, nor is any such doctrine countenanced by the case cited
;
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but, on the contrary, in the very opinion relied upon, in page

279, it is distinctly conceded that the right of possession is in

the mortgagee. Now ejectment is a possessory action, and the

person having the right of possession is entitled to maintain it.

And,
2d. Because even if the mortgage did once confer this right,

the mortgagee has divested herself of it by filing a bill in con-

nection with a second mortgagee, procuring an order of sale, and

actually accepting the sheriff's deed for the premises.

These proceedings, although held by the defendants to be

entirely void, are supposed to interfere with, and destroy,

all right of action on the original mortgage. But why this

should be the effect of them it is not easy to discern. By
bidding at the sheriff's sale, and accepting a deed, Jane Hart

acknowledged no title inconsistent with her own. That act

was intended to come in aid of her mortgage, and to perfect her

title. Such would be its effect if the proceedings are valid.

But if they are void, it is not perceived how they could take

away her right of action on her mortgage. There is nothing in

the nature of these proceedings which divests, or suspends, the

legal estate and right of possession, until a sale takes place. By
that, the estate of both mortgagor and mortgagee are trans-

ferred to the purchaser. In this case Jane Hart was herself

the purchaser, and of course, if the sale was valid has a right

to recover by virtue of it
;

but if not valid, her mortgage
title must remain. A mortgagee may bring ejectment pending
a bill to foreclose. There may be circumstances under which

a court of equity will interfere, but when it does, it generally

requires the mortgagor to give security to redeem. Powell on

Mortgages, 477.

Another objection, urged by the defendants, is that they are

entitled to notice to quit, and fcone has been given. The state

of the case discloses that the tenants hold under the mort-

gagor by lease subsequent to the mortgage, as tenants from year
to year. There is no pretence of any contract with, or recog-

nition of them, by the mortgagee. Under such circumstances-

they are no more entitled to notice than the mortgagor. If they

were, it would suggest an easy mode of detaining the posses-

sion from the mortgagee for at least one year. But it has never

been held, in New Jersey, that the mortgagor is entitled to
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notice to quit. Our practice on that subject conforms to the

English doctrine as stated in Adams on Ejectment, p. 106.

My opinion then is, that the lessor of the plaintiff is entitled

to the possession by virtue of her original mortgage, even if the

decree and sale are void; and therefore the judgment should be

entered for the plaintiff.

Judgment for plaintiff.

CITED is Den v. Wade, Spen. 294. Howell v. Schenck, 4 Zab. 91.

The Court of Appeals, 1832, Hal Dig, 398.
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JOHN DEN ex dem. JOHN P. STOUT against JOHN FARLEE.

In deducing a title under a sheriff's sale, the plaintiff must produce proof not

only of the deed and the execution, but of the judgment also, on which the exe-

cution issued.

Where the sheriff's deed recited a judgment for $3000 debt; and $3 costs,

and also for $25.80 for costs and charges sustained by reason of the delay
of execution of the judgment, and the judgment produced is for $3000 of debt
and $3 costs only, the sheriff's deed will be rejected, because not sustained by
the judgment.

This cause being at issue and coming on to be tried at the

Hunterdon Circuit, in the term of October, 1830, before CHIEF

JUSTICE EWING, the parties and their attorneys agreed upon the

following state of the case :

John P. Stout, obtained a judgment in the Inferior Court of

Common Pleas of the county of Hunterdon, in the term of Feb-

ruary, 1816, against Samuel Stout, in a plea of debt for three

thousand dollars of debt, and three dollars costs of suit, upon
which judgment and execution was issued.

Samuel Stout, the father of the said Samuel Stout, some

time in .the year 1817, died intestate, seized of a large real estate

(326)
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in the county of Hunterdon, which descended to Andrew D. W.

Stout, the said John P. Stout, Samuel Stout, and others, his heirs

at law, of which the premises in question in this cause was part.

The said Andrew D. W. Stout, John P. Stout and Rebecca his

wife, Theophilus Stout and Mary his wife, and Jonathan Stout

and Ann his wife, (the said Andrew, John, Theophilus and Jon-

athan, being heirs of the said Samuel Stout, deceased,) by inden-

ture, bearing date the 24th day of January, 1818, and recorded

in the record of deeds of the county of Hunterdon, the 8th day of

May, 1818, granted, bargained, sold, aliened, enfeoffed, released

and confirmed certain lands and premises, parcel of the lands

descended, and including among others the premises in question,

to the said Samuel Stout, his heirs and assigns, in fee.

The said Samuel Stout and wife, by deed bearing date the 18th

December, 1819, conveyed the said lands and premises (includ-

ing the premises in question) to George Opdycke, his heirs and

assigns, in fee.

George Opdycke and wife, by deed bearing date the 6th May,
1819, granted and conveyed the premises in. question, to John

Farlee, the present defendant.

John P. Stout, afterwards prosecuted out of the said Court of

Common Pleas of the county of Hunterdon, a fieri facias on the

said judgment, against the said Samuel Stout, the defendant, and

obtained judgment thereon in the term of February, 1828, and

an execution vras thereupon Issued.

Peter Forman, esquire, sheriff of the county of Hunterdon,

by virtue of the said execution levied on the premises in ques-

tion, among others, and advertised the same for sale, and sold

the premises in question, according to law, to the said John P.

Stout, the lessor of the plaintiff in this case
;
and by deed, bear-

ing date the 1st December, 1828, conveyed the same to the said

John P. Stout, his heirs and assigns in fee; which deed is duly

acknowledged and recorded.

And it wan agreed, that if upon the foregoing state of the case,

the plaintiff ought to recover, then that judgment be entered

as upon vordict, for the plaintiff; otherwise, that judgment be

entered for the defendant.

,
for plaintiff.

,
for defendant.
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The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

On the trial of this cause at the Hunterdon October Circuit,

1830, the parties made a statement of facts, and agreed that if,

in the opinion of this court, the plaintiff ought to recover, judg-
ment should be entered as upon a verdict for him, otherwise, for

the defendant.

Both parties admit that from the 24th day of January, 1818,

to the 18th day of December, 1819, Samuel Stout was the

owner in fee simple, of the premises in question. The defendant

claims by virtue of a deed of bargain and sale from Samuel

Stout to George Opdycke, and another from George Opdycke
to him. The lessor of the plaintiff claims by virtue of a sale

and conveyance made by the sheriff of the county of Hunter-

don to him under an execution against Samuel Stout. And as,

if he recovers, it must be on the strength of his own title, that

title becomes, in the first place, the proper subject of investiga-

tion.

The deed from the sheriff to the lessor of the plaintiff,

bearing date on the first day of December, 1828, recites that

upon a judgment lately obtained, a writ of fieri facias had

issued returnable to the term of August, 1828, whereby the

sheriff was commanded of the goods and chattels in his county
of Samuel Stout to cause to be made "the sum of #3000,

which John P. Stout, lately in the Inferior Ceurt of Com-
mon Pleas, held at Flemington, in and for our county of

Hunterdon, recovered against him, of debt, and also three

dollars, which, in our said court before our judges thereof,

were adjudged to the said John P. Stout, for his damages which

he had sustained as well by occasion of the detention of that

debt as for his costs and charges by him about his suit in that

behalf expended whereof there was a recovery, and also twenty-
five dollars and eighty cents, which in our said court, before

our said judges, were awarded to the said John P. Stout,

according to the form of the statute in such cases made and

provided, for his damages, costs and charges which he sus-

tained by reason of the delay of execution of the judgment
aforesaid whereof the said Samuel Stout is convicted, as

appears of record." And further commanding the sheriff,

for want of sufficient goods and chattels, that he should make

the whole or the residue of the said debt and damages of the
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Jands, tenements, hereditaments and real estate, whereof the

said Samuel Stout was seized on the 29th day of March, 1816,

or at any time afterwards. The execution of fieri facias, given
in evidence by the plaintiff, is conformable to this recital of

the deed, and is in substance the execution used on a judgment
for the plaintiff, after plea or demurrer to a writ of scire facias

post annum et diem. Rev. Laws 169, sec. 7. Tidd's Pract.

Forms, 310.

In order to comply with the settled and repeatedly recog-
nized and decided doctrine that in deducing title under a

sheriff's sale, the plaintiff must produce proof not only of the

deed and the execution, but of the judgment also on which the

execution issued, the plaintiff gave in evidence the exemplifica-
tions of two judgments in favour of John P. Stout against Samuel

Stout in the Inferior Court of Common Pleas of the county of

Hunterdon
;
the one in a plea of debt, of the term of February,

1816, for 83000 of debt and $3 of costs; and the other, of the

term of February, 1828, upon a scire facias to revive the above

mentioned judgment, wherein for want of appearance, plea or de-

murrer, it was considered " that the said John P. Stout have his

execution against the said Samuel Stout of the debt and dam-

ages aforesaid [that is to say $3000 of debt and $3 of damages]

according to the form and effect of the said recovery, by default

of the said Samuel Stout."

Now if neither of these judgments is that recited in the exe-

cution and the deed, the plaintiff has not produced the proof re-

quired of him
;
in other words, there is no judgment to support

the execution and sale; and consequently, the plaintiff has failed

to establish the validity of the sale and cannot recover.

The first of them, obviously, is not that recited, inasmuch as

it is for $3000 of debt and $3 of damages and costs only,

-whereas that recited is also for a farther sum of damages, costs

-and charges sustained by the delay of the execution of the former

judgment. Nor is the second of them the judgment recited,

for that is merely that the plaintiff have execution according to

the form and effect of the recovery; whereby the plaintiff was

entitled to an execution for the original debt and costs only, and

not for any costs or damages on the writ of scire facias. The

judgment recited is in fact such a judgment as the plaintiff would

have been entitled to, if the defendant had filed a plea or demur-
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rer to a declaration on the writ of scirefacias. Arch. Pract. Forms,
446. But there was, in the present case, no such judgment, nor

could there legally have been such, as the defendant entered no

appearance to the writ of scire facias, and costs were therefore

not recoverable against him. It follows there was no judgment
to warrant and sustain the execution which issued.

The plaintiff's counsel insisted that the clause concerning the

damages, costs and charges awarded for the delay of execution,

was in truth no part of the judgment, and might be deemed a

mere interpolation, made without authority, and therefore be

disregarded. The fact, however, is opposed to the argument.
The clause is recited as part of the judgment ;

and we are not at

liberty to reject it as surplusage ;
for the sheriff is commanded

to make the money mentioned in it out of the property of the

defendant, and has indeed sold the premises in question to raise

.this money as- well as the original debt and costs, so far forth a

the amount of sales may extend.

The plaintiff farther insists that he is protected in his purchase-

by the equity of, or an analogy to, the fourteenth section of the

act making lands liable to be sold for the payment of debts, which

provides that if the judgment is reversed for error, after a sale

is effected, the title of the purchaser shall not thereby be defeated.

It is enough, in answer to this argument, to say that the present
case is not within the scope of the enactment, and that we

ought not, by judicial legislation, founded on any supposed equity
or analogy, to undertake to make a law for a case which the

legislature have not thought fit, and we ought perhaps to say,

advisedly, to make. Moreover, it may well be questioned whether

the lessor of the plaintiff in this action, being the plaintiff in the

execution and judgments, can be deemed a bona fide purchaser
within the true intent of that section.

Upon the whole, I am of opinion the plaintiff has failed to

establish a judgment competent to support the execution, sale

and deed of the sheriff; and that consequently, according to the

stipulation in the state of the case, judgment should be rendered

for the defendant.

Judgment for the defendant.

CITED IN Den v. Philhower, 4 Zab. 800. Henderson v. Hays, 12 Vr. 388.
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JOHN DEN ex dem. JACOB BROOKFIELD against ANTHONY
MORSE, Jan.

To entitle a plaintiff in ejectment to give in evidence a sheriff's deed, it ia

necessary to produce a record of the judgment and execution.

If the judgment produced in evidence differs from that recited in the execu-

tion, or in the sheriff's deed, it is the same thing as if no judgment was pro-
duced, and the sheriff's deed cannot be received in evidence.

The general rule that the judgment, as well as the execution and sheriff's

deed, must be proved, applied not only where the ejectment is brought against
a third person, but also where it is brought against the original defendant
named in the judgment and execution.

After a judgment has been actually signed, no addition can be made to it by
the insertion of the costs or the filling up of the in toto attingunt clause; nor
can the costs be rightly put in the execution unless they had actually formed a

part of the judgment.
The doctrine of variance applies not only to actions founded on contract, but

to actions of tort.

In a modern deed, the recital of due advertisement, being in the nature of a
certificate by an officer, of a fact within his knowledge, is received as prima
facie evidence, and dispenses with the proof which, without such recital, would 1

be required. No such presumption is made where there is no recital.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court

The lessors of the plaintiff claimed to recover the premises
in question in this action of ejectment, by virtue of a sale and

conveyance made to him by the sheriff of the county of Essex.

Upon the trial, ho gave in evidence a deed from Joseph T. Bald-

win, sheriff of that county, bearing date on the first day of Sep-

tember, A. D. 1820, which recites that in the Court of Common
Pleas for the county of Essex, in the term of January, 1818,

Matthias Williamson obtained judgment against Lewis Tooker,
for the sum of $597.95 for the damages he had sustained by
occasion of the non-performance of crrtain promises and under-

takings of the said Tooker as for his costs and charges ;
that

in the term of April, 1820, an execution issued on the judgment

whereby the sheriff was commanded to make " the damages
aforesaid," of the goods and chattels of Tooker, and for want
of goods and chattels, of the real estate of which he was seized

on the 16th day of January, 1818, or at any time afterwards;
that he levied on several tracts of land including the premises
in question ;

and after setting forth public advertisement and

sale, the deed purports to convey a tract to Jacob Brookficld,

the lessor of the plaintiff, and his heirs and assigns. An ex-

emplification of an execution was then produced whereby the'
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sheriff was commanded to make "five hundred and ninety-seven

dollars and ninety-five cents which to Matthias Williamson,

lately before the judges of the Inferior Court of Common Pleas,

at Newark, in the county aforesaid, were adjudged for the

damages sustained by the non-performance of certain promises
and assumptions by the said Lewis to the said Matthias, lately

made, as also for the costs and charges by him in that behalf

expended." The lessor of the plaintiff also produced an

exemplification of a judgment of January Term, 1818, in which

after the declaration, plea of former recovery and failure to

produce the record thereof, the following entry is made:

"Whereupon, therefore, it is considered that the said Matthias

do recover, against the said Lewis, his damages aforesaid by our

court here assessed to $566.70, and also adjudged

by our said court here to said Matthias, by his request, for his

increase of costs and charges, which damages in all amount to

and the said Lewis in mercy." The plaintiff then

.admitted that he had no other record of a judgment or execu-

tion to offer. And the judge, finding that the judgment given
in evidence was not that recited in the execution and in the

sheriff's deed, and that therefore no judgment was produced
sufficient to support them, overruled the deed made by the

sheriff under which the title was claimed by the lessor of the

plaintiff, who was thereupon obliged to submit to a nonsuit for

defect of evidence.

The decision of the judge, in overruling the deed, is the ground
on which the plaintiff now seeks to have the nonsuit set aside,

and a new trial awarded.

The doctrine whereon that decision was made, having been

frequently recognized and acted on at the Circuit Courts, and

having, in some instances, recently undergone an examination

here, I should feel myself at liberty, considering it as settled,

simply to refer to those cases, or some of them, if I were not

induced from respect to the counsel of the plaintiff, and the

diligence, research and learning displayed in the brief which

lie has submitted to us, to notice, somewhat more at large than

I should otherwise deem requisite, the points he has raised.

I am not convinced that the consequences he anticipates will

result from this doctrine, and that sheriffs' sales will, as he sup-

poses, be rendered unsafe, and purchasers, unwilling to incur
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the hazard, be driven away from them. It may awaken care,

and vigilance, and caution, and will correct a laxity of prac-

tice, which, in some parts of the state, has become preva-
lent. The same course of argument, if it proves any thing,

and is followed out, would show that a sheriff's sale ought to

extinguish all prior incumbrances, and bar all antecedent titles.

The remark made by the plaintiff's counsel would then be more

appropriate j
a purchaser would buy with confidence, and

the lands would sell for a fair price. If the sheriff can-

not, as it is said, tell the bidder there is a judgment to sustain

the execution, and support his sale, so neither can he telb

him whether there is a subsisting incumbrance, or a paramount
title. As to the whole, the rule is caveat emptor. If the doctrine

is sound we are bound to pursue it. If onerous, or inconvenient,

the wisdom of legislative, not of judicial, power is to afford tho

remedy.
1. The plaintiff's counsel insists, in the first place, that it

was not necessary to prove the existence of a judgment. Lewis

Tooker, the defendant in the execution, was, he says, in pos-

session of the premises in question when the present action of

ejectment was commenced, as the tenant of Anthony Morse, jun.

who, as landlord, appeared in his stead and became defend-

ant. Whatever then is competent, or would have been suffi-

cient, against the one is equally so, it is argued, against tho

other. The general rule, that the judgment, as well as the

execution and the deed must be proved, is said to apply only
when the ejectment is brought against a third person, and

not when brought against the original defendant, or one who
stands in his place. If, however, any such distinction exists, it

could extend only to one who claimed under the original defend-

ant, and not to a person under whom, as under Morse, the

defendant held the premises. But I am not aware of tho exis-

tence of a distinction of this kind. I find no good reason

for it. The office of the judgment is to show the power and

authority of the sheriff to make the sale and conveyance,
and thereby transfer the title of the defendant to a purchaser.
And these should be equally shown when the defendant as when
a third person is in possession. They are requisite to give

validity to the deed, and must therefore be established, let the

deed operate against whomsoever it may. The presumption that
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there is a judgment because there is an execution, is not more

strong against the defendant than against any other person.

Nay, perhaps the original defendant has the stronger claim to

the production of a judgment to sustain an execution and

sale. I am able to find no case which maintains the distinction

here relied on by the plaintiff's counsel. In. the cases of Lan-

.ning's lessee v. London, 4 Wash. 513, and Wilson's lessee v.

McVeagh, 2 Yeates 86, in which it was held that to entitle a

plaintiff in ejectment to give in evidence a sheriff's deed, it was

.necessary to produce a record of the judgment, no distinction

in the application of the rule is suggested. *In the case cited by
the plaintiff's counsel, Jackson v. Hasbrouck, 12 John. 213, it is

expressly denied. "But admitting," says C. J. THOMPSON

for the court,
" the defendant to stand in the same situation

as [Sackett himself would, Sackett was the original defend-

.ant] I should still think it necessary to prove the judg-
ments." And he adds " It is, I believe, the general practice, in

-cases like the present, to require the production of the judgment
.as well as the execution

;
and this is clearly the safest and best

xule."

2. The plaintiff's counsel insists, in the second place, that

Although the execution in this case did not issue until more than

.a year and a day from the time the judgment had elapsed, yet
the sale annot, on that account, be questioned, for that a fieri

facias, after a year and a day, without scire facias, is good. He
.cites to support him Jackson v. Bartlett, 8 John. Hep. 365. But

while that case shows that a stranger may not, on this ground,
.call in question a purchaser's title, it holds that an execution

issued without revival, is voidable at the instance of the party

.against whom itjssued. And if the plaintiff's counsel is right in

the position he assumed under his first point, that Morse stands

in the same situation as Tooker, why may he not avail himself

of this objection ? But I pursue this subject no farther, as qua-

.cunque via data, the right determination of the cause will not be

affected or influenced by it.

3. The next point taken by the plaintiff's counsel is that there

is no variance between the execution and the judgment. And

expressly admitting that if this had been a final judgment for

..$566.70, not to be increased by the addition of costs, and the

.execution had issued for .a larger sum, there would be nothing
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to refer to then to shew that the execution issued on the same

judgment, he seeks to sustain his position in the following man-

ner There is a blank left, and no sum inserted, for the costs of

increase in the judgment. The costs, he says, were drawn and

taxed at the sum of 831.25, which, with damages mentioned in

the judgment, makes up the precise amount for which the exe-

cution issued. But there was no proof, on the trial, nor even

on the present application, that any bill of costs was taxed at

that sum or at any other. Hence the foundation of this argu-

ment is wanting. And if such bill had been produced, it could

have availed nothing. The judgment had been actually signed.

JN"o addition could afterwards be made to it, by the insertion of

the costs, or the filling up of the in toto attingunt clause. No
real increase could be made, much less " the contemplated in-

.crease
" mentioned by the counsel. The plaintiff is then in the

situation supposed. This is a final judgment for $566.70. It

is hot to be increased by the addition of costs. The execution

is for a larger sum, and the consequence he has anticipated fol-

lows,
" there is nothing to shew that it issued on that judgment."

The true and only mode to ascertain what " was contemplated

by the judgment," is a reference to the record itself. The record

is not, as maintained by the counsel, "still remaining open"
for the costs, after it is signed ;

nor can they
"
rightly be put

in the execution," unless they had actually "formed a part of

the judgment."
4. In the next place, the plaintiff's counsel contends that if

the judgments produced and recited are not the same, the vari-

ance is wholly immaterial. And he reasons thus. "The doc-

trine of variance will be found to arise out of actions founded on

contract, where the deed or contract is declared upon and is the

foundation of the action. In such cases the declaration must

substantially agree with the deed or contract. In ejectment,

the plaintiff gives no information upon the record as to the

nature of his title or evidence, and is therefore at liberty to

make out his title on the trial without reference to any special

matter stated upon the record."

It is obvious that too narrow and circumscribed a rule in

respect to variance is hero stated. The numerous cases in slan-

der where the words proved differ from the words charged, and

in trespass where the abuttals are specifically but erroneously
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described, shew that it extends to actions of tort, as well as of

contract. And in ejectment, the plaintiff may indeed not bo

confined by any such special matter to any specific title
;

But*

what then ? The question here is, not whether be has made out

a specific title, but whether he has proved any title. And the-

established rule is, as I have shewn, that if, in deducing title

under a sheriff's sale, he proves no judgment, or what is the

same thing, if he does not prove the judgment recited, he has-

made out no title, the judgment being an indispensable constitu-

ent. In Den v. Wright, 1 Peters 66, the defendant to prove
title offered in evidence a deed from the sheriff of the county of

Hunterdon to Mark Thomson, which recited a judgment
and execution against Stacy Potts, for a certain sum. The
deed was objected to because the judgment and execution

produced in evidence were for a very different sum from that)

mentioned 'in the deed. The court decided that the sheriff's*

deed could not be given in evidence, without producing the

judgment and execution under which he made the sale, these

documents being necessary to shew that he had authority to sell.

If so, said the court, a judgment and execution differing entirely

from that recited in the deed is the same thing as if no judgment
were produced. In connection with this subject, it is proper
to remark that the plaintiff was not nonsuited for the variance

between the judgment and execution and deed, as the plaintiff's

counsel in his brief in some places seems to suppose, but

because the deed being overruled for want of a judgment to sup-

port it, the plaintiff was nonsuited for failure to deduce a title to*

the premises.
5. In the fifth place, the plaintiff's counsel says the courts-

raise presumptions in favour of a sheriff's deed. And for an in-

stance he states they presume the sheriff has advertised accord-

ing to law, and in an action of ejectment founded on a sheriff's;

deed, the plaintiff is not required to prove that the lands were

regularly advertised. I am not aware of such presumption'

unless, perhaps, in the case of an ancient deed accompanied by

possession. In a modern deed, the recital of due advertisement^

being in the nature of a certificate by an officer of a fact within

his knowledge is received as prima facie evidence and dispenses

with the proof which, without such recital, would be required,

No such presumption is made where there is no recital. But an
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effect of this kind cannot properly be given to the recital of a judg-
ment by the sheriff. No certificate by him can be even presump-
tive or prima facie evidence of its existence. The doctrine of

presumption cannot on the present occasion sustain the plaintiff.

6. In the last place, the plaintiff's counsel states it to be a

final and conclusive answer to the objection against the sheriff's

deed that the execution in this case, [if there is a variance and
if the doctrine of variance applies] is not void but voidable

only ;
and hence he draws these conclusions, that no person can

avoid it but Lewis Tooker, his heirs or representatives, by writ

of error
;
that the defendant cannot lawfully raise the present

objection ;
that all acts done under the execution until it is-

avoided are valid
;
and that the execution is amendable. All

these conclusions find their refutation in the decision and reason-

ing of the court in the case of Den v. Wright, already cited. One

only of them need I think be farther noticed on account of the

support it is said to have from the case of Jackson Y. Anderson,
4 Wend. 474. The ex-1 '

' :

'n, it is said, was amendable at any
time as well after as before the sale. I am not disposed to deny
that by an application to the proper forum and by a competent

person, amendments may in many instances be made, whereby
many of the difficulties anticipated to result from what is called

the strict rule of conformity and congruity will be obviated.

But, in the first place, there was here no amendment made
;
the

proceeding was suffered to remain "with all its imperfections
on its head." 2d. The judge at the circuit had no power to

amend and consequently none to. overlook deficiencies amenda-

ble elsewhere. A court having the control over a pleading or

other proceeding will sometimes actually amend a defect, and
at others overlook it as amended. A court of error will also in

like manner act in divers instances. But a tribunal which ba

no power to alter or amend the proceedings of another, roust

look on them as they are, not as they ought to be. And in the

third place, it may be asked, how can a sanatory amendment
be made here? Shall the original judgment be amended in the

manner which would be requisite, and without even an applica-
tion to the court by whom it was rendered? So bold a measure

cannot I think find countenance. Shall the execution be altered

to conform to the judgment which has been produced? Of what
avail would that be, the sheriff's deed would then differ front.

VOL. VII. W
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both ? Shall the sheriff's deed be amended ? Not I venture to

aay unless by the sheriff himself.

Upon the whole, I am not satisfied from the arguments or

cases of the plaintiff's counsel that there is any ground to doubt

the propriety of the doctrine heretofore maintained. I am there-

fore of opinion the decision of the judge on the trial was right,

and that the nonsuit ought not to be disturbed.

Judgment of nonsuit.

Scudder, for plaintiff.

Jlorriblower and J. J, Ghetwood, for defendant.

CITED IN Den v. Mulford, 1 Zab. 505.

.JOHN DEN on the demise of JACOB BROOKFIELD against MALINE
WINANS.

EWINO, C. J. for the court.

The facts in this case are the same as in the case of John Den
--on the demise of the same lessor against Anthony Morse, except
that there is no allegation that Winans,,the present defendant,

is the landlord of Tooker or has been permitted as such to

defend this suit; and on the trial in addition to the documents

produced in the other cause, the plaintiff gave in evidence an

exemplification of a scire facias to revive the judgment of Mat-

thias Williamson against Lewis Tooker, and of the judgment
'thereon in the following words: "Therefore it is considered

'that the said Matthias have his execution against the said Lewis

'for said debt, and damages by occasion of the detaining the

said debt, and damages to fifteen dollars and thirty-nine cents

vto the said Matthias by his assent by the court here adjudged

recording to the force, form and effect of the said recovery, by
ttbe default of the said Lewis Tooker."

'This additional evidence presents the case of the plaintiff under

no better auspices than the facts in the other cause. The judg-
ment recited in the execution and sheriff's deed is neither the

original judgment nor the judgment on the writ of scire facias.

Let the rule to shew cause why the nonsuit should not be set

Aside be discharged.
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ANTHONY BELLES against JOHN BELLES.

If part of the items of the plaintiff's demand are of more than six years'

standing, and there is no evidence of a new promise, they are barred by the

statute of limitations.

And though the defendant files a set-off, containing an account of charges and

dealings between the parties, after a lapse of several years, wholly disconnected

with the antecedent transactions, this will not save the items of the plaintiff's

account from the prescribed limitation.

The exception in the statute of limitations, in regard to merchant's 'accounts,
has been extended, by an equitable construction, so as to embrace accounts of

other persons, not merchants, between whom there have been mutual dealings
and credits, some of which are of more than six years, and others less. This

equitable extension of the statute may very properly take place in case of

mutual current accounts, or wherever any such connection between them

Appears in their nature, or from evidence, that the latter might fairly be con-

sidered as an admission of there being some unsettled account between the

parties.
But where the transactions are remote, and there is nothing in their

own nature, or the evidence, to connect them, there can be no propriety in

extending the exception of the statute so as to embrace them.

An acknowledgment to take a case out of the statute of limitations, must be
an acknowledgment of a subsisting debt; in which case the acknowledgment
will be evidence of a promise to pay ;

but if any thing be said at the time to

repel the presumption of a promise to pay, it is insufficient.

EWINO, C. J. The plaintiff in certiorari complains of the

charge given by the Court of Common Pleas of the county of

Warren to the jury on the trial of the appeal.
The court informed the jury that if, in their opinion, six years

had elapsed since there had been any dealings between the par-

ties, or any promise of payment made
;
or if there had been a

settlement between the parties and no demand made by the

plaintiff of his present claim, or promise of payment made by
the defendant within six years, the statute of limitations barred

the claim. And on the other hand, if there had been a con-

tinual running account between them until within six years
of the commencement of the action, in that case the statute was

cot a bar.

If by the term "
any promise

" we are, as I presume we ought,
to understand, any acknowledgment from which a promise may
be legally inferred, I see no incorrect doctrine laid down by the

court. The complaint, however, is not so much for what the

court did say, as for what was left unsaid.

The appellant, who was the defendant in the original action,

requested the court to charge the jury, "that there was no evi-

dence in the cause from which the jury ought to infer a new

promise to take the case out of the statute of limitations; and
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that all the items of the plaintiff's demand which were of more

than six years' standing at the time the action was brought,
were barred by the statute."

These positions, which the defendant thus required the court

to state to the jury, were solutions of questions of law fairly

raised by the proofs in the cause, and he had a right therefore

to require, as he did, that they should be given in charge to

the jury, if they were the legal and sound solutions of those

questions, or, in other words, if they were correct legal doc-

trines.

The action before the justice, was commenced on the 17th day
of March, 1830. The three principal items of the debit side of

the plaintiff's state of demand were of long standing; the first,

in 1809, for work at farming by himself and horse
;
the second,

in 1813, for money received by the defendant for a particular

purpose and not so applied ;
the third, in 1817, at least thirteen

years before the commencement of the action, for the use of a

wagon ;
and the remaining two items are in July, 1824, for one

day's labour of self and team #2; and the like in March, 1826,

A credit is given for some clothes in the year 1809.

To this state of demand, the defendant filed before the justice

a plea of the statute of limitations, and claimed a demand

against the plaintiff, for a sealed bill given by him to the defend-

ant, dated 14th November, 1822; for two notes given to other

persons, the earliest dated in May, 1821, but at what time

assigned to the plaintiff does not appear; and for five items of

account beginning in December, 1822
;
and giving credit to the

plaintiff for seven items of account beginning in June, 1823.

The first three, which are the principal charges, made by the

plaintiff, are many more than six years prior to the commence-

ment of the action. No such connection subsists between them

and the subsequent charges or transaction as to give to the

whole, the character of a running or current account. It can-

not, with propriety, be said there were mutual dealings and

reciprocal demands, commencing beyond six years and extend-

ing within that period, so as to save the whole from the operation

of the statute. The plaintiff gives indeed a credit correspond-

ing in date with the first charge, but the defendant claims no such

credit, nor any demand or item of account against the plaintiff

earlier than the year 1822, unless it be the note given to Grover
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which became due late in 1821, but when assigned to the

defendant we know not. If there had been no transactions

between the parties after the year 1817, and prior to the suit, the

items of charge, of earlier date, would surely be barred by the

statute. The occurrence of some dealings, after a lapse of sev-

eral years from the year 1817, wholly disconnected with the

antecedent transactions, cannot save these from the prescribed
limitation. But viewing the case as exhibited by the plaintiff

in his state of demand and there were no such subsequent deal-

ings. He professes to give the credit 'to which the defendant is

entitled. It is for a single item more than twenty years prior to

the commencement of the suit. If the plaintiff meant to avail

himself of the legal effect of a current account, of reciprocal

demands, of mutual dealings, he should have shewn, or at least

admitted, not peremptorily denied, that such account, demands

or dealings existed. If he is entitled to succeed according to

his state of demand, a new but ready method to revive an

ancient and stale account, by a day's labourer the like, is discov-

ered.

The court, in my opinion, erred in omitting to charge as

required,
" that all the items of the plaintiff's account, which

were of more than six years standing at the time the action was

brought, were barred by the statute."

The court also erred in omitting to charge
" that there was

no evidence from which the jury ought to infer a new promise
to take the case out of the statute."

The facts, or amount of evidence, from which such an infer-

ence may be drawn, or in other words the nature and extent of

the admission or acknowledgment which will raise a new prom-

ise, is a question of law. An answer to this question, the court,

if required, should give to the jury.
A witness on the part of the plaintiff testified that in March,

1830, be went with the plaintiff to the defendant. The former

asked the latter if he was not going to settle with him for work-

ing for him the eleven months after his father's death, and for the

use of his horse and wagon. The defendant asked why he had

not mentioned it before in their other settlements. The plaintiff

said,
" I have, fifty times, at least, and you never would settle it."

The defendant admitted he had, but said it never had been set-

tled and he never would settle it. On cross-examination the
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witness farther testified " that the defendant said they had sev-

eral settlements
;
also said he had had the horse to work

;
the

plaintiff asked if he had settled his claim
;
he answered no, that

he never had and never would settle it."

In the testimony of this witness there was no proof of an

express promise to pay the demand; and if there be any admis-

sion or acknowledgment of the debt, it was not positive and

unqualified, and was accompanied by expressions which repel

the idea of an intention or willingness to pay ;
and therefore, no

implied promise was created, and the debt was not revived. An-

gel on Limitations, 247.

The complaint of the plaintiff in certiorari, against the

charge of the court is just, and the judgment ought to be

reversed.

DRAKE, J. This action originated in the court for the trial

of small causes, and was commenced by process issued on the

17th day of March, 1830. The plaintiff filed his state of

demand as follows:
" The plaintiff' demands of the defendant one hundred dollars

for this, to wit :

Anthony Belles,

To John Belles, Dr.

1809. April 1st. To 11 months' work at farming for

you by myself and horse, at |5.00 per

month, from 1st May, 1808, to 1st April,

1809,
- $55 00

To interest on the same, - - 20 00

1813. To my share of money received by you to

purchase a head stone for our mother,
which you never got, being,

- 4 00

Interest thereon, - 4 75

1817. To 5 years' use of my big wagon, from the

fall of 1812, to the fall of 1817, - - 25 00

Interest thereon, - 7 24

1824. July. To one day's drawing in grain with team, 2 00

1826. March. To 1 day's do. logs with team, 2 00

$120 00
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Brought over,
- - $120 00

1809. By my every day clothes and shoes during
the 11 months I worked for you, - 10

And also a coat and surtout of homespun, 10
20 00

$100 00

Leaving a balance of one hundred dollars, for which I pray

judgment.
JOHN BELLES^ Plaintiff.

To this state of demand the defendant pleaded the statute of

limitations, and as there was no evidence of any express promise,,
or acknowledgment from which a promise might be implied, the

plea must have barred the whole account, except the two last

items, but that the defendant also pleaded that the plaintiff was
indebted to him in the amolint of three several promissory notes,

(the most recent of which bore date the 14th day of November,
J1822, and was made by the plaintiff directly to the defendant)
and also in the following book account, to wit :

1822. Dec. 3. To i bushel of salt,
- 471

1823. Mar. 28. " 33* Ibs. clover seed, at $7.00 per

bushel, - 3 5fr

April 2.
"
31} lb do. at $7.00 per bushel, 3 50

1824. 13. " 500 wt. of hay, at $6.00 per ton, 1 50

1827. Jan. 17. " cash borrowed, - 8 00

$16 974.

Or.

1823. June 2. By } day's hauling dung,
- - 75

1824. July 24. "
} day's harvesting, (scant), 37|

1825. Aug. 8.
"

hauling grain to Belvidere, 75-

"
puppy - !

1826. April 19.
"

hauling load of grain to

Columbia, - 50
" May 6.

" do. load of boards from Bel-

videre, - 75
"

Aug. 10. " do. one day hauling logs, and

one hand, - - - - 2 00
6 12|

$10 85
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Brought over, - - 810 00

Interest on balance, 3 yrs. 3 mo. - 2 11

Amount of notes and interest. - - - - 36 10

After the testimony on the trial of the appeal was concluded,
the Court of Common Pleas was called on by the counsel for the

appellant, (now plaintiff in certiorari) to charge the jury that

there is no evidence in this cause of a new promise, to take the

case out of the statute of limitations
;
but that all the items in

the plaintiff's demand, which were of more than six years stand-

ing at the time this action was brought, are barred by the said

statute.

On this point the court charged in substance as follows that

if the jury should be of opinion, from the evidence, that six

years had elapsed since there had been any dealings between

the parties, or any promise of payment made, the statute would

bar the plaintiff's claim; or if there had been settlements

between the parties, and no demand made by the plaintiff, or

promise of payment made by the defendant within six years, then

the statute would bar the claim. But if, on the contrary, they
had a continued running account between them until within six-

years of the commencement of this suit, then the statute would

be no bar.

The defendant's account admitted dealings between the par-

ties, and the plaintiff proved his demand of satisfaction for his

account made within six years. That demand, to be sure, did

not elicit any promise of payment, or even acknowledgment, of

the debt. Yet the charge of the court gave importance to the

demand and therein was erroneous. It also gave e,fficacy to

recent dealings between the parties, without sufficient explana-
tion as to the nature of those dealings, and the connection between

them and the former contracts upon which they were supposed
to operate. A court should not be called upon to draw distinc-

tions, or give instructions, which the case does not require ;
and

therefore the propriety of the charge, as respects the dealings

between the parties, will depend upon the question, whether

those dealings were such and so connected that those which had

taken place within six years, did, in point of law, keep alive and

prevent the statute from operating on those of an older date.
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Two small charges appear on the plaintiff's account within

six years, and there was some evidence with respect to one

of them, that the transaction actually took place within that

period. But, at this day, it cannot be pretended that this

transaction can preserve the former ones from the operation

of the statute. The charges are all on one side. There can

be no pretence that buying an article, or obtaining a service,

in 1824, is any acknowledgment of a distinct contract of

that kind in 1809. In the case of Cotes v. Harris, Buller's

Nisi Prius 149, it was held that the clause in the statute,

.about merchant's accounts, extended only to cases where

there were mutual accounts, and reciprocal demands, between

persons. This principle has become well settled, and was

recognized in this court in the case of Miller v. Colwell, 2 South.

577.

But all the difficulty of this case grows out of the defendant's

-offset. He states a small account between the parties, extend-

ing from December, 1822, to August, 1826, amounting to &8.97J

on one side, and 86.12J on the other. I exclude the item of
" cash borrowed," as not in its nature, or with reference to the

proof concerning it, (which was that it was to be returned in

one week) the kind of dealing to ^revive an antecedent debt.

And the question is, whether these dealings, or such of them as

were within six years, should shield from the operation of the

statute, the three items of the plaintiff's demand under dates of

1809, 1813 and 1817.

The statute of 21 James, 1st Ch. 16, excepts such accounts as

concern the trade of merchandise between merchant and mer-

chant, &c. Our statute excepts all such actions as concern, &c.
;

resembling the British statute except in a single word
;
which

may be presumed to have been changed on account of the dis-

position shewn by the English courts, in early times, to limit the

exception, not merely by the nature of the account, but by the

form of action brought for its recovery.
This exception has long since been extended, by an equitable

construction, so as to embrace accounts of other persons, not

merchants, between whom there have been mutual dealings and

credits, some of which are of more than six years standing,
and others less. For where there is such current account, each

article advanced upon account may bo considered as a partial
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payment or acknowledgment of a counter demand. This equit-
able extension of the statute may very properly take place in

case of mutual current accounts, or wherever any such connec-

tion between them appears in their nature, or from evidence,,

that the latter might fairly be considered as "an admission of

there being some unsettled account between the parties." But
where the transactions are remote, and there is nothing in their

own nature, or the evidence, to connect them, there can. be no-

propriety in extending the exception of the statute so as to>

embrace them. In the case of Cranch v. Kirkman, Lord Kenyan
observed "That where the demand of one party arises long
after the demand of the other, that should not revive the

antecedent account; but this [the case then before the court},

was in the nature of a running and mutual account between

the parties." I do not find this branch of the subject much
illustrated by cases. The most usual case of the extension of

the exception in the statute is to mutual, continued and open
accounts. Yet, it does not appear to depend upon the number
of transactions, or their particular nature. In the case of the

Executors of Tuthil v. Skoulding and others, 6 Term Rep. 189, the

demand was for nine and a half years' rent. The defendant*

were merchants, who rented a store house of the testator, and

during the time when these arrears of rent were becoming due,

they furnished him with various articles in the way of their

trade. There never was any settlement of accounts between

the parties. The last half year's rent, and one or two of the

last articles of the defendant's bill, were within six years before

the plaintiff's writ was sued out. The court held that the case

was within the exception, and that the plaintiff's account was
not barred.

Courts, at the present day, are endeavoring to correct the

extremely strict construction of the statute of limitations, into

which an indiscreet notion of equity at first led them. The
British Parliament have interfered, and now make an acknowl-

edgment in writing necessary to take a case out of the statute,

9 G. 4 Ch. 14, s. 1. In the United States courts, and most of

the state courts, it is held that an acknowledgment must be of a

subsisting debt ; in which case the acknowledgment will be evi-

dence of a promise to pay ;
but if any thing be said at the time

to repel the presumption of a promise to pay, it is insufficient.
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15 John. Rep. 520. 6 John. Ch. cases 266, 290. 3 Wend. 187 &
272. 14 Serg. & Rawle 195. 8 Cranch 72. 1 Peters 371. And the

acknowledgment must not be merely of the fact of indebtedness,
but it must refer to, or have some natural connection with the

plaintiff's claim. 3 Wend. 532.

It is evident that some limit must be put to the revival of old

dealings by new ones. Otherwise any claim of whatever anti-

quity may be freed from the wholesome impediment, which the

statute opposes to its prosecution, by the claimant's procuring:
a credit of his pretended debtor to any trifling amount. And

although I do not wish to attempt to lay down lines of distinc-

tion, on this occasion, applicable to all cases
; yet I cannot

doubt that a sound construction of the statute must extend it

to the first three items of the plaintiff's account. No natural

connection is discoverable between these charges and those of

the defendant
; they are remote in point of time

;
and the other

facts in evidence, especially that the plaintiff, on the third day
of December, 1822, gave his note to the defendant for $12

payable in six months, rather rebuts the presumption of any
connection, than otherwise. I am therefore of opinion that the

judgment should be reversed.

FORD, J. concurred.

Judgment reversed.

CITED is Hibler v. Johnston, 3 Harr. 268. Ridgway v. English, 2 Zab. 419.

Nolin v. Blackwell, 2 Vr. 173. Qulick v. Princeton & Kingston Turnp.
Co., 2 Or. 547.

PETER SMICK against SAMUEL G. OPDYCKE.

CERTIOBARI.

The Supreme Court, as a
general rule, and without any suspicion of malprac-

tice, are not authorized to disregard the return made by the Court of Common
Pleas, because it is drawn up in the handwriting of one of the counsel in the

cause.

On the trial of the issue between an insolvent debtor and. his opposing credi-

tor, formed under the provisions of the 7th section of the act for the relief of

persons imprisoned for debt, Rev. Laws 218, the creditor may prove that the
debtor has been off of and beyond the prison limits.
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The enquiry, on the trial of the issue, is not restricted to the truth, and hon-

esty, and fairness, or otherwise, of the surrender and disclosure of the insolvent's

estate and circumstances, but extends also to his conformity with the provisions
of the act.

W. Halsted, for the opposing creditor, the plaintiff in certio-

rari.

Saxton and Wall, for the insolvent debtor.

EWINQ, C. J. The certiorari in this case has brought here

the proceedings of a debtor, in confinement, seeking the benefit

.of the acts for the relief of persons imprisoned for debt
;
the

issue formed between the debtor and one of his creditors
;
the

trial of that issue in the Court of. Common Pleas; the verdict

of the jury in favour of the debtor; and the judgment of the

court that he be discharged out of custody according to the

.force, form and effect of the act. The certiorari is prosecuted

by the opposing creditor, the defendant in the issue, who has

.assigned several causes for setting aside the judgment.
One of them is that the Court of Common Pleas, on the trial

of the issue, rejected competent evidence offered by the defend-

ant. The evidence offered, was to prove that the debtor " had

been off of and beyond the bounds of the prison limits after he

had presented his petition for the benefit of the insolvent law

and previous to the special term of the court assigned for the

hearing of the debtor and his creditors."

Before we examine the admissibility of such evidence, we are

to consider a preliminary objection raised against the return or

answer of the Court of Common Pleas, to a rule of this court,

whereby the offer and rejection of this evidence appears; and

which the defendant in certiorari insists should be disregarded,
because in the handwriting of the counsel for the creditor. We
are not authorized, as a general rule, and without any suspicion

of malpractice, to reject a return for this cause. We cannot

prescribe to the court the amanuensis whose services they may
use, or are bound to decline. Bills of exceptions are in general
drawn up by the counsel of the party who takes them. In

the present instance, if we may notice the allegation, on the one

hand, that the return is in the handwriting of the creditor's

-counsel, we may, in like manner, take notice that it has been

.-altered and corrected in the handwriting of the debtor's counsel;
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and the allegation is thereby strongly supported, that the answer

was settled according to the views of the counsel of both parties.

It has received the sanction of the signatures and seals of the

judges of the court, and we are bound to respect it.

The policy, as well as the terms, of the act for the relief of

insolvent debtors suppose and require the debtor to remain in

confinement, from the presentation of his petition, until his dis-

charge by the court. Every section and provision of the act

conveys and confirms this idea. Without so remaining in con

finement, he has not " well and truly complied with the act in-

all things." It is true, as was urged on the argument, a de-

parture from the limits is a forfeiture of the bond given by the

debtor, and incurs the liability to its prosecution ;
but the effect

of the departure on the proceedings and application of the

debtor is not prevented or absolved by such forfeiture or liability.

One of the standing interrogatories proposed to the debtor on

the hearing before the court [see the return to the certiorari] is

whether he has at any time, between the day of his application
and the hearing, been without the prison limits prescribed by
law. The enquiry on the trial of the issue is not restricted to

the truth and honesty and fairness, or otherwise, of the sur-

render and disclosure of the insolvent's estate and circumstances,

but extends also to his conformity with the provisions of the

act. And this clearly appears, first from the language of the

declaration and plea, the one affirming and the other denying
that he is an insolvent debtor, and that he has well and truly

complied with the act in all things for the benefit and to the

use of his creditors; 2d, from the provision in the seventh

section that all proceedings had under the act on the part of the

debtor may on the trial of the issue be deemed competent evi-

dence, and that he should farther than by the said proceedings
maintain and prove the truth and legality of his case according
to the issue on his part joined ;

and 3d, from the seventeenth

section, which affords protection to the insolvent debtor who
shall have given up all his estate, and conformed in all things to

the direction of the act. Hence the evidence proposed on the

part of the creditor to shew that the debtor had departed from

the limits, and therefore had not in the language of the plea
well and truly complied with the act, was competent and ought
to have been received.
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And because the evidence was rejected, I am of opinion, the

judgment of the Court of Common Pleas, founded on the verdict

in favour of the debtor o-ught to be reversed.

DRAKE, J. The defendant in certiorari made application
for the benefit of the act, passed the 18th day of March,

1795, by which persons in actual confinement for debt may be

discharged as insolvent debtors. That act directs the court

to appoint a day when the debtor shall be heard
;

of which

the creditors are to have notice; and contemplates that, on

that day, the debtor shall exhibit a true account of his estate,

and a list of his creditors, with the sums due to them
;

that

he shall make proof of having given the proper notices to

his creditors; and that he shall answer such interrogatories

as shall be proposed to him by the court touching the dis-

position of his estate, &c. and by a subsequent act, passed
the 28th day of November, A. D. 1822, it is made the duty
of the court also to examine the debtor whether his imprison-
ment was compulsory, or voluntary, and whether he had,

" at

any time, between the day of his application to the court

and the time of his examination, been without the prison
limits prescribed by law

;

" and directing the court to stay all

further proceedings in the case, if it should appear that the

debtor had been without the prison limits, or that his confinement

was not compulsory. If, upon this hearing, the court shall be

satisfied that the conduct of the debtor has been fair and up-

right they may proceed to discharge him from confinement,
unless some creditor shall undertake to prove, by the first day
of the next term, that the debtor " has not fairly, fully and

honestly delivered up the whole of his estate to the use and

benefit of his creditors."

Such an undertaking was made, in this case, on the day of

hearing, by Peter Smick, an opposing creditor. In consequence
of which, the debtor was remanded, and his case came on to be

heard before a jury, in the Court of Common Pleas of the county
of Hunterdon.

Upon the trial, several questions were made, arising out of

the imperfect manner .in which the preliminary proceedings, in-

cluding those of the special court, appeared in evidence; and

also as to the proper effect of those proceedings, provided
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they were sufficiently proved. The creditor insisted that the

whole case was open to investigation before the jury; and

offered to prove that the debtor had been off and beyond the

limits, after he had presented his petition, and previous to the

special term appointed for his hearing. This was resisted

by the counsel for the debtor; who argued that the plead-

ings and issue were to be interpreted by the creditor's under-

taking which had given rise to them, and which would con-

fine the controversy to the debtor's conduct in the disposition

and surrender of his estate
;
and that the application, proof of

notices, actual and compulsory confinement of the debtor,

.and such other matters as might have been enquired into at

the first hearing, other than that embraced in the under-

taking, should be considered as put at rest by the proceed-

ings and adjudications of the special court. The evidence

offered was overruled, and this is assigned as a reason for setting

aside the discharge.
The nature of the creditor's undertaking, and some other

parts of the act, seem to favour this construction, and the opposite
one appears objectionable, inasmuch as it imposes upon the

debtor the burden of double investigation of the same facts.

Yet, in my opinion, these reasons cannot prevail against the

language of the act, which not only prescribes pleadings and an

issue co-extensive with the whole case, but expressly directs

that on the trial of that issue,
"
all proceedings had under this

acton the part of the debtor may be, before the court and jury,

deemed competent, but not conclusive, evidence on his part ;" and

he is directed to maintain the truth and legality of his case,

further than by those proceedings. The inconclusive nature of

these preliminary proceedings is hero too plainly declared to be

yielded to any course of reasoning however plausible, or any
other language of the act, admitting of, but not requiring, a con-

trary construction.

It was long ago decided in the case of Timothy Brush, 1

Halsted 404, that an actual confinement was necessary to enable

.a debtor to avail himself of the act of 1795. And the legisla-

ture seem to recognize its importance, when, by the supplement
of 1822, they make it the duty of the special court, even if there

be no opposing creditor, to enquire into it, and to stay further

.proceedings if the debtor has been off the limits. This, then,
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was a material part of the conduct of the debtor, embraced

within the issue, and open to investigation before the jury; and-

the exclusion of evidence concerning it was erroneous, and must

be fatal to the judgment of discharge.

FORD, J. concurred.

Judgment reversed.

CITED in Brown v. Wright, 1 Gr. 243. Berry v. Arthur, id. 309. Reford v.

Cramer, 1 Vr. 253.

EXECUTORS OF JOEL MIDDLETON, deceased, against ROBERT
QUIGLEY.

The general rule is that the verdict must comprehend the whole issue or

issues submitted to the jury in the particular cause, otherwise the judgment
founded on it will be reversed.

A construction whereby a verdict expressed in the terms of one issue is

extended to another issue is not admissible, unless it be the necessary conclusion

upon the whole cause.

From the verdict of a jury in favour of the plaintiff, finding that there was no
rent in arrear,

" the court cannot draw a conclusion in favour of the plaintiff on
an issue of non tenuit, in regard to which the verdict is silent."

There is a substantial difference between the questions involved in the pleas
" non tenuit

"
and "

nothing in arrear" so that finding the latter issue does not
render the issue on the former so wholly immaterial that no notice need be
taken of it.

The omission of the jury to find a verdict on one of the issues joined, is not
amendable in this court on a writ of error.

This was a writ of error to the Common Pleas of the county
of Burlington.
The action below was replevin. The writ commanded the

sheriff " to cause to be replevied the goods, chattels and beasts,

(without specifying them) of the said Robert Quigley, which

Joel Middleton took and unjustly detained, and to summon the

said Joel to answer Robert Quigley, of the said taking and

unjust detention." Under this writ the sheriff replevied and

delivered to Robert Quigley, certain goods, &c. duly appraised at

thirty-seven dollars. The plaintiff below declared for that on

the first day of October, eighteen hundred and twenty-five, the

defendant took the said goods, &c. (specifying them) of the

value of three hundred
dollar^s,

at the township of Nottingham;
to wit, at Mount Holly, in the county of Burlington, and within

the jurisdiction of the said court, in a certain dwelling house

and upon certain premises there situated, and unjustly detained
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the same; wherefore he saith he is injured, and hath sustained

damage to the value of two hundred dollars.

The defendant, Joel Middleton, avowed for a yearly rent of

the premises, at. forty dollars, ending on the first of April, eigh-
teen hundred and twenty-five, which thence until, &c. and at the

time when, &c. was in arrear and unpaid.
The plaintiff pleads to this avowry, 1st, non tenuit. 2d, no

rent in arrear. And issues were thereupon joined. The cause

was tried on the second Tuesday of August, eighteen hundred

and twenty-seven, and the verdict of the jury is
" that the

said Joel Middleton did unjustly take and detain the several

goods and chattels in the plaintiff's declaration mentioned, and

that there was not due and in arrear from the said .Robert Quig-

ley, unto the said Joel Middleton, on the first of April, eighteen-
hundred and twenty-five, the said sum of forty dollars, or any

part thereof; and they assess the damages of the said Robert

Quigley, which he hath sustained by reason of the premises in

this declaration contained, at the sum of one hundred and twenty-
five dollars and twenty-five cents over and above his -costs and

charges, and for those costs and charges at six cents." After

disposing of a rule to shew cause, the court, on the twelfth

November, eighteen hundred and twenty-seven, rendered judg-
ment as follows :

"
Thereupon it is considered that the said

Robert Quigley do recover against the said Joel Middleton, tht>

damages aforesaid, in form aforesaid assessed, and also, the sixn

of sixty-five dollars and thirteen cents, for his costs and chargi *

of increase, by him, about his suit in this behalf expended, which

damages and costs of increase, amount, in the whole, to the SIWTV

of one hundred and ninety-seven dollars and thirteen cents, to-

the said Robert Quigley by the court now here, of his assent,,

adjudged, and the said Joel Middleton in mercy," &c.

The plaintiffs assign for error, among other reasons, that no-

verdict whatever was rendered on one of the issues, to wit, non

tenuit.

Wall, for plaintiffs in error.

W. Halsted and Southard, for defendant.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

This action of replevin was brought in the Court of Gommcm

VOL. VII. X
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Pleas, of the county of Burlington, where the plaintiff declared

for the taking and detention of sundry goods and chattels.

The defendant avowed the taking of the goods and chat-

tels as a distress for the sum of $40 of rent for the space
of one year, ending on the 1st day of April, 1825, due and

in arrear for a dwelling house and premises held and enjoyed

by the plaintiff for the space of five years and five months
next before and ending on the said day, and from thence

until. &c. as tenant of the defendant under a demise thereof

by the defendant to him at the yearly rent of forty dollars,

payable yearly.

The plaintiff pleaded to the avowry : 1st, that he did not hold

or enjoy the said dwelling house and premises, as tenant to the

defendant under the supposed demise in the avowry mentioned,
manner and form as therein alleged ;

and 2d, that no part of the

;said supposed rent was in arrear from him to the defendant, in

manner and form as alleged in the avowry ;
and on these pleas,

respectively, issues to the country were joined.

The jury found, as appears by the record, that the defendant
" did unjustly take and detain the several goods and chattels in

the plaintiff's declaration mentioned, and that there was not due

And in arrear from the said Robert Quigley, unto the said Joel

Middleton, on the said first day of April, in the year 1825, the

aforesaid sum of $40, or any part thereof," and thereupon they
-assessed the damages of the plaintiff.

The judgment rendered on this verdict having been removed

.here by writ of error, one of the causes assigned for reversal is

that the jury have not found a verdict on one of the issues.

The defendant in error insists that the verdict is a substan-

tial answer to both issues, and that if there was no rent in

:arrear, according to the verdict, it is wholly immaterial whether

ithe plaintiff did or did not hold and enjoy the premises, as

alleged in the avowry.
The general rule is that the verdict must comprehend the

whole issue or issues submitted to the jury in the particular

cause, otherwise the judgment founded on it may be reversed.

1 Arch. Pr. 190. Paterson v. The United States, 2 Wheat. 225.

Miller v. Tretts, 1 Ld. Raym. 324. In subservience to this rule,

however, it has been held that though the verdict may not be

expressed formally and punctually in the words of the issue, yet if
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the point in issue can be concluded from the finding of the jury,

the court will work the verdict into form and make it serve.

Hanks v. Crofton, 2 Burrow, 698. Thompson v. Button, 14 John.

,84. TILGHMAN, C. J. in Kerr v. Hartshorne, 4 Yeates, 293, limits

the authority of the court to cases where the jury have expressed
their meaning in an informal manner, and says, the court have

no power to supply substantial omissions.
,

The principal question, then, in considering the validity

.of the objection against the judgment, is, whether the issue

on the plea of non tenuit can be concluded from the finding of

the jury; and whether the finding on the second issue does

render the first issue so wholly immaterial, that no notice needs

be taken of it.

The verdict, it must be admitted, is not a direct and explicit

answer to both issues. The fact that the rent was not in arrear,

as alleged, does not shew the truth of the plaintiff's first plea,

that he did not hold and enjoy the premises as stated in the

avowry ;
for he may have so held them for the very time men-

tioned, and yet, by payment or otherwise, no rent may have

been due, either at the day it is said to have accrued, or at the

time of the distress. The opinion of the jury, on the first issue,

.cannot be learned from their verdict on the second. They may
have believed the tenancy, but disbelieved the arrearage of

rent. The point in issue on the first plea cannot then be con-

cluded from the finding of the jury. In Porter v. Eummery, 10

Mass. Rep. 72, the court said that a construction whereby a

verdict expressed in the terms of one issue is extended to another

issue, is not admissible, unless it appears to be the necessary
conclusion upon the whole record.

In Brown, Exr. v. Henderson, 4 Mumf. 492, an action of debt

was brought on a bond of the testator
;
the pleas were payment

by the testator, and fully administered
;
on which issues were

joined. The jury found a verdict " for the defendant, he having

fully administered all the assets." Judgment was rendered for

the defendant; which was reversed in the District Court, because

not responsive to both the issues
;
and the reversal was after-

wards affirmed in the Supreme Court of Appeals.
Nor can the court mould the verdict into form. In doing so,

how should the court direct the verdict to be drawn up ? For
the plaintiff, or for the defendant ? That the plaintiff did or did
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not hold and enjoy the premises as alleged ? If, indeed, the

jury had, in general terms, in the manner suggested by th

counsel of the defendant in error, found for the plaintiff upon
the issues, or found the several issues for the plaintiff, the court

below would have put the verdict into due form according to

the issues. Such a verdict is usual and quite sufficient, and the

very words of the issues need not be repeated by the jury. But
we have no evidence that the jury did so fi'nd

;
on the contrary,

the state of the record renders the presumption strong that

they did not, or we may suppose both issues would have been

formally answered.

There is a substantial difference between the questions
involved in these two pleas, non tenuit, and nothing in

arrear
;

between the nature of the subjects of enquiry pre-
sented by them respectively. Non tenuit puts in issue the

demise and tenancy as stated in the avowry or cognizance,
and requires the defendant to prove them. 2 Saund. PL &
Ev. 330. The plea of nothing in arrear admits the tenancy,
as stated in the avowry or cognizance, and puts in issue the

fact of the rent being in arrear. Some slight evidence of

the arrears must be gone into by the defendant, but the great
burden of proving the rent, not in arrear, lies on the plaintiff.

Ibid 331. Alexander v. Harris, 4 Granch, 299. If, then, the

plaintiff, not contenting himself with a plea which admits-

the tenancy, will interpose one which denies it, and which

compels the defendant, at the risk of the cause, to produce

proof of it, the consequences of a false plea ought justly to be-

visited upon him.

But it is argued that a verdict on the first issue may be given
or supposed for the defendant, that the plaintiff did hold the

premises as alleged, and yet the verdict on the second issue be-

ing for the plaintiff, he is entitled to judgment, and therefore the

omission, which is observed in this record, must be immaterial.

Is this position, and the inference from it, sound ? The contrary
was held in Cook v. Green, 5 Taunton 594. In replevin, issues

were taken- on three pleas: 1st, non tenuit; 2d, nothing in ar-

rear, and 3d, that the goods were not fraudulently removed.

The court said,
" If the defendant disproved either of the three,

he had a good cause of distress
;
there was no reason of pru-

dence, or caution, which called on the plaintiff to aver those-
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issues which he knew to be false; no reason why he should not

content himself with what he knew to be true."

For these reasons I am of opinion the verdict is radically

defective, and the judgment is liable to be reversed.

On the part of the defendant in error, it was insisted that if

there is error in the matter assigned, it is amendable, and Petrie

v. Jfannay, 3 D. & E. 659, was cited. But if amendable, it can-

not be done in this court. The amendment suggested is not one

within the statute of jeofails or which an appellate court will

actually make, or consider as amended and overlook, and more-

over inasmuch as there 'is nothing, as already remarked, from

which we can learn the opinion of the jury on the omitted issue,

there is nothing whereby an amendment may be made. In Petrie

v. Hannay, the amendment was made in the King's Bench,
where the judgment was rendered. So in Richardson v. Mel-

lish, Errorfrom G. B. to K. B., 3 Bingham 334.

In my opinion, the judgment of the Court of Common Pleas

should be reversed.

Judgment reversed.

CITED IH Phillips v. Kent, 3 Zab. 158. Browning v. Skill-man, 4 Zdb. 355.

Apgar v. Hiler, id. 809. Stewart v. Fitch, 2 Vr. 18. Lindauer v.

Teeter, 12 Vr. 257.

EGBERT ELLET and CADER BOYCE against JONATHAN PULLEN
and WILLIAM PULLEN.

Where an action of trespass quart clausum fregit, is brought before a justice
of the peace, and the defendant pleads title, and the plaintiff thereupon com-
mences his action in the Supreme Court, and the defendant pleads liberum ten-

ementum, and the plaintiff replies that the close is his freehold and not the

freehold of the defendant, if the defendant gives evidence of his possession of a
close in the same township in which the trespass is alleged to have been com-

mitted, he will be entitled to a verdict in his favour.

The ancient rule, in the action of trespassing, that where the declaration is

general, without giving the name or abuttals of the close, and the defendant

pleads that the close is his soil and freehold, the "defendant, unless there be a new

assignment, must have a verdict in his favour if he prove a title to any land in the

same township," is applicable to a case originally commenced before a justice of

the peace, and the
plaintiff,

under a general description in the declaration, has

not the power to select the place to which the evidence shall be confined.

EWINO, C. J.-^This action is in trespass quare clausum fregit,

jand the plaintiffs declare for breaking and entering their close,
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lying on the north side of Pole Brook, in the township of Upper
Freehold, in the county of Monmouth, and cutting down and

taking away twelve trees.

The defendants plead that the close in the declaration men-

tioned, was their soil and freehold, wherefore they entered

and were possessed and cut down the said trees there grow-

ing, as they had a lawful right to do. The plaintiffs reply,

that the close was their freehold and not the freehold of the

defendants.

The defendants having given evidence of their possession of

a house and lot of land in the township of Upper Freehold for

six or seven years prior to the trial, and from one to two-

years before the alleged time of the trespass, insisted they had

maintained the issue on their part, and were entitled to a ver-

diet in their favour, for that by an ancient rule in the action of

trespass, where the declaration is general without giving the-

name or the abuttals of the close, and the defendant pleads that

the close is his soil and freehold, the defendant, unless there be

a new assignment, must have a verdict in his favour, if he pi-ove

title to any land in the same township, although avowedly not

the premises 'where the trespass was committed. A verdict

was however rendered for the plaintiffs, which the defendants

now say ought, on the same ground, to be set aside and a new

irial granted.
This ancient rule does not appear to rest on very satisfactory

grounds, even when explained and enforced by the learning and

ingenuity of the eminent JUDGE WILLES, as is done in Lambert

v. Strother, Willes Rep. 218. The rule as understood by the court

in Dyer 23, b. seems to be more reasonable. " If the declara-

tion is general and the defendant in his plea gives a name to

the place where the trespass was done and avers the place to

have been his freehold, the plaintiff is obliged to new assign the

trespass, and not otherwise." In this way BLACKSTONE J. in Mar-

tin v. Kesterton, 2 Wm. Bl. 1089, stated the ancien trule; although
it is true that, in general, the rule is not supposed to require a

specification of the name or abuttals in the defendant's plea, or

common bar as it is sometimes called. 1 Saund. 299, n. It isf

however, in my opinion, unnecessary to enquire farther respect-

ing the ancient rule, for whatever it may have been, our statute

furnishes. I think, the guide for the present cause.
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To an action of trespass quare clausum fregit, instituted before

a justice of the peace, the defendant may plead title, but accord-

ing to the exigency of the statute it is title to the premises
on which the alleged trespass was committed. It is title to

real estate on which he has entered. It is to be pleaded as a

justification, and of necessity therefore must apply to the very
act of trespass or it could not be a justification. The legisla-

ture ought not to be supposed to have allowed him to rely on

his title to one close as a justification for his entry on another.

The plea is made by the statute conclusive evidence that the

defendant relied on his title by way of justification. And he

is so concluded by this plea, that he is not permitted in the

consequent action which may be instituted in this court, to set

up any other defence. It has repeatedly been so decided; and

where the plaintiff has declared in the same manner as

before the justice, any other plea has been uniformly deemed

inadmissible. Now this course of practice established by the

provision of the statute, appears to me to abrogate in these

cases the ancient rule respecting the new assignment. A
new assignment .must comport with the complaint made in

the declaration and consists in a statement of the injury for

which the plaintiff meant to declare, with more particularity

and certainty. To such new assignment, if made, as it ought
to be, within the scope of the declaration or state of demand,.
or in other words for the same gravamen, the defendant can only

repeat his plea of title, and is not permitted to depart from it

and interpose the general issue or any other special plea. To
what purpose then should a new assignment and another special

plea similar to the first, be permitted or required ? The ground
of defence is not changed or enlarged, and very little profit or

aid in preparation for trial can result to the defendant, since the

proof he is to make, is, to sustain his title according to bis plea.

If knowing, as he may be supposed to do, the place where bo-

has done the act alleged to be a trespass, ho has pleaded a false

plea, there is little cause for regret, if he is held to the conse-

quences.
It was said on the argument at the bar, that if the ancient

rule is not preserved, the defendant may be subjected to great

prejudice and surprise, for the plaintiff may not really go for

an injury to the same land as the defendant may have supposed
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and to which he may have title. I do not anticipate such diffi-

culty. The defendant may, in his plea of title, when the state

of demand is in general terms, specify by name or abuttal or

other apt description, the close on which he admits he entered

and did the act complained of, and to which he alleges he has

title. When this is done, the plaintiff must either accept the

plea and bond, and prosecute his action in this court where a

similar plea may be used, or he may become more specific in

his demand, by a new assignment, if that practice is admissible

in the justice's court, or he will be compelled to resort to a new
action there in order, in a new state of demand, to describe the

close with due precision, which is unquestionably the most

eligible and judicious mode of pleading.

It was insisted on the argument that the suit in this court is

not connected with the suit before the justice; and Thompson v.

Burdsal, 1 South. 171, was cited to prove it. To certain pur-

poses it may be so. Thus in that case, it was held, that between

the action of debt for penalties in cutting timber and the action

of trespass here, there is not such an union as to make the

amount of the penalties the measure of the damages to be

recovered. But in respect to the subject of title now in ques-

tion, there is an intimate connection, for by force of the suit

before the justice and his plea there, the defendant is permitted
to set up here no other defence than title.

The direction given by the judge on the trial appears to me
to have been accordant with our statute, and I find therefore no

reason to disturb the verdict.

DRAKE, J. In this case, the plaintiffs declared, that on the

12th day of January, 1824, the defendants broke their close,

lying on the north side of Pole Brook, in the township of Upper
Freehold, &c. and cut twelve trees, &c. The defendants pleaded
that the said close was their soil and freehold. And issue was

taken thereon.

Upon the trial of the cause, at the Mon mouth Circuit, the

defendants gave some evidence of an exclusive possession of a

small lot of land lying on the north side of Pole Brook, in the

township of Upper Freehold aforesaid. And the plaintiffs

gave evidence of title and possession in a distinct lot, near by,

and similarly situated with reference to Pole Brook, and the
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township; and that William Pullen, one of the defendants,

had acknowledged that he and his brother had cut on the

same. Upon this state of facts, the defendants insisted upon
a verdict. And it appears not to have been denied that they
were entitled to it upon the ordinary principles of pleading
and evidence in the action of trespass quare clausum fregit.

But the counsel for the plaintiffs contended that this cause

having originated in the court for the trial of small causes,

where a similar declaration and plea had been filed, it was not

in their power, in this court, to depart from their original

demand, even so far as to make a new assignment; and that

therefore, in the prosecution of these actions of trespass,

originating in the justice's courts, the settled principle, above

alluded to, must yield ;
and that, under the general description

in the declaration, the plaintiffs must have power to select

the place to which the evidence shall be confined. The judge,
.at the circuit, reserved the point. And the plaintiffs having

given evidence of title and possession, in a certain lot fulling

within the general description, and the defendants having given
no evidence of title or possession in that identical lot, the plain-

tiffs recovered the verdict, which the defendants now move to

set aside.

In Chitty on Pleading, 605, it is laid down that " in trespass

to real property, if the declaration does not state the name or

abuttals of the close, &c. with such precision as to avoid the

possibility of the defendants having a close, &c. in the same

parish, of a similar description, and the defendant has pleaded
liberum tenementum, without describing the close, the plaintiff

should new assign, and not take issue on the plea,for if he

were, ho would fail upon the trial, if the defendant could shew

that any close in the parish or place stated in the declaration

was his freehold." And see 10 East 80. 11 do. 51. 3 Starkie

1465.

Against the application of this general principle to cases like

the present, it is argued that the suit being instituted in this

court to try the same matter with that which was commenced

before the justice, the same issue should be formed here; that if

the plaintiffs should new assign, they would lose the benefit qf

their bond for costs; and that such new assignment would only

prejudice the defendants, for they would not even then be per-
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mitted to plead any other plea, but would still be confined to'

the plea of title. I consider it unnecessary to decide whether

or not, upon an action thus commenced, the plaintiff has

power to new assign in this court; or whether, if he dor

the defendant may not put in another plea besides that of

title; (upon which point, however, I would refer to the case

of Snedeker v. White, 6 Halsted, 88
;)

or whether, if the plain-
tiff find it necessary to new assign, he can have any benefit of

the bond given below for security for costs. But I shalt

consider this case as it is, and the questions which it necessarily

presents.

The pleadings ar"e so general, that they will apply to either

tract. The issue is taken upon the defendants' plea, and they

verify it by evidence. How can they be involved in damagesr

if they have pleaded a good plea, and verified it in fact ? Upoi>

general principles they cannot
;
and I see no necessity for

changing the rule to accommodate this new class of cases
;
or

rather, to accommodate plaintiffs in them, at the expense of de-

fendants. It is the plaintiff's business, before he goes to trial,,

to give to the issue the proper degree of certainty ? And if he-

cannot do it in this court, or cannoi do it without endangering
his security for costs, still he is not remediless. There can be

no doubt that the legislature contemplated that the proceed-

ings in the Supreme Court would be upon the same issue as in<

the court below. They did not intend that the cause should be

removed to a higher court, and ultimately tried there at a great

expense, upon an issue which might have been tried in the jus-

tice's court; but authorized the removal for the sole purpose of

trying the title. This indicates, very strongly, the propriety of

perfecting the pleadings so that the locus in quo is sufficiently as-

certained, before the cause is removed. And there is great con-

venience in this, not only that the immediate parties to the suit

may go into a higher court with full knowledge of the points in*

controversy ;
but also, that the sureties in the bond may have

an opportunity of judging of the responsibilities which they in-

cur. But how shall the requisite certainty be given to the issue?

If a new assignment is to be made any where, the above reason-

ing would favour its being done in the court below, rather than

in this court. But I am aware that there would be some incon-

venience in this. And there is a more easy course for piaintiflfo
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to pursue. It is, to specify the close particularly, in the first

instance, in their declaration, whenever they have reason to

apprehend that the defendant has a freehold in the same town-

ship. This was the English practice when our act, out of which

these proceedings have grown, was passed. In the case of

Martin v. Kesterton, 2 Wm. Bl. 1089, it was doubted by the court,

whether a general declaration was not bad, upon demurrer. And
it is laid down in 1 Saunder's Rep. 299, c. that "it is now the-

usual way in all the courts at Westminster, and particularly in

the Common Pleas, to ascertain the place in the declaration.

In which case the defendant is bo*und to answer that place, and

cannot plead the common bar." And it evidently must be done

in the declaration, if any where, in proceedings under the timber

act, for no plea is there necessary.

Upon the whole case I am of opinion, that the rule to shew
cause should be made absolute.

FORD, J. concurred.

Rule to shew cause made absolute.

CITED is Trustees v. McFarlan, 2 Or. 471. Appleby v. Obert, 1 Harr. 343. Tindall
v. Tindall, Spen. 146. Campfalav. Johnson, 1 Zab. 84.

JOHN DEN ex dem. CHARLES PIDCOCK against HANNAH PIDCOCK
and THOMAS P. PIDCOCK.

When the parties settle the subject matter of the suit between themselves, out
of court, without noticing the costs, each party pays his own costs, and the plain-
tiff, on motion, will have leave to discontinue without the payment of costs.

This was an ejectment in which rules to shew cause had been-

taken
;
on the part of the defendants, why judgment as in case

of nonsuit, should not be entered against the plaintiff for not

proceeding to trial
;
and on the part of plaintiff, why ho should

not have leave to discontinue without the payment of costs.

Saxton, for the plaintiff, read affidavits and produced exhibits

govng to prove that the ejectment was instituted upon a mort-

gage given by Philip Pidcock to the lessor of the plaintiff,

u^ui.i.-t the defendants, the widow and heir at law of the mort-
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gagor who were in possession of the mortgaged premises, to

recover possession thereof, in consequence of the defendants

committing waste by cutting and selling timber off the premises
to the injury of the property and prejudice of the security of

the mortgage, as he apprehended. That after the suit had been

commenced and noticed for trial at the circuit and before the

day of trial upon an interview between the parties, the mort-

gagee informed the defendants of the occasion of bringing the

8uit, whereupon the defendants promised not to commit any
farther waste of the timbei', if the plaintiff would not proceed
farther in the suit, to which the mortgagee agreed ;

that the

suit had not been farther proceeded in
;
that afterwards, Amos

Wilson, the administrator of the mortgagor under an order of

the Orphans' Court, sold the mortgaged premises for the pay-
ment of debts

;
that the mortgagee became the purchaser ;

the

money due on the mortgage was satisfied out of the proceeds
of the sale and the premises conveyed to the mortgagee who
took possession of and held the same some time, and then sold

.und conveyed the same to a third person ;
that upon the call

ly the administrator the widow Hannah Pidcock, the defendant,
for a consideration paid her, released to the purchaser her right
of dower in the mortgaged premises ;

and insisted for the plain-

tiff, that the proceedings having been stayed by the assent of

the parties, and the subject matter of the suit having been after-

wards settled between the parties, and the plaintiff's demand

upon the mortgage as well as the widow's claim of dower, satis-

tied, without any thing being said about the costs of the suit,

each party must pay their own cost, and cited Den ex dem.

Anderson v. JSxton, 1 South. Rep. 177.

Wall, for the defendants, insisted that the defendants were

entitled to a judgment as in case of nonsuit against the plaintiff,

with costs; that- the widow had a right of dower in the prem-
ises and was entitled to the possession, of which the plaintiff,

by the ejectment attempted to deprive her; that the lessor of

the plaintiff had afterwards purchased this right of her and

obtained her release
;
but that the suit was not settled; that she

.ought not to be left to pay the costs necessarily incurred in

.defence of her right, the justice of which the plaintiff had

.admitted by purchasing and procuring her release of dower.
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FORD, J. asked if there was any agreement made, or any thing
said about the costs at the time of the settlement.

Saxton. There was nothing said about the costs at the time

of settlement
;
the parties settled the matters in controversy in

the suit, as well the debt due upon the mortgage, as the widow's

claim of dower, without taking any notice of the suit or costs;

that according to common understanding, this was a settlement

of the suit; that parties were not skilled in the law; knew no

distinction between a settlement of the subject matter of the

suit and a settlement of the suit itself; this was a refinement of

counsel; that after suit instituted, the parties ought still to be

permitted to settle the matter in controversy between themselves

if they thought proper and when they did so, without noticing
the costs, or making any provision as to them, each ought to

pay his own
;
neither party ought to be permitted afterwards

to come into court, and move the case for the purpose of subject-

ing the other to the payment of costs.

EWINQ, C. J. It is certain that parties having a suit depend-

ing, have the right of settling the matter in controversy, between

themselves, out of court, if they think proper to do so, without

requiring the payment of costs by either party to the other.

And when they do make such a settlement, without noticing the

costs of the suit, it is reasonable that each party should pay his

own costs; the principle advanced by the Chief Justice in the

case of Den and Exton, although an obiter dictum, is a very just

and proper rule to be observed in such cases.

PER CURIAM. Let the suit be discontinued by the plaintiff

without payment of costs and the rule to shew cause why there

should not be a judgment as in case of nonsuit, be discharged.

CITED IN Bruce v. Oale, 2 Beas. 211.

THE STATE ayainst THE MORRIS CANAL AND BANKING COMPANY.

It is not necessary to give notice of a motion for a certiorari to bring up the

proceedings of commissioners appointed to value the lands taken by a corpora-
tion for the use of a canal, but the court may, in their discretion, either award
the certiorari in the first instance, or grant a rule to shew cause.
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Saxton, on behalf of himself and other land holders interested,

moved for a certiorari to bring up before this court the proceed-

ings and report of the commissioners appointed under the charter

of the Morris Canal and Banking Company, to estimate and

appraise the value of the lands and damages to the proprietors
and parties interested in the premises required by the company
for the use of their canal.

Hornblower objected that due notice of the motion had not

been given ;
that the president and cashier both lived in New

Jersey, and no notice had been served on them.

Saxton said that no notice was necessary ;
that having lately

been called upon by JR. P. Bell, one of the directors, he had

given him notice of the motion, not under an impression that

notice was necessary, but as a mere act of courtesy, that the com-

pany might have an opportunity of opposing it if they thought

proper, and it appeared the notice had produced this effect.

THE COURT desired the counsel to look into the question of

notice and stir the case again the next morning.

Saxton said that upon examination he was satisfied that notice

was not necessary at common law
;
that in England notice was

required only in two particular cases
;
in the one case by a rule

made by the judges of K. B. directing three days' notice to be

given to the other side of an application to a judge at chambers

for a certiorari to remove an indictment out of London or Mid-

dlesex, 5 Viner 351, Let'. H. pi. 7; Raym. 74; in the other, by
the stat. 12 G-eo. 2, C. 18, s. 5, directing six days' notice, in writing,

to be given to the parties as well as a recognizance to be entered

into, previous to the granting of certioraris to remove any con-

viction, judgment, order, or other proceeding before any justice

or justices of the peace, Court of General or Quarter Sessions

of the Peace
;
4 Viner 353

;
1 Sac. 367, Let. D. ; 5 Term Rep.

279
;
that this rule had not been adopted or notice required by

our statute. Rev. Laws, 406, 407. &c. That in the case of The

State v. The Corporation of New Brunswick, in this court, notice was

held not to be necessary. Goxe R. 393.

1. H. Williamson, for the company, said that tlwre must be a

rule Nisi in the first instance for a certiorari against commis-

sioners of sewers, and cited 18 Eng. C. L. Rep. 278.
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PER CURIAM. A notice is not necessary. "We are of opiniou,

however, that the court may in their discretion, grant a certio-

rari in the first instance, upon motion, or if from the peculiar

^circumstances of the case, they should consider it necessary,

direct a rule to shew cause. This is a novel case, of great im-

portance, many questions may arise as to the most correct course

of proceeding, the court therefore think it proper to direct a rule

to shew cause.

CITED IH Camden v. Mulford, 2 Dutch. 55.

WILLIAM P. WOODEUFF against STEPHEN BADGLEY.

On an appeal
it is not sufficient for the Court of Common Pleas to render a

general judgment affirming or reversing the judgment of the justice. The judg-
ment should be rendered and entered specifically stating both the amount of the

debt or damages, and the costs.

BY THE COURT. The judgment of the Court of Comnon Pleas

on the appeal in this case was erroneously rendered and entered.

The judgment should be specific both as to the debt or damages
and the costs. Hendricks v. Craig, 2 South. 567. Hann v. Gos-

ling, 4 Hoist. 248. The nature of the proceeding requires the

court not merely to reverse or affirm the judgment of the justice,

but to rendersuch judgment as he ought to have given. Griff.

Tr. (Isted.*) 117. Penn. Tr. (1st ed.~) 74. The language of the

37th section of the act constituting courts for the trial of small

<jauses has been very incorrectly supposed to sanction and sup-

port a general entry. It was intended to prescribe a regulation

as to the allowance of costs, but not as to the form or substance

of the judgment on the appeal.

Let the judgment be reversed.

IH Darnell v. Lee, 7 Hal. 368. Saxton v. Landis. 1 Harr. 304. Glovet

v Collins, 3 Harr. 236. Ivint v. Schooley, id. 270. Cook v. Brister,
4 Harr. 74. Cheeseman v. Cade, 4 Zab. 633. BarMow v. Hutchin-

ton, t Vr. 195.
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ISAAC DARNEL against GEORGE LEE.

BY THE COURT. The judgment of the Court of Common Pleas

is entered in the following manner: " That the judgment of the

justice do stand confirmed in all things with costs." According;
to the case of Woodruff v. Badgley, it is erroneous, because jot

specific, and ought to be reversed.

CITED in Saxton v. Landis,l Harr. 304. Harris v. Vanderveer's Ex. 6 C. E. Or. 444.

JAMES V. R. LAWRENCE against WILLIAM DICKEY.

The Supreme Court, by writ of certiorari, may review the proceedings of an
inferior court in making an entry of satisfaction on the record of a judgment.

If the plaintiff agree to accept forty per cent, in satisfaction of the judgment
upon condition the same is paid in sixty days, and the money is not paid within
the time specified, the Court of Common Pleas have no authority to make a new
agreement for the parties, or to extend the time beyond the limits which the par-
ties have prescribed ;

and if they order satisfaction to be entered upon proof of

tender of the forty per cent, to the plaintiff after the sixty days and refusal by
him to accept the same, and the subsequent payment of it, to the clerk of the

court, the order of the Court of Common Pleas and entry of satisfaction, will

be set aside.

W. Pennington, for plaintiff in certioiuvi.

E. B. D. Ogden, for defendant in certiorari.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.

Upon the motion of William Dickey against whom a judgment
in a plea of trespass on the case had been rendered in the term of

April, 1826, in favour of James V. R. Lawrence, in the Court of

Common Pleas of the county of Essex, that court ordered the

clerk, in January Term, 1830, to enter satisfaction of the judg-

ment, upon paj'inent by Dickey to the attorney on record of the

plaintiff, or on his refusal to receive the same, on payment to the

said clerk, of the costs of suit and forty per cent, of the prlncipu*

and interest of the said judgment. Afterwards on the fifth day of

April, 1830, payment having been accordingly made to the clerk r

he entered satisfaction as directed by the said rule, stating 'n

the entry that he was satisfied the money had been tendered to

the attorney of the plaintiff and had been refused by him.
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The plaintiff below sued out of this court, a writ of cer-

tiorari, directed to the Court of Common Pleas of the county
of Essex, who in return thereto have certified and sent here,

the conditional rule or order of the court just mentioned, with

the affidavit on which it was founded and an affidavit taken

before one of the judges and filed by the clerk, setting forth

the tender to, and refusal by, the plaintiff's attorney of the por-
tion of principal and interest directed to be paid to him

;
and

an entry thereupon made by the clerk in the minutes of the

court; and the entry of satisfaction made by him on the record

of the judgment.
The plaintiff seeks to set aside the order and en-try as having;

been made illegally and without due cause. The defendant in-

sists that this court has no jurisdiction, by this writ, to review

the proceedings in question ;
and that the order and entry were

properly and lawfully made.

There are two modes of obtaining the entry of satisfaction

of a judgment in a court of record
;
the one voluntary, and the

other involuntary. The former is where the plaintiff or his-

attorney makes the entry of satisfaction; or where a warrant

of attorney to enter satisfaction is executed, which is followed

up by a proper entry. The latter is where the plaintiff neglect^,..

or is unwilling and refuses, to make the entry or give the war-

rant, and an order of the court in which the judgment was-

rendered is made, upon due cause shewn, that satisfaction should.

be entered. An order of this kind and the entry consequent

upon it, while remaining in force, are final and conclusive on

the rights of the parties. The defendant is effectually protected
from the lien and execution of the judgment, and the plaintiff

is precluded from any measures to enforce it. The debt or

demand is legally extinguished. In making such orders, ihe>

court does not proceed as in a matter of discretion, or profess
to exercise discretionary powers. The order and entry are mat-

ters of mere and strict right. This mode of procedure is of-

modern origin and use. According to the course of the com-

mon law, when ground of discharge occurred subsequent to tho

judgment, as if a release was given, or if the defendant had

paid the debt to the plaintiff without procuring satisfaction to

be entered on the record, the method of relief was by the writ

of audita querela. This writ and the proceeding under it^.

VOL. VII. Y
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though abundantly effective, and furnishing full and adequate

relief, were slow and expensive, where speed and economy were

peculiarly desirable; and in modern practice the same end is

now, more promptly, with equal utility and less cost, accom-

plished in a summary way by motion and rule; so that now the

audita querela is almost obsolete in England, and has seldom, if

ever, been used in New Jersey. 3 SI. Com. 405. 2 Saund. 148,

a. note 1. Sutton v. Bishop, 4 Burr. 2287. Nathans v. Giles, 5

Taunt. 561.

The procedure before us, then, is not interlocutory, but

final; not sounding in discretion, but of strict right; not

according to the course of common law, but summary ;
and

.as such, therefore, is precisely of the character over which

this court has jurisdiction, and which is liable to be removed

here by writ of certiorari. A writ of error would not in

such case be an apt remedy. Without the certiorari, the

principle of review so sedulously cherished and maintained

-in our system of jurisprudence, whenever the right of a party
is to be finally determined, would be, in a most important mat-

ter, wholly denied.

The present case is not in fact or. in principle like either of

the cases referred to by the defendant's counsel. The act of the

court is not a ministerial act, in which it is said, in the quota-
tion he made from 5 Petersdorff 216, that a certiorari will not

lie. It is not one of the ordinary details in the administration

of justice, which were held by Chancellor Kent in 12 John. 49,

to be not subject to review. Of that character were Phillips v.

-Phillips, 3 Hoist. 122
; McCourry v. Doremus, 5 Hoist. 248, and

Wright v. Green, 6 Hoist. 334. In Whitehead v. Gray & Gedney
;at September Term, 1830, we disallowed a certiorari directed

to arbitrators where the proceeding was not in itself final,

;and relief might, in every proper case, be had, when the party
in whose favour the award was made sought legal means to

enforce it.

I am of opinion therefore the writ of certiorari is, in the

present instance, an appropriate remedy.
If so, the way is open to examine the legality and propriety

of the order and entry, ^n so doing, it is objected we ma}* be

constrained to judge of the credibility of testimony and puss

upon matter of fact, which are duties foreign to our jurisdiction
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&B an appellate court. In making such review, I apprehend no

difficulty either of fact or principle. We have the same affi-

davits on which the court and clerk acted
;
we have the same

lights as they possessed. We have before us the case presented
in the same aspect as before them. Where then is the difficulty ?

If we can ascertain and apply the rules of law, what obstacle is

in our, more than in their path ?

The order of the court is, in my opinion, erroneous in its

structure. Admitting that the defendant was entitled to satis-

faction on the payment or tender of the dividend declared by
the court the order should have been final, not conditional

;
the

duty charged on the clerk should have been ministerial only ;

the court, not the clerk, was the proper tribunal to decide

whether a tender had been duly made, and so refused as to make

proper the final entry of satisfaction.

There is, however, a much more important objection to the

order. The substance is wrong as well as the form. The

plaintiff is, without sufficient or legal cause, deprived by it of

more than half his debt. He was, unquestionably, entitled to

the whole amount unless he had done some act to relinquish

it. None other is alleged than the agreement he entered

into with Mr. Dickerson, on the behalf of the defendant,

Dickey, on the 25th July, 1829. That agreement is not

only distinctly stated in the affidavit of Mr. Dickerson, but

having been reduced to writing,' admits of no uncertainty as

to its terms. The agreement was to accept forty per cent, in

satisfaction of the judgment, not absolutely, but upon condition

of payment within sixty days from that date. In the fulfil-

ment of this condition, Lawrence, or rather his assignee, Crosby,
was to be entirely passive. He was to receive the money when

paid, and to do nothing more. The condition not being

fulfilled, the agreement became void
;
and the Court of Com-

mon Pleas had no authority to make a new arrangement for the

parties, or to extend the time beyond the limits which the par-

ties themselves had prescribed. The money was not paid, as

already mentioned, according to the condition of the agree-

ment. Shortly after the expiration of the time, and before any

attempt was made by Dickey to ^>ay the stipulated amount,

Lawrence, or his assignee, having called on Mr. Dickerson, or

what is the same in legal effect, his clerk in his absence, for
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the money, and finding it unpaid, forthwith gave notice that

the whole amount should be collected as the part promised bad
not been paid according to the contract; a measure not per-

haps requisite on their part, but which served to render any
subsequent offer of the money more plainly without effect and

unavailing.
The defendant's counsel argues, that Dickey honestly intended

to fulfil the agreement, but was under a misapprehension of the

terms, supposing he had six months instead of sixty days. But
if such misapprehension on his part really existed, it could

change neither the terms of the agreement nor the rights of

Lawrence. The terms were plain and specific and nothing was
done by Lawrence to raise a misunderstanding. The conse-

quences then must fall not on him, but on Dickey. Moreover,
the latter must be deemed to have been acquainted with the

terms, as in going to New York and making the arrangement,
Mr. Dickerson must, as was observed to him by Lawrence, tm

considered as acting for Dickey.
The defendant's counsel farther argues, that Dr. Ellison was

induced to bestow on the defendant a considerable legacy under

an expectation that this claim Was settled, and that Dickey
would therefore be permitted to enjoy his bounty. But Mr.

Dickerson in his affidavit states that he went to New York to-

make an arrangement of Dickey's debts, at the request of Dr.

Ellison, and we may therefore rightly presume he reported the

arrangements which were made. If so, Dr. Ellison was thus-

apprised that it was conditional only, and the plaintiff cannot

justly be said " to take an advantage
" or to do any thing

unfair towards Dr. Ellison, when he insists only on the agree-

ment, according to its terms, and that he alone ought not to be

bound when the defendant has not been.

The defendant's counsel farther argues, that he should be

saved from his failure to perform the condition, because at the

end of sixty days, Mr. Dickerson was not in Paterson, to

receive the money. But this fact proves nothing, for he docs

not shew that he was prepared and ready to pay, and only hin-

dered because there was no one to receive; and the contrary

manifestly appears. Moreover, the affidavit shews that though
Mr. Dickerson was absent, his clerk was there attending to his-

concerns.
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The defendant's counsel farther argues, that the time is not

material. But it is part of the contract. The plaintiff may
well say, he was bound for a prescribed time and no longer ;

that the court are not authorized to make another contract for

him, nor to say that the interest from the time is as good as a

payment at the time, and the delay is therefore immaterial and

of no prejudice to him. No court has authority thus to make a

new contract for him, or thus to deal with the old one.

The defendant farther argues, that it is the duty of the plain-

tiff to shew that Dickey knew of the particulars of the terms

and to prove that fact specifically. I can find no just support
for such an argument. Dickey must be presumed to have

known that, of which it was his duty to have informed himself.

His ignorance, if real, can neither change the terms of the

agreement nor alter the rights of the plaintiff. These are not

to depend on the knowledge or ignorance of Dickey. To give

him information was not a duty incumbent on the plaintiff.

Nothing of that kind enters into the condition.

Upon the whole, there is no lawful ground to support the

order of the court
;
and in my opinion, it ought to be set aside.

Order for satisfaction quashed.

ijr Eoans T. Adam, 3 Or. 381. Den v. Fen, I Zab. 703.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DEED.

1. In order to make an acknowledg-
ment of a deed valid, under the act of

7th June, 1799, Rev. Laws 458, sec. 4,

where it is taken before a judge of an-

other state, the judge taking such ac-

knowledgment, should be a judge of

the Supreme or Superior Court of such

state. Wells v. Wright, 131

2. An instrument by which the trans-

fer and transmission of property are

effected, though in the nature of a deed

of trust or power of appointment may
be acknowledged as a conveyance of

lando. ib.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO TAKE
CASE OUT OF THE STATUTE
OF LIMITATIONS.

fke STATUTE OP LIMITATIONS.

ACTION.

If A. enters into an agreement with

B. to do a certain piece of work and
to pay B. for procuring the materials

and workmen for building machines,

(necessary to accomplish the object) the

payment to be made to B.
;
and B. pur-

chases the materials of C., in his own
name, upon credit and receives from A.
the money to pay for them, but instead

of paying for the materials, appropri-
ates the money to his own use, C. can-

not maintain an action against A., to

recover the value of the materials sold

to B., though the machines thus made
carne to A. B use. Clark and Vanlieu

v. Imlay and Potts, 119

AFFIDAVIT.

1. Proof of the service of a notice of

taking affidavits to be used on the argu-

ment of a cause may be made viva voce,
at the bar of the court, where the affi-

davits are offered to be read. -Anony-
mous, y4

2. An affidavit of the service of a
declaration in ejectment, which states

that the declaration was served on the

daughter of the tenant, but does not
shew that such service was made on
the premises in question is insufficient.

A new or additional affidavit may be-

made. Den v. Fen, Applegate, ten-

ant, 321

AMBIGUITY, LATENT.

A latent ambiguity arises when there

are two things or persons both answer-

ing exactly to the thing or pen-on
described in a will. Parol evidence of

what the testator said, may, in such

case, be lawfully adduced to shew
which of the two he intended

;
but it

cannot in any case be allowed to shew
that he meant a thing different from,

that disclosed in the will. Den v. Cub-

berly, 308-

AMENDMENT.

1. A party applying to amend a

declaration after a special demurrer haf

been filed, must pay costs. Condit and

Vanderpool v. Neighbour, 320

2. An affidavit of the service of a dec-

laration in ejectment, may be amended.
Den ex dem. Ely v. Fen, 321

3. The omission of the jury to find a

verdict on one of the issues joined IB

not amendable in this court on a writ

of error. Executors of Middleton v.

Quigley,
352 .

APPEAL.

1. If after an appeal has been taken

from a judgment rendered by a justice-

(376)
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of the peace in favour of a single
woman, the appellee marries, she can-

not move to dismiss the appeal without

previously causing her husband to be
made a party to the suit. Philhower
v. Voorhees, 69

2. In such a case, on a certiorari

brought to reverse the order of the

Common Pleas dismissing the appeal,
this court cannot look into the tran-

script of the justice, to ascertain whether
his proceedings are correct, nor can they
enquire into the alleged sufficiency of

the reasons for dismissing the appeal, ib.

3. If the appellant neglects to file

with the justice at the time of demand-

ing the appeal, the affidavit required

by law, and after the appeal is returned
obtains leave to file a new appeal bond,
'he will not be permitted to supply the

omission of the affidavit by adding it

to the new bond
;
and the Common

Pleas may dismiss the . appeal because

the affidavit was not tendered to the

justice when the appeal was demanded.
farke v. Hunt, 82

4. If upon an appeal the Court of

Common Pleas merely, in terms, affirm

the judgment of the justice, the judg-
ment of the Common Pleas will be
reversed. Jones v. Pitman, 93

5. Though the appellant makes the

affidavit required by the act of Novem-
ber 23d, 1821, to enable him to examine
a witness on the appeal who was not

examined before the justice, yet if it

appears by the proceedings in the cause,

that the witness offered on the appeal
or the facts intended to be proved by
him must have been known to the ap-

pellant previous to the trial before the

justice, such witness ought not to be

received on the trial of the appeal.
Guliek v. Thompson, 149

6. After a motion to dismiss an ap-

peal on account of interlineations in

the appeal bond the appellant may
be permitted to prove by the person
who drew the bond (if he is present in

court) that the interlineations were
made previous to the execution of the

bond. Rockafellar v. Rea, 180

7. If the transcript of the justice,
eat to the Court of Common Pleas

with the appeal papers, omits to state
that the defendant was present at the
time judgment was rendered, the Court
of Common Pleas should permit the

justice, if he is present in court, and no

delay would be occasioned thereby, to

amend his transcript in that particular
and certify the fact as it really was.

Camp v. Martin, 181

8. On an appeal, it is not sufficient

for the Court of Common Pleas to ren-
der a general judgment affirming or

reversing the judgment of the justice.
The judgment should be rendered and
entered, specifically stating both the
amount of the deot or damages and the
costs. Woodruff v. Badgley, 367

ASSESSMENT OF DAMAGES.

In an action of trespass on the case,

upon promises, the court may assess

the damages on an interlocutory judg-
ment, without a writ of enquiry is de-

manded by one of the parties. Bdton
v. Gibbon, 76

ASSUMPSIT.

To maintain assumpsit for goods sold

and delivered, proof must be made that
the goods were actually sold to the

defendant, or delivered at his request.
Clark and Vanlieu v. Jmlay and
Potts, 119

ATTACHMENT.

1. A judgment operates as a lien

upon the real estate of the defendant
from the time of the actual entry of

such judgment on the minutes or records

of the court
;
and if an attachment be

afterwards sued out against the defend-
ant by virtue of which his real estate

is attached, the lien created by the

judgment is not thereby devested, nor
is the sheriff prevented from selling the

same upon a fieri facias subsequently
issued on said judgment. Reeves v.

Johnson, 29

2. An attachment has not the same

binding force and effect as an execu-
tion, ib.
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3. In order to authorize the issuing
of an attachment against an abscond-

ing debtor, it is not sufficient for the

plaintiff in attachment to swear "that
the debtor absconds from his creditors

and is not at this time, within the state

of New Jersey, nor within the reach of

process from said state," he must swear
that the debtor is not resident in this

etate at the time of issuing the attach-

ment. Croxall v. Hutchings, 84

ATTORNEY.

An attorney in fact i- -s between
the plaintiff and detenu,mi a compe-
tent witness to prove the authority to

.himself to appear as the attorney in

the suit. Folly v. Smith, 139

AWARD.

A writ of certiorari will not lie to

remove into the Supreme Court the

proceedings of arbitrators, (who have
made and published their award) for

.the purpose of setting aside the award.
Whitehead v. Gray and Oedney, 36

B

BAIL BOND.

A bond for appearance in the court

Jar trial of small causes, is valid, al-

rthough it is taken in the amount of the
debt only, and not of the debt and costs.

Day and Graven v. Hall, 204

BOND FOR PRISON LIMITS.

1. In an action of debt on bond con-

ditioned to keep within the prison
limits, a plea in bar admitting that the
defendant had walked out of the limits,
but alleging that the plaintiff, the sheriff,

:had sustained no damage thereby, is

bad on demurrer. Camp v. Allen
et al. 1

2. If the condition of such a bond

substantially conforms to the form
pre-

scribed by the statute, it is sufficient

though there may be a verbal differ-

ence ib.

BILL OF EXCEPTIONS.

1. A bill of exceptions cannot be
taken on the argument and decision of
a demurrer to pleadings. Belton v.

Gibbon, 76

2. It is not competent for a plaintiff
in error to draw into question on a bill

of exceptions points
not raised nor

objected to on the trial. Allen et al.

v. Smith, 160

BOOKS OF REGISTRY.

A book of registry of mortgages is

not evidence to prove the existence and
contents of a mortgage ; the original
must be produced on the trial, or its

loss or destruction shewn, or absence
accounted for, on common law princi-

ples. Den v. Harker, 42

BOOKS OF ACCOUNT.

A day-book of one of the defendants,
in which entries were made in the pres-
ence of the plaintiff, and shewn to him,
and to whicn he made no objection at

the time, may, in connection with other

evidence, be read to the jury. Oram
v. Bishop and Fisher, IS2

CERTIORARI.

1. Where a certiorari has been allow-

ed to remove into this court the record

and proceedings in the matter of an
insolvent's discharge, the court upon
the return of the certiorari may grant
a rule upon the common pleas to certify
whether certain facts did not occur upon
the trial of the case before them, which
do not appear upon the record. Stmck
v. Opdycke, 85

2. If a plaintiff seeks to reverse a

judgment of a justice upon the ground
that the justice adjourned the cause for

the purpose of taking time to consider

of his judgment, without fixing any
place, and without notifying the de-

fendant, he must make out satisfactorily
these facto. The mere omission of the

justice to state the place to wnic^ the
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cause was adjourned, is not sufficient

evidence to shew that the judgment
was rendered at a different place. Hull
v. Martin, 187

3. A writ of certiorari will not lie to

remove into the Supreme Court the pro-

ceedings of arbitrators (who have made
and published their award) for the pur-

pose of setting aside the award. White-

head v. Gray and Oedney, 36

4. If a party is unlawfully deprived
of a trial by jury, by the conduct of

the justice, or of the adverse party, or

of the constable, a just ground of re-

versal is shewn; but if by his own
misconduct, he has no cause of com-

plaint. Daniels and Finnegan v.

Scott, 27

5. If after an appeal has been taken
from a judgment rendered by a justice
of the peace in favour of a single

woman, the appellee marries and ob-

tains the dismissal of the appeal by
the Common Pleas without previously

causing her husband to be made a party
to the suit, in such a case, on certiorari

brought to reverse the order of the

Common Pleas dismissing the appeal,
the Supreme Court cannot look into the

transcript of the justice to ascertain

whether his proceedings are correct,

nor can they enquire into the
alleged

sufficiency of the reasons for dismissing
the appeal. Philhower v. Voorhees, 69

8. It is not necessary to give notice

of a motion for certiorari to bring up
the proceedings of commissioners ap-

pointed to value the lands taken by a

corporation for the use of a canal, but

the court may in their discretion either

award the certiorari in the first instance

or grant a rule to shew cause. State v.

Morris Canal, 366

7. The Supreme Court, by writ of

certiorari, may review the proceedings
of an inferior court in making an entry
of satisfaction on the record of a judg-
ment. Lawrence v. Dickey, 368

CHURCH, DUTCH REFORMED.

1. All disputes arising in the Re-
formed Dutch Church respecting the

validity of an election, appointment or

call of elders and deacons, must be"

referred to the church judicatory to>

which the congregation is subordinate;
that is, first to the classis, next to the-

particular synod, and lastly to the-

fsneral
synod. Den ex dem. Day v.

olton,

"

206'

2. The decision of the classis upon>
any such election, appointment or call,

is final unless appealed from ; and its*

decision will be respected by the Su-

preme Court, and full effect given to-

it. ib*

3. Though the consistory may be'

dissatisfied with the decision ot the-

classis, they cannot get clear of the de-

cision by changing their allegiance, ib:

4. To constitute a member of any
church two points at the least are essen-

tial, a profession of its faith and sub-

mission to its government. Per CH^
JUST. ib.

5. After persons withdraw from
church they do not continue members
of it simply because they hold the same

religious faith and tenets with the;

members of that church. Per CH.
JUST. ib.

6. Whomsoever the .judicatory of the-

Dutch Reformed Church decide to be
the spiritual officers, the Supreme Court
are bound to respect as sucL Per CH,
JUST. ib,

COMMISSION TO EXAMINE
WITNESSES.

The court will not impose upon a

party applying for a commission to ex-

amine witnesses out of the state the

terms of payment of costs to his adver-

sary. Roumage v. Insurance Co. 95

COMPUTATION OF TIME.

See TIME.

CONSTABLE.

1. The constable who takes a bail

bond is a competent witness to prove
its execution* Day.- and Craven v.

Hall, 203
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2. Where a constable is sued for

neglect of duty in executing an execu-

tion issued upon a judgment which has

been removed by certiorari into the

Supreme Court, this court will not

grant a rule upon the justice to stay
the proceedings in the suit against the

constable for neglect of duty. Combs
v. Johnton, 178

COSTS.

1. In an action of trespass on the

case for overflowing lands, instituted

in the Supreme Court, if the title is

actually brought in question by the

evidence of the defendant, the plaintiff,

though he recovers less than two hun-

dred dollars, will be entitled to full

costs. Hunt v. Morris, 175

2. When the parties settle the subject
matter of the suit between themselves,
out of court, without noticing the costs,

each party pays his own costs, and the

plaintiff, on motion, will have leave to

discontinue without the payment of

costs. Den ex dem. Pidcock v. Pid-

cock, 363

COVENANT.

1. In an action of covenant where
the covenant or agreement is the founda-

tion of the action and not merely mat-
ter of inducement, the declaration should

contain a profert in curia of the agree-
ment set forth, or an excuse for the

omission of it. Smith v. Emery, 53

2. The words of reference "as by
the said covenant and agreement, a

reference being thereunto had, may
more fully appear," inserted in the

declaration, atter the statement of the

contents of the instrument, are no

profert, nor sufficient to supply the

want. ib.

3. The declaration in an action of

covenant should shew that the agree-
ment on which it is founded, was origin-

ally sealed by the defendant and re-

mained under seal at the time of

declaring or account for the omission

of such averment. It is not sufficient

to say "and for the faithful perform-
ance of the said covenant and agree-

ment, the said
parties

did thereunto set

their hands and affix their seals." ib.

4. A covenant by a grantor, that at

the time of the sealing and delivery
of the deed the premises conveyed are-

not incumbered by any mortgage or by
any incumbrance whatsoever, is broken'
as soon as it is made and before eviction

or disturbance, if at the time of the

execution of the deed the premises were
incumbered by an existing unsatisfied

mortgage. Garrison v. Sandford, 261

5. To maintain an action on such a

covenant, it is not necessary that the-

grantee should wait until eviction or

disturbance, or until he has paid the

debt or interest secured by the mort-

gage, or has been impleaded, prosecuted
or put to costs, trouble or expense, ib.

6. The right of action upon the breach'

of such a covenant, is a chose in action,,

and as such, not assignable at common
law, nor by statute, so as to enable the-

assignee to maintain a suit in his own
name. ib.

7. Where an instrument of writing,
is what is technically called an instru-

ment inter partes, that is, expressed to

be made between the parties who are

named in it as executing it, in such

case, it is a settled rule, that although
a covenant be expressed in the instru-

ment for the benefit of a third person
named in it, an action can be brought
in the name of one of the parties only,
and not in the name of such third per-
son. Smith v. Emery, 53

8. Where a special request is not

necessary to impose on the defendant
the obligation to pay nor to render him
liable on his covenant, it is not neces-

sary to be ayerred. ib.

COURTS.

I. Supreme.
II. Courts of Common Pleas.

III. Orphans' Court.

I. Supreme Court.

1. This court, upon reasonable ground'
disclosed by affidavit will allow an in-

formation in the nature of a quo war-

ranto, to be filed m the name of the-

attorney-general at the relation of any-'
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person or persons desiring to prosecute
ill- same. Camman and Stryker v.

Bridfjcwater Mining Co. 84

2. This court has power in a sum-

mary way, to adjust priorities among
.contending executions, and to dispose
of moneys arising from sales thereon.

Williamson v. Johnston, 86

3. The Supreme Court will not inter-

fere by mandamus to compel the Court

.of Common Pleas to restore a rule

vacated by them, because the reasons

in support of the rule had not been

served upon the adverse party in pur-
suance 01 one of the printed rules of

that court. Hankins v. Bennet, 179

4. The Supreme Court, as a general*

xule, and without any suspicion of mal-

practice, are not authorized to disregard
the return made by the Court of Com-
mon Pleas, because it is drawn up in

.the handwriting of one of the counsel

in the cause. Smick v. Opdycke, 347

II. Court of Common Pleas.

If the transcript of the justice, sent

to the Court of Common Pleas, with
the appeal papers, omits to state, that

the defendant was present at the time

judgment was rendered, the Court of

Common Pleas should permit the jus-

tice, if he is present in court, and no

delay would be occasioned thereby, to

amend his transcript in that particular,
and certify the fact as it really was.

Camp v. Martin, 181

III. Orphans' Court.

1. The Orphans' Court are not au-

thorized to divide the guardianship of

a minor and commit his property to

one and his person to another. Ten-

brook v. McColm and wife, 97

2. An order of the Orphans' Court,

revoking letters of guardianship so far

.as relates to the person of the minor,
and leaving them in full force as re-

gards his estate, is erroneous. ib.

3. A decree of the Orphans' Court

ordering an account of executors (which
.had been previously allowed and con-

firmed) to be opened for restatement,
and directing the exceptants to file ex-

ceptions in ten days and that the account
be referred to auditors, &c. is a final

decree within the meaning of the stat-

ute, Rev. Laws, 787, sec. 33, and it may
be removed by certiorari into the Su-

preme Court. Johnson v. Eicke, 316

4. The true meaning of the words
"
to the satisfaction of the said Orphans

Court." in the 32d section of the act to

establish the Orphans' Court, Rev. Laws,
787, is not to enable that court to dis-

pense with proof; but to indicate to

them that the proof should be clear

and satisfactory, and that they ought
not, in a doubtful case, to open an ac-

count, ib.

5. If the Orphans' Court, decree ac-

counts of executors to be opened "be-
cause they were satisfied there was an

apparent mistake," and the whole of
the evidence laid before that court con-
sisted of written documents which were
removed by certiorari to the Supreme
Court, and upon the face of which there

was no mistake, this court will reverse

the decree. ib.

6. The propriety of charging a trus-

tee with interest, must depend on other
facts than the mere circumstance of

having the money of the cestui que
trusts. ib.

7. The mere fact that the Orphans'
Court have allowed to the executors,
for their commissions, a sum which
without explanation would appear to

another court to be too much, would
not authorize the opening of the ac-

count, ib.

COURT FOR THE TRIAL OF
SMALL CAUSES.

I. Summons.
II. State of Demand.

III. Adjournment.
IV. Trial and its Incidents.

V. Docket of Justice.

I. Summons. ,

In computing the five days required
for the service of a summons, the day
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of the service, or of the appearance,
should be excluded, and the other day
included. Day and Craven v. Hall, 203

II. State of Demand.

1. A state of demand claiming a cer-

tain sum of money, "For that the de-

fendant used and occupied a messuage
in the township of Woolwich from the

25th of March, 1823, to the 25th of

March, 1824," is insufficient. Folwell

v. Ford, 68

2. So also a state of demand claiming
a sum of money from the defendant,
" Because he used and occupied certain

lands in the same township on which

was removed a house, the property of

the defendant, from the 8th of Novem-
ber to the 12th April. 1828," is insuffi-

cient, ib.

3. A state of demand consisting of

the following charge, viz. :

" To amount
of goods received," is illegal. Evans v.

WClellan, 123

4. Where several items are demanded
in a state of demand, one of which is

bad, and a judgment is rendered for the

whole amount, it will be reversed.

South v. Decow, 125

5. A state of demand containing an
item like the following, viz. : "Also ven-

due account of principal and interest

$32," is bad. ib.

6. This court will not reverse a judg-
ment confessed in the court for the trial

of small causes because the state of

demand is defective. Branson v.

Eayre, 127

7. If a parent brings an action to

recover wages due to his daughter, he

should in nis state of demand state

sufficient to shew that he is entitled to

the wages for which he sues. Collet

and Smith v. Smith, 125

III. Adjournment.

1. If a justice, after hearing a cause',

take time to consider the same, he must

either make a regular adjournment to

a particular day, or give notice to the

parties of the day and hour when the

judgment will be rendered. Edward*
v. Hance, 108

2. Notice to the attorneys who on
the trial represented the parties in their

absence, of the time and place of an

adjournment, is sufficient. Day and
Craven v. Hall, 203

IV. Trial and its Incidents.

1. If a party is unlawfully deprived
of a trial by jury, by the conduct of

the justice, or of the adverse party, or

of the constable, a just ground of re-

versal is shewn ; 'but if by his own-

misconduct, he has no cause, of com-

plaint. Daniels and Finnegan v.

Scott, 27

2. A party who files a set-off is not

precluded in a justice's court from rely-

ing upon any other just defence on the-

trial. Price v. Combs, 188

3. If a person having a residence in

this state, goes out of it on his lawful

business, and during his absence a sum-
mons is served by being left at his

house, and the justice in the absence of

the defendant, and before his return to

his residence, proceeds to hear the

cause and render judgment against
him, this court may reverse the judg-
ment if they are satisfied that injustice
has been done the defendant. Combs
v. Johnson, 244

V. Docket.

1 . An entry in the
j
ustice's transcript,

after the names of the parties, in the

words following, "summons in debt,

thirty-one dollars and twenty-nine
cent*, issued February 28, 1830," is a
substantial compliance with the statute

which requires the justice to enter in

his docket the style and nature of the

action. Brawjn v. Eayre, 127

2. What is a sufficient entry on the

justice's docket of the time of issuing

process. Day and Craven v. Hall, 20if
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DEBT ON BOND.

1. In an action of debt on bond with

special condition, and an assignment of

breaches, the damages laid in the con-
clusion of the declaration, are merely
.nominal and the jury have a right to

exceed that amount in the assessment.

Allen et al. v. Smith, 160

2. Nil debet is not a sufficient plea in

debt on a bond setting out the condi-

tion and breach. ib.

3. In an action of debt on bond,

upon a plea of payment post diem, the

propositions to be established by the

defendant, are, first, the payment of

the money, second the application of
such payment to the bond in question ;

and the debtor may first shew the gen-
eral payment and then apply it to the

specific object. Summers v. Loder, 104

DEED.

1. A deed from a person having the

previous possession, purporting to con-

vey the premises in fee simple to the

husband, and a possession of the hus-

band for three years under such deed,
are prima fade evidence of the seizin

to entitle the demandant in dower to

recover, unless repelled by the proofs
.of the tenant. Origgs v. Smith, 22

2. A recital in a deed cannot operate
,on a person who is neither party nor

privy to it. ib.

3. It ought to appear upon the face

.of the deed or under the oath of the

witness, in the certificate of the officer

before whom the deed is proved, that

the person called to prove the deed is a

subscribing witness. The statement of

the officer that he is such subscribing
witness, when the fact does not appear
either in the oath or on the deed, is in-

effectual. Den ex dem. Harker v.

Gustin, 42

4. The record of a deed, purporting
to have been proved before a master in

.chancery, by P. S. when the name of

P. 8. does not appear as an instrumental
,or attesting witness, is not evidence, ib.

5. A deed acknowledged before a

proper officer, who certifies that the par-
ties acknowledged the same "

to be their

act and deed, for the uses and pur;
-

therein mentioned," instead of u-. ^
the language of the statute "that i. y
signed, sealed and delivered the same
&c. may be received in evidence. Den
v. Hamilton, 109

6. A deed or conveyance of lauds in

this state, acknowledged before one of

the associate judges of the Court of

Common Pleas ol the city and county
of Philadelphia, cannot be received in

evidence under the act of 7th June,
I7yO, Rev. Laws 458, sec. 4. Wells v.

Wright, 131

DEMURRER.

1. Upon a demurrer to the whole

declaration, if one count be found good,
however defective the others may be,

the demurrer must be overruled, and

judgment given for plaintiff. Belton
v. Gibbon, 76

2. A bill of exceptions cannot be
taken on the argument and decision of

a demurrer to pleadings. ib.

DETAINER, UNLAWFUL.

1. If the charge of the justice in an
action of unlawful detainer is erroneous

in a material point, the judgment will

be reversed, bnedecker v. Quick, 129

2. If a tenancy of two or more de-

fendants, is averred in the complaint,
such tenancy should be proved as

averred. ib.

3. If two or more persons are alleged
in the complaint to be tenants, and to

be in possession of the premises, when
one of these only was tenant, one of

the defendants cannot be found guilty
and the other not guilty, but a verdict

should be rendered in favour of both

defendants. ib.

4. Proof that the complainant leased

the premises to A. for a term of years

expiring on the first of April, 183U ;

that the defendant went into possession
of the premises while in possession of
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the said A., the tenant of the complain-
ant, before his term had expired, with

the consent of A., and against the will

of the complainant; that on the 5th

of April demand and notice in writing
for the delivery of the possession, were

made by the complainant; and that the

defendant refused to quit and continued

to hold the premises, is sufficient tta

make out a prima facie case and right
to recover in an action of unlawful de-

tainer. Allen v. Smith, 199

5. The estate or merits of the title

cannot be enquired into, in an action

-of unlawful detainer. ib.

6. The defendant will not be per-
mitted to shew that the complainant
has an estate in the premises different

from that which he avers in the com-

plaint, ib.

7. How far variance might be urged
if the complainant had himself, on the

trial, shewn the nature of the estate, or

had been from the exigency of the case

compelled to disclose it. Quere. ib.

DOWER.

A seizin by the husband for any
period of time during the coverture,
however short, will be a sufficient

foundation for the title to dower, un-

(eee it be to a transitory seizin, as it is

called, or a seizin for an instant, as

where the same act which gives him
the estate conveys it also out of him

;

or where he takes a conveyance in fee,

and at the same time mortgages the

land to secure the purchase money.
Qrigge v. Smith, 22

E

EJECTMENT.

1. When a tenant whose term has

expired by efflux of time, instead of
quitting the premises as he ought to

do, remains in
Bosses*] on, holding over,

he is a wrong-doer, and may be treated

AS such by the owner, his landlord, and
the landlord may immediately maintain
au ejectment to recover the

j.osseHHion
without giving a notice to quit. Den ex
dem. Decker v. Adamt, 99

2. In an action of ejectment brought
by the purchaser under a decree of the

Court of Chancery, and a
fi. fa. and a

sale thereon, to recover possession of

the premises, the defendant in execu-

tion whose property was sold, may be

a witness for the plaintiff in ejectment.
Den ex dem. Sharp v. Hamilton; 109

3. Where a judgment against a casual

ejector is set aside in consequence of a

defect in the affidavit proving the ser-

vice of the declaration in ejectment, if

the tenant has been turned out of pos-
session, a writ of restitution will be

ordered with costs. Den ex dem. Ely v.

Applegate, 321

4. A mortgagee may maintain an ac-

tion of ejectment to recover possession
of the mortgaged premises. The mort-

gagee does not divest himself of the

right to maintain an ejectment by filing
a hill to foreclose in connection, with a
second mortgagee, procuring an order of

sale and accepting the sheriff's deed for

the premises. If the sheriff's sale is

valid, the mortgagee, having become
the purchaser, has a right to recover

by virtue of the purchase and convey-
ance

;
if the sale is not valid, his mort-

gage title remains. Den ex dem. Hart
v. Stockton, 322

5. If the tenant in possession holds

under the mortgagee, by lease subse-

quent to the mortgage, as tenant from

year to year, he is not entitled to notice

to quit. ib.

EVIDENCE.

I. Parol.

II. Written.

I. Parol.

1. In an action brought by A. against
B., to recover a store account, B. will

be permitted to prove by parol, that

the articles charged in the account were
delivered to B. upon an agreement be-,

tween A.,B.and C.,that A. was to take

his pay in stone-ware manufactured by
C. Such an agreement is not within M

statute of frauds. Price v. Combs, 1*8,

2. In an action of debt on bond, the

defendants may ask a witness whether
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be had not heard the plaintiffs or either

of them, admit that the defendants had
made payments upon certain bonds
held by the said plaintiffs against the

said defendants. Summers v. Loder
et al 104

3. In an action of debt on bond, the

defendants may also ask a witness,

"whether the plaintiffs, or either of

them, had not acknowledged to him
that they had received of the defend-

ants, several large sums of money,
amounting to six thousand dollars or

thereabouts." ib.

4. In an action of ejectment brought
by the purchaser under a decree of the

Court of Chancery, and a fi. fa. and a

sale thereon to recover possession of

the premises, the defendant -in execu-

tion whose property was sold, may be

a witness for the plaintiff in ejectment.
Den ex dem. Sharp v. Hamilton, 109

5. The simple fact that a person took

actual possession of the premises, may
be proved by parol, though he went
into possession under an agreement in

writing. ib.

6. In this action, (ejectment) the plain-
tiff's attorney may prove the time of

issuing the original declaration in eject-

ment, without the production of the

paper, the question in dispute, being

merely as to time, and not involving
the contents of the paper. ib.

7. A promissory note is evidence un-
der the money counts in action by the

indorsee against the maker. New Jersey

Manufacturing <& Banking Company v.

8. The note, however, is but evidence

of money had and received by the maker
to the use of the holder, or of money
paid by the holder to the use of the

maker, and if the defendant can over-

come these presumptions by contrary

proofs, he will be permitted to do it.

But if this rule was doubtful, proof of

the actual advance of moneys by the

plaintiff to the defendant, would re-

move all objections for want of privity,
and bring the case within the range
of those which confine the remedy on
the money counts to the narrowest ex-

tent, ib.

9. A testator devised to the defendant
a lot of land,

"
beginning in Joseph

Wall's line at the corner between him
and R. Chambers, thence as the line

runs, till it comes to the middle of the
road leading from Vandeveer's tavern
to Esquire James' thence down said

road to Joseph Wall's, all the land io

the east of said road that I own in said
tract to Joseph Wall's." It appearing,
by parol evidence, that there were two
corners in Joseph Wall's line between
him and R. Chambers, answering so

exactly to the description in the will,
that no construction upon the instru-

ment could shew which of the two the-

testator intended, parol evidence was
admitted to effect that purpose. But
parol evidence was held not admissible
to shew that by the words, "as the line

runs," used in the devise, the testator

meant Wall's line, because there is no>
latent ambiguity in these words. Den
v. Cubberly, 305

II. Written.

1. The destruction of the mortgage
cannot be proved by an entry on the

margin of the book of registry, which
contains the abstract of the mortgage,
made by the clerk, stating that the

mortgage was destroyed. Den ex dem.
Harker v. Gustin, 42

2. Where a judgment of a court of

law, or a decree of a Court of Chancery,,
forms a link in the chain of title, the-

fact of the existence of such judgment
or decree, may be shewn by the record,
in controversies with third persons as-

well as with parties. Den ex dem. Sharp'
v. Hamilton, 10&

3. In deducing title under a sheriff's

sale, the judgment and execution are
to be shewn as well as the deed from
the sheriff to the purchaser. Den v.

Despreaux, 182"

4. If the deed from the sheriff to the--

purchaser (under which the plaintiff
claims title) recites an execution on a

judgment for $784.68 of debt, and $5.78-
of costs, and the judgment produced is

for $784.68 of debt and $3 of costs, the

plaintiff fails to shew the authority of

the sheriff to sell, because he does not
shew that authority under which hfr
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declares he did sell. Den ex dem. Swan
,v. Despreaux, 182

5. In deducing a title under a sheriff's

sale, the plaintiff must produce proof
,not only of the deed and the execution,
but of the judgment also, on which the

execution issued. Den ex dem. Stout v.

Farlee, 326

6. When the sheriff's deed recited a

judgment for $3000 debt, and $3 costs,

and also, $25.80 for costs and charges
eustained by reason of the delay of

execution of the judgment, and the

judgment produced is for $3000 of debt

and $3 costs, only, the sheriff's deed

will be rejected, because 'not sustained

by the judgment. ib.

1. To entitle a plaintiff in ejectment
to give in evidence a sheriff's deed, it

ia necessary to produce a record of the

judgment and execution. Den ex dem.

Brookfield v. Morse, 331

8. If the judgment produced in evi-

dence differs from that recited in the

execution or in the sheriff's deed, it is

the same thing as if no judgment was

produced, and the sheriff s deed cannot
oe received in evidence. ib.

9. The general rule that the judg-
ment, as well as the execution and
sheriff's deed, must be proved, applies
not only where the ejectment is brought
against a third person, but also where
it ia brought against the original de-

fendant named in the judgment and
execution. ib.

10. In a modern deed, the recital of

due advertisement, being in the nature

of a certificate by an officer of a fact

within his knowledge, is received as

primafacie evidence and dispenses with

the proof which, without such recital

would be required. No such pre-

Bumption is made where there is no
recital. ib.

EXECUTION.

1. If a prior execution is kept on

foot by colour and for fraudulent pur-

poses, a subsequent execution levied

upon the same goods will be preferred ;

and if the personal property has been

VOL. VII.

sold under the first execution, the court

will direct the money raised by the sale

to be paid to the second execution
creditor. Williamson v. Johnson, 86

2. This court has the power in a

summary way to adjust priorities

among contending executions, and to

dispose of moneys arising from sales

thereon. t6.

3. Where real property has been
levied upon and sold by virtue of a
second execution, and the first execu-
tion creditor applies to have the pro-
ceeds of the sale of the real property
applied to the payment of his execution,
the court will not order the proceeds
of the real estate to be paid to him

;

because, if by virtue of his judgment
and execution he has a lien upon the
real estate, the sale under the subse-

Suent
judgment and execution will not

efeat or prejudice it; ib.

4. If an execution is delivered to a
sheriff four days before his term of

office expires, and he has the means of

levying it upon the property of the

defendant, and omits to do so, to the

prejudice of the plaintiff, he thereby
renders himself and his sureties respon-
sible. State v. Robertt and others, 114

5. If an execution remains in the
hands of a sheriff, wholly unexecuted
until by a new election he is again
charged with the office, it becomes his

duty to execute the writ and make due
return

;
and an omission to perform

such duty will constitute a breach of

his official bond. ib.

6. A mere agreement by the creditor

to delay the sale of a debtor's goods
levied upon by execution, is of itself

no evidence of fraud
; there must be

some proof of actual fraud
;
of inten-

tion to hinder and delay other creditors,
in order to subject a prior execution to

postponement. Sterling v. Vancleve, 285

7. An agreement by the plaintiff in

execution with the defendant, to suffer

the goods levied on to remain in the

possession of the latter for a specific
time, in consideration that the defend-

ant would pay to the plaintiff a rent

therefor equivalent to their being kept
in good order and of the same value as
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before the
levy,

is not a fraud upon the

second execution creditor, and will not

postpone the prior execution. ib.

8. The case of Berry v. Smith, 3

Wash. G. C. Hep. is not the law of tnis

state. ib.

9. Where land which has been levied

upon by virtue of a prior judgment and
execution is first sold under a subse-

quent judgment and execution thereon,
and is afterwards sold by virtue of the

first judgment and execution thereon,
the title of the purchaser under the

first judgment and execution, although
under the second sale, will prevail over

the title acquired by the purchaser at

the first sale, but under the second judg-
ment and execution. Den ex dem.

Smith v. Young, 300

10. The word *"
executed," in the

tenth section of the "
act making lands

liable to be sold for the payment of

debts," Rev. Laws 443, means levied, ib.

FOECIBLE ENTRY AND DE-
TAINER.

1. In an action of forcible entry and

detainer, the iustice must enter on hjs

docket the return of the sheriff to the

venire. Prickett v. Prickett, 186

2. To authorize a verdict and judg-
ment for the complainant in an action

of forcible detainer proof must be made
of force, menaces or threats, or of such

circumstances as tend to excite fear or

apprehension. Hendrickson v. Hen-

drickson, 202

3. In an action of forcible detainer

if any evidence of force within the

meaning of the statute was given, the

Supreme Court will not interfere. But
if no evidence of force was produced,
if all the acts done by the defendant

do not in legal contemplation amount
to a forcible detainer, it is the duty of

this court to relieve the aggrieved party
from an illegal and erroneous verdict.

Brick v. Middleton, 266

HABERE FACIAS POSSESSI.ONEM

If the sheriff by virtue of a writ of
habere facias possessionem, puts the-

plaintiff in possession of more land than
his title covers, the conrt, on satisfac-

tory proof being made thereof, may
order the defendant to be restored to-

the possession of that part not included
in the plaintiff's title. Den ex dem.
Hicks v. Johnson, 27&

INFORMATION.

1. This court, upon reasonable ground
disclosed by affidavit will allow an in-

formation in the nature of a quo war-

ranto, to be filed in the name of the-

attorney-general at the relation of any
person or persons desiring to prosecute
the same. Camman and Stryker v.

Bridgewater Mining Co. 84

INSOLVENT DEBTOR.

1. The weekly sum required by the
sixth section of the "

act for the relief

of persons imprisoned for debt," Rev.
Laws 218, to be paid by the dissatisfied

creditor to the insolvent debtor, must
be paid on fixed days, and which can
in no instance be more than one week
asunder. State v. Stiles, 29t>

2. The term "on application," used
in that section of the act, does not

necessarily imply an application in

writing. ib.

3. The debtor need not give notice to

his opposing creditor of his application
to three judges to be discharged for

neglect on the part of the creditor to

pay his weekly allowance. ib.

4. It is not necessary that the assign-
ment mentioned in the fifth section of

the act, Rev. Laws 218, should be filed

in the clerk's office prior to the making
of the order for discharge. ib,

5. Though three judges meet at ihe

request of the debtor on the 31st of

July, and receive proof of the failure
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of the weekly allowance, take an assign-
ment from him, and then execute an
instrument under their hands and seals,

reciting what was done, and declaring
him to DC an insolvent debtor according
to the several acts of the legislature of

the state of New Jersey ; inasmuch as

this instrument contained no order for

the discharge of the debtor, the judges

may meet again on the next day, and

reciting in another instrument what
had been done on the day previous,

may add thereto an order for the dis-

charge of the debtor from imprison-
ment, ib.

6. Where a certiorari has been

allowed to remove into this court the

record and proceedings in the matter

of an insolvent, the court upon the

return of the certiorari may grant a

rule upon the Common Pleas to certify
whether certain facts did not occur upon
the trial of the case before them, which
do not

appear upon the record. Smick
v. Opdyckt, 85

7. To a scire facias brought to revive

a judgment rendered by default, the

defendant may plead specially for the

protection of his person, a discharge as

an insolvent debtor obtained on the

same day that the judgment by default

in the original action was rendered

against him. Lloyd v. Ford, 151

8. On the trial of the issue between
an insolvent debtor and his opposing
creditor, formed under thl provisions
of the 7th section of the act for the

relief of persons imprisoned for debt,

(Rev. Laws 218.) the creditor may prove
that the debtor has been off of, and be-

yond the limit*. Smick v. Opdycke, 347

9. The enquiry on the trial of the

issue, is not restricted to the truth and

honesty and fairness or otherwise, of

the surrender and disclosure of the in-

solvent's estate and circumstances, but
extends also to his conformity with the

provisions of the act. Ib, 348

JUDGMENTS.

1. If, in an action of debt, the amount
of the damages for detention and costs

added together, exceeds the sum claimed
in the conclusion of the declaration, it

will not render the judgment erroneous.
Allen el al. v. Smith, 160'

2. After a judgment has been actually
signed, no addition can be made to it

by the insertion of the costs or the-

filling up of the in toto attingunt clause ;.

nor can the costs be rightly put in the

execution, unless they had actually
formed a part of the judgment. Den'
ex dem. Brookfield v. Morse, 331

JUDGMENTS BY CONFESSION.

After a capias has been regularly
issued and served upon the defendants

and a declaration filed by the plaintiff,
a judgment may be entered by confes-

sion of the defendant without an affida-

vit of the
plaintiff

that the debt is

justly due, <xc. as required by the act

of 19th February, 1829. Elliot, Lee et'

al. v. Woodhull, 126'

,URY.

See VEBDICT.

LANDLORD AND TENANT.

1. If a person enters into land under
a tenant who is in possession, and with

his consent, he cannot impeach the title

of the landlord. If he enters as an

intruder, or against the consent of tlie

tenant in possession, he may set up a

title in himself; but he cannot set up
an outstanding and subsisting title in a

third person, under whom he did not

enter. Den ex dem. Harker v. Ous-

tin, 42

2. When a tenant whose term has

expired by efflux of time, instead of

quitting the premises as he ought to do,

remains in possession, holding over, he

is a wrong-doer, and may be treated as-

such by the owner, his landlord, and
the landlord may immediately maintain'

an ejectment to recover the possession,
without giving notice to quit. Den ex

dem. Decker v. Adams, 99'
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3. But by the consent of his landlord,
his tenancy may be continued, and if

euch continuance by consent, be with-

out any fixed limit, he becomes a tenant
from year to year. ib.

4. The mere unbroken silence and
inaction of the owner, will not improve
or enlarge the character of the tenant's

possession. ib.

LIEN.

See JUDGMENT.

LIMITATIONS, STATUTE OF.

1. In the case of a promissory note,

payable on demand, the time when the

statute of limitations begins to run,
should be computed from the making
of the note, and not from the time when
the holder shall make an actual demand
of payment. Larason and Hoppock
v. .Lambert, 247

2. To make an acknowledgment of

a person sued as administrator available

to take a note, drawn by his 'intestate,

out of the statute of limitations, it

ehould be shewn that he was adminis-

trator at the time of the alleged ac-

knowledgment, ib.

3. In an action on a promissory note,
where there are two

pleas,
non assump-

sit and non assumpsit infra sex annos,
the plaintiff may be nonsuited if he
fails to shew a promise within six years,

though he proves the execution of the

note by the defendant. ib.

4. If part of the items of the plain-
tiff's demand are of more than six years

standing, and there is no evidence of

a new promise, they are barred by
the statute of limitations. Belles v.

Belles, 339

5. And though the defendant files a

eet-off, containing an account of charges
and dealings between the parties after

a lapse of several years, wholly discon-

nected with the antecedent transactions,
this will not save the items of the

plaintiff's account from the prescribed
limitation. ib.

6. The exception in the statute of
limitations in regard to merchants' ac-

counts, has been extended by an equit-
able construction so as to embrace
accounts of other persons, not mer-

chants, between whom there have been
mutual dealings and credits, some or'

which are of more than six years, anJ
others less. This equitable extension
of the statute may very properly take

place in case of mutual current accounts,
or wherever any such connection be-

tween them appears in their nature, or
from evidence, that the latter might
fairly be considered as an admission of
there being some unsettled accounts be-

tween the parties. But where the
transactions are remote and there is

nothing in their own nature or the evi-

dence to connect them, there can be no

propriety in extending the statute so as

to embrace them. ib.

7. An acknowledgment to take a case
out of the statute of limitations, must
be acknowledgment of a subsisting
debt; in which case the acknowledg-
ment will be evidence of a promise to

pay; but if any thing be said at the

time, to repel the presumption of a

promise to pay, it is insufficient. ib.

M
MANDAMUS.

The Supreme Court will not inter-

fere by mandamus to compel the Court
of Common Pleas to restore a rule

vacated by them, because the reasons
in support of the rule had not been
served upon the adverse party in pur-
suance of one of the printed rules of

that court. Hankins v. Bennet, 179

MASTER.

To enable the master of an appren-
tice to maintain an action against a

clergyman under the fifth section of the

act concerning marriages, Rev. Laws
180, for marrying a minor under the

age of twenty-one years, his servant
and apprentice, without his consent and
without his certificate in writing under
his hand, as directed by said act, he

must aver in his declaration that the

said minor had no
parent,

or guardian
living. Castner v. Egbert, 259
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MORTGAGE. <;

The destruction of the mortgage can-

not be proved by an entry on the mar-

gin of the book of registry which con-

tains the abstract of the mortgage,
made by the clerk, stating that the

mortgage was destroyed. Den tx dem.
Harker v. Gustin, 42

N
NEW TRIAL.

1. Unless the evidence of the losingn clearly outweighs the evidence
le party in whose favour the ver-

dict is found, the verdict will not be
set aside. Oram v. Bishop and Fish-

er, 153

2. The mere fact that some of the

jurors were for a time separated from
their fellows, is not, in a civil action, a

sufficient ground to set aside a ver-

dict, ib.

3. Nor the fact that the jurors, after

they retired to deliberate, made a great
noise and confusion. ib.

4. A verdict will not be set aside

where the weight of evidence is in

favour of it. State. Bank v. Hoi-

comb, 191

NOTICE OF PROTEST.

1. The delivery by a notary's clerk

of a notice of protest, directed Thomas
C. Butler, jun. to a Mr. B. with whom
the clerk was unacquainted, but who
informed the clerk it was his brother to

whom the notice was directed, that he
was going home and should see his

brother to whom the notice was direct-

ed, and would give him the notice as

soon as it could be sent by mail, is not
a sufficient notice to charge the en-

dorser. Paterton Bank v. Butler, 268

2. Putting a notice into the post-
office in time for the first mail, directed

to the defendant at Dashville, New
Jersey, when the defendant's residence

was at Dashville, Ulster county, New
York, (the place of the defendant's

residence being known to the plaintiffs,

though not to the notary's clerk who
sent the notice) is not sufficient to

charge the endorser. ib.

3. A letter misdirected when informa-
tion was readily attainable, and when
the residence was actually known to

the plaintiffs, cannot be excused by any
want of actual information of the

notary's clerk ; for in this part of the
transaction the notary is so much the

mere agent of the endorsees that he
must be deemed to have knowledge of

whatever in respect to the place of resi-

dence was known to them. ib.

4. Proof that the notice of protest
was seen in the hands of the defendant,
the endorser, about seven months after

the note became due, will not raise a

presumption that it came to the defend-

ant's hands by due course of mail,
when the letter containing the notice-

was directed to Dashville, New Jersey,
instead of Dashville, New York, the

place of the defendant's residence, ib.

5. The notice is of the essence of the

contract, and ought not to rest upon
presumption and inference. Legal and
sufficient evidence of its existence ought
to be given. ib.

6. When the residence of the endorser

is known, and he has actually given
orders as to the mode of directing his

letters, any deviation therefrom, or

from the ordinary course of transmis-

sion to the place of his residence, is

assumed at the risk of the holder of the

note. ib.

NOTICE TO QUIT.

If the tenant in possession holds

under the mortgagee, by lease subse-

quent to the mortgage, as tenant from

year to year, he is not entitled to notice-

to quit. Den v. Stockton, 322

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MATTER
UNDER THE GENERAL ISSUE.

1. It is not lawful for the defendant

to avail himself of the same matters-

by way of special plea and of notice

under the general issue. Camp v.

Allen et al. 1
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2. A notice of a motion to strike out

a notice of special matter subjoined to

a plea of the general issue, is in the

nature of a demurrer. ib.

3. A notice subjoined to the general
.issue, stating in substance "that after

the making of the bond on which the

suit was brought, there was an agree-
ment between Allen the debtor and
Clark the creditor, at whose suit he
was in confinement, by which Allen
was to give Clark certain promissory
notes and a small sum of money, and
the latter was to satisfy all judgments
in his name against the former, and to

discharge him from imprisonment under
the Capias ad satisfaciendum mentioned
in the bond, and to release him and his

eureties from the bond!; that in
pursu-

.ance of the agreement Allen did give
to Clark the notes and the money ;

and
ithat Clark afterwards, in fulfilment of

the agreement, discharged Allen from

imprisonment under the said writ, and
^released him and his sureties from the

:eaid bond
;
and that by reason thereof

he walked out of, and departed the

rules and bounds of the prison, which
is the same supposed breach mentioned
in the declaration," is sufficient to form
& prima facie defence, and therefore

will not be ordered to be stricken

out. ib..

4. Our statute to facilitate pleadings,
Rev. Laws 404, sec. 2, was not intended

to authorize or permit the defendant to

give notice of special matter when the

general issue is the apt and only plea ;

but to enable him instead of using a

special plea, to introduce matters proper
for such plea with more simplicity and
less regard to technicality and form, by
way of notice subjoined to the general
issue. Little v. Bolles, 171

5. A motion to strike out notices sub-

joined to the general issue, is not too

late though the cause has been carried

.to trial at the circuit and not tried, ib.

OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.

An action cannot be maintained by
the overseers of the poor in their own
name against a third person to recover

moneys belonging to the township, or

expended by them as its agents, for the

benefit of such third person ;
such ac-

tion should be brought in the corporate
name of the township. Taylor v.

Green and Johnston, 124

PLEAS AND PLEADINGS.

I. Declarat .

II. Plea.

I. Declaration.

1. In an action of assumpsit brought
by A. against B., for the use of C., a

count for money had and received in

the usual form with these variations,
"for so much money by the said B.
before that time had and received to

and for the use of the said A. who sues

as aforesaid, and being so indebted, the

said B., in consideration thereof, after-

wards, to wit, on &c. undertook and

faithfully promised the said A., who

sufficient. Belton v
D pay tun

. Gibbon, 76

2. If, in an action of debt, the amount
of the damages for detention and costs

added together, exceeds the sum claimed

in the conclusion of the declaration, it

will not render the judgmenterroneous.
Allen et al. v. Smith, 16C

3. To a declaration in assumpsit, con-

taining the common money counts, the

defendant cannot under the plea of the

general issue, give notice of special

matters, the object of which is to shew
that the money received by him to the

use of the plaintiff as alleged in the

declaration was not received to the use

of the plaintiff, but was in truth received

to his own use
;
such a defence is only

a denial of the contract as stated in the

declaration, and amounts to the general
issue. Little v. Bolles, 171

4. The declaration in an action of

covenant should shew that the agree-
ment on which it is founded, was origin-

ally sealed by the defendant and re-

mained under seal at the time of

declaring, or account for the omission

of such averment. It is not sufficient
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to say
" and for the faithful performance

of the said covenant and agreement, the

said parties did thereunto set their

.hands and affix their seals." Smith v.

Emory, 53

5. Where a special request is not

necessary to' impose on the defendant
the obligation to pay nor to render him
liable on his covenant, it is not necessary
to be averred. ib.

II. Plea.

The rules of pleading do not require
the day to be laid on or after the act

done, when the time is not material nor

necessary to be proved exactly as laid.

.Allen el al. v. Smith, 160

PRACTICE.

1. Proof of the service of a notice of

.taking affidavits to be used on the argu-
ment of a cause may be made viva voce,

at the bar of the court, where the affi-

davits are offered to be read. Anony-
mous, y4

2. The court will not impose upon a

party applying for a commission to

examine witnesses out of the state, the

terms of payment of costs to his adver-

sary. Roumage v. Insurance Com-

pany, 95

3. Motion for security for costs over-

ruled, ib.

4. A motion to strike out notices

subjoined to the general issue is not too

late though the cause has been carried

to the circuit for trial and not tried.

Little v. JBolles, 171

5. A party has the same time to plead
after oyer as lie had at the time it was
demanded. Warren v. Camack, 178

6. A party applying to amend a

declaration after a special demurrer has

been filed, must pay costs. Condit and

Vanderpool v Neighbour, 320

7. A rule to shew cause why a ver-

dict should not be set aside, may be

dismissed if notice of argument is not

filed with the clerk as required by the

rule of this court. Earl v. Burr, 321

8. An affidavit of the service of a dec-

laration in ejectment may be amended.
Den ex dem. Ely v. Fen, 321

9. The Supreme Court, as a general
rule, and without any suspicion of mal-

practice, are. not authorized to disregard
the return made by the Court of Com-
mon Pleas, because it is drawn up in

the handwriting of one of the counsel

in the cause. Smick v. Opdycke, 347

10. It is not necessary to give notice

of a motion for a certiorari to bring up
the. proceedings of commissioners ap-

pointed to value the lands taken by a

corporation for the use of a canal, but

the court may in their discretion either

award the certiorari in the first instance

or grant a rule to shew cause. State v.

Morris Canal, 366

PRISON LIMITS.

The legislature, in requiring the Court
of Common Pleas to "mark and lay out
the bounds and rules of the prisons in

their several counties," did not intend

to use the word mark in a literal sense
;

they meant by it, to point out, to settle,

to define, to describe
;
and the bounds

therefore may be sufficiently marked
and laid out, by course and distance,
without fixing any visible marks or

boundaries on the ground. Allen et al.

v. Smith, 160

R

RECITAL.

In a sheriff's deed, the recital of due

advertisement, being in the nature of a

certificate by an officer of a fact within

his knowledge, is received as primafacie
evidence and dispenses with the proof
which, without s<uch recital would be

required. No such presumption is made
where there is no recital. Den ex dem.

Brookfteld v. Morse. 331

RESTITUTION.

See HABEBE FACIAS.

RETURN.

The Supreme Court, as a general rule,

and without any suspicion of malprac-
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tice, are not authorized to disregard the

return to a rule made by the Court of

Common Pleas, because it is drawn up
in the handwriting of one of the coun-
sel in the cause. Snick v. Opdycke, 347

8

SALE BY SHERIFF.

1. Though a sheriff, in his conditions

of sale, undertakes to adjourn the sale

for a fortnight, in case the property
should be bid off by any person who
should neglect or refuse to comply with
those conditions, and the property is

struck off to one of the defendants who
refuses to comply with the conditions

of sale, and the sheriff, instead of ad-

journing for a fortnight, immediately
sets the

property up again and strikes

it off to the lessor of the plaintiff, who
is the highest bidder and executes to

him a deed for it accordingly, this does

not render the sale a nullity, and there-

fore cannot be given in evidence by
the defendant in an action brought by
the purchaser to recover the possession
of the lands purchased. Den ex dem.

Smith v. Young, 300

2. In deducing title under a sheriff's

sale, the judgment and execution are

to be shewn as well as the deed from
the sheriff to the purchaser. Den v.

Despreaux, 182

SATISFACTION.

1. The court will not order satisfac-

tion of a judgment to be entered, un-

less proof of payment thereof is full

and satisfactory. Hankinson & Dawes
v. Summer, 64

2. The Supreme Court, by writ of

certiorari, may review the proceedings
of an inferior court in making an entry
of satisfaction on the record of a judg-
ment. Lawrence v. Dickey, 368

3. If the plaintiff agree to accept

forty per cent, in satisfaction of the

judgment upon condition the same is

paid in sixty days ;
and the money is

not paid within the time specified, the

Court of Common Pleas have no au-

thority to make a new agreement for

the parties or to extend the time beyond
1

the limits which the parties have pre-
scribed

; and if they order satisfaction^

to be entered upon proof of tender of
the forty per cent, to the plaintiff after

the sixty days and refusal by him to-

accept the same, and the subsequent
payment of it to the clerk of the court r

the order of the Court of Common Pleas-

and the entry of satisfaction will be set

aside. ib.

SHERIFF.

1. A sheriff who levies & fieri facias
on the estate, real or personal, of a de-

fendant, is to finish the execution of the-

writ although his term of office after-

wards
expires,

and if he neglects so to-

do, or if having afterwards made sale,

he refuses or neglects to pay over the-

moneys, his sureties in the official bond
in force at the time he received the exe-

cution will be responsible. The State
v. Roberts et al. 114

2. If an execution is delivered to a
sheriff four days before his term of
office expires, and he has the means of

levying it upon the
property

of the

defendant, and omits to do so, to the-

prejudice of the plaintiff, he thereby
renders himself and his sureties respon-
sible, ib.

3. If an execution remains in the
hands of a sheriff, wholly unexecuted
until by a new election he is again
charged with the office, it becomes his-

duty to execute the writ and make due
return

;
and an omission to perform

such duty will constitute a breach of

his official bond. ib:

4. A breach of duty by a sheriff

neglecting wholly to execute an execu-

tion does not necessarily preclude or

prevent the occurrence of a subsequent
breach of duty by his successor, mtO'
whose hands the writ may come unex-

ecuted, in neglecting to execute it
; nor

by the same person holding the office of

sheriff under a new election. ib.

5. In an action against the sureties

of a sheriff on his official bond, if the

breach of duty charged, consists in not

levying on the goods and lands of a
defendant at the time an. execution was
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delivered to him ; it should be shewn
in the assignment of the breach that

the neglect was after the execution of

the bond on which the suit is brought ;

and also that the defendant then had

goods or lands whereon the sheriff might
have levied. ib.

6. There are two kinds of deputies
of a sheriff

;
a general deputy, or tinder

sheriff, who by virtue of his appoint-
ment, has authority to execute all the

ordinary duties of the sheriff; and a

special deputy who is an officer pro hac

vice, to execute a particular writ on
some certain occasion. The former is

bound to take an oath of office and file

his appointment ;
but the latter is not.

Allen et al. v. Smith, 159

7. Though a sheriff, in his conditions

of sale, undertakes to adjourn the sale

for a fortnight,
in case the property

should be bid off by any person who
should neglect or refuse to comply with
those conditions, and the property is

struck off to one of the defendants, who
refuses to comply with the conditions

of sale, and the sheriff instead of ad-

journing for a fortnight, immediately
sets the property up again and strikes

it off to the lessor of the plaintiff, who
is the highest bidder, and executes to

him a deed for it accordingly, this does

not render the sale a nullity, and there-

fore cannot be given in evidence by
the defendant in an action brought by
the purchaser to recover the possession
of the lands purchased. Smith v.

Young, 300

8. If the deed from the sheriff to the

purchaser (under which the plaintiff
claims title) recites an execution on a

judgment for $784.68 of debt, and $5.78
of costs, and the judgment produced is

for $784.68 of debt and $3 of costs, the

plaintiff fails to shew the authority of

the sheriff to sell, because he does not
shew that authority under which he
declares he did sell. Den ex dem. Swan
v. Despreaux, 182

SCIRE FACIAS.

To a scire facias brought to revive a

judgment rendered by default, the de-

fendant may plead specially for the

protection of his person, a discharge as

an insolvent debtor obtained on the

same day that the judgment by default
in the original action was rendered

against him. Lloyd v. Ford, 151

SEIZIN.

A seizin by the husband for any
period of time during the coverture,
however short, will be a sufficient

foundation for the title to dower, unless
it be a transitory seizin, as it is called,
or a seizin for an instant, as where the
same act which gives him the estate

conveys it also out of him ; or where
he takes a conveyance in fee, and at

the same time mortgages the land to

secure the purchase money. Origgs v.

Smith, 22

TITLE TO LAND.

1. In an action of trespass on the
case for overflowing lands, instituted in

the Supreme Court, if the title is actu-

ally brought in question by the evidence
of the defendant, the plaintiff, though
he recovers less than two hundred dol-

lars, will be entitled to full costs. Hunt
v. Morris, 175-

6. The propriety of charging a trus-

tee with interest, must depend on other

facte than the mere circumstance of

having the money of the cestui qua-
trust. Johnson v. Eickt, 316.

TRESPASS.

AD action for driving the defendant's

wagon and horses against the wagon
ana horses of the plaintiff, with such.

force and fury as to cause them to break,

loose from his wagon and run away,
and the said horses being so frightened,
and in running were

greatly bruised,

wounded and injured, and the harness

broken ; by means whereof the plaintiff
sustained damages, &c. should be tres-

pass and not trespass on the case. Rap-
pelyea v. Hulse, 2j7

TRESPASS QUARE CLAUSUM
FREGIT.

1. Where an action of trespass quart
claumm fregit, is brought before a jus-
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tiee of the peace,, the plaintiff declares

generally, and the defendant pleads
title, and the plaintiff thereupon com-
mences hia action in the Supreme Court
and declares in like manner, and the

defendant pleads liberum tenementum,
and the plaintiff replies that the close

is his freenold and not the freehold of

the defendant, if the defendant gives
evidence of his possession of a close in

the same township in which the tres-

pass is alleged to have been committed,
he will be entitled to a verdict in his

favour. Elkt and Boyce v. Pullen, 357

2. The ancient rule, in the action of

trespass, that where the declaration is

general, without giving the name or

abuttals of the close, and the defendant

pleads that the close is his soil and free-

hold,
"
the defendant, unless there be a

new assignment, must have a verdict in

Jiia favour if he prove a title to any
land in the same township," is applica-
ble to a case originally commenced be-

fore a justice of the peace, and the plain-
tiff under a general description in the

declaration, has not the power to select

the place to which the evidence shall

be confined. ib.

TRUSTEE.

The propriety of charging a trustee

with interest, must depend on other

facts than the mere circumstance of

having the money of cestui que trust.

Johnson v. EicJce, 316

V
VARIANCE.

1. The doctrine of variance applies
not only to actions founded on contract,
but in some particulars to actions

founded on tort.
' Den ex dem. Brook-

fdd v. Morse, 331

2. Where the sheriff's deed recited a

judgment for $3000 debt, and $3 costs,

and also, for $25.80 for costs and charges
Boatained by reason of the delay of

execution of the judgment, and the

judgment produced is for $3000 of debt

and $3 costs, only, the sheriff's deed

will be rejected, because not sustained

by the judgment. Den ex dem. Stout

f. Farlee, 326

VERDICT.

1. Unless the evidence in favour of

the losing party clearly outweighs the
evidence of the party for whom the
verdict is found, the verdict will not
be set aside. Oram v. Bishop and
Fisher, 153

2. The mere fact that some of the

jurors were for a time separated from
their fellows, is not, in a civil action, a
sufficient ground to set aside a ver-

dict, ib.

3. Nor the fact that the jurors, after

they retired to deliberate, made a great
noise and confusion. ib.

4. A verdict will not be set aside

where the weight of evidence is in

favour of it. Bank of New Brunswick
v. Holcomb, 191

5. Where the verdict is against the

weight of evidence, yet if there is some
evidence, both positive and circumstan-

tial, to support the verdict, if the court
does not see that the jury mistook the
truth or that justice has not been done,
the verdict will not be disturbed. Per

DRAKE, J. ib.

6. The general rule is that a verdict
must comprehend the whole issue or
issues submitted to the jury in the par-
ticular cause, otherwise the judgment
founded on it will be reversed. Mid-
dleton v. Quigley, 352

7. A construction whereby a verdict,

expressed in the terms of one issue, is

extended to another issue, is not ad-

missible, unless it be the necessary con-
clusion upon the whole case. ib.

8. From the verdict of a jury in

favour of the plaintiff, finding that

there was no rent in arrear, the court

cannot draw a conclusion in favour of

the plaintiff on an issue of non tenuit,

in regard to which the verdict is

silent ib.

9. There is a substantial difference

between the questions involved in the

pleas "non tenuit," and "nothing in

arrear," so that finding the latter issue

does not render the issue on the former
so wholly immaterial that no notice

need be taken of it. ib.
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10. The omission of the jury to find a

verdict on one of the issues joined is

not amendable in this court on a writ

of error. ib.

W
WILL.

1. Proof that the testator acknowl-

edged the mark or name to the will as

his, in the presence of the witness, is

not the actual signing of the will in

their presence required by the statute

of wills. Den ex dem. Compton-v.
Mitton, 70

2. Our statute requires that the will

should be published in the presence of

the witnesses, either wholly by the

testator, or by the scrivener or other

agent asking questions, and the testator

expressing his assent by words or by
signs, which plainly indicate his under-

standing of and acquiescence in such

publication. ib.

3. If one witness testify expressly to

the fulfilment of every ceremony re-

quired by the statute, it will be suffi-

cient, ib.

WITNESS.

1. A person who is so situated in re-

lation to the property in controversy as

to be liable to refund the money received

by him from the plaintiff for the prop-
erty sold, in case of the failure of the

plaintiff to recover, is not a competent
witness for the plaintiff. Lowrey v.

Summers, 240

2. A person who is under an express

agreement to pay part of the costs of

the suit, in case the plaintiff should fail,

is interested in the event of the suit,
and ought not to be admitted as a wit-

ness, ib.

3. The record of a deed, purporting
to have been proved before a master in

chancery, by P. S. when the name of

P. S. does not appear as an instrumental
or attesting witness, is not evidence.

Den ex dem. Harker v. Oustin, 42

4. A person who is unable to write

his name, but makes his mark, is not-

withstanding a competent witness to

the execution of a will. Den ex dem.

Compton v. Mitton, 70

WRIT, TESTE OF.

1. The mere production of a writ

bearing teste prior to the cause of action,

does not prove that it was actually
issued before the cause of action arose.

Allen v. Smith, 160

2. The true time of issuing process

may be shewn notwithstanding its

tette. ib.
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